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Preface 
We have aimed in this book to produce a concise:, accessible introduction 
to aeolian geomorphology. The recent flourishing state of our sub-
discipline is manifest in a fl urry of papers in scientific journals. The ra te of 
activity is revealed by the huge number of papers published in the last two 
years that we have referred to. I t is t rue that there have been a number of 
specialized collections of papers, one or two monographs. and chapters 
and papers in other books (mainly about desen geomorphology). but most 
of this work i> fragmented, and not highly accessible to the general 
gcomorphologist, much of it being at a very technical level. In fluvial, 
glacial, periglacial, coastal and slope geomorphology, by contrast , there is 
a la rge choice of specific volumes which make the subjects accessible to 
non-specialist.';, particularly undergraduates. We hope to redress the 
balance. 
A t first sight it may seem strange that a book on the geomorphological 
work of the wind should be written by two geomorphologists from such a 
wet place as England, but there are two perfectly good reasons. First, the 
concentration of geomorphologjsts on glacial, fluvial and coastal land-
forms has blinded most people to the quite considerable extent of our 
coastal sand dunes, our almost as extensive ancient inland dunelields, and 
the less extensive but widespread deposits of loess, as well as to the huge 
contribution that the wind has made to soils everywhere in Britain. Our 
islands were much more wind-blown 20 000 years ago than they are today. 
Even today we suffer, albeit on a much smaller scale than places like 
Kazakhstan. from wind erosion on agricultural fields and from outbreaks 
of desen dust (in our case from the Sahara). In fact. the work of the: wind in 
Brita.in may be almost as obtrusive in everyday life as that of rivers. and 
more conspicuous than that of slopes. 
Second, we have a llourishing. though small community of aeolian 
geomorphologists in Britain, largely the intellectual inheritance of Dick 
Grove, who is still. at wmk in Cambridge. O ne of us was taught by Dick 
Grove nimself, and the other in tum by one of his students. Andrew 
Goudie. We owe them a considerable debt for kindling our interest in 
deserts and aeolian processes. 
We have been at pains throughout the book to emphasize that aeolian 
geomorphology is a rapidly expanding topic, in which there are very many 
uncertainties. We hope that we have capitah7cd on these, for they do 
present advantages. They encourage interesting debates, stimulate further 
enquiry, and as a teaching medium allow us to emphasize the fragile nature 
of most scientific study, the need to keep an open and enqu iring mind, and 
the need to develop the appropriate techn iques. Aeolian geomorphology is 
a good medium for though t in three other respects. It requires a great 
breadth of related disciplines to be focused on its problems. It operates at a 
range of sc.,f$:s, from the microscopic to the ~obal and from processes that 
, 
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last less than a second to those that continue for millennia. Finally, when it 
comes to application, succes~ful aeolian geomorphology, like the 
application of other parts of the discipline, needs auention to social and 
political analysis. By providing a summary of the state-of-the-art, our 
intention is to stimulate further interest and enquiry. Acknowledgements 
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• ·Ctt.APTE'R,i,. · Wind environments 
The work fN!r[ormed by the winds in the atmosp/rer~ appears hardly to have received its 
due share of atte11tion. 
A century after Udden wrote these words. aeolian 
geomorphologists may still feel neglected, but they 
must also acknowledge that their branch of the 
discipline bas experienced a recent surge of interest, 
if measured by the geometric increase in the volume of 
literature over recent decades. 
The renaissance has a number of elements. The 
space programme, which was extraordinarily well 
funded in the 1960s and 1970s, sought terrestrial 
analogues for aeolian features 011 other planets. most 
notably Mars (Greeley and T versen 1985), and also 
supplied surveys of Earth from satellite images that 
revealed the vast extent and astonishing panerns of 
aeolian landforms (McKee 1979a). Microprocessor 
technology bas provided bener monitoring equip-
ment, which can now be relied upon in hot, cold, 
sandy, salty and dusty environments (Chapter 2). 
Better vehicles, better roads and bener navigational 
equipment have made it much easier and safer to 
travel in deserts. Since about 1980, new discoveries 
have made the dating of aeolian deposits very much 
easier (Chapter 8). Finally, the management of wind 
erosion on agricullural land has continued its 
stimulus to research into aeolian geomorphological 
processes (Chapter 9). 
Shortly al\er Udden's seminal writing. there was a 
weak attempt to kindle interest in aeolian geomor-
phology when, early in the twentieth century. some 
authocities tried to promote the idea that wind is as 
important an agent of erosion as water, in deserts at 
least. Keyes (1912) spoke of 'eolation' as a process 
that had planed off vast surfaces (Chapter 3). The 
patent exaggeration of these claims and the clear 
evidence of the activity of water meant that almost all 
subsequent workers looked only to Ouvial andoslope 
(Udden 1894: 318) 
wash processes to explain even desen landscapes. 
With the glaring exception of Bagnold's mould-
breaking The Physics of Blown Sand and Deser1 
Dunes in 194 1, the domination of geomorphology by 
lluvialists was sustained in the 'quantitative revolu-
tion' in the geomorphology of the 1950s and 1960s 
when measurement of processes. particularly in small 
fluvial catchments, became the vogue. Chorley et a/. 
in 1984 could suggest with impunity that the drainage 
basin was the fundamental unit for geomorphology, 
yet in doing so they were clearly ignoring the woEk of 
the wind. 
Neglect was possible because, in the absence of the 
recent advances in earth observation and methods of 
measurement. few geomorphologiMs, if any, guessed 
at the enormous extent of aeolian landforms or at the 
magnitude of their role in earth surface sediment 
movement. It will be shown later in this book that 
aeolian landforms (with little fluvial influence) can 
conservatively be estimated to cover 2()-25 per cent of 
the terrestrial land surface; to dominate deep-ocean 
sedimentation; to compete with (though not surpass) 
Jhe amounts of sediment carried by rivers; to have 
played an even greater role in geomorphology during 
some recent phases of the Pleistocene; and to play 
what is probably a dominant role in the geomor-
phology of some other planets. The aim of this' book 
is to report these recent discoveries and to change 
the balance within geomorphology in favour of 
aeolian processes. 
Aeolian geomorphologists no longer make extra-
vagant claims for the power of the wind, but, dealing 
as they do with these intrusive and potentially 
damaging processes and this great variety and 
extent of features, they can justly claim tbat the 
effect of the wind on landscapes, within and without 
the deserts. is a major force in eanh surface 
sculpture. 
If 
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(a} (b) 
(c) 
Rg. 1..1. The scope of aeolian geomorphology: (a) wind-eroded features 
known as yardangs (Chapter 3) (photo: Carol Breed); (b) a dust storm 
(Chapter 4 ); (c) deposited dust, which Is known as loess, in the valleys of 
the Matmata Plateau, Tunisia (Chapter 4): (d) a desert sand dune, 
Namib Desert (Chapter 5). (d} 
. ~ ""~· ' .. 
The scppe of aeolfan gec)mo~hoiOgy· 
Aeolian geomorphology (sometimes spelt 'eolian' in 
North America) is the study of the ways in which the 
wind has formed the land by erosion. transport and 
deposition (Fig. 1.1 ). Because the 'vind moves sandy 
material more readily than coarser or finer particles, it 
opemtes most effectively where there is material of this 
size at the surface and where it is not held down by 
vegetation or moisture. Deserts, being dry and relatively 
bare, are therefore tbe prime area of aeolian activity, but 
it is by no means restricted to these areas. Places where 
the supply of the right kind of sediment is abundant, 
such as coasts and the edges of glaciers, are also 
susceptible, and places where the protective vegetation 
layer has been removed, especially by agricultural 
practices, may also become very vulnerable. 
T he scale of aeolian processes ranges from the 
entrainment of an individual grain of dust to the 
movement of dunes composed of many hundreds of 
thousands of tonnes of sand, and the scale of aeolian 
features extends from the minute pits created by the 
impact of saltating sand grains to the world's major 
sand seas, many as large as medium-sized nation 
states. Aeolian processes include the insidious strip· 
ping of topsoil from fields and the transport of great 
quantities of sediment in dust stom1s; the deposition 
of this material far from its source; the transport of 
great volumes of sand by saltation just above the 
desert surface; the abrasion of the surfaces that these 
sand streams encounter; the au:umulation of this 
material into dunes; and the seemingly inexorable 
movemllnt of these dunes. The aeolian features tbat 
these processes produce include eroded ridges. or 
yardangs, some of them tens of metres high; 
extensive deposits of wind-blown dust, or loess, 
found over perhaps 10 per cent of the Earth's land 
surface; cquaUy important dust deposits in the 
oceans; much less obvious, though ecologically very 
significant, additions of dust to most of the world's 
soils; and, of course, the sand dunes of deserts and 
coasts . 
The layout Qf tfie bo~ 
>: . ' • 
This book is an introduction to the work of the wind 
in the landscape. This first chapter briefly introduces 
the envi.ronments in which wind is important. Chapter 
2 1ooks at the structure of the wind close to the surface 
and its effect on the fundamental processes of 
entrainment, transport and deposition of sand and 
dust as well as the development of ripples. Chapter 3 
considers the erosive effect of the wind, and describes 
the landforms such as yardangs, ventifacts, pans and 
desen pavements that this erosion produces. Because 
dust and sand react dift'erently to transport by the 
wind, each is treated separately. Dust is investigated 
in Chapter 4, while Chapter 5 covers the formation of 
sand into dunes. Chapter 6 describes the amalgama-
tion of dunes into sand seas, duncfields and sand 
sheets. Chapter 7 then looks at the sedimentary 
characteristics of sandy aeolian deposits. Chapter 8 
describes the operation of aeolian processes in the 
past and their legacy of landforms. Chapter 9 reports 
some of the effects of aeolian activity on human 
activity, and vice versa, and the attempts to manage 
these processes. 
Wind environments 
, -:J:li • ;,· ....... , .; 
G obal fci~!Jiatlorl a"d Wli'ld patternS ':., 
Wind is the consequence of dilferences in air pressure 
from place to place. As a general rule, air moves from 
areas of high pressure to areas of low pressure, 
although other factors act to complicate this simple 
rule. 
At the broadest level, the global circulation of air 
masses is thermally d ri ven. Air warmed at the 
equator rises arld moves poleward, although it does 
not actually make it to the poles. It sinks in the 
subtropics, creating two thennally driven cells on 
either side of the equator, which extend to latitudes 
at about 30• north and south and are known as the 
Hadley Cells. Beyond these, in the mid-latitudes and 
within the polar circles, are two further cells which 
are less directly driven by radiation differences 
(Fig. 1.2). 
Atmospheric high pressure exists where air subsides 
and surface low pressure exists where air diverges. 
Thus there are high-pressure cells, or anticyclones, 
formed in the subtropics and around the poles; and 
low-pressure areas, also called depressions or 
cyclones, at the equator and in the mid-latitudes. 
Because of the need to wnscrve angular momen· 
tum on the spinning surface of the globe, air Oow is 
not directly from high pressure to low pressure, but 
around these cells. Angular momentum is greatest at 
the equator which is the la titude furthest from the 
Earth's axis of rotation. Because the Earth spins 
towards the east, near-surface air moving towards the 
equator is dellected to the right in the northern 
hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere, 
creating a pattern of easterlies near the equator in 
both hemispheres. In the northern hemisphere, air 
moves clockwise around high pressure and anti· 
clockwise around low pressure; in the southern 
hemisphere, the reverse is tnte. The surface wi nd 
pattern which develops is of easterly trade winds 
between the tropics: of mid-latitude westerlies 
between the subtropica l highs and the polar front; 
and of another zone of easterlies close to the poles. 
This general pattern is further disrupted by the 
disposition of land and sea on the earth's surface 
and by the topographic variatio·n of the land to give 
the pattern in Fig. 1.3. 
The global distribution of wind energy does not 
demonstrate overwhelming latitudinal patterns. but 
indicates that the windiest places are along coast lines 
and the calmest in cont.inental interiors (Eldridge 
1980). 
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Fig. 1.2 Idealized representation of patterns of atmospheric air circulation from equator to 
pole. 
Desert wind systems 
Much aeolian geomorphological activity, though by 
no means all, takes p lace in deserts. The largest of the 
tropical and subtropical deserts arc dominated by the 
subtropical high·pressurc systems and may therefore 
be subject to the relatively low-energy wind systems 
associated with the centre of the anticyclones, at least 
for part of the year (e.g. Kalahari, southern Africa). 
Others, however, are subject to the relatively high-
energy environments of the tropical easterly trade 
wind belts which blow around the anticyclones 
and which blow <>ver nearly ha lf the globe. The 
intcnropical convergence .:one (ITCZ), which 
separates the wet ai r of the equatorial belt from the 
dry air of the subtropical and mid-latitude deserts, 
moves seasonally from tropic to tropic. altering the 
strength and position of the subtropical h.ig.b-pressurc 
wind systems (Fig. 1.3). Areas that arc relatively ca lm 
under the inOuencc of subtropical highs for part of the 
year may be subject to incursion by stronger wind 
regimes, including hurricanes and the monsoons, for 
the other part. 
The trade winds are strongest on land in winter 
when the anticyclones are best developed. In the 
Sahara the trades blow in winter as the llarmatton 
which is responsible for considerable iiCOlian activity, 
moving both dust (Cb.apter 4) and sand (Chapter 6). 
A weaker system, associated with the anticyclones is 
the Eresicm wind system, which operates on the 
northern parts of the Sahara in summer. 
The other major weather systems to aiTect the 
tropical and subtropical deserts arc the monsoons, 
drawn in towards the con tinents in summer. The Asian 
monsoon is the strongest of these, drawing south-
westerly winds across the eastern tip of Arabia. into 
southern Pakistan and across western India. This 
system also draws a north-westerly wind, known as 
the Shamal, across parts of Arabia and Iran, and is the 
major cause of dust storms in this ar,ca. There are 
weaker monsoon systems in northern Australia, soutb-
crn Africa and the West African Sahel, and California is 
Fig. 1.3 Map of the world's major wind systems. 
the sulbjcct of a yet weaker summer monsoon. Though 
thll winds in these monsoons are general ly gcmle, there 
arc occasional bursts of high energy associated with 
thunder-clouds, which can give rise to quite violent dust 
stomls known as haboobs (Chapter 4). 
The mid-latitude deserts in each hemisphere arc 
affected by 'Ferrel ' westerlies. These winds affect sand 
and dust movement on the poleward margins of the 
tropical and subtropical d=rts, as in west coast 
deserts such as the Namib in southern Africa and the 
Atac;tma in South America. in the northern Sahara 
and the northern Arabian deserts, and in the southern 
Australian deserts. They arc also the main systems in 
the mid-latitude deserts, as in the USA, central Asia 
and ·Patagonia. These winds are most active in winter 
and spring, which is the main dust-storm season io 
these areas. 
Wind environments 
These large-scale wind patterns arc responsible 
for large-sca le patterns of aeoli~n activity. The 
Harmattan, for instance, is responsible for entraining 
a huge volume of dust from the Sahara and depositing 
it in the Atlantic Ocean. It bas also been credited with 
the pattern of sand Oow throughout the Saharan sand 
seas. The pattern of dunes in the southern hemisphere 
deserts of southern Africa and of Australia has been 
attributed to the anticlockwise wi nd Bows around the 
anticyclones centred on those continents, a lthough 
uot without contention. 
Aeolian activity is important in cold environments 
as well as hot. Eldridge's (1980) work showed that 
wind energies are often greatest in the poleward parts 
of the continents, and Cailleux (1967) reported mean 
velocities in Antarctica of 22m s- 1• with a maximum 
at Mirny(66°S 96°E) of 62ms-1 and atCapcDenisan 
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(67' S 143 [!)of 87 m s- 1 among the highest recorded 
anywhere on !!art h. Ten per cent of sediment in the 
Arctic Ocean has an aeolian origm. Although aeolian 
geomorphology has been dominated by work in lhe 
low- and mid-latitude dcsens and along coastlines. 
there have also been studJes in cold environments, 
most notably in the dry valleys of the Antarctic. 
Local winds 
Within the global pattern of wind systems there arc 
local winds which are the consequence of two main 
effects: the etl'cct of topography, both be<:ause of the 
intrusion of a hill or mountain into the !low and 
because of the clTcct of wind llow up or down a slope; 
and the effect of land/sea interfaces (Simpson 1994). 
The consequences of thermal effects. such as thunder-
StOmls and dust devils, arc covered in Chapter 4. 
Topography 
A mountain massif causes an oncoming wind to 
diverge around it and accelerate over it. One of lhc 
largest of the effects of topography is the splitting of 
nonh-easterly winds by the Tibetan Plateau so that 
lhe wind blows both west into the Tarim Basin and on 
into the (former) Soviet deserts. In the lee of a massif, 
complex eddy pallcms can be created which can 
include zones of very low wmd velocity. Mountain 
passes. in contrast. can funnel winds and cause 
considerable acc~leration. One of the consequences 
for aeolian geomorphology of large topographic 
obstacles IS that sand p1lcs up against the ~indward 
faces of mountains as ·chmbing dunes' or 'sand 
ramps' and is deposited on the Ice slopes of uplands as 
·falling dunes' (Chapters 5 and 6). Another conse-
quence is erosion, for in 1ones of accelerated !low, 
such as passes and summits. sand is not deposited, but 
may be trunsponed with enough force to form 
spectacular wind erosion features. l!xamples include 
the mcga-yard:mgs of Tibesti and the ventifacts of 
California (Chnpter 3). There arc other consequences 
of topography for the deposition of loess, though 
these arc in some dispute (Chapter 4). 
The effects of topography may also be felt in 
upslope (anabatic) and downslope (katabatic) winds, 
which often intensify other wmd patterns. In general, 
anabatic winds occur as a result of greater heating of 
upper slopes than of valley noors, while katabatic 
winds occur as colder air drams into depressions. 
Land and sea breezes 
Apan from dcsens. the other major location of 
aeolian activity is coastlines. This high level of activity 
is in pan a result of a plentiful supply of material 
exposed in the littoral zone. It is nlso because winds 
blowing onshore, having tr:lvclled over the very low 
friction surface of the sea, have higher velocities than 
are experienced in nearby locations inland. In 
addition, however. the different thermal proper11es 
of land and water cause lnnd and sea brcczcs. 
Because tbc land surface responds more rapidly 
to daytime beating !han the sea. a pressure difference 
is created and air is drawn inland. or onshore. At 
night the more rapid cooling of the land reverses the 
effect and winds are from land to sea, or otl'shore. The 
onshore air movement, or sea breeze, is gencm ll y 
the stronger and is most commonly felt from mid· 
morning into the evening. Like anabatic und 
katabatic winds, these eiTeets often intensify larger-
scale wind pa tterns. They may be very important in 
the formation of coastal dune systems (Chapter 5). 
. Wind regimes In the past 
Global wind regimes have not always be<:n as they 
are today. Climate changes have included major and 
minor shifts of wind belts, and changes in wind 
velocity. For e~amplc. the e~tcnsion of ice ~hcets 
towards the equator a.lso brought the high-energy 
environments associated with penglacial regimes. The 
effect of shifting regimes and climate change are 
discussed in later chapters, and especially in Chapter 
8. The evidence shows some much windier periods in 
tbe past, most notably at the time of the last glacial 
maximum, when even more dust and sand was being 
tran~'Ported than today. 
Measuring and descl'lblr.g wind patterns 
Most meteorological stations record wind speed and 
direction. and these data are potentially of very great 
value to aeolian gcomorphologists. The records of 
speed arc made with anemometers, the dctui ls of 
which are discussed in Chapter 2. 
Some care needs to be exercised when dealing with 
these data, particularly when they arc located in 
remote locations. First, the measured velocity is 
dependent on the height at which the reading is taken, 
especially in !he few metres closest to the ground 
(because there is a gradient of increasing wind speed 
away from the Earth's surface). The WMO rccom· 
mends that anemometers are mounted 10m from the 
ground :lnd that !hey arc sited in an open situation, 
but in reality this is often not the case. Where the 
height of the anemometer is known, some adjustment 
may be possible by using estimates of the nature of the 
velocity profile. 
Second, the method of r<:cording varies greatly. The 
most sophisticated data logging is by microprocessor 
which can then be downloaded ut the site or even 
relayed back via a satelli te link. This is a particular 
advantage when meteorological stations are in remote 
locations. In older equipment the logging is mechan-
ical. whereby a trace representing speed and direction 
is recorded on a paper roll which is changed weekly or 
monthly. Wind speed information may be collected 
manually from a totaliser anemometer which records 
the total number of revolu tions since the last record. 
often every 6, g or 12 hours, but data like these, 
averaged over a number of hours, hide major peaks 
and calms of wind speed. Occ.1sionally wind speed 
and direction are recorded by an operator from an 
anemometer aod vane which give instantaneous 
readings of !he current situation. l!ach of these three 
methods of recording - continuous logging (either 
electronic or mechanical), totaliser or instantaneous 
re-.tding - gives different results, and consequently 
some care must be exercised when comparing da1..1 
sets. 
The great variety of "~nd climates created by 
global and local wind patterns can be represented by 
diagrams of !he frequency of winds blowing from 
different compass directions over a year. These 
frequency diagrams arc called wind roses. Aeolian 
geomorphologists usually convert the data !hat are 
used to create a wind rose to show the potential of 
lhe wind to move sand or dust, and the resultinil 
diagrams are called sand or dust roses. The conver-
sion involves equations !hat relate wind speed to 
potential sediment transpon rate, which arc dis-
cussed in Chapter 2. 
Wind environments 
Conc:luslon 
We have moved a considerable way in recent years 
towards an understanding of the effect of the wind on 
landforms. but few aeolian geomorphologists would 
now disagree that !hey shou.ld know yet more about 
wmds. There arc two major constraints. First, winds 
are nowhere as weD measured and recorded as 
streamflow is for fluvial geomorphologists. Second. 
the dynamics or the wind arc the domain of 
meteorologists. and few :!eolian geomorphologists 
are adequately aware of lhe state of thinking among 
modern meteorologists. It is to be hoped !hat both 
these constmints may be overcome, the one by new 
forms of data capture, as from satellites, the other as a 
new generation of aeolian geomorphologists realises 
the imporumce of meteorology to !heir subject. 
Further reading 
The recent renaissance of aeolian geomorphology is 
re!lectcd in the publication of other textbooks on more 
restricted topics (e.g. Pyc and Tsoar (1990) on sand 
and du nes; Pye (1987) on dust) as well as books on 
deserts which include sections on aeolian geomorph-
ology (Thomas 1989b; Cooke l!t al. 1993; Abr.thams 
and l>arsons 1994). There have also been proceedings 
and reports from a number of relevant conferences 
(Brookfield and Ahlbrandt 1983; BarndorlT-Nielsen 
eta/. 1985; Nickling 1986; Gimmingham eta/. 1989; 
Bakker eta/. 1990; Nordstrom eta/. 1990; Bamdorff-
Niclsen and Willetts 199 1: Pye 1993a; Pye and 
Lancaster 1993). Bibliographies have recently been 
provided by Busche et a/. (1984), Horikawa et a/. 
(1986) and Lancaster (1988a). 
Greater depth is given to lhe discussion of atmos-
pheric circulation and wind pa11ems by a number of 
books including Barry and Chorley (1992) and 
Okc (1990). The structure of winds in lhe boundary 
layer is given fuller coverage by Greeley and lversen 
(1985). 
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The physics of erosion. transportation and deposition 
by the wind, whicb this chapter examines, are at the 
bean of aeolian geomorphology. In essence, the 
chapter is an elaboration of a very simple statement 
about these processes: strong winds can entrain and 
carry more particles than gentle ones. The chapter 
concludes with an introduction to ripples. whicb is 
included here because of the close connection between 
ripples and sand transport mechanisms at the scale of 
individual grains. 
fluid flows 
"" 
Wind is tbemovemeutofair. As a fluid, air behaves in 
many ways like water, another fluid, but air is 1000 
times Jess dense, and this restricts the size of material 
it can move. The definition of a fluid is that it cannot 
resist stress, or an applied force. Pushing against a 
solid such as a piece of rock at first causes little 
deformation. although as the force is increased. the 
solid may eventually break or deform catastrophi-
cally. Fluids, in contrast, always deform or flow when 
a force, however s·mall, is apptied. For there to be a 
wind. a force must have been applied by the difference 
in air pressure from one place to another. 
Viscosity 
Viscosity is the capacity of a fluid to resist stress. All 
fluids display viscous behaviour when they deform 
under any stress. but a given force deforms different 
fluids to different extents. Fluids that are more 
viscous are more able to resist stress. Viscosity is 
temperature-dependent. so that the same fluid 
becomes less viscous (more readily moved by stress) 
when it is heated. 
Flow types 
Fluid flows can be described as being laminar or 
turbulent. Laminar flow is rare either in water or in 
air. Turbulent flow is the usual condition, and 
comprises eddies, which. while making overall down-
stream or downwind progress, have internal pauems 
of motion and a certain independence of behaviour. 
Turbulence is induced by friction between a boundary 
and the Quid (discussed further below), by obstruc-
tions in the flow or by thermal effects. 
Individual molecules or pockets of air in a 
turbulent How move in complex swirling patterns at 
a range of spatial and temporal scales. up, down, 
from side to side, and often in the opposite direction 
to the net now. Velocity measurements in these 
conditions can on ly be statistical averages over time, 
and are usually only expressed in the downwind 
direction. Notwithstanding tllis convention. the 
other components of now can be very important in 
aeolian geomorphology. The upward component, for 
example, is crucial to the suspension or long-distance 
transport of dust (Chapter 4). 
The degree of turbulence is expressed by the 
Reynoldv mmrber, devised by a nineteenth-century 
physicist, Osborne Reynolds. The Reynolds number 
is defined thus: 
Re=plrU 
1/ 
where p is fluid density, /r is now depth or the 
thickness of the boundary layer (the zone in which 
velocity is constrained by the effect of the boundary). 
U is mean flow velocity, and 1) is fluid viscosity. 
Re •is a dimensionless ratio in which higher values 
indicate greater tu rbulence. Laminar flow occurs 
when the effect of viscous forces (those resisting 
defomJation) dominate the inertial forces (those 
resisting changes of speed); turbu lent flow occurs 
when the opposite is true. Because the flow depth in 
air in the atmosphere is always relatively large and 
viscosity is low, Revalues in air are always high even 
in fairly gentle winds. In air, flow is turbulent when Re 
exceeds about 6000. 
Wind shear 
The energy to lift and carry grains of sand and dust 
comes from the wind as it 'shears· the Earth's surface. 
Shear occurs when one body (in this case the air) slides 
over agotller (in this case the ground}. The shear fora: 
per unit area (in N m -l) is termed -r0 ('tau-zero'). 
The shear force of the wind on the ground surface 
has been virtually impossible to measure directly until 
very recently because instrumentation had .not been 
deve.loped that could record what was happening at 
the sutface, even in wind tunnels. A probe that is !lush 
with the surface bas now been developed. and this 
does give an idea of the surface shear (Castro and 
Wiggs 1994), but it is not yet able to measure all the 
kinds of problem associated with aeolian geomor-
phology, especially in field conditions. Before the 
probe can be adapted (which may take several years), 
geomorphologists and engineers must make do with 
other ways of estimating shear. In the absence of 
direct measurements. they have been accustomed to 
using an elegant, but not necessarily exact, method 
developed by the great early twentieth-century aero-
dynamicists Karman and Prandtl. 
The Karman{Prandtl reasoning relies on two 
assenions .about the nature of the velocity profile in 
the aUnospheric boundary layer (Fig. 2.1). The first is 
that, because of t he friction that occurs between a 
fluid and an 'aerodynamically rough' surface (which 
almost all natura l surfaces are), there is a minutely 
thin layer of air immediately above the surface 
(or 'bed') in which Oow is stationary or very slow. 
The depth of this 'viscous sub-layer' is related to 
the roughness of the bed, and is so small that it is only 
about I /30th oft be height of protruding irregularities 
such as sand grains. The depth can be thought of as 
equivalent to the ·roughness length', denoted b)l =o· 
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Fig. 2.1 The idealized he1ght pattern of velocity (or velocity 
profile) of the wind over a smooth, ftat surface. The 
notations are explained in the text. 
The roughness length, being very small on most 
bare surfaces, is almost impossible to measure, and 
is usually derived by extrapolation from the wind 
profile, which is assumed to be logarithmic and must 
therefore reach the ground at a height above zero 
(Fig. 2.1). The logarithmic assumption, however, is 
itself dubious in many natural situations, and, in 
consequence of this and other problems, estimates of 
z0 vary wildly. One set of five measurements of wind 
velocity above 0.4 m from the rough surface of a 
beach, yielding an acceptably logarithmic profile, 
could have been taken to predict a z0 of 10- lt m 
(tbe w&velength of gamma rays), which is clearly 
absurd (Sherman and Bauer 1993). Notwithstand-
ing, errors can be minimized and estimated, if 
careful procedures are followed (Bauer et a/. 1992). 
Only now are more precise observations being made 
on the effect of the size and spacing of roughness 
elements on the position of z0 and some are finding 
that many of the older assumptions about z0 are 
very tenuous (Gillies and Nickling 1994). Moreover. 
these wind-tunnel examinations do oot aecount for 
natural roughness elements in the field . Ripples are 
the most obvious (and ubiquitous) of these, and may 
increase the effective z0 tenfold (Sherman and Bauer 
1993). For all these problems, the reality of the 
roughness length concept has to be aceepted for the 
moment. 
The second KarmanfPrandtl assumption, some-
times termed the ' law of the wall', is the semi-
logarithmic pattem of increase io velocity with height 
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above zo (Fig. 2.1). This is another gross approxi-
mation of what actually occurs, but suRices in simple 
situations. 
Wath these two principal assumptions, the 
K:irman Prandtl approach allows the calculation of 
another quantity, the shear ••e/ociry (also sometimes 
termed friction •·e/ocity), which is commonly denoted 
as u. (which can be said ·u star'). Shear velocity is 
related to shear stress thus: 
II, = (To/P,)112 
where Pa ('rho-a') is the dcnsny of the air (in kgm- 3). 
11, therefore bas the dimensions of velocity (m s- 1), 
which is why it is termed 'sbe:H velocity'. 
The reason that11, is useful for estimating To is that 
u. is said in the Klirman/Prandtl approach to be 
related to the velocity profile, and velocity profiles are 
relatively easy to measure in the field and labordtory. 
The relationship of 11, to the slope of the velocity flog 
height curve is shown on Fig. 2. 1 and can be written in 
the following way: 
u:fu, = 1/K In (z/z0) 
where u, is wind velocity at height z; and 1< ('kappa') is 
Karman's constant. usually taken as 0.4. 
If this reasoning is accepted, all that is needed to 
d iscover the s urface shear force is to place a few 
anemometers at diOerent heights above the surface 
and to derive the velocity profile from thei r output 
(Fig. 2.2). If a value for z0 and the logarithmic nature 
of the profile are assumed, only one anemometer is 
needed. Both of these approaches have been common 
in recent aeolian geomorphology (in the absence of 
anything better). and although the discussions above 
and below show that both are based on many dubious 
assumptions, both methods have given useful results 
(Mulligan 1988: Burkinsbaw et ol. 1993; Wiggs 1993). 
Micrometeorological anemometry 
T he continuing improvement in the design of 
anemometers has allowed increasingly beuer 
measurements of shear on the K:inn:in/Prandtl 
assumptions. The moSL popular design in the recent 
past has been the cup anemometer (Fig. 2.2). The cups 
rotate on anns, and operate a reed switch whose 
periodic signals are recorded on a logger. Cup 
anemometers have improved and now jam with 
sand less regularly, but they still have many dis-
advantages. They respond slowly to an increase in 
wind speed, and worse. keep on spinning when it 
decreases. Thus they can give only ave raged wind 
speeds over times greater than a few minutes. More-
over, their bulk means tha t they cannot be placed 
close to the gro und where wind-speed measurement is 
critical. 
Hot-wire or film anemometers arc a newer develop-
ment. They work on the principle that higher wind 
Fig. 2.2 Cup anemometers arranged so as to record a velocity profile. Three hot-w1re 
anemometers are mounted on the centre POSt and the right-hand post Is supPOrting a ·senslt' 
probe, used to measure the number and energy of saltatlng particles. All the equipment shown 
records data on loggers which are downloaded to a computer. 
speeds reduce temperature proportionately in a 
heated wire. They can be made much more sensitive 
to fluctuating wind spc:1:ds than can cup anemometers, 
thus recording much more of the turbulence. T hey are 
now the principle instrument used in wind-tunnel 
studies, but only recently have they been made 
sufliciently robust to withstand sand blast (for use in 
the field or a wind tunnel into which sand can be 
introduced): these are 'armoured bot-film probes' (for 
example. Kocurek et ol. 1994). The state-of-the-art 
anemometer is an armoured cross-wire probe that 
records wind-speed variations in two ortbogom•l 
directions. allowing it to record stresses on the surface 
(Castro and Wiggs 1994). 
None of these systems of :memometry can in 
general be used to record wind direction. This is 
usually done with a rotating vane. 
Problems with the Karman/ Prandtl approach 
The major assumption in the K:innan/Prandt l 
approach, the logarithmic pror.Je. is very dubiously 
va lid in field conditions. There a re two )Xlrticular 
complications. These occur when there is strong 
surface heating or cooling (as in deserts). or when 
the air flow is over topographic obswcles (like 
yardangs and dunes), or when there are changes in 
surface roughness (Chapter 5). In all these cases, 
velocity profiles diverge seriously from the logarith-
mic model. Natural environmental conditions are 
rarely stable enough or homogeneous enough for 
Grains in motion 
semi-logarithmic profiles to develop. though they may 
pertain in wind tunnels. 
The second dubious assumption in the Karman/ 
Prandtl approach is that turbulence is assumed tO be 
fairly uniform. It is easy to see \\hy this issue was 
avorded, for rurbulencc is very hard to measure. being 
three-dimensional and at a number of different scales. 
But turbulence has a number of effects on the 
entrainment and movement of sediment. Perhaps 
most important, it causes Hucruations of shear on the 
bed; for example. Rasmussen eta/. (1985) found that 
turbulence over periods of240s caused u. to vary by 
10 per cent. Turbulence shakes and loosens particles, 
though the exact importance of this process is hard to 
gauge. Turbulence appears to be much more sig-
nificant to the entrainment of dust than to that of 
sand (Chapter 4: Nickling 1978). 
Turbulence a lso produces the almost universal 
•fl urries' of g rain movement that c-an be seen in any 
cloud of sand or dust, even in the tightly controlled 
conditions of a wind tunnel. These are almost 
certainly very important in initiating movement, for 
they apparently raise a Hush of gra ins on their leading 
edge, and these grains are probably the ones that 
initiate more genera l sa ltation (Williams et a/. 1990; 
Butterfield 1993). The flurries probably follow the 
'burst·swecp' paucm first identified under water by 
Grass (1971). and it is a lso probable they that leave 
shallow flow-para lie I traces on the su rfacc. On a 
beach or in the desert, moving sand o rganises itself 
into long streamers (Fig. 2.3), which probably also 
Fig. 2.3 sand streamers on the low·tlde beach a t Brfdllngton, UK. The lig11ter-colouJed 
saltating sand Is blowing In well-<!eRneCil trails across the darker. wet beach. (Photo: S. Tribe.) 
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L Entrainment 
The beginning of sand movement is achieved in a 
number of ways. These nrc very difficult to observe or 
O to model , and, despite some theorizing and observa-
tion, little is known about them. Recent work shows 
that the pnx:csscs arc very complel<. 
w 
Ag, 2.4 The f()(Ces acting on a statlonaty parttC!e resting in 
a flu•d now. The fluid exerts lift (L) and drag (0), and these 
are resisted by the particle's weight (W) and Interparticle 
f01ces (1). 
follow these burst-sweep panerns. These may mani-
fest themselves as flow-parallel vortices, wh1ch break 
up and re-form in an irregular fashion. They create 
conditions in which sand flux is extremely variable at 
any one site, falling to zero during some 5 s periods, 
even in very strong winds. and this makes the detailed 
prediction of sand flux, on small temporal or spatial 
scales. very difficult. if not impossible (Arens 1995). In 
spite of their importance to the undcrstandmg of sand 
movement and sand flux, very httle is known about 
these types of movement. 
Furthermore, and at a larger scale, turbulence is 
associated with some weather patterns more than 
others. Thus the passage of fronts or thunderstorms 
can bring very turbulent winds which rarely allow the 
surface to ~tabilisc, and thus render it much more 
susceptible to movement (Helm and Breed 1994). 
Helm and Breed found that sand movement in 
Arizona was related to much the same range of 
weather systems as was dust movement (Cbapu~r 4), 
each with its distinct turbulence characteristics. 
When considering the force delivered by the wind to 
the bed, aeolian geomorphologists arc left m a rather 
unsatisfactory position. There is now enough infor-
mation to confirm that Karman/Prandtl assumptions 
about the character of boundary layers arc too 
simplistic. but as yet there is insufficient theory or 
technology to be able to otTer a fully developed 
alternative, although some of the technological 
problems may soon be overcome. This will therefore 
be an area of considerable study for the immediate 
future. 
In theory, loose particles on a surface over which a 
wind is blowing experience a vertical lift force. which. 
if sufficient. can overcome two types of resistance 
(Fig. 2.4). The first form of resistance is the 
gravitational force 
(g(pp- p.)d)) 
where g is the acceleration due to gravity Pp is the 
particle density. p. is air density, and dis the particle 
diameter. T he s.:cond type of resistance is a group of 
other forces that include friction .md cohesion. These 
arise because the grnins arc ti¥ht ly packed together and 
tbey arc proportional to p.d u,2 (lv~rsen eta/. 1987). 
l ift 
Higher velocities arc accompanied by lower pressures 
(Bernoulli's equation). so that where the velocity 
profile is steepest. bringing high and low velocities 
close together tn the airstream, as it does ncar the 
surface. there arc alo;o great pressure differences. Thus 
grains protruding tnto this zone of the flow experience 
pressure changes wh1ch may induce some lifi. 
Protrusion compounds the pressure effect by forcing 
the flow to accelerate over the particle (yet further 
lowering pressure). However. lin can only he impor-
tant very close to the bed , and even then can raise 
grains only slightly. It may well he more effective on 
rough beds in the field than on smooth beds in wind 
tunnels, on particles already set in motion by drag 
than on static ones, and in conditions in which 
turbulence can provide sudden very low velocities. 
Drag 
Most experiments have shown that drag is more 
powerful than lift. The two components of drag are 
'surface drag', which is skin friction between the 
particle and the air: and ·form drag', produced by the 
d ifference in pressure between the windward and Icc 
sides of the panicle (especially if there is How 
sepa ration, as over angular particles. and/or a t high 
Reynolds numbers, as is general in fast flow). Because 
surface drag is greatest on top of the particle. it tends 
to roll it, while form drag causes the particle to both 
Grains in motion 
Fig. 2.5 Modes of grain transport (based partly on data from htgh·speed filming by 
Mltha ec a/. (1986)). The terms are explained In the texl. 
roll and slide. Drag may even induce ejection when 
moving particles collide or arc dragged over small 
projections (Nalpanis 1985). 
Bombardment 
Most authorities maintain that onoe a few grains have 
been lifted and begin bombarding the bed on their 
return, shear on the bed is lowered to a value at which 
entrainment by lift or drag is not possible, and further 
entrainment is almost wholly by bombardment 
(Owen 1964; Anderson and HalT 1988, 199 1). 
though this has yet to be proved (Butterfield 1993). 
Bombardment is the process by which sa lta ling grains 
(sec page 15) bring the momentum that they have 
acquired from higher levels in the air stream back to 
the surface. and the initiation of further movements 
by the collisions between these and other grains. 
When the wind meets a sand patch, bombardment 
hegins almost immediately (sec below). so that lift and 
dr"g probably operate alone only in a very narrow zone. 
High-speed films (Werner 1990) show that a descending 
grain usually produces one high-energy ejection (as 
pi1.tured in Fig. 2.5). which takes some 50 percent of the 
impact energy (the ejectum is ortcn the impacting grain 
itsell) and about ten lower-energy. short-distance 
movements from a zone around the original impact 
(the 'splash' effect. known as rcptation, discussed on 
page 17), which take much of what energy is left., 
. 
Jhe threshold of movement 'c 
One of the most important concepts in aeolian geo-
morphology is the minimum force required to move 
particles of a given s.izc. This is known as the ' threshold 
(or critical) shear force' ('r,) for that size of particle. 
Because of the practical problen1s encountered in 
measuring surface shear forces (outlined on pages 9-
10). it is more usual for the 'Lhrcshold velocity' (u,), or 
better still the 'threshold shear velocity' (u.,), for any 
size of particle to be calculated o r measured. 
If n succession of trays of particles, each with grains 
of different site, is exposed to a range of wind speeds in 
a wind tunnel, and the value ofu. at which the particles 
begin to move is plotted against the size of particle on 
the trays, a minimum value of u., JS found, with 
threshold values increasing away from the minimum 
towards both finer and coarser grains (Fig. 2.6). For 
quam grains the minimum threshold velocity is in the 
ranf 70-125p:m (micrometrcs or microns: l1tm = 
10- m). The minimum decreases with particle density 
(Iversen and White 1982). Many authorities have 
reviewed the theory behind this kind of behaviour (for 
example, Pye and Tsoar 1990). 
This kind of experiment also reveals a difference 
between the static (or fluid) threshold and the dynruuic 
(or impact) threshold. The static threshold marks the 
point at which grains first start to move (by drag and 
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Fig. 2.6 Threshold curves relating the start of motion of 
grains of dltrerem size to wind velocity (after Chepll1945; 
Hsu 1971). 
lift). Once entrainment has started, it is bombardment 
that keeps the system moving (as explained above), 
and, because the descending grains bring down energy 
from above, less overall energy is required to maintain 
movement. and it can continue at a lower overall wind 
velocity than before. Consequently. the dynamic 
threshold, at which gmin movements can just be 
maintained, is about80 per cent oft he static threshold 
(Anderson and Half 1988). The two thresholds are 
compared in Fig. 2.6. 
As predictors of I he field behaviour of sediments, the 
threshold cufl.-e> in Fig. 2.6 must be treated with 
caution. There are a number of significant complica· 
lions. rirst, there is the >iJ.e-sorting of the sediment, for 
ruilltures of different sizes very much complicate the 
threshold effect. and the cu11.~ in Fig. 2.6 are derived 
from experiments with series of trays of particles each in 
a narrowsil-.crange. The curves may apply to most dune 
sands, which are generally well sorted. but when there 
are miAes of particle SI7.CS (which is not uncommon on 
other surfa~s) a whole range of comptications appear, 
such as the protection of small pnrticles by big ones, 
different packing densities, the bombardment of line 
ones by moving larger particles and so on. 
The most systematic approach to the relationship 
between sediment sorting and the th reshold velocity 
was Nickling's (1988). Nickling studied threshold 
behaviour in a wind tunnel for a number sediments of 
different grain sizes and sorting coefficients, and 
found, in summary, thill the more poorly sorted the 
sediments, the greater tbe distinction between the 
start of movement (by a few grains) and generdl 
overall movement. 
Other factors that complicate field thresholds 
include surface crusts, roughened surfaces, and 
surfaces witb different slopes (although on most 
dune surfaces tbis is a very minor complication) and 
panicles of different shape and packing density. More 
imponant complications are soil moisture and the 
cover of vegetation (including almost invisible algae), 
which are discussed later in this chapter. Despite these 
reservations, the curves do give valuable indications 
about the behaviour of real sediments. and these 
require some explanation. 
The threshold of move me nt for sand 
The ri~ing curve for the thresholds on the coarse-
particle side of Fig. 2.6 is easily expl:tined. Increasing 
stzc, and therefore mass (if density is constant), 
increases the gravitational force that must be overcome 
before movement can occur: heavier grains move less 
readily than lighter ones. Lenau and Lettau (1978) 
found that the threshold velocity was rather well 
defined in the field for sands predominantly between 
125 and 177/Jm. Below 4ms- • (measured at 0.63m 
above-ground) there was rdrely movement· between 4 
-1 ' and 5 m s there was some creep; above S m s- 1 there 
was some leaping movement: and above S.Sms 1 
movement was ·uniformly strong· . This last velocity 
value was equivalent to au, of0.25ms- 1• These results 
agree witb most wind-tunnel experiments. 
The threshold of movement for slit and clay 
At first sight, one might expect that the smaller (and 
therefore generally lighter) a particle. the more easily 
it would be entrained, yet F1g. 2.6 shows that this is 
not so for panicles smaller than aboutJOO,tm. There 
are a number of reasons for this behaviour. 
One explanation. though probably not the most 
imponant one, is that fine particles lie in the J.tro-
velocity layer near the bed or at least in a .-one where 
wind velocity is very low. This might explain the 
experimental results in a wind tunnel, which are what 
the threshold curves are derived from. But on rough 
natural SUJfaces this is less likely to be a major factor. 
A second and somewhat more important reason why 
fine grains are difficult to move in the wind tunnel is 
the absence of bombardment by coarse moving 
particles. ln the field, dust is seen to be most easily 
lifted into the wind if the surface is being bombarded 
by sand particles carried by tbe wind (tbis is further 
explored in Chapter 4) . Indeed, when there is 
bombardment, the inverse relation of particle >i7e 
and u.1 disappears (Gillette and Walker 1977). 
A third and probably the most important reason 
for the inverse relation of size and threshold velocity 
in fine sediments (both in the wind tunnel and the 
field) is cohesion. lt is more than coincidence that 
cohesive forces begin to equal gravitational ones 
when particles are less than about 1001011. Fine 
sediments cohere better than coarse ones because they 
have greater packing density; higher numbers of other 
particles with which they are in contact: and greater 
inter-particle bond strengths. Thus cohesion is a 
function of (1/d)J (Smalley 1970). These properties. 
in tum, derive from: the platy shape of many fine 
particles, which creates more opportunities for con· 
tact, if packing is parallel; their greater specillo surface 
(surface area per unit volume). again giving many 
contacts; greater surface activity per unit volume 
(encoutraging weak chemical bonds. known us van der 
Waals forces); and electrostatic charges, in some 
circumstances (Tversen and White 1982: Nickling 
1988). Furthermore, moisture is held more tight ly 
between fine particles, and adds a considerable 
elemen t of cohesion in many circumstances. 
There are further complications with fine particles. 
The finest are mostly clay minerals, and these usually 
cohere in large clods which prevent erosion not only 
because of their si7,.e, but because they create a rough, 
pebble-like protection (Gillette 1986). In some cir· 
cumst.ances, however, aggregation can decrease the 
threshold, for if the aggregates are the size of line sand. 
they require a lower u., than their individual clay 
particles. and can then be entrained and transponed as 
if they were sand (and are known then as 'pellets'). 
These may bombard the surface and funher increase 
entrainment. though they break up much more 
quickly than single-grain sands. 
The transport of line particles as dusts is discussed 
further in Chapter 4, and the effects of moisture on 
thresholds and rranspon rates are discussed below. 
Modes 'of. trartSport 
b " 
Once the threshold of movement is pa~d and grains 
are entrained, they travel in four distinct ways which, in 
increa:singorder of velocity, arecreep(and related near· 
surface activity), reptation, saltation and sus~nsion 
Grains in motion 
(Fig. 2.5). The key process is saltation, for once 
movement has begun, it is saltation that powers all 
the others. especially creep and reptation. Even the 
entrainment of the fine particles tbat later enter 
suspens1on is largely caused by tbe impact of saltating 
grains, and it is only when they have e:IC3ped from the 
saltation layer, as the great majorityofthem quickly do. 
that they follow independent trajectories. It is because 
of these critical roles that saltation is discussed first in 
what follows. 
Saltation 
The word ·saltation' comes from the Latin sa/tare ('to 
leap'). 'Leaping' best describes the paths of sand 
grains as they are ejected into the air, gather 
momentum from the higher wind speeds above the 
bed, and then descend back to the ground. Mean 
launch :mgles are between 30' and 50" downwind 
(Anderson 1989), but some grains even bounce back 
against the flow. Ejection velocities are related to 11, 
and are 50- 60 per cent of impact speeds. Saltation 
velocities have a wide Gaussian distribution (Ander· 
son 1987a; Anderson and Haff 1988). Velocities are 
greater from slopes inclined into the wind, such as the 
windward sides or ripples (Willetts and Rice 1989). 
This should mean that saltation is more vigorous on 
rippled than on plane beds. 
Some large particles rise high into the saltation 
layer. perhaps because they have lower specific 
surface areas and therefore surfer proportionally less 
vertical drag (Jensen and Serensen 1986). In a sand 
storm, line panicles of the order of 100 J,tm rise only a 
few centimetres, while a few with diameters of 
JOOO,tm may reach 1.5- 2m (Sharp 1964). In a 
severe windstorm m the San Joaquin Valley of 
California, with wind speeds at 10m above-ground 
up to 53ms-1, particles of 23mm (23000JLm) 
diameter were imbedded into a wooden telegraph 
pole at 0.8 m above ground (Salcamoto-Amold 1981 ). 
But these are apparently only a few maverick 
grains, for most authorities bave found. both in the 
field and in the wind tunnel, that tbere is a rapid fall· 
off in the mean si7e or particles and also a rapid 
improvement in sorting with height above the ground. 
A new model developed by Anderson and Bunas 
( 1993) suggests that fine grains are always ejected with 
greater velocity than coarse ones, the diiTerence being 
greater for greater speeds of the incoming (impacting) 
grain. There is an upper limit to ejection velocities, 
which is higher for fine grains than coarse grains, 
giving much higher trajectories for the fiuer particles 
l.S 
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at this limiting velocity. Further increases in impact 
energy serve to increase the rate at which particles are 
ejected, rather than the speed of individual panicles. 
Saltation hop lengths are about 12 to 15 times the 
height of bounce, but have a very wide distribution. 
Although there is some disagreement about the 
relationship between grain siz.e aud distance of a 
leap, Anderson and Bunas's (1993) model shows that 
small grains are generally ejected with greater 
velocity, achieve higher altitudes, and thus have 
longer jump lengths. Trajectory lengths may be 
directly related to u .. but perhaps only for these 
high-tmvelling grains (Werner 1990). T he path of 
descent is dclermined by gravity and the drag 
impa rted by the wind (Fig. 2.5). The momentum in 
grains larger than about 100 /Lffi ensures that this path 
is smooth and undisturbed by turbulence. Flight 
paths are not much affected by collisions with other 
sal taring grains. even though there may be a number 
of these. Lift induced by spin (tbe ·magnus efl"ect') is 
generally thought only to be a second-order effect. 
Most models and experiments show tbat the great 
majority of grains descend at angles of between 10" 
and 15" (Anderson 1 989), and most experiments show 
that the mean angle decreases with grain si7.e and u., as 
one might expect from what has been said above 
(Jensen and Serensen 1986). T he horizontal velocity at 
impact oflargegrains is close to t hat at the top of their 
trajectory, but small ones move at a velocity nearer the 
wind speed close to the bed (Nalpanis 1985). Most 
impact velocities arc below 4 m s- 1 (Anderson and 
Haff 1988, 1991). These velocities allow saltating 
grains, unlike reptating ones (see below), to have 
enough momenrum to 'splash' up others when tbey 
return to the surface (this being the way in which 
reptation and creep are maintained and in which new 
grains enter sallation) (Fig. 2.5). This momentum is 
directly related to the prevailing va lue of u, and to the 
size of tbe particle. Higher momentum particles eject 
more grains (Anderson and Bunas 1993). 
The cloud of saltating gra ins has an effect on the 
velocity profile of the wind. Because it is abstracting 
energy from the wind, the velocity profile in the 
sa ltation curtain adopts a form that is quite different 
from that of a wind without sand. Modelling has now 
confirmed Bagnold's (1941) empi rical finding that, 
when there is sa ltation, wind-velocity proflles have an 
inOexion at a different roughness height which he 
termed, z0, and which is higher than z0 over a fixed 
surface. The focus at z0 has been called 'Bagnold's 
kink' by McEwan (1993). However, Bagnold's finding 
that z0 was invariable with wind velocity is now 
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Fig. 2. 7 Modelled changes in the shear velocity following 
the Initiation of saltation (after Butterfield (1993) from a 
model by McEwan (1991)). 
generally rejected. Owen (1964) made a widely quoted 
reformulation, but newer ones are now appearing, 
and give better results when compared with observa-
tions (Ander~on and Half 1988: Wilburg and Rubin 
1989; Werner 1990; Sherman 1992; Raupach eta/. 
1993). Some models and observations now also 
suggest that the wind-velocity profile in the saltation 
layer is convex upward in shape (Mcl3wan and 
Willetts 1991; McEwao 1993). 
T he changes in the wind-velocity profile in response 
to saltation must be manifestations of a feedback 
mechanism, for they approach a steady state quite 
quickly. Modelling and wind-tunnel experiments show 
that when wind velocity is suddenly raised through the 
threshold velocity over a sandy bed, the shear velocity 
rapidly responds and even 'overshoots' to a peak value, 
before declining to a steady level (Fig. 2.7; McEwan 
and Willctls 1991; Butterfield 1993). The rate of'cut-in ' 
is apparently related to u. (Anderson and Hair 1991). 
In Butterfield's experiments this kind of'steady' rate of 
transport was achieved in a matter of about 9 s after 
movement had begun. 
However, Fig. 2.7 shows that a truly steady state is 
not achieved until after a further period. of tbe order 
of a minute or more. Between the initial rapid cut-in 
and th.is second lcind of steady state, there appears to 
be a gentle d.ecliue in the transport rate. The 
explanation may be that an equilibrium has to be 
established between the saltating curtain and the !low 
above it, and that the change takes time to propagate 
through the curtain (McEwan and Willetts 1993). 
A lthougb Butterfield's ( 199 3) experiments did detect a 
form of longer-term adjustment (albeit with slightly 
different chara~-reristics and over a longer period than 
theory predicted), be noted that in real winds, in 
which velocity fluctuates wildly, this second steady-
state condition would be reached very seldom, and 
therefore that flow and transport were probably in 
permanent disequilibrium. 
Creep 
All grains travelling close to tbe surface were, until. 
recently, categorized as ·creep'. Now that they can be 
better observed, other processes have been distin-
guished, as explained below, but two residual modes 
of grain movement can sti.ll be described as 'creep'. 
One is the rolling of coarse pa rticles driven by the 
impact of liner grains in saltation (which was the 
original conception). The other is the rolling of these 
grains into craters created by tbe saltation impacts 
(induced by gravity}. Creep, therefore. mostly involves 
the coarser particles, but the exact distinction in any 
one case between the sizeofthegrains that take part in 
creep and tbose in o ther kinds of motion is probably a 
function of the prevailing mix of grain sizes and of u •. 
Willetts and Rice (1985a, 1986) filmed what they 
regarded as creep at 3000 frames s- 1• and then 
observed it i.n slow motion. With u. at 0.48 m s-1• 
tbey found that 355- 600 tJm diameter grains moved 
at about 0.005ms- '- Gra ins of tbe same size began 
tbeir journey as a g·roup, but rapidly dispersed as 
some moved more quickly than others, and the 
grouping disappeared completely within 3min. 
Some creeping grains (like some in reptation and 
saltation) are buried for long periods of time, often in 
ripples (Barndorff-Nielseo et a/. 1982). 
The proport ion of the total load travel ling in these 
kinds of ways must vary with grain-size mix, though it 
may be independent of u,. The creep:saltation ratio 
has been found to be between 1 : 1 and I : 3 (Willetts 
and Rice 1985a), but many of the results need to be 
treated with caution because of the difliculty of 
isolating creep from the other near-surface processes, 
particularly reptation (see next column). 
Other near-surface activity 
When a mobile surface is examined closely it is seen 
that there are modes of activity other than creep. First 
is the differential loss or accumulation of different size 
fractions, depending on whether the bed is eroding or 
accumulating. On an equilibrium surface, by defini-
tion , grain size does not change, but there are few, if 
any such surfaces in nature, for dunes arc dynamic 
bodies composed of erosional and depositional 
portions. On an eroding du ne surface, the probabi lity 
that a grai n will be removed is a logarithmic function 
of the logarithm of its si.zc; thus small grains are 9luch 
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more likely to be removed. On an accumulating 
surface. by the same token, the probability of 
deposition is likely to be a logarithmic function of 
the logarithm of size; here fine grains are much more 
likely to be deposited (Bagnold and .Bamdorff-
Nielsen 1980). Thus erosional surfaces are overloaded 
with coarse gmins and depositional surfaces with fine 
gra ins. This kind of process on eroding beds has been 
modelled by Anderson and Bunas (I 993), as will be 
explained on page 26. When these two probability 
distributions are combined, a log-hyperbolic function 
is produced (as explained in C hapter 7). 
There are yet other processes at work on a mobile 
sand surface. One of these is tbe preferential move-
ment of coarse panicles up to tbe surface when a sand 
composed of a mixture of sizes is shaken (in this case 
by bombardment) (Sarre and Chancey 1990). The 
process probably extends no more than five grain 
diameters beneath the surface, and is probably very 
fast. It seems to be the result of a compressional-
dilational wave which radiates from the point of 
impact of a saltating grain. Models of the shaking of 
siz.e-mixtures show that the amplitude of shaking is 
directly related to the speed of sorting and that large 
particles rise by rotating and ratcbeting themselves 
against the smaller ones, tbeir roughness therefore 
being an important control on the rate of rise (Half 
and Werner 1986). Yet another process occurs when 
some of the saltating grains hi t the surface aod tunnel 
along just beneath it, jettisoning other particles, 
sometimes many grain-diameters cJiow11Wind (Fig. 
2.5; Willetts and Rice 1985b). 
T here are stiU further processes at work in the 
surface. Bombardment both consolidates the surface. 
rendering it harder to mobilise, and elevates some 
grains to positions where t hey are more vulnerable to 
later dislodgement (Iversen et a/. 1987). There is 
clearly much more to Jearn about what happens in the 
few layers of grains on moving beds of sand. 
Reptation 
Recent research has distinguished another distinct 
and important type of near-surface motion in aeolian 
transport. This is reptation, (from the Latin reptare: 
' to crawl"), which is tbe ·splashing' or low hopping of 
grains dislodged by the descending high-energy 
particles (Anderson and Haff 1988). When a saltating 
grain hits the surface. it dislodges about ten reptating 
ones (Fig. 2.5; Werner and Haff !988). Reptating 
grains differ from those in creep, because they 
continually pass between the reptation and saltation 
r 
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modes (Anderson 1987b). They differ from those in 
saltation mainly in their velocity distribution. which is 
strongly exponential, heavily weighted towards small 
velocities (Anderson 1987a). Nevertheless, the major-
ity of aU the grains in motion at any one time are in 
reptation (Anderson et al. 1991). As in saltation, the 
number of ejecta in reptation is strongly related to the 
impact speed of the incoming grain, and so to 11,. 
Suspension 
Suspension can be defined as the condition in wh.icb 
grains follow turbulent motion; in saltation they do 
not. This is not an entirely satisfactory definition, 
because suspension can occur in laminar flow, but it 
suffices for the present purpose. A simple measure of 
the distinction is if the ratio of u. to 111 is greater than 
one (uc being the fall velocity of a particle in air). u1 is 
a function of the balance between the weight of the 
particle and the drag of the air upon it. The vertical 
velocity in turbulence near the ground is approxi-
mately equal to 11., so that. with ur < 11 .. particles stay 
aloft. Intermediate sizes of grain take part in 
'modified saltation' , where saltation paths arc made 
irregular by turbulence (Anderson 1987a). 
Observations over level surfaces show a sharp 
transition to suspension or modified saltation when 
grain size falls below about I 00 fJJll, at quite a range of 
value.~ of u. (Nalpanis 1985). There is a fairly clear 
distinction between silts and clays, which can be held 
aloft in many winds, and sands, which rarely go into 
suspension (Pye 1987). There may, however, be 
complications near tbe bed. Saltation may dampen 
turbulence, and this may help to retain dust-sized 
particles within the saltation layer (Jensen et a/. 1984). 
There arc also undoubtedlycomplicatioos when there is 
flow over undttlatiog topography, as over dunes, for the 
turbulence induced by the topography may help to raise 
quite coarse particles. Thus sand undoubtedly enters 
suspension in the Ice of transverse dunes, and bas been 
found to be a major process in the formation of coastal 
forcduncs, where suspension may carry quite coarse 
grains many metres inland in high winds (Aren.' 1994). 
Distinctions can be made between particles in 
suspension. Particles larger than 70 J.lffi cut through 
some of the turbulence. They may descend near the 
bed occasionally, but when they do, they experience 
enhanced lift forces and may again be swept aloft. 
Particles coarser than 50 ,,m in diameter (sometimes 
caUed 'coarse dust'), travel only a few tens of 
kilometres before settling (if and when the wind 
subsides). Loess is a deposit (Chapter 4), usually 
between 20 and 30 ,..m, most of which can be shown to 
have travelled no more than about 300 km from (irst 
suspension to deposition (in windstorms with 
common levels of turbulence). Fine dust, less than 
about 15J.Irnin diameter, can travel much further, and 
forms the dust haze that persist.' even in calm 
conditions (Pyc 1987). 
One of the central concerns of aeolian geomor-
phology is the sediment transport rate. The transport 
rate, usually denoted q (or Q), is defined as the mass of 
sediment passing through a plane perpendicular to 
the wind of unit width and of infinite height above the 
ground per unit time. Jn Sl units it is measured in kg 
(m-width)- 1 s- 1 (sometimes in m3 (m-width)-1 s- 1). 
Because of the difficulty of directly measuring the 
transport rate (sec below), both those interested in 
landform development and those trying to manage 
aeolian hazards place great value on being able to 
predict the transport rate from wind data collected at 
meteorological stations. Unfortunately, difficulties 
in understanding the saltation process, difficulties in 
measuring u .. the highly turbulent nature of flow near 
the surface, and the difficulty of observing what 
happens close to the ground, along with complications 
such as moisture, vegetation and surface crusting, 
mean that there is still no single, simple relationship 
linking sediment discharge to wind velocity. 
Titis Jack of an established relationship is not a 
consequence of lack of study. It bas been investigated 
in theory, in the wind-tunnel and in the field by many 
workers over the past century, with the result that a 
p lethora of formulae now exist. These formulae have 
been reviewed by Greeley and Iversen, who provide a 
lengthy list (Greeley and Iversen 1985: 100, Table 3.5), 
and by Sarre (1987). All bave noted how difficu lt it is 
to derive and confirm the formulae. 
All the formulae agree that the relationship 
between the transport rate (Q) and shear velocity 
(u.) is best expressed in the general form: 
Q oc 11."(u. - u.,)h 
where the sum of the exponents, a and b. is 3. 
One of the most widely used formulations, that of 
Lettau and Lettau (1978), is expressed in the form: 
q = C(p, f g)u;1(1 - u,fu, ) (2.1) 
wbere q is the discharge rate of sand in g (m-
width)-1 r 1 (t is a specified time period); C is an 
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Fig. 2.8 The predictions of various sand transport formulae 
(after Lancaster and Nlckllng 1994). 
empirical constant related to grain size, commonly of 
the order of 6.5; Pa is the density of the air; u, is the 
threshold velocity; and"' is wind velocity at height z. 
Here. u, should be taken as the impact rather than the 
fluid threshold (Werner 1990). 
Comparisons of the predictions of the various 
formulae available show that they diverge quite 
widely (Fig. 2.8). Furthermore, they were all derived 
for what Sherman and Houa (1989) have termed 
' ideal surfaces': essentially those that are horizontal. 
covered with well-sorted loose sand, unaffected by 
moisture, vegetation and crusting, over which a 
steady wind with a semi-logarithmic velocity profile 
is blowing. These situations rarely occur in nature, so 
that the fomtUiae provide little more that an estimate 
of the maximum transport rate that could occur, 
although even this has sometimes been cha llenged by 
results which suggest that the formulae are under-
pre<licting (Sarre 1987). 
Grains in m otion 
Slope has an effect on sediment transport, although 
there is some disagreement about the exact nature of 
the effect. Reviewing various formulae, Sherman and 
Bauer (1993) noted that correction factors would be 
between 0.400 and 0. 960 for a s• slope. Yet another 
correction factor was used by Howard et a/. ( 1978). 
With some exceptions, however, the formulae predict 
that the slope angles found on the windward slopes of 
most desert dunes would have very little effect on 
transport rates. Only on steeper slopes, as on the 
eroded faces of coastal forcdunes, or when a desert 
wind reverses over a former slip face, docs slope 
appear to become an important factor in sand 
transport. The correction factors do not. however, 
take account of speed-up and jet-type flow over hills 
(Chapter S) and may, therefore. be of rather limited 
value (Sherman and Bauer 1993). 
The effects of m oisture on the threshold of 
move m ent a nd t ransport rate s 
Except in extremely arid conditions, moisture is a 
common and very important control on the threshold 
of movement and the rate of transport by tb.c wind. 
Complete saturation halts sediment n1ovement even 
in very windy conditions, but as the soil dries out a 
wbole battery of processes interact to control 
entrainment and movement. A crude estimate is that 
a soil must dry to 4 per cent water content before 
movement starts (the pores tben being about 15 per 
cent fuU) (A7.izov eta/. 1979). but the issue is clearly 
more complex, as field measurements show. A priori, 
it is easy to see that the effect of moisture must 
depend on particle size and on factors like organic 
matter content and the influence of wind speed on 
evaporation. 
Grain size affects the drying process through its 
influence on the behaviour of water in the pores. The 
men.iscuses on the water trapped between the grains 
arc more gently curving between sands than between 
silts or clays, so that the same amount of moisture 
holds sands less firmly (McKenna Neuman and 
Nickling 1989). Sands are also drier be<:ause they 
dra.in more quickly (Agnew 1988). There may be quite 
complex effects if the pores in a sediment have a 
narrow size-distributioo, for then a high proportion 
of them may suddenly empty of water as the soil dries. 
and sediment may abruptly become available for 
transport by wind (Nickling 1988). The positive 
effect of wind speed on evaporation means that the 
threshold on a wet surface may be very little different 
from tbat on a dry one in a high wind (Hotta et a/. 
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1984). Sandy surfaces dry out very quickly so that a 
shower has litLie lo1J8·term eiTect on the rate of 
movement, but moisture, if sufficient. can have a 
much longer-term eiTect on sand movement if it 
encourages the genrunation and growth of vegetation 
(see below) (Helm and Breed 1994). 
There are yet more complicating proccs:;es. If 
strongly driven, raio may increase the transport rate 
by splashing particle) into the path of tho wind (Sarre 
1988; de lima eta/. 1993; Chapter 5). Rain may also 
slake and pelletize fine soils and render them more 
susceptible to deOation when they dry (although this 
effect is not as immediate as splashing). Moreover, if 
saltation has begun, as on a drier patch of beach, it 
may continue over wetter patches, being main tained 
by bombardment (Sarre 1990). Sarre suggested that 
saltation itself was not inhibited until moisture 
content of the surface sediment reached above 14 
per cent. The effects of atmospheric humidity are 
more demanding to measure than those of soil 
moisture, and its effects are therefore even more 
uncertain (Knottnerus 1980). 
The effect of vegetation on sand transport 
The eiTect of vegetation is to restrict the movement of 
sand, either by tmpping sand and dust already being 
transported (see the sections on 'loess' in Chapter 4 and 
'anchored dunes' in Chapter 5), or by preventing or 
restricting entrainment. Marshall (1973) reported that 
particle transport increased greatly where vegetation 
cover dropped below IS per cent, althousJ'I this 
analysis assumed a flat rather than undulating surface. 
The presence of vegetation, like any other roughness 
element, raises the roughness length so that, except in 
the sparsest vegetation covers, all sand- and dust-sized 
material rests in the zero-velocity zone at the ground 
surface. The roughness introduced by the vegetation 
means that z0 is greater than a grain diameter. 
Paradoxically, however, vegetated surfaces cause 
steeper velocity gradients :tnd thus greater shear 
stresses than uovegetated surfaces. This is because 
there is~ greater friction eiTcct oftbe vegetation which 
causes greater drag on the How. But this incrensed 
stress is not usually transferred to the ground surface, 
and is therefore ineffective in entraining sand or dust 
(Thorn 1971; Jackson 1981). However, the eiTcct of 
vegetation is further complicated by the fact that this 
rougher but also highly variable surface means that 
considerable gustiness is created. Raupach (1991) 
showed that 50 per cent of momentum transfer in 
plant canopies occurred during less than S per cent of 
the time. Thus full vegetation covers p(ecludc aeolian 
entrainment. but geomorphologists are beginning to 
make tentative efforts to understand the eiTect of a 
partially vegetated canopy on particle entrainment by 
the wind (for example, Musick and Gillelle 1990; 
Stockton and Gillette 1990; Wolfe and Nickling 1993; 
Wiggs et a/. 1994), and some recent debate has been 
concemed with the level of dune activity that can 
occur when vegetation is present (Chapters 5 and 8). 
It cannot automatically be assumed that when 
vegetation is present aeolian activity ceases. 
Measuring sand flow 
For all the problems of calculating sand transport 
from wind data, it is still a more accurate method of 
estimation than the direct, physical measurement of 
transport. Measuring sand transport has lhne major 
inherent problems (and many mmor ones). First. sand 
transport by wind is not unidirectional (as it is in a 
st ream), so that a single sand trap must rotate with the 
wind and rotational mechanisms tend to become 
clogged with sand (let alone the problems of the 
response times to highly variable directions). Second. 
the surface on which the trap sits is liable to be 
eroded, in places quite naturally, as on a dune, but 
also because the trap disturbs the How and increases 
the erosion rate locally (e>peciully at the mouth of the 
trap). Thus traps tend to be undermined, or, if the 
immediate surroundings are protected, say with a film 
of oil, to become isolated on small plinths. sur-
rounded by scoured hollows. In either case they 
cannot record the ambient drift accurately. The third 
and last problem is that traps deOect the Oow that 
carries the saltating sand (they are said then not to be 
isoki11ctic), though this problem can be reduced by 
careful design. Minor problems include selectivity as 
to particle si7.e. and the need for interference with the 
processes as the trap is emptied. 
Allempts to balance these problems ha\e produced 
a series of traps which vary vastly in design. Among the 
mechanical traps, the over..:ngincered extreme is the 
massive and very intrusive United States Geological 
Survey model in which a rotating catcher feeds sand 
from various heights into sectors of a large drum, 
about I min diameter, buried beneath the surface. This 
model is only suitable for very stable surfaces and 
where is maintenance capability is on constant call. It 
can very easily become isolated on a plinth, deflecting 
the sand stream away from its apertures. The more 
popular 'leatherman' trap (Leatherman 1971!) also 
rotates, but cannot segregate the sand How by height 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 2.9 Sand trap designs: (a) leatherman· sand trap 
(photo: R. Sarre); (b) Aarhus design (plloto: Giles W•~s). 
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Rg. 2.10 Sand transport measured with a sand trap fitted 
with a load cell in a wind tunnel (after But1erfleld (1993)). 
and has a much smaller subterranean store (and 
therefore fills much more quickly) (1-lg. 2.9a). The 
very simple· Aarhus' tr~p (Fig. 2.9b) docs segregate by 
height, and is cheap und easy to usc, but because it fills 
within minutes and does not rotate, is useful only for 
short-duration studies in ~mall areas. An omnidirec-
tional trap for usc in estimating total transport in 
coastal dunes was developed by Arens and van dcr Lee 
(1995), but was found to ha"c low efficiency. pre-
sumably because of deOecuon of How. 
A promismg mechanical trap bas been used by 
Bullerfield (1993). II collects sand in a shallow tray 
which is designed to have very little effect on the How, 
but it cannot rotate. doe> not segregate by height and 
fills quickly. It is thus only sua table in wind tunnels or 
for short periods in tho: field. If the electronics are 
available (as in Bullerfield's wind-tunnel study), a 
loud cell can be attached to the trap to permit sand 
flux to be recorded continuously (Fig. 2.10). Another 
wedge-shaped trap has been developed by Nickling 
and McKenna Neuman (1995). At the low-tech, yet 
apparently adequate, end of the spectrum of mechan· 
ical devices is a piL cut across the path of the wind. in 
which collecting trays can be inserted. A 3m wide and 
0.5 m deep pit was used by Greeley era/. (1994) in a 
study of aeolian sand movement on a beach. 
Electronic devices are as yet in the early stages of 
development. Some of these use the principal that 
light tS extinguished by saltating sand. Others record 
the sound made by the ampact of saltating grains (an 
example being the 'saltiphone') (Spaan and van den 
Abeele 1991) or electronic pulses as they hit a 
piet.oclectric device, as in the 'Sensit' (1-'ig. 2.2) 
(Stockton and Gillelle 1990). 
The problems in calibratang these devices and their 
expense have precluded any comprehensive empirical 
r Aeolian geomorphology 
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Fig. 2.11 The vertical variation in the volume of sand flux. 
study of sand transport. Results arc available only for 
small areas und over a short time periods, and few arc 
strictly comparable one with another. 
The vertical patte rn of sand flux 
The pattcm of sand flux above the bed has gcomor· 
phological significance. for it can influence the pattern 
of abmsion on objectS in the path of the grains. The 
exponential decrease in the mas' flux of particles with 
height is well c~tablbhed. Butterlield's (1991) wind-
tunnel study found 79 percent of sand to be travelling 
below 0.018 m. Some results of a study of the vertical 
pattern of sand flux collected by using the Aarhus tr.tp 
(discussed on page 21) arc given in Fig. 2.11. The 
height of travel varies with the quality of the rebound 
surface. The pauern has now also been adequately 
modelled (Anderson and HalT 1988: Werner 1990). 
An exponential pattern, however, docs not apply to 
the vertical dbuibution of kinetic energy (which is the 
real control of abrasion), as the curved profiles of 
surfaces eroded by wind strongly hint (Chapter 3). 
Modelling confirms that the kinetic energy flux for 
sahating sand peaks above-ground (Fig. 2.12). If the 
model is sct using u. = 1.0 m s- 1 and particles of 
250/'m diameter, the maximum energy flux is at 
about 0.8 m: with a mixture of grain sizes the peak is 
lower. The height varies partly because of diiTering 
rebound qualities of the surface. The modelling is 
confirmed by fi~ld measurements. The main reason 
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Fig. 2.12 vertical vanatlon in modelled kinetic energy or 
saltating grains (after Anderson 1986). 
for this pattern is tha t panicles in saltation spend 
most of their time near the top of their tmjt'Ctorics 
(Anderson 1986). Anderson found that the maximum 
kinetic energy llux for suspended gra ins came at a 
much greater height, and was not u.s peaked as for the 
saltating particles. For both types of movement, 
kinetic energy was related to u. $. 
The directionality of sand flux 
The directional pattern of sand nux is a problem 
almost unique to aeolian geomorphology. for no 
other system of sediment lmmport has such varia· 
bility in direction, few indeed having more than very 
slight variations about one dominant direction. The 
great variability of directionality m aeolian systems i>. 
of course, due to the great variety of wind climates 
discussed in Chapter I. There have been several 
auempts to categorize thb vanab1lity. most of which 
arc based on diagrams of the frequency of winds 
blowing from different compa.ss directions over a 
year. These frequency diagrams arc called ll'ind roses. 
Aeolian geomorphologists, however. must convert 
the data that are used to create a wind rose to show 
the potential of the wind to move sand or dust from 
different directions, thus converting the wind roses to 
sand or dust roses. The conversion involves cquntions, 
such as Leuau a nd Lettau's (equation (2.1), above), 
wh ich relate wind speed to potentiu l sedimen t 
t ransport rate. 
The method most frequently used is that described 
by Fryberger (1979). Here, the potential maximum 
amount of sand wbich could be moved by the wind in 
a year is called the drift potemial (DP) and is expressed 
in •·ector units (VU). Drift potentials for all compas> 
directions can be used to calculate the overall net 
movement, expressed as an amount. the resultaJII drift 
potential (RDP). and a direction, the rl'.•ulta/11 drift 
direction (ROD). Fryberger calculated the potenuul 
sand drift by using an adaptation of the Leuau and 
Leuau equation (2.1) in the fonn : 
Qoc Vl( V - v,) .t 
where Q is directly proportional to the potential sand 
drift. I' is the measured wind velocity. 1', is the 
threshold velocity for sand movement. and t is the 
duration of the wind of speed V. expressed ns a 
percentage of the total time. lt was because the 
expression is proportionate, that Fryberger used the 
term 'vector units' (VU) for the magnitude of the drift 
potential (DP). h is imporUlnt to note thut Frybcr· 
ger's calculations used knots as the unit for wind 
velocity. 
The Fryberger method , though useful at a general 
level, does have a number of pitfalls, recenily high· 
lighted by Bullard ( 1994). For example. where data 
were not complete, Fryberger (1979) used a linear 
regression to relate rate of sand drift to drift potential. 
Bullard's work on data from Kalahari meteorological 
stations showed that, because the pauern of magni-
tude and frequency of wind speeds varies from stu tion 
to station, each station has its owo relationship 
between sand drift and drift potential. It may not 
therefore be "<t.lid to usc a single, averaged regression 
equation to transform the data. 
With the~ reservations, wiod data can ~ used to 
distinguish two main characteristics of wind climates. 
The first is the Kind energ)'· Fryberger ( 1979) 
distinguished low-, intern1ediatc- and high-energy 
environments according tO their drift potential in 
vector unitS (Table 2.1 ). High-energy environments 
existed where drift potential was greater than 
400 YU; imern1ediate energy wind environments 
were those where drift potential was between 200 
and 399 YU; low-energy environments were where 
drift potential was less than 199 Y U. In Ius 13 data 
sets for desert regions, Fryberger found only two 
that were h.igh-cnergy environments. six that were 
intermediate-energy and five that were low-energy 
wind environments. 
The second useful characteristic that can be taken 
from wind data is the pattern of wind directions 
experienced throughout the year. Fryberger described 
three main wind direction regimes which, with 
Grains in motion 
subdivisions of two cla>ses, gave a five-class scheme 
of commonly occurring regimes (Fig. 2.13). In 
'unimodal' regimes winds blow more or less from 
one direction throughout the year. If the distribution 
is restricted to a 45• arc of the compass the 
distribution is termed ·narrow unimodal' (Fig. 
2.13a); a greater spread of a unimodal distribution 
is termed ·wide unimodal' (Fig. 2.13b). Distributions 
with two modes are termed 'bimodal'. These arc 
subdtvidcd between those where the angle between the 
two modes is less than 90•, which are termed ·acute 
bimodal' (Fig. 2.13c). and those in wbich the angle 
between modes is greater than 90" which are 'obtuse 
bimodal' (Fig. 2.13d). ·Complex' describes any regime 
with more than two modes or where no modes are 
easily distinguished ( Fig. 2.13e). An index of direc-
tionality can be calculated by dividing the resultant 
drift potential by the drift potential. Values of RDP/ 
DP are always between 0 and 1: a value of I would 
indicate a perfectly unimodal regime; values close to 0 
ind icate very complex regimes. 
The>e distinctions between wind regimes, both by 
energy level and by directiona l regime, are important 
in the discussion of processes in later chapters: in 
particular, the pattern of wind directions is a major 
control of desert sand dune type (Chapter 5). 
Fryberger warned against using a single data set to 
represent the conditions in a large area. pointing to 
high DPs in northern Mauritania but intermediate 
and low values further south ncar the Senegal River. 
Work by Lancaster et at. ( 1984) and Lancaster 
(1985a) in the l'amib and Bullard (1994) in the 
Kalahari illustrated the great variability of wind 
regime within quite short distances. Bullard also 
showed that wind energy levels varied at a station 
from year to year. Clearly. considerable care must be 
exercised when representing the wind regime of an 
area. for there is rarely an adequate network of 
meteorologtcal stations. a long enough run of data, or 
data that have been collected in a reliable manner. 
Ripples 
Ripples (Fig. 2.14) are the sma llest of aeolian 
bedforn1s, and as such have much in common with 
dunes. However, there are two good reasons for 
discussing them separately from dunes and in close 
conjunction with sand movement: they are a distinct 
class of bedform, whose sizes rarely if ever overlap 
with those of d unes; and their formation is closely 
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Area WalvosBay, Bahra11, Alabta Badanah. Arabia Tm1m0111, Algeoa Ghuclamls. Li>ya 
Namibia 
DP 518 540 528 246 658 
RDP 448 435 327 46 46 
RDPIDP 0.86 0.81 062 0.19 0.07 
Fig. 2.13 Sand roses showing live patterns of directional variability: (a) narrow unimodal, (b) wide unrmodal, (c) acute 
b•modal, (d) obtuse bimodal, (e) complex (after Fryberger 1979) . 
linked to the modes of sand movement described in 
this section (thus requiring repeated reference to the 
same litera ture, as will be seen). 
Ripples cover a lmost a ll dry, bare, sandy surfaces. 
They are absent only in four situatio ns, which cover 
very small a reas, ind ividually and in nggregatc: where 
there is very coarse sand; a t high u. (so high that this 
eiTect is rare in na ture); where there is grain-fall into 
loca l a reas o f low wind velocity (as o n gentle lee slopes); 
and o n actively avala nching slip-faces. Most ripples arc 
shon-lived and travel much more rapid ly than dunes. In 
a wind tunnel. ripples in well-sorted sand take less than 
IOmin to reach equilibrium with a new wind condition 
(Seppala and Linde 1978), though in the field (as will be 
seen) some mega-ripples may take years. to develop and 
last for centuries. 
W here ripples do occur, their wavelengths arc 
between a few centimetres and tens o f metres. and 
their heigh ts vary fro m less than 0.01 m to about 
0.30 m. Mean waveleng th is strongly re la ted to u. , but 
as u. inc reases, so does the range of wavelengths. and 
a t high velocities many small, secondary ripples cover 
the large ones (Seppala and Linde 1978). Like dunes. 
ripples hnve gen tle windward slopes (in genera l 
between g• a nd 13' ); Icc s lopes a rc up to 30• 
(Werner et ul. 1986). Some ripples have sharp 
brinks; some arc smooth. Most ripples arc aligned 
roughly at right angles to the direction of the wind 
that formed them, although on sloping surfaces where 
the downwind component of grain movement is 
supplemented by gravity. they are slightly flow-
oblique (Howard 1977). 
Fig. 2.14 Ripples on bare. dry sand. The photograph shows the technique of werner et al. 
(1986) in which the shadows indica te the ripple profile. The darker. coarser grains on the 
crest of the ripple are evident. (PhOto: .- lenthall.) 
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Fig. 2.15 Mega,rfpples (or granule ripples). 
The con1rols on ripple fonn are well established. 
Wavelcng1h and height arc very obviously related to 
gra in size: ripples in coan;e sand arc more widely 
spaced than those in fine sand (Seppala and Linde 
1978). Sinuosity increases with grain size and wind 
speed. In winds of a constant speed, ripples of coarse 
sand arc more curved I han those of fine sand: in the 
same ~i1ed s.and, ripples in s1rong winds are more 
sinuous than those in gentle winds. The slope of the 
underlying surface also has an effect: if all else is held 
constant, npples have longer wavelengths on steeper 
wind-facing slopes. Wavelength is smallest on the 
steep downwind slopes (Werner~~ a/. 1986). 
The most common and striking sub-type is the 
mega-ripple (Fig. 2.15) among "hich wavelengths may 
reach 25 m. Mega-ripples are invariably composed of 
coarse sand, and are usually more symmetrical in 
cross-section 1han smaller ripples, perhaps because 
their grem age means thai they can be fashioned by 
winds from dilfercnt quarters (Greeley and Iversen 
1985). They may take anything between hours and 
centuries to form (Bagnold 1941; Sakarnoto-Arnold 
1981 ), depending on loca l wind conditions. 
Wet conditions. as on exposed beaches exposed by 
the tide, or recently rain-soaked surfa~-es, develop 
'adhesion' a nd 'rain-impact' ripples (Clifton 1977; 
Hunter 1980) . 'Chljlolll!s' or 'sand streams' are wind-
parallel features. which though widely observed, are 
the least researched of all ripple-sized phenomena 
(Simons and Eriksen I 9 53). 
Ripple-form ing processes 
Saltation drives creep and reptating sand up the 
windward slope of a ripple, the ra1e increasing from 
the trough towards the crest: it I hen declines somewhat 
as the slope levels out. The increasing discharge rate 
stimulates the depanurc of linu grams. so that tbe 
surface becomes covered wilh coarser sand (Sharp 
1963: Tsoar 1990a; Anden;on aod Bunas 1993). The 
almost universal coarsenes. of the sand on I he crests 
(compared with sand in 1he troughs) is probably due to 
a decline in the creep rate at the crest and in the lee of 
the crest, where the bombardmenl by saltating gr.tins is 
less intense (Bagnold 1941: Willetts and Rice 1989). 
Coarse sand eventually rolls over and accumulates 
on the windward face. Thio proocs., though never 
involving avalanching, creates foreset bedding, as on 
dunes (Chapters 5 and 7). The ripple moves forward 
with the wind, much as do dunes. by erosion on the 
windward slope and accumul:uion 1n the Ice. Tlus 
movement incorporates the forcset beds into the body 
of the ripple, where they form i1s bu lk, though these 
foresets are rarely preserved in ripple strala, which arc 
compoS<,'(! of thin surfacc-paralld laminae. Forward 
movement shakes down fine sand, which accumulates 
io lhe core (Sharp 1963: Hunter 1977b). Ripples in 
uniform sand adjust quick ly to new conditions; those 
of coarse sand adjust to s1ronger winds by a flattening 
oft be crest, perhaps as the coarse grnins on the crest go 
into saltation (Jensen and Serensen 1986). 
Like dunes, large ripples move more slowly than 
small ones (Seppala and Linde 197g), Sharp (1963) 
found a good lit of data to the formula: 
u,. =cu. -15.5)/1 
wbere U,. is ripple celerity, and u. is wind ~elocity 
4 fl (1.22 m) above ground. Hunter and Richmond 
(1988) found that ripples migrated about 5m during a 
day io a moderate sca-bree1e. 
Hypotheses 
It is surprising that a phenomenon as widely known 
and observed and as apparently simple as aeolian 
ripples should resist understanding for so long. The 
earliest hypotheses drew analogies between ripples on 
the surface of dry. loose sand and those on waler, 
both of which occur when the wind shears across a n 
interface between materials with different densilics. 
But tbese hypotheses required the sandy malerial of 
the body of the ripple to act as a fluid, and bccause 
this is a barely tenable position, the model now has 
very few adherents (Kennedy 1969). 
A somewhat more cred ible, bu1 still unpopular 
model sees the curta.in of saltating sand as the fluid 
whose upper boundary (with clear air) is deformed 
into waves, according to the Helmholtz equations. 
These waves arc then transmiucd to the surface 
bene-dlh through the saltating curtain where they 
create rhythmic ripples (Brugmans 1983). The salta-
tion curtain certainly bas some of 1he properties of a 
dense Huid (Raupach 1991 ). but whether there is any 
true deformation of the upper boundary and whether 
this has any effect on the ground surface has yet to be 
proved. Yet other wave hypotheses invoke wave-hkc 
instability in the boundary layer above the bed. which 
is then transmitted to the surface. This notion has a 
long history (de Felice 1955: Wilson 1972a. b; Folk 
1976), though little empirical support. 
The most popular model over the last half-century. 
at least in the English-speaking world, has been the 
ballistic model (Bagnold 1941). h was based on a 
belief that there was a correspondence between ripple 
wavelength and the prevailing length of jumps in the 
sallating sand. The model postulated n chance 
distortion of the bed (of which there arc many. even 
in a wind tunnel). More sand would be ejecled from 
the windward slope of this bump than from the lee, 
and most of this would land one saltation path down-
wind to form an initial ripple. Saltation from lhis 
second site would land downwind to fo m1 the next 
ripple and so on. Salta! ion paths being believed tp be 
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much the same length where sand size and wind speed 
remained the same, the ripples formed in this way 
would have a regular wavelength. 
The ballistic hypothesis had many attractions. It 
apparently explained the relation between wind speed 
and npple wavelength, following the relationship 
between wind speed and saltation length. It also 
apparently c.~plained the greater wavelength achieved 
by ripples with coarse sand at the crest.: coarse sand. it 
suggesled. provided a better rebound surface for 
saltation: I his increased the length of saltation paths, 
and the wavelength of tbe ripples was adjusted 
accordingly. This last process led eventually. in this 
model, to the formal ion of mega-ripples (Ellwood et 
a/. 1975). 
There were always doubts about the ballistic 
hypolhe~is. even with its originator. Bagnold (1941) 
himself and later Greeley and Iversen ( 1985) described 
a class of ripple ('aerodynamic ripples') in fine sand 
under high winds that had wavelengths that were 
much longer than the sa ltation palh-length. Funher 
early doubls were raised by Sharp ( 1963), who noticed 
lhat, in a constant wind and with t.he same sand, 
ripples started small and increased in size, a sequence 
he believed to be incompatible witb Bagnold's version 
of the hypothesis Sharp believed thai the parallel 
growth of height and wavelength sbowed that spacing 
was controlled more by the heigbt of the ripple and 
the angle of I he descending grains. Folk ( 1977) also 
pointed to the common habit of transverse ripples of 
meeting 1n Y junctions. a phenomenon be believed to 
be hard to explain with the ballistic hypothesis. 
Much more fundamentally damaging to the ballis-
tic hypothesis IS the lack of evidence that ripple 
wavelength corresponds to saltation length (Walker 
and Southard 1982: Willetts and Rice 1989). Folk 
{1977) pointed out that a remarkably narrow peak in 
the distribution of saharion lengths would be needed 
if the ballistic process were to operate, and Anderson 
and Hallet's (1986) model of saltation produced no 
such peaks. Moreover. Anderson's {1987b) model 
showed that saltation trajectories of tbe length of 
ripple wavelengths did not h:lVe sufficient energy tO 
drive reptatioo or creep, and could not, therefore, 
play a significant role in ripple formation. 
It appears that Bagnold's picture of a ·rhythmic 
barrage of grains t ravelling trajectories equiva lent to 
the ripple wavelength is not a correct image of the 
process' (Anderson 1987b: 954). Though it did have 
some atlractive ex planatory powers, the surprising 
thing. in view of the tenuousness of iiS:assumptions, is 
that it became so widely accepted. 
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The best-developed model for ripple formation at 
present is that of Anderson (1987b). The model 
begins, like Bagnold's. with an initial irregularity in 
the bed. This gener.ltes perturbations in the popula-
tion of rcptating grains. Given a number of reason-
able assumptions and an exponentia l (or gamma) 
distribution of rcptation lengths. the model gives 
repeated ripples after about 5000 saltation impacts. 
The modelled ripples have a strong peak in wave-
length in the order of six mean rcptation lengths, 
which is realistic and has a reasonable relationship 
to u. . The ripples grow in wa vclength, as Sharp 
observed. and increase in si7c as ~mall ones collide and 
merge. The reptation hypothests is supported by the 
cxperimcms of Willens and Rice ( 1989). who found 
that as ripples grew, the length of hops of grains in 
rcptation grew on upwind slopes and decreased on the 
downwind ones. producing rhythmic fluctuations and 
asymmetric ripple shapes. They found that the vertical 
component of velocity was greater in grains being 
ejected from the windw;srd slopes of ripples, and the 
creep rate increased on these slopes. This suggested to 
them that ripples could even increase the total 
transport rate above that on a Oat sand bed. Thus, 
ripples, like dunes. may be an 'equilibrium' response 
to transport processes (Chapter 5). 
Anderson's early model involved the unrealistic 
assumption that the sand was all of one gmin size. 
Anderson and Bunas ( 1993) have now developed a 
model which seems to show how coarse grains 
accumulate on the summit> of ripples. The model 
incorporates two grain si7.cs (with a coarse: fine mtio 
of I : 2) which arc fired at the bed one by one in a wind 
field that is compressed over the ripple crests (this, 
sign ificantly, being necessary for ripples to develop in 
the model). The grains arc ejected at velocities and 
travel on pathways that arc determined according to 
some of tbe findings about saltation discussed above. 
The model shows. like the c:ulicr one, that ~mall 
initial undulations on the bed grow under this regime 
and become well-developed. regularly-spaced ripples 
afier 20 million impacts or 'several minutes' of real 
time; in this case tbc model also shows that the ripples 
become coarser at their crests, as in reality. 
Anderson and Bunas believed that their model 
confirmed earlier observations, mentioned above, by 
showing that impacts on the windward side of a ripple 
ejected more fine t han coarse grains, so coarsening the 
surface. This sorting effect is grea ter for fine (low 
energy) than for coarse (high energy) impacting 
grains. The coarse grains in creep and rcptation 
could not apparently escape the windward slope 
because of the lack of impacts in the lee of the ripple 
(also confirmmg the old hypothesis discussed above). 
It would be a tall order to expect that these models 
should explain Folk's •y· junctions or llow-parallcl 
features, like chilloncs, which will need much more 
study. But there is no doubt that the new models arc a 
huge advance in the understanding of ripples. 
Conclusion 
This chapter has shown that research on sand 
movement. at the core of aeolian geomorphology, 
has made spectacular advances in tbc recent past, and 
that this gives us much greater confidence in extr.t-
polating to larger-scale phenomena. But the discus-
sion also shows that there arc still vast uncertainties. 
The greatest advances have been in theory (especial ly 
in modelling) of sand movement and ripples, and 
there have also been major advances in studies in 
wind tunnels in these areas. But even here and even in 
such fundamental areas as the measurement of the 
roughness length. shear and the relation between the 
transport rate and wind speed. there remain enor-
mous gaps. It is field observations, however, that arc 
most in need of attention, for even in something as 
basic as the measurement of sand ftux. there arc very 
great inadequacies. Ripples have a long history of 
study, with many false starts, but with a clutch of new 
promising models. Though these bring us closer to an 
understanding than ever before, some aspects of 
ripple behaviour arc still elusive. 
Further reading 
Some of the general issues concerning particle 
entrainment and transport in fluids are covered by 
Allen (1985: particularly Chapters I. 3 and 4) and by 
Statham (1977: Chapter 6). Movement of sediment by 
wind is discussed by Greeley and Iversen (1985: 
Chapters 2.4 and 3), Pyc and Tsoar (1990: Chapter 4) 
and Cooke c1 of. (1993: Chapters 17, 18 and 19), and 
in recent papers by Anderson (1986, 1987a, b; 1989), 
Anderson and Bunas (1993), Anderson and HafT 
(1988, 1991), Nickling (19!18), Sarrc (1987, 1988, 
1990). and Sherman and Hotta (1989). The descrip· 
tion of wind environments for aeolian geomorphol-
ogy is covered by Fryberger ( 1979) and its application 
described by Breed e1 of. (1 979-a). 
C H APT ER 3 Wind erosion 
Introduction 
Although the best-known and most widespread 
geomorphological imprints of the wind arc deposi-
tional, the wind is a lso responsible for considemble 
amounts of erosion. The material deposited as loess 
or used to build dunes was, after a ll. originally eroded 
from somewhere, although not always initially by the 
wind. This chapter is concerned with the features left 
behind after material has been removed by the wind , 
and with the features created by bombardment with 
wind blown sand. 
F igure 3.1 is a scheme of wind erosion processes 
and landforms. DeflaTion involves the removal of 
loose material from an area. while abrasion is tbe 
wearing down of more cohesive material by bom-
bardment with wind-transported particles. generally 
sand. A third process is allrition. which is the 
comminution of grains in transport by their impact 
one on another: this third process is gcomorphologi-
eally relatively less important. Between them, and 
sometimes in concert. deflation and abrasion create a 
number of landfom1s which include some very 
distinctive features, such <IS yardangs and ventifacts, 
but which also include pans and stone pavements 
where wind erosion is only one of a number of 
suggested origins and where iLS role is not always 
clear. 
The controls on erosion 
There arc two sets of control on erosion by any 
process: the potency of the process (known as its 
erosil•ity); and the susceptibility of the surface (known 
as its erodibility). ln aeolian geomorphology, eroaivity 
is a function of wind energy and the time over which it 
is manifest. 
Erodibility - the degree to whicb the surface is 
susceptible to erosion - is a function of several 
different characteristics. First, as explained in Chapter 
2, is the grain si7e of the surface material. Figure 2.6 
presents the classic threshold curve which shows that 
material of about 100 pm is the most liable to erosion. 
But erodibi lity has many other components, one or 
the most widc;prcad of which is the degree to which 
the surface b free of vegetation because the presence 
of vegetation increases surface roughness and acts to 
slow the wind speed at the ground surface (Chapter 
2). There is little aeolian activity in the humid tropical 
or temperate lands, largely because most soils arc 
covered by vegetation. It is only where it bas been 
cleared. as on 3gricuhural fields. or where it is kept 
clear by waves and tides on the coast that there is a 
problem of wind erosion in these environments. 
Conversely, the absence or vegetation in deserts is 
the primary reason that the wind is so active in these 
environments. Other components of erodibility arc 
roughness (Gillette and Stockton 1989), topography 
(which can provide wind shadows), soil moisture and 
surface crusts, all of which are discussed at greater 
length in Chapter 2. Attempts to assess erodibtlity. 
especially of agricultural soils. are diseu~ in 
Chapter 9. 
The processes of wind erosio n 
Deflation 
Deflation (from the Latin dej/(lre: 'to blow away') is 
the net remova l of material by the wind. Deflation 
opemtes effectively only in areas of unconsolidated 
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L.andlorm$ t..g surfaces Pans Yardangs Venll'.acts 
Fig. 3.1 Processes and landforms associated with wind 
erosion. 
dust- and sand-si~ particles. As one can deduce 
from the discussion in Chapter 2. the most favourable 
dust-producing surfaces are areas of bare. loose 
sediment with substantial amounts of sand and silt. 
but liule clay, for clay provides too much cohesion 
and the abs.cnce of sand reduces the clfccts of 
bombardment. Gi llette er a/. (1980. 1982) ranked 
common desert soil surfaces in terms of their 
erodibility by deflation in order from the most 
erodible to the least erodible thus: disturbed soils, 
sand dunes, alluvial and aeolian sand deposits, 
disturbed playa soils, skirts of playas, playa centres, 
desert pavements. 
Deflation can seldom proceed very far, for there are 
usually inhomogeneities in the eroding material or in 
the surface topography, and these sites form the 
nuclei of residual features. The most important 
dcflational features arc pans and stone pavements, 
but deflation may also be important in the formation 
of some yandangs. Most onen where deflation is 
involved it works alongside other processes. either 
aeolian abrasion or non-aeolian processes. 
Abrasion 
Sand-sited material in saltation can impart consider-
able energy upon impact "ith other grains or rock 
surfaces. When the object of this bombardment is an 
individual clast it is called a •·emifacr, \\hile features of 
the sc-o~lc of landforms carved from bedrock by the 
impact of travelling grains are called yardangs. For 
both ventifacts and yardangs there is some debate 
about the nature of the abmdant, and about the 
relative importance of abrasion and other processes, 
including deHation, in their formation. 
Landforms of wind erosion 
Although there arc m;my landforms that can be 
attributed to wind erosion, their origin is rarely 
unambiguous or simple. Some features arc the result 
of several different processes acting together, and for 
others the same landform can be created by sevcml 
dilferent combinat ions of processes, some of which 
arc non-aeolian . The landforms of wind erosion arc 
here dealt with in asocnding size order. 
Ventifacts 
The bombardment or individual clasts of rock by 
wind-borne particles produces ventifacts. They are 
commonly pebble-si7£d (only a fe" centimetres 
across), but occasionally boulder-sized (more than 
2m acros.s) (Fig. 3.2). Ventifacts were first described 
by Blake (1855) and the term 'vcntifact' was first used 
by Evans {1911 ). 
Smooth facctting of the surface is usually consid-
ered characteristic of ventifacts, but many display 
pits, flutes or grooves rather than polished surfaces 
(Whitney 1983; Laity 1994). Pits are closed depres-
sions in the ventifact surfucc, often created by 
exploitation of pre-existing pitting such as the vesicles 
in basalt. Flutes are open at one end but closed at the 
other, mostly opening downwind, while grooves are 
open at both ends. Those ventifacts that do have 
smooth, wind-faceted surfaces may have a number of 
faces (up to 20 according to Higgins (1956)), but 
commonly have only two or three. The number of 
edges, or keels, is sometimes indicated by the Gennan 
terms, einkanrer. Zll'eikanrer and dreikanrer meaning 
one-. two- and three-edged, respectively. 
Some of the most impressive ventifacts occur in 
environments where large panicles can be carried by 
the wind. One of these is the polar, periglacial 
environment, where the air is denser. because of its 
low temperature, and where, in combination with 
very high wind speeds it can carry larger particles 
(Selby eta/. 1973; Whitney and Splcttstocsser 1982; 
Hall 1989). Miotke's (1982) wind-tunnel experiments 
suggested that the potency of wind erosion was such 
that ventifacts might form in these environments in 
decades or, at most, centuries. He reported simulated 
rates of5 20mmyr- 1, while the summary by Greeley 
era/. (1984) showed abrasion rates between 10- • and 
IOmm yr- 1• 
The form of ventifacts , such as the height distribu-
tion of the abrasion and the multiplicity of facets, has 
attracted attention for over a century, but the 
problem is sti ll open to debate. The height-distribu-
tion problem appears to be nearer tO solution than 
some of the others (Chapter 2). Observations show 
that the average height of maximum abrasion occurs 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 3.2 Ventifacts: (a) Faceted dolerite ventflacts near 
Swartbank. central Namib Desert: (b) a "drelkanter 
ventifact rrom Oman. 
somewhere above the ground; for example, at 0.24 m 
above-ground on telegraph poles after a severe blow 
in California (Sakamoto-Arnold 1981), or more 
generally between 0.07 and 0.50m in the Mojave 
(Clements et a/. 1963). These observations accord 
with laboratory experiments (Suzuki and Takahashi 
198 1), and with theory {Chapter 2). 
Multifaceting is much more open to debate. 
Research over the years has thrown up at least five 
diOerent hypotheses. The first, though now gcn«Jrally 
Wind erosion 
dismissed, is that it relates to the original, on-abraded 
fonn of the pebble (Higgins 1956; Kuenen 1960). It is 
now thought that the original shape only has an effect 
in the early stages of abrasion (Greeley and Iversen 
1985). Another obvious recourse for tlleory is that the 
ventifacts have originated in multi-modal wind 
regimes or have been subject to successively different 
wiod regimes (Kuenen 1960). The pas.sage of mobile 
dunes. or the appearance of ephemeral features like 
bushes. could produce changes in the ground level 
wind regime ncar a ventifact even in an ambient wind 
regime that was unidirectional. Although variations 
in wind direction, for whatever reason. may explain 
some faceting, many multifaceted ventifacts are said 
to occur in unidirectional wind regimes, as in 
mountain passes (Sharp 1949); moreover multifacct-
ing has been created in laboratory experiments in 
unidirectional winds (Schoewe 1932). 
A more acceptable explanation is that faceted 
ventifacts have been repeatedly swivelled or over-
turned. Overturning is strongly suggested by the fact 
that where large and small ven tifacts occur together, 
large, less-mobile ones are single-faceted , while most 
smaller, movable ones arc multifaceted (Lindsay 
1973). Sharp (1949) and Whitney and Splellstoesser 
(1982) found overlapping sets of flutes and grooves of 
different orientation on the same ventifact, which are 
yet another indication of rotation. Yet further 
evidence for overturning comes from dated sequences 
of ventifaction. In an Antarctic sequence, small 
ventifacts on the youngest exposures have many 
facets. presumably because abrasion bas not yet 
eliminated the shapes of the original pebbles. Where 
exposure has been slightly longer. ventifacts have 
fewer facets. as the original shapes are eliminated. On 
the oldest exposures, the number of facets on pebbles 
increases again, and there is a decreasing relationship 
between facet orientation and wind direction, pre-
sumably as the probability of overturning has 
increased (Lindsay 1973). Overturning can also be 
achieved by wind erosion itself, if the pebble is resting 
on loose sand or soil (Sharp 1964: Mausson 1976), or 
where winds are strong, as in Antarctica (Selby er a/. 
1973) and in ancient glacier-margin environments. 
SoliHuction, frost heaving. swelling and shrinking 
clays, floods, or kicking and tunnelling by animals 
could also be responsible for rotation . None the less, 
rotation cannot explain consistent multifaceting (with 
systems of faceting facing similar directions on many 
pebbles), nor instaoces where multiply faceted ven ti-
facts are imbedded in cemented rock where over-
turning is impossible (Higgins 1956). 
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Most controversially. some workers have suggested 
that facet.~. as well as pits, flutes and grooves. have 
been abraded by dust swirling round the clast. and 
abrading faces not at right angles to the wind. One 
argument has been that pilling and grooving is too 
intricate to ha vc been produced by sandblasting. 
Abrasion by dust was Higgins' ( 1956) explanation for 
the faceting of supposed ventifacts embedded in a cliff 
face, although he later conceded that these might not 
have been ventifacts at all (Laity 1994). Others have 
produced funher field ev1dencc that dust and snow 
have eroded ventifacts (Whitney and Splellstoesscr 
1982). Whitney and Brewer (1968) even claimed that 
airhome ion~ could abrade. The strongest support for 
dust as the abradant of vcntif;tcts bas come from wind 
tunnel experiments by Whitney and co-workers. 
Whitney and Splcllstocsscr (1982) quoted experi· 
ments that appc:~rcd to show that erosion occurred on 
down wind facets that could not be reached by 
sahaung sand . Dust was carried to these facets by 
complicated secondary nows. Others disagree, 
maintaining that sahating snow and suspended dust 
have Jiule abrasive power compared to sallating 
sand (Greeley and Tverscn 1985; Anderson 1986: 
McKenna-Neuman and Gilbert 1986; Laity 1994). 
The conclusion of Brocd eta/. (1989) was that most 
vcntifact shapes and textures could be explained hy 
impact-face sandblasting supplemented by fine-
particle abrasion of all surfaces by subsidiary wind 
currents. 
Yardangs 
Bombardment is also responsible. at least in pan. for 
the formation of yardangs, although 1n some yardangs 
there is also a considerable clement of deflation, and 
there is some debate about the relative unportancc of 
these two processes. Whereas 'entifacts arc individual 
clasts. yardangs arc cut from bcdrod, and are 
therefore larg.:r features (Figs l . la and 3.3). Perhaps 
because of the backlash ag:~instthe views ofcoliamsts 
such as Keyes (s..-c page 37). yardangs have roccived 
remarkably lillie attention from gcomorphologists. 
The term 'yardang' was introduced by Hedin (1903) 
as the name given locally to narrow ridges in Chine5e 
Turkestan. They appear in all the major desert regions 
except Australia. and although they nrc not a wide· 
spread landform. they arc one of the very few which 
are unique to desert~. Major yardang locat ions 
include Rogers Lake in the Mojave Desert (Black· 
welder 1934; Ward and Greeley 1984). Turkestan, 
central Asia (Hedin 1903), Kalut in lmn (Gabriel 
1938). the Namib Desert (StapO' 1887: Kaiser 1926; 
uncaster 1984: Corbell 1993), Peru (llosworth 1922; 
McCauley ct a/. 1977a,b) and Egypt (llcadnell 1909; 
\valther 1924: Grolier eta/. 19~0). They also occur on 
Mars (Greeley and Iversen 1985). 
There arc two classes of these wind-eroded land· 
forms which can be distinguished by siLc. The smaller 
ones (generally less than I 00 m long) arc the bcllcr 
understood. and some workers would confine the 
FIIJ. 3.3 Small yardangs eroded from gypsiferous sands at Fa lnassa, southem Tunosla. See 
also Fig. l.l(a) . 
term yardang to these. The larger features arc 
sometimes termed ridges or mega-yardangs. 
The shape of the smaller yardangs is of\en likened 
to invcned ship hulls, oriented into the direction of 
the prevailing wind, and they of\en occur in closely 
packed arrays (or ·fleets'). They may have concave 
downward-tapering or convex and bulbou~ 'bows' . 
The top of the yardang (the keel of the boat) IS 
sometimes Oat. The highest and widest pan of the 
structure is generally about onc-th1rd of the way 
between the bow and the stern in a well-streamlined 
yardang, and the downwind ends of yardangs arc 
characterized by gently tapering bedrock surf11c.:es or 
elongate sand ~ails. Commonly quoted length: width 
ratios range from 3: 1 to 10: I (McCauley et a/. 
1977b). and wind tunnel experiments suggested an 
ideal val ue around 4: I (Ward and Greeley 1984). 
However, Halimov and f'c'l.cr (19119) expressed some 
scepticism about any general, idealized description of 
streamlined yardang forms. They described eight 
yardaog types from a study site in the Qaidam 
depression in China mesas, saw-tooth crests, cones, 
pyramids, very long ridges. hogb.1cks. whalebacks. 
and low, streamlined whalebacks which u!ldcrlinecl 
the variety of forms developed, and which they 
believed represented an evolutionary sequence. 
The larger yardangs - mega-yardaiii/S (Cooke et a/. 
1993) or ridges (Laity 1994) - arc altogether more 
substantial features, but arc reported only from the 
central Sahara and Egypt (llrccd e1 al. 1979b; 
Mainguet 1968). the lut Desen of Iran (Gahriel 
1938), and pans of Peru (McCauley e1 a/. 1977b). The 
best-described of the Saharan ridges arc those in the 
Borkou area to the east. south and west of the Tibcsti 
Mountains in Chad (Fig. 3.4: Capot·Rcy 1957: Grove 
1960: Hagedorn 1968; Mainguet 1968; Peel 1968; 
Mainguel e1 a/. 1980). Satellite imagery has revealed 
that t hcsc ridge systems arc extensive, covering 
hundreds of square kilometres, although mdividual 
ridges may only extend for a few kilometre.~. Ridges 
can th<:reforc be distinguished from yardangs either 
because of their size (up to I km in wodth). or 
because of the extensive occurrence of a regularly 
repeated feature, or both. 
As with other wind-eroded landforms. notably 
pans. an obvious prerequisite for yardang or ridge 
development is an erodible substrate. Consequentl y, 
Goudie's (1989) list of lithologies in wh1ch ya rdangs 
arc developed was dominated by son sediments which 
are moderately cohesive hut erode readily, such as 
Ccnoz.oic aeolian , nuvia l and lacustrine sands. silts 
and clays, although a few harder rocks were incl1Jded. 
Wind e rosion 
Fig. 3.4 Wind-eroded 'mega.yardangs· cut into hard 
sandstones In the foothills of the Tibesti Mountains in 
the central Sahara (after Grove 1960). 
llowcvcr. many of the ridges of the Sahara are 
de~clopcd in highly lithilied sandstones and lime-
stones. some as old as the Cambrian (Mainguet 1968). 
llcyond the necessity of easily eroded material, the 
process ofyardang or ridge developmem is the subject 
of some deba tc. Most yardangs occur in unidiroc-
tional wind regimes, and are usuaUy parallel to these 
winds. Much of the debate centres on the relative 
Importance of deflation and abrasion. Although an 
abraSIOn hypothesis is sometimes attributed to Black-
welder (McCauley 1!/ a/. 1977a). he was in fact of the 
op10ion that abrasion alone could not form such 
major features. and that dcflanon might be very 
important in dcsen areas. Black,~clder (1934) was 
also aware of the imponaot role that running water 
might play in the surface sculpture of yardangs. 
Whitney (1985) even argued that where abrasion was 
significant these features would be removed. The 
conclusion of McCauley et a/. (1977u) was that 
abrasion contributed to undercuuing at bows and 
flanks. but that the aerodynamic shape . where it 
existed. was a consequence of deflation, and that 
particle dislodgement was by weathering ra ther than 
abrasion. Ward ;md Greeley ( 1984) argued that 
abrasion dominated the ini tiat ior~ of the Rogers 
Lake yardangs, while deflation might have combined 
with abrasion to maintain tbe aerodynamic shape. 
Clearly, it is unlikely that abrasion is imporlaot above 
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the level of saltation across lhe surrounding plain. As 
with ventifacts. this debate has been taken funher by 
the work of Whitney and co-workers (W hitney and 
Dietrich 1973; Whitney 1978, 1983, 1985; Whitney 
and Splettsto-csser 1982) who have advocated abra-
sion by the turbulent vorticity of dust particles or even 
of dust- and sand-free air. 
AD associated feature are zeugen which are perched 
rocks created by the abrasion of material in the zone a 
few tens of centi metres high close to the ground in 
wbicb sand transport by saltation takes place. 
Although early reports from deserts oftetl featured 
descriptions of these perched, o r 'mushroom'. rocks, 
they are not widespread , and may be as much a 
consequence of weathering of tbe rock in the capi ll ary 
fringe close to the ground as of the action of salta ting 
sand. 
Pans 
Closed depressions (topographic basins) are a mor-
phological feature which occur in a wide variety of 
situations, and not a ll a re the consequence of wind 
erosion. However. there is a large group of features, 
found in mos1 semi-arid lands, termed 'pans·, which 
are widely be lieved to be at least partly formed by 
deCiation (Goudie 1991). They are shallow depres-
sions, most of which are periodically filled witb water 
(Fig. 3.5). 
The size of pans in south-western Australia is 
between 0.004 and 100 lmt2, with a fairly well-defined 
modal size at about 0.05 km2 (Killigrew and Gil kes 
1974); in South Africa the ran.ge is between 0.05 and 
30 km2, with a mean of0.2 km2 (Goudie and Thomas 
1985). The biggest recognized pan in eastern Australia 
is about 45 km across (Bowler and McGee 1978). 
Pans have a wide variety of plan forms; some are 
irregular, but most are smoo thly rounded, and 
' kidney· shapes recur widely. Goudie and Thomas 
( 1985) reported densities greater than 100 pans per 
I 00 km 2 in southern Africa. Pans are commonly 
developed on soft sedimenlS susceptible to erosion, 
and are usually sites of closed drainage. They are 
associa ted more with semi-arid t han with arid or 
hyper-arid climates. 
One of the clearest signs that pans have experienced 
dcfiation is that most are associated with a lunette on 
their downwind margin (Fig. 3.6). Lunettes arc 
unmistakably dunes, though composed often of silts 
and clays (Chapter 5). The size of a lunette is 
proportional to that of its associated pan: large pans 
are fringed by lunettes a few kilometres in length and 
more tbao 60m in height. 
Ea rly theories of pan formation included animal 
'wallows', whirlwinds, and meteor craters, but more 
recent work bas seen defla tion as the dominant 
process and susceptibility to denation as the major 
control on their distribution. The closed depression 
and lunette themselves arc tbe best evidence that there 
has been deflation of loose sediment from the pan, 
although much of the eroded material travels beyond 
the lunette. However, a lthough deflation may be 
necessary to deepen the pan, and may be the 
dominant process, others must also occur. The 
material on the dry lake Ooor must be loosened, and 
this is generally thought largely to be the result of sa lt 
Fig. 3.5 A pan in the Kalahari Desert, southern Africa (photo: Jo Bullard) . 
Wind erosion 
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Fig. 3.6 The association of pans with lunette and other dunes in the south west Kalahari, southern Africa 
(after Goudie 1989). 
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weathering. itself dependent on the influx of salts in 
drainage water. In some cases there must also be 
washing in of' sediments of the right size for aeolian 
deflation. for some pans rest on consolidated material 
that does not readily deflate or disintegrate easily by 
salt weathering. In some cases there has been deflation 
both of the underlying material and of the inwashed 
material. For example, Lancaster (1978) described a 
pattern of two parallel luueues at the edge of some 
Kalahari pans. one formed of sand-sized material, Lhe 
other of silt. T he first lunette was evidently created 
with sand from Lhc deepening pan: Lhe second lunette 
was created with silt which had originated as a deposit 
from material washed ii1to the pan created by the first 
episode of wind erosion. 
None of these processes could take place un less 
there was some fom1 of initial closed depression in 
which w•.ttcr collected. and this is itself associated wilh 
a number of processes, such as dunes damming water 
courses, intermittent flooding, as in semi-arid cli-
mates, and in some instances even Lhe gentle tectonic 
disruption of a drainage pattern (Marshall 1987). In 
some places, as in Texas, Lhcre may also be solution of 
underlying limestones, both in initialing the depres-
sion, and in helping to deepen it (Osterkamp and 
Wood 1987). Finally. there must be wave action 
during the occasions when the lake fills, for the 
smooth elliptical form could not be the result of wind 
~rosion. When Lhe wind itself creates hollows. such as 
blowouts in coastal sand dunes, they are elongated in 
the wind direction, but the t!ongation of pans at right 
angles to Lhe prevailing wind clearly suggests the 
involvement of wave processes (Killigrcw and Gilkes 
1974). for waves apparcutly swirl round and erode the 
lateral ends, rather Lhan the ooe facing the wind 
(Carson and Hussey 1960). Wave action must also be 
the explanation for the smoothness of the outline of 
Lhe pans (as on sandy coastal bays). 
There arc predisposing conditions wh ich must be 
fulfilled for pans to occur. They must not be 
obliterated by the integration of a drainage system 
nor overrun by aeolian sand, and tbe environment 
must be dry enough to encourage deflation. Bowler 
(1986) believed that semi-arid environments were a 
necessary condition. for only then could there be Lhc 
altemation of wet and dry condition:; that would give 
lakes and deflation. Moreover. he believed that pans 
only formed in certain very specific pans or a climatic 
cycle, as a wet period was replaced by a dry one. 
Notwithstanding Bowler's (1986) observation that 
pans occur in modem semi-arid environments, there 
are many other environments in which pan-like lakes 
now occur. and little doubt that wind erosion played a 
larger or smaller part in their fom1ation. Some of 
these may be relics of former semi-arid environments. 
The best known of Lhese pan-like features arc the 
Carolina Bays. which are elliptical lake basins fringed 
by Bay trees (hence the name). covering au I 100 km 
stretch of the Atlantic coast of the USA between 
Maryland and northern Florida (Fig. ~.7). They are 
most common in Lhe Carolinas, und may total500 000 
(Stolt and Rabenhorst 1987). Price (1968) listed 15 
hypotheses that had been put forward to explain the 
Bays, including meteorite craters, solution holes, by 
submarine action, valley damming, and giant schools 
of fish waving their fins in unison. 1-lowcvcr, several 
authors have favoured an hypothesis which invokes 
deflation (Price I 968). What is undisputed is that the 
Carolina Bays are in.herited from the late glacial 
period, when. presumably, wind erosion was encour-
aged by higher wiods and less vegetation. Similar 
aligned lakes, also Lhought to be inherited from 
glacial times, occur in the Paris Basin (Matchinski 
1962). Small lakes with the same elliptical shape, but 
where dellation has probably played a mucb smaller 
part, aod which may be fonning today. are found in 
tundra conditions, as in Alaska, nonhero Canada and 
Siberia (Black and Barksdale 1949: MacKay 1956; 
Carson and Hussey 1962). 
Stone pavements 
Stone pavements were defined by Cooke (1970: 560) 
as 'armoured surfaces comprising intricate mosaics of 
coarse angular or rounded particles. usually only one 
or two stones thick, set on or in deposits of sand. silt 
or clay: 
They arc also known as gibber plains and .<to11y 
mantles in Australia, as tlest>rt pavements in Lhe 
USA. as gobi in central Asia, and as hammada, reg or 
serir in Arabic. They occur widely in environments 
where Lhere is lillie vegetation. including mountain , 
arctic, and periglacial regions, but especially in hot 
deserts. 
The deflation hypothesis for stone pavement 
genesis relies on the particle size selccti~ity of aeolian 
transport. The assumption is Lhat the parent soil or 
sediment consisted of fine, dust- and sand-sized 
material mixed wilh coarser material. In this 
hypolhesis, the wind deflates the finer material, 
leaving behind an increasing concentration of tbe 
coarser particles which form a lag (Fig. 3.8). This 
a nnour then acts to protect the underlying fine 
materia l from further aeolian erosion, which explains 
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Fig. 3. 7 Map of the Carolina Bays. USA, an area of lake basins which may have been formed by wind action (after Prouty 
1952). 
why well-developed desert pavements come low on 
the susceptibility list of Gillette et a/. ( 1980, 1982) 
above. 
Despite the plausibility of this hypothesis, and its 
undoubted correctness in some cases, direct evidence 
of deflation is hard to ftnd, and there arc many other 
processes that can produce coarse-particle concentra-
tion on bare surfaces. These include the selective 
removal of fine particles by surface wash. and the 
movcmcm of coarse particles from within the soil 
towards the surface by cycles of heating-and-cooling. 
freezing-and-thawing or wetting-and-drying or solu-
tion-and-recrystallization of salts. These processes are 
outside the scope of this book, and were covered by 
Cooke eta/. (1993). 
Mcfadden et a/. (1987) recently suggested yei 
another mechanism for the formation of desert 
pavements which docs involve aeolian processes, but 
this time depositional ones. Using evidence from the 
pavements on basaltic Java flow~ in Lhe Cima volcanic 
fteld of the Mojave Desert they suggested that 
pavements developed in topographic depressions 
into which fine material was blown and coarse 
material was washed by colluvial and all)lvial 
processes. The fine aeolian material landing on 
stony surfaces would be washed on· the stones and 
collect beneath them, actually lifting them up by as 
mucb as 0.2 m. 
Wind-eroded depressions a nd plains 
TI1e ti rst geomorphologists to visit deserts. struck by 
Lhe novelty of the landforms, convince.d themselves 
that the wind was very active. Whereas rivers were Lhe 
main agen ts of denudation in the humid climates, they 
believed that symmetry demanded that the wind 
should be the chief agent in the deserts, The hcst 
remembered of these 'eolianists' is Keyes (1912) 
whose model of eolatfon involved the production of 
low-angle plains by wind erosion. Another set of 
features that became embroiled in the controversy 
about wind erosion were large closed depressions, of 
which there are many in Lhe desert realm. Keyes· idC'JS 
and those of this school (e.g. Passargc 1904: Penck 
1905; Wahh~r 1924) were undoubtedly overstated. 
and the clear evidence that rivers had been active in 
the best-known deserts, like those of the south-west 
United States, meant that the very suggestion that the 
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Rg. 3.8 A' stone pavement' ('hamada') In central Algeria. The stones are concentrated at the 
surface over a less stony soil. The deflation of fine material from between the stones is only 
one among many other possible explanations. These Include surface wash, ratcheting up or 
coarse material through the soil by wetifng and drying. or heating and cooling cycles, and dust 
washing off and accumulating beneath the stones. (Photo: K. Gardner.) 
wind could create more than a few yardangs became a 
target for the derision of geomorphologists like Davis 
(1905, 1954) aod Cotton (1947) who believed that 
fluvial erosion was the key to desert landscapes. 
Although Keyes had very little evidence to support his 
model, and although there are many alternative 
explanations for both plains and large depressions 
in deserts, a role for aeolian erosion in both cannot 
now be dismissed so summarily. 
Large enclosed basins, some of them many tens of 
kilometres across, arc the better researched of these 
large-scale features. The best known arc in the 
northern Saharct, particularly those in southern 
Tunisia and in the Western Desert of Egypt (Walther 
1924; Passarge 1930). The best known of all is the 
Qauara Depression in northern Egypt, 192 000 km2 
of which is below sea level (Said 1960; 1962). Tbc 
obvious a lternative explanation for a depression such 
as this is tectonic, but conclusive evidence for either 
tectonism or wind erosion has been hard to find. 
Calculations of fluvial inputs, even to basins of fairly 
well established age in the western United States, 
show that many basins have apparently far less 
accumulated material than would have been sup-
posed, suggesting that the wind must have been an 
important process in removing it (Black-welder 1928; 
Langbein 1961). For the Qattara Depression many 
workers have suggested a predominantly dellational 
origin (for example, Walther 1924; Ball 1927), 
a lthough Albritton eta/. (1990) recently synthesized 
previous evidence and their own investigations to 
hypothesize a sequence of events which included 
fluvial. karstie and mass wasting processes as well as 
deflation. What can be said of the large North African 
basins, and of others of a similar nature in central 
Asia (Suslov 1961), is that the dcpres.qions arc very 
old, and that salt weathering. solution aod fluvial 
erosion certainly played large if perhaps subsidiary 
roles in their fonnation . 
Supposed plains of deflation were the most scorned 
of the Keyes' proposals (Keyes 1909). Davis (1930) 
dismissed the notion almost out of hand. But the idea 
is not dead, and there are some plains where wind 
erosion seems to have played a major role. The most 
persistently quoted example is in south-western Egypt 
and the north-western Sudan (Sandford 1933). Breed 
et a/. ( 1982. 1987) developed a model of the slow 
destruction of the Tertiary fluvial landscape of this 
area as it dried up in the Quaternary (Fig. 3.9). The 
wind abraded the scarps, leaving conical hills, which 
were themselves eventually levelled. Other candidates 
for 'eolation' arc the 'Serir' north of Tibesti in the 
east-central Sahara; and the region between the Ahnet 
and Adrar des Ifoghas in the south-central Sahara 
(Mainguet era/. 1980). 
Less level plains, but with rather more convincing 
evidence of deflation, arc found in many deserts. T he 
evidence lies in ridges, whose meanders and braids arc 
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Fig. 3.9 A model of landscape development In south· 
western Egypt, where a nuvial landscape developed In the 
late Tertiary has apparently been degraded by wind erosion 
to form plains and remnant conical hills (after Breed et al. 
1982). 
unequivocal proof of their origins as river channels, 
but wbich arc now raised up to 20m above the 
intervening plain (Maiz.els 1990). The generally 
accepted interpretation is that these raised cb.annels 
arc preserved either by coarse channel-bed deposits 
or by the preferential cementation of material 
beneath the cb.anncl. Finer or less cemented sedi-
ments in tb.e inter-channel areas have been deflated. 
Wind e rosion 
with minor fluvial erosion in places. This explanation 
follows the pioneering observations of Horner ( 1932) 
round Lop Nor in central China and Miller (1937) in 
the Nejd in northern Saudi Arabia. In both places 
yardangs between the raised channels arc irrefutable 
evidence of wind erosion, though elsewhere yardangs 
are not so evident. The channel systems have been 
given various ages from Holocene to Pliocene, 
thereby implying a range of rates of wind erosion 
(Maizcls 1990). 
Conclusion 
Early in this century there were gcomorphologists 
who believed that the wind, allied with insolation 
weathering. might have a profound influence in 
forming erosional landscapes in deserts. Thh view 
waned in popularity as work, particularly in Amer-
ican deserts. suggested that wa tcr was much more 
important in landfom1 genesis, even in dry environ-
men ts. Most recently, however. the erosional work of 
the wind has begun again to be viewed as important 
(Goudie l9B9). and the extent of wind-eroded land-
fonns bas been more widely recognized. Even so, with 
a few notable exceptions, and in marked contrast to 
depositional landforms such as dunes, there remain 
remarkably few studies of wind erosion processes or 
landform development, and this must surely be an 
area of research in the immediate fut-ure. 
General discussions of wind erosion !lave been 
provided by Breed et a/. (1989), Goudie (1989), 
Greeley and Iversen ( 19B5) and Lairy (1994). Other 
reviews have covered specific wind erosion features: 
stone pavements (Cooke 1970), pans (Goudie 1991), 
ventifacts (Higgins 1956). and yardangs (McCauley et 
a/. 1977a; Whitney 1985: Halimov and Fczcr 1989). 
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CHAPTER 4 Dust 
Introduction 
Dust is so commonplace that it is in danger of being 
overlooked as one of tbc principal ways in which 
terrestrial sediment is moved and has been moved in 
the past. It i~ easy to forget tha t, on the global scale, 
the quant ities of dust, though probably one order of 
magnitude less than tbe vast amounts of sediment 
taken to the ocean~ by rivers arc very large indeed 
(Fig. 4.1). The quantities were much grcat.:r in the 
past, as Chapter 8 shows: indeed, because the periods 
when there was more dust were periods when there 
was less fluvial erosion. the two mode~ of transport 
were probably more comparable in rate than they arc 
today. This Cha pier discusses the origin, movement 
and deposi tion of dust, both now and in the past. 
Even in contemporary north·western Europe. fa r 
from the profuse sources. aeolian dust is the sediment 
that intrudes most into people's lives. Between 
October 1987 and April 1989 there were nine e,·ents 
at Bochum in Germany when du:.t was evident on 
outdoor shiny surfaces, like cars (Littmann 199la). 
Although this was rather more frequent than usua l, 
there is at least o:ne and generally more of these events 
at northern European sites every year. In the dry 
world. dust is even more mundane. Skie~ arc obscured 
by dusty hate for much of the year, and shiny surfaces 
are shrouded ma ny times a day. In parts of southern 
Israel. where Revelations 6:12 described skies dark-
coed by dust in Biblical times. the problem has oow 
been quantified. People can wipe up as much as 
0.25 kgm- 2 yr-1 (Gooscns and Offer 1990), and 8.3x 
I o-J kg m- 2 after n single sto rm (Ganor and Mamane 
1982). This compares to only0.07 x 10-l kg m- 2 after 
the much rarer s torms at Bochum. Yet there arc still 
dustier places. to judge by the number of times 
visibility is less than 1000 m. In south-caMcm 
Mongolia, there are over 300 such occasions in the 
year, compared to only about 27 m the Negev 
(:vtiddleton 1991 ). 
As well as being mundane. dust IS cas•ly defined. It 
is sediment that travels in suspension in the wind, 
following the turbulent movements of the ai r. unli ke 
sand. which falls back to Earth a fter it has been 
picked up. In theory, and in practice. there are 
particles that behave in intemtcdiatc ways and 
deposits of mtenuediatc size (Chapter 2). but the 
line between dust and sand is usually sharp, because 
of the way in " 'hich the wind rapidly separates them. 
It must be conceded. notwithstanding, that there arc 
some pU7Jiing size phenomena tn dust. Large particles 
of mica (whose platy shape must help them to remain 
aloft) and perhaps other la rge particles generated by 
aggregation in clouds (Westphal et al. 1987) may not 
be unexpected. But a 75 J.Lm diameter particle of 
quam. collected north of Hawaiian Islands. which 
could only have travelled more than IOOOOkm from 
its source in Asia, is much more of an enigma (Bcl.lCr 
et al. 1988). 
This everyday phenomenon (minor anomalies 
apart), furthermore. is composed of everyday materi-
als, organic und inorganic. Most of the mi nerals arc 
common rock and soil minerals and salts; there arc 
also commonplace biogenic materials like diatoms, 
phytoliths. spores. pollen and ash. In the desert , it is 
true, there arc some extraordinary components of 
what can loosely be called dust. like the ' manna 
lichen· which fed the hr.telites in Smat and Alex-
ander's armies in the deserts of central Asia (Donkin 
1981), but most of the organic con~tituents arc much 
more common. Coarse dusts arc generally rich in 
quartz or calcite, whicb arc among the commonest 
minerals; fine dusts are mostly composed of the 
almost equally common clay minerals (Pyc 1987). As 
a final measure of its banality. dust and its movements 
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Fig. 4.1 Global rates of dust transpott compared to rates of ftuvlat sed1ment production. 
have bocn studied by ~cicntists for a long time 
(Dobson 1781: D:1r"in 1846). 
Mundane it may be, but dust still holds mysteries. 
Many aspects of its sources, modes of movement and 
deposition arc ~till open to discovery and debate. 
There arc many unanswered questions about the 
much dustier periods in the recent geologica l past, 
when huge thickness of loess were deposited. 
Funhcmtore, dust may have gmvc implications for 
the future of the global environment. 
The ~collection and measurement of dust 
T he co llection of dust for sed imentary, minera logi-
cal. chemical or micro~opic analysis is an easier 
procedure than the quantitative estimation of dust 
entrainment, transport or deposition. McTainsh 
(1986) provided a useful summary of methods of 
collection for quaJitall•-c aoal)sis. One "idely used 
met bod i~ to fiy nylon or tcrylenc mesh kites. but not 
unly is the cllicieocy here thought to be only about 
50 per cent, but clay-si7cd dust can also be missed. 
a nd thte procedure cannot work at low wind 
velocities. Pumps with fi lters have also been used, 
and wbcrc quantitative measurement of Oux is not 
important, these do not need to be too dcmandi~Jg in 
design, although the filters must be as inert as 
possible (Adetunji and Ong 1980). 
There arc three states m which dus: can be 
measured quantitat ively: in emission. in motion or 
as a deposit. T hese conditions are not always easily 
distinguished, for dust may rise, move and be 
deposited at a huge range of scales, from M few 
mi llimetres to many thousands of ki lometres. resting 
on a surface for anything from a few microseconds 
to millions of years. Moreover. the nature of the 
surface has itself a huge mfiuence oo :he residence 
time, rough or stick)' surfaces retaining much more 
than smooth ones. Despite these fundamental 
problems. a number of devices have been evolved 
(sec the reviews in Knon and Warren (1990) and 
McTainsh (1986)), but the methodology is quick ly 
evolving (as will be seen below) and reviews 
become quickly dated. l>artly because of t his rapid 
development, there arc few standard methods. so 
that some of the data for dust entramment. 
transport and accumulatton quoted below may be 
comparable only very approximately. Recommenda-
tions about standardit.alion of measurement have 
been made (Gillette 1987), but there is still no 
agreed methodology or widespread net work of 
measuring stations. 
Dust emissions can be calculated from measure-
ments of particle concentration above ao eroding 
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surfaces (otter Nickllng and Gillies 1993). 
surface, collected in a series of samplers. In general, 
there is an exponential decline in concentration with 
height above the surface, and Gilleue et al. (1972) 
suggested a relation between the concentration curve 
and the raiC of vertical flux. A good relation has often 
been found between upward dust flux, estimated in 
this way, and the ambient shear velocity. In Mali 
measurements :>ho,.ed that F "" au, 4 , where F is the 
flux rate and the constant a relates to the type of 
surface (Fig. 4.2; Kick ling and Gillies 1993). 
Mea.~uring dust in motion can be done in two 
principal ways. ·n,e first is to collect it. This can be 
done with a ~imple arrangement of shallow trays. on a 
pole or tower (Fryrear 1986), or. more commonly. but 
at much greater expense, with aspirating devices that 
suck in dust-laden air, capturing the dust either on a 
filter, in a gravitational trap, or electrostatically. 
There are several commercial aspirators on the 
market (for example, OfTer and Goosens 1990). Tbc 
main problem with these devices, when used for 
quantitative measurements of dust flux, is to ensure 
that the volume of air that they ta ke in is known, so 
that concentrations can be worked out. Devices of 
this type were de.~ribed by Nickling and Gillies 
(1993). Trapping the dust can create problems if the 
filter interferes with the flow. 
The second group of methods for measuring dust in 
motion depend on light-extinction. At their simplest 
these include measurements of visibthty or of the 
extinction of solar radiation (as on conventional 
sunshine recorders). Calibrated against dust collec· 
tions, these can give quiiC good rcsuhs very cheaply 
(McTainsh 1980). Many studies have used visibilit} 
records from standatd meteorological observations, 
and altbougb these may include periods when 
visibility is reduced by smoke or mist, they are 
generally unambiguous and can be taken from widely 
available sources of data. although calibration is 
always a problem (Middleton 19l\9). There arc now 
relatively cheap hand-held dust meters available from 
some instrument makers such as Casella. 
More sophisti<:ated equipment can be used. but 
expense restricts frequency. For example, ground-
based (or ship-based) sun photometers measure the 
transformation of solar traosmis.\ions at vanous 
specific wavelengths (Jaenicke 1979; D 'Almeadu era/, 
1983; Ben Mohamed era/. 1992). Tite measurements 
must be corrected for trace gas interference and must 
also be t:alibrated with ground-based measurements 
(Ben Mohamed and Frangi 19~6). Quit.: sophisticated 
methods arc necessary for areas with low dust 
concentrations. Dust dc:nsilics may also be estimated 
from satellite imagery. Aerosol optical density can be 
measured from visible and infrared data from Landsat, 
Mctcosat and other satellites (LegrJnd tt a/. 1989; 
Holben eta/. 1991). Estimates aro: best O>.:r the sea or 
the ocean wbcrc tbe surface albedo is low. Columnar 
atmospheric densities can be cstima!Cd in varaous ways 
(for example, Dulac eta/. 1992). 
Measuring dust deposiuon presents more prob-
lems. For a stan. it is here that the character of the 
surface is critical to the in!Crpretation of the results. 
Moreover, atmospheric dust concentrations and fall-
out rates are so highly variable in space and time that 
it is difficult to obtain representative samples. Dust 
levels fall ofT rapidly away from disturbed sites such as 
roads, and can be raised during the collection of 
samples. Even without disturbance, dust deposition 
varies very considerably from pl~cc to place, for 
example round large obstacles such as hills (Goosens 
and Offer 1990; Holben el lll. 1991). In Niger, 
Chappell (1995), using 137Cs (caesium) to estimate: 
long-term pallerns of dust-fall. showed that much 
more dust had collected in groves of trees, than on 
open ground. Even at the decimeter scale, different , 
planL~ and the microtopography they create produce 
·orders of magnitude' difTerenees in the entrapment of 
dust (Oldfield et a/. 1979). 
The problem extends to the height above the 
ground at which collectors are placed, for this can 
very greatly affect collection rates, as well as the 
character of the dust. such as its grain size (Goosens 
1985). Height can also influence the nile of t.rapping 
of contaminants, such as salta ling sand and particles 
splashed in by rain action. There is no standard height 
of collection, and considering tbe variety of situations 
in which dust exists, a standard may not even be 
desirable. Drees et al. (1993) first placed their 
collectors at 5.0 m above ground, but lowered them 
to 2.5 m in response to the need for accessibility. 
Finally. there is the ever-present problem of contami-
nation by vandals or birds. 
Various sticky surfaces. for example va&eline or 
commercially produced sticky labels, have been used 
to trap dust, but these either dog up quickly, or need 
elaborate treatments to extract the dust (Ciemems '-'' 
a/. 1963). Bags containing moss, which. when live, is u 
very efficient dust trap, have been used. although 
these need watering. and present what may be a very 
unrepresentative surface (for example, in a desert) 
(Goodman et lll. 1979). The simplest collector is a 
vessel, such as a bucket, but the wind may blow dust 
over the top. or whirl it around and remove it, so that 
choosing a size becomes a difficult compromise. The 
British Standard gauge has a funnel and a mesh to 
protect it from insects and birds (Goodman et lll. 
1979). Another design was tried by Orange et a/. 
(1990). Adding w-ater to the vessel prevents re-
cntraiomcnt. although the water requires constant 
anention, evaporating in dry, hot areas and over-
flowing in wet ones. and provides what may be an 
unrepresentative surface. 
One of the more successful methods is a tray of 
marbles (Yaalon and Ganor 1980) or pol}styrene 
balls (Drees t>l a/. 1993). When dust settles on the 
spheres, it may be washed down by rain, or may slide 
down between them. In theory. the spheres protect the 
dust from re-entraioment (and thus, inevitably. to 
some ways of thinking, provide an unrealistic trap). It 
is easy to wash the dust from between the spheres. The 
biggest trouble here is retaining tlte marbles against 
the predation of small child ren, camels, gophers or 
other rodents. A field test showed that water traps and 
trays of marbles had about the same efllciency. but 
that dust could be re-entrained from between the 
marbles, whereas it was thoroughly trapped by the 
water. Both were much more cHicient than flat 
surfaces, wet or d ry (Goosens and Offer 1994). 
Oust 
The last and probably the most representative 
measure of dust fall (considering its apparently high 
short-term rate of variation and the problem of 
artificial surfaces) is to estimate rates over long 
periods of time, as indicated by natural traps. To 
estimate dust-fall rates over the last few decades. the 
mcs method, mentioned above. is promising. 
although not problem·frcc, because of the need to 
distinguish background caesium fluxes and those due 
to overland flow and aeolian transport. Slowly 
accreting deposits have other gcncrdl problems. The 
best natural trap may well be snow or icc (Dovland 
and Cliassen 1976), but. of course, snow and icc have 
limited distribution, and snow scavenges dust (prob-
ably fractionating it as it does so). so that snow-
covered areas probably experience greater rates of 
deposition and of different grain sizes than would 
otherwise occur (Knutson eta/. 1977). Rain also has 
the ability 10 scavenge, although probably less 
efficiently. It has been found, however, that rain 
brings down coarse dust preferentially over the land. 
but not over the oceans (Buat-Mcnard and D uce 
1986). 
Natural traps, like soils. lakes or oceans may well 
be eOicient, but they also contain other materials that 
arc mixed with and difficult to distinguish from dust, 
and most of them are subject to post-depositional 
disturbance by many different processes. ln addition, 
the rate of travel from the surface of a water body to 
its bed may be very slow and tortuous. The onus in 
these methods is therefore thrown onto the distinction 
bet-.ecn dust and other materials and between dusts 
from difTcrent sources. This can be done by grain-size 
analysi~. mineralogy, chemistry. magnetic susccpl· 
ibility. and the idcnrilication of biogenic materials 
from distinctive environments. Some examples of the 
analysis of dust deposits arc given below. 
Dust In motion 
Entrainment 
The threshold wind speed of entrainment for dust, as 
explained in Chapter 2, is io theory inversely related 
to size (Fig. 2.6). In rea lity, the process of raising dust 
is not the simple mat!Cr of moving a fine particle in to 
the wind that Fig. 2.6 implies, because. as will be 
explained. very little fine dust is lifted directly, most 
being created by aurition in saltation and suspension. 
Wind speed is nevertheless an important control. for 
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more dust is produced by sandblasting and the rate of 
sandblasting is positively related to u •. The duration 
of high winds is also clearly iruport:tnl (Zobeck and 
Fryrear 19863). But there are many other controls. 
First. there are further aerodynamic c<>ntrols. Lift 
(or upward suction imposed by various processes 
descnbcd m Chapter 2), has been shown experi-
mentally to be much more effccuve for dust than for 
sand (Iversen 1986a), suggesting that the relationship 
between particle ~i"e and threshold wind speed may 
not be the same in dust de\il~ (~ee below) as in other 
conditions. These observations relate to others. 
which suggest that dust is also much more suscep-
tible to turbulence than sand (Nickling 1978). and 
larger scale evidence that turbulence in thunder-
storms and cold fronts is important to the entmin-
menl of dusl. But wind ~peed~ and even turbulence 
urc only related 10 dust raising, at1d Dot necessari ly 
to its maintcna nee in suspension. T hus the amount of 
dust in suspension at a site is poorly related to local 
wind speeds, si nce much of it has been raised 
elsewhere and at other times (Offer and Gooscns 
1990). 
Second there arc ·erodibility' contro ls (to do with 
the character of the surface). The grain si~:e of the 
primary particles on the surface is les.~ important 
than the grain size of aggregates (Niclding and 
Gillies 1993), and aggregation is related to a number 
of soil characteristics such as clay mineralogy. salt 
type and content and organic mauer type and 
content (Breuninger et al. 1989). These relationships 
are cxplamed further in relation to agricultural soils 
in Chapter 9. Grain si;.e also bas an effect on 
surface moisture, which may be tbe most critical 
factor in controlling dust entrainment. for sandy 
soils dry out at the surface more quickly than loams 
(Gillette 1988). Soil moisture is often the dominant 
control on dust cmi>~ion. At tbe largest scale. it 
seems to be the major control of the annual cycle of 
dustiness of the global atmosphere which is twice as 
dusty in August than in February. August being tbe 
driest month for the northern-hemisphere deserts, 
which are much larger than those in the southern 
hemisphere (Jou~aume 1990). The same kinds of 
process appear to control dustiness at a regional 
scale, for dustiness in the Sahel increases after one 
or two very hot years (Littmann 199Lb). Soil 
moisture is controlled itself by differ~nccs in rainfall 
and evaporation. 
There arc ye~ further complications. The amount of 
bombardment by saltating sand is probably a major 
control, for even small amounts of moving sand 
can liberate far more dust than is liberated from 
saltation-free surfaces (Gillcue 1981). Vegetation and 
its seasonal pauern is another control. In the West 
African Sahel it has been found that the seasonal 
minimum of dustiness comes in October. near the end 
of the rainy season, when the vegetation has fully 
responded to the rains CLiumann 1991b). In climates 
like the United States High Plain~. and the Russian 
and Kazakh steppes. intense frost and ~now cover are 
other strong inhibitors (Zhirkov 1964), though fro~! 
may have a longer-term po~itive control on dustiness. 
by breaking up clods and preparing them for 
entrainment after the thaw. The mtcracttons between 
these controls and land usc, which has become even 
more important to dust production in many area~. are 
discussed in Chapter 9. 
The spatial outcome of all these relationships is that 
the dustiest places are in dry parts of the world, 
especially where the surface has a mixture of dust-
sized particles with sand (Fig. 4.3), although the 
relationship is no i simple, as will be seen below. There 
arc also temporal implications. for dustiness is 
associated with droughl. This rela tion, however, is 
not always direct: droughts may have their maximum 
effect on dustiness some time af\er their own climax. 
rn Arizona and dry pa rts of Au~tralia. dust storms are 
related to moisture from the previous winter (Bmzcl 
and Nickling 1986: Yu eta/. 1993), but the relation-
ships are not always as clear even as this (Littmann 
1991e). 
In transport, dust is generally si;-e-sorted by height 
(Zobeck and Fryrear 1986a). but some worke~ have 
observed fine material being held withm the sahalton 
layer, from which liule escaped (de Ploey 1977). The 
criteria that determine \\hether a particle stays aloft 
are discussed in Chapter 2. Grain si;e decreases \\ ith 
distance from source in most of the cases where there 
is evidence (Fig. 4.4; Inoue and Narusc 1991). Tsoar 
and Pyc (1987) calculated that particles coarser than 
20 t<m travelled close to t he ground. and were 
therefore likely to be trapped by vegetation. Most 
loesses are of this coarser si;.c range, and have 
therefore not travelled far. 'Particles finer than 20 J•m 
travelled throughout a column of dust up to lOOm 
above the surfuce, and thus were transported far 
further (Fig. 4.5). Following these trends. d ust 
deposits, particularly loess (which is discussed later 
in this chapter) generally become finer away from the 
source. For example, the Malan Loes~. which is the 
most recent of the C hinese loesses. becomes finer 
eastward away from its sources in ccnl r.ll Asia, 
changing from a silly to a clayey deposit . At the 
Dust 
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Fig. 4.3 Average frequency of dust storms in Australia, showing the probable importance of Lake Eyre and other central 
Australian dry takes as sources of dust (after McTainsh and Pitbtado 198 7). 
same time, heavy minerals are left behind in the 
western deposits (Eden et a/. 1994). 
Dust-raising and dust-carrying systems 
The atmospheric strucmres that raise and carry 
dust occur at scales ranging from a small fl!Jiry a 
few millimctres across. to dust storms IOOOkm 
across. 
Dust devils, a common dust-raising system at the 
smaller end of tbc scale. a re thermal vortices. made 
visible by the dust. which develop when and where 
there has been intense surface heati ng (encouraging 
upward air movement). The need for this hcattng 
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Fig. 4.4 Decrease of median particle diameter of dust and dust deposits with distance from source in the Pacific (after 
Inoue and Naruse 1991). 
confines dust devils in space and time. Thus they are 
more common <>n readily heated surfaces, like those 
of dry lakes (Young and Evans 1986), and at times 
when the surface is heating up, as in sp ring (Wigner 
and Peterson 1987). Dust devils must also have 
vorticity (Sinclair 1969), and this can come from a 
number of sources; [low round obstacles such as hills 
(ldso 1974) and. shear in convective, unstable atmos-
pheres (Carroll and Ryan 1970) being two. As the 
dust devil develops, pressure drops in the centre and 
Distance (l<m) 
Fig. 4.5 Distances normally travelled by dust particles 
according to size (after Pye and Tsoar 1987). 
wind speed reaches a maximum in a tight ring round it 
(Hallet and Hoffer 1971 ). Tangential velocities reach 
22m s- t, and vertical velocities 3.5 m s- 1• 
At a slightly larger scale, dust is raised by tbc severe 
turbulence in thunderstorms (Brazel and Nickling 
1986). The term now widely used for tbunderstoml-
induccd d ust storms is 'haboob', a colloquial word 
from Sudan (Idso eta/. 1972). It is tbe strong gusts of 
density-current downdrafts of cooled air from the 
cumulo-nimbus cloud, preceding the thunderstorm 
itself, that create the haboob (Pye 1987). In Arizona, 
wh.ich experiences 41.7 haboobs on average in Ju ly 
and August (Goudie 1983), they raise great quantities 
of dust They develop along squall lines associated 
witb incursions of warm humid air into tnis generally 
arid area (Brazel and Nickling 1986). Haboobs in tbc 
West African Sabel arc also associated witb squall 
lines, which move over the surface at about 16m s- 1, 
scavenging dust It is these squalls that raise the dust 
into the easterly jet over the Sabel (sec below) 
(Tetzlaff et a/. 1989). 
Another organized pattern, spanning a range of 
sizes, is dust-carrying rather than a dust-raising. It is 
the 'dust plume' (Bowing parallel to the surface). It is 
a feature early in the life of many dust storms, before 
the dust cloud merges and obscures its own internal 
structure. Plumes are presumably formed by hori· 
zontal vortell-like Bow (Bowden et a/. 1974; Swift et 
a/. 1978; Middleton et a/. 1986). They may occur 
singly or in families, and they range from a few tens of 
metres to many kilometres across. One single plume, 
seen on satellite imagery, originated in Iraq and 
streamed 400 km south-eastward in the strong winter 
·shamal ' wind, spewing large amounts of dust overt he 
Arabian Gulf. It widened from about lOkm near its 
source to 60 km at its point of dispersal (Middleton 
1986). Being narrow concentrations of dusty air, 
plumes act as jets. It may be that dust dampens 
turbulence and this should allow wind speeds to 
increase, so that the dust storm may increase in 
intensity in a positive feedback fashion, to be 
controlled ultimately by some other process (Baren· 
blatt and Golitsyn 1974). Another dust-raising 
weather system at this scale (often itself composed 
of a series of plumes) is the katabatic wind, sweeping 
down from mountain massifs (for example, Swift et 
a/. 1978). The 'Santa Ana' of southern California is 
one of these, taking dust from the dry interior of 
western North America towards the Pacific coast. 
Cold fronts, at a still larger scale, account for a very 
high proportion of the dust raised and carried within 
nigh-latitude semi·arid lands. They bring sharp 
changes in wind direction in zones of high turbulence, 
a few hundred to 1000 km across, which sweep across 
country at speeds of about 20m s-1, raising huge 
quantities of dust, if the soil is dry and bare. These 
Oust 
systems (and haboobs) produce the horrifying walls 
of dust like those in Fig. 4.6, which can rise over 
2000 m into the sky and travel at rates of 36m s- 1 
(Idso et al. 1972). Also like baboobs, cold fronts lift 
large amounts of dust into higher-level jet streams (see 
below). Dai ly particle concentrations may average 
IOOOI'm m- 3, but peak values may reach 104 I'm m- 3. 
Frontal dust stom1s are so familiar, but such a 
nuisance, in some parts of the world, tbat they have 
vernacular names; in the southern Mediterranean. 
moving easJ to west, they are known successively as 
gibli, khamsin and sharav. 
These modes of transporting dust seldom succeed 
in carrying dust very high. Most of it travels below 
inversion layers. as can be seen on any aircraft night 
over dusty terrain . In central Asia, for example, there 
are no loess (dusty) deposits above 2000 to 2500m 
above sea level (Dodonov 1991 ). 
The mix of mechanisms responsible for dust-raising 
probably varies very greatly from place to place, 
depending on local climatic conditions. O n the 
southern High Plains in Texas, which is a zone of 
unusually strong cyclogencsis, 30 per cent of dust is 
estimated to be related lo well-developed frontal 
systems; 19 per cent to thunderstorms; and 30 per cent 
to 'daytime mixing down of high-speed momentum 
from above' , a process associated with variations in 
tbe position of the high-level polar front jet, but. not 
witb any well-defined synoptic situation on the 
ground (Wigner and Peterson 1987). In California, 
more dust is raised by cold fronts and similar 
disturbances than by haboobs. In Arizona, the reverse 
Fig. 4.6 A 'wall' of dust associated with a frontal dust storm in Niger. (Photo: Jake Sudlow.) 
See also Fig. l.l(c). 
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Fig. 4. 7 Oust storms over the Mediterranean and Europe, showing a probable source in the Chott ech Chergui in northern 
Algeria (data from Dulac el al. 1992). Arrcms indocate direction of wind now. 
is true (Br:ll.cl 1989). In other parts of the world 
katabatic winds, haboobs or any other of the modes 
described above might be the most important 
mechanism. 
The dust. once raised and carried short distances by 
one of these mech;~nisms, merges into much more 
extensive dust storms (Fig. 4.7). The best known of 
these is the harmauan, the dusty wind that blows 
down from the Sahara between January and April 
tow;uds West Africa and ultimately out over the 
equatorial North Atlantic towards the Americas 
(McTainsh 1980). Other notoriously dusty winds 
carrying the dust raised by smaller systems arc the 
shamal, which blows from the north-west down the 
Arabian Gulf, and the koso (dusty outbreaks from 
China eastward over Japan und the Pacific). Others 
occur in North America, usually travelling eastward 
from the south-west of the United States; one of these 
swept eastward over the Gulf of Mexico in February 
1977, at one time covering 2400 km1 (Breed and 
(b) 
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Fig. 4.8 (a) Synoptic situation and (b) calculated back trajectories of dust during a dusl 
storm over the Medoterranean in Oclober 1988 (after Dayan er al. 1991). 
McCauley 1986). Some of these great clouds of dust 
move at astonishing speed. Dust raised at Faya-
Largeau in northern Chad travels the 1000 km to 
Kano in 24 hours (McTainsh 1985). These clouds of 
dust are shepherded by large-scale atmospheric 
patterns. such as fronts and convergence zones, as 
shown in Fig. 4.8 (Dayan e1 at. 199 1 ). The dust in 
these storms is cventuaUy dispersed by rain or extreme 
turbulence. R ain is of major importance in bringing 
down dust in many areas, so that rainfall (and rainfall 
type) arc often t he best correlated with deposition rate 
io Lbe short term (Bergamctti el of. 1989b). 
At an even larger scale. dust is sometimes raised 
high above the surface and travels in major jet 
streams, such as the African Easterly Jet from 
northern Africa which takes dust in great waves. 
with a wavelength of 2500 km, from the Sahara at 
2000 to 5000m above the surface, travelling even-
tually over the Caribbean (Carlson and Prospero 
1972). Tn the Indian Ocean, the Somali Jet performs 
the same function, taking dust from north-eastern 
Africa towards India (Sirocko and Sarnthcin 1989). It 
is the major westerly jet stream that carries most dust 
out over the Pacific from Cllina. 
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Contemporary, proximal sources 
Studies of dust just after it has been raised give clues 
about immediately proximal sources. Il consists of 
two modal sizes: coarse particles (somewhere between 
10 and 200 l•m) and fine particles (somewhere 
between 1 and 20 11m); there are fewer particles of 
intermediate size. The consensus explanaiion of this 
size bimodali ty is that most of the finedu~t is created 
by the aurition of the coarse particles (which are 
easier to raise, as explained in Chapter 2). Attrition 
creates fine dusts from two sources: either by breaking 
down aggregates of fine material: or by blasting fine 
clays otT the surfaces of coarse quartz grains (Gomes 
et a/. 1990). Th.e facts that the proportion of fine 
particles increases with wind speed (more wind energy 
creating more attrition), and that coarse particles can 
be seen (in the scanning electron microscope) to be 
coated with fine ones, both support this hypothesis 
(Gillette and Walker 1977). Furtbem10re, a recent 
study of samples of dust-yielding surface soils found 
no naturally occurring grains smaller than 80 11m and 
most populations to range between 100 ancl 300 11m in 
size, suggesting strongly that the finer mode in dust 
can only come from attrition (Bergametti er at. 1994). 
Another study found that only 8 per cent of the fine 
particles were lifted directly from the surface (rather 
than being (;rea ted by attrition) (Gilleuc era/. 1972). 
Much clay may never be ful ly disaggregated. for once 
it has been reduced to dust, it is lifted above the 
saltation layer, where it suffers much less attrition. 
and can travel in suspension, still in aggregate form. 
By tbc time dust has travelled several hundred 
ld lometrcs, its grain size is refined , but its si7.e paucrns 
ean still retain clues about its sources. The coarser 
mode falls ou t, leaving only the finer mode, which, in 
transport, becomes yet fmcr. Some of this dust is 
unimodal in size, some bimodal. in the Canary 
Islands, a few hundred kilometres from its Saharan 
source, the dust has a modal si'.e finer t han 5 1Lll1 and 
is unimodal. Some dust collected in Germany, much 
farther from its source, is also unimodal (mode finer 
than t,.m), and being fairly well weathered , may have 
come from as far away as the Sabel (diatoms indicated 
a single source either in the Sahara or the Sahel). 
Other dusts collected in Germany, though fine, are 
bimodally sized (modes finer than I JIID and around 
20 l•m), a characteristic more common on dusts that 
bavc travelled only a few hundred kilometres, as in 
the southern Sahel. In Germany, some oft his bimodal 
dust was found to be little-weathered, suggesting that 
it came from a hyper-arid source. The model of origin 
and transport of this bimodal dust, therefore, is that it 
was brought by a dust cloud that had originally been 
raised in the Sahel, but had been recharged with dust 
from the Sahara. This is coosi~tcnt with meteoro-
logical analysis of the paths of dust plumes reaching 
Europe (Littmann 1991 a). 
Doubtless mixes of dust from different sources with 
diD'erent travel histories give a range of dilferent 
grain-size (and other) characteristics. in general, 
mixing increases with distance from source, increasing 
also the difficulty of linking dust characteristics to 
those of the soum: (Hoogheimstra 1989). For 
example, the dust that leaves the Saharan coast is 
already so well mixed tbat it is practically identical to 
that which reaches the Caribbean {Giaccum and 
Prospera 1980). 
A very prolific proximal source for con temporary 
·natural' dust is dry lakes in arid and semi-arid parts 
of the world. (The increasing amounts of dust from 
artificial sources, now amounting to 25- 50 per cent of 
all dust (Hansen and Lacis 1990), is discussed in 
Chapter 9.) Playas and sabkhas, most of which are at 
the distal ends of nuvial sedimentary systems, contain 
large quantities of sediments of appropriate size, both 
mineral (from a lluvium and by the evaporative 
conccutration of salts in solution) and biogenic. 
Their surfaces arc kept free of vegetation by 
Ot-casional nooding and by salinity, and they are 
broken up, in readiness for entrainmen t, by salt 
crystallization. The nonbem Chad Basin in West 
Africa and the Lake Eyre Basin in Australia (Figure 
4.3) arc two such sources that have been shown to be 
of major importance. Both are fed witb sed iments by 
streams from wetter areas, and both arc zones of 
internal drainage from which no sediment or salt 
escapes except in the wi nd (McTainsh 1985). If these 
deposits arc bombarded with saltati ng sand. as they 
are in the northern Chad Basin, where the old lake 
noor i~ now traversed by a field of active barchans, 
they arc even more likely to produce dust. 
There are many smaller dry lakes in the dry lands, 
and a lso good evidence that they yield large 
quantities of dust. The chous in southern Tunisia 
and northern Algeria (some almost as big as the dry 
lakes in northern Chad) are tbe source of the huge 
quantities of gypsiferous dust that now blan ket tbe 
surrounding landscape {White and Drake 1993). The 
Chon ech Chergui, on the high plateau of Algeria, is 
clearly seen on Meteosat imagery as the source of the 
major dust storm that moved north into Europe in 
July 1985 (Fig. 4.7; Dulac et a/. 1992). l n central 
Nevada. where there are many of these dust-yielding 
dry lakes, Young and Evans ( 1986) recorded up to 
2.68 kg m- 2 of deposition (of dust and sand-sized 
dust aggregates) downwind of a playa lake. In 
Nevada, dry lakes were the main sources of dust 
during the windier drier periods of the .Pleistocene 
(Chadwick and Davis 1990). Owen's Lake in 
California, after its desiccation by water-extraction 
for Los Angeles, is now a source of huge quanti ties 
of dust, as expla ined in Chapter 9. 
River alluvium, shortly after deposition, and before 
coloni7.ation by plants or sca ling with a crust, is 
anot her common proximal source of dust. Alluvium 
deposited in distal sections of river valleys is most 
suscept ible, for its mode is finer than upstream, and 
contains smaHer quantities of coarse particles which 
might accumulate as a ·Jag· to protect the soil from 
further attack by the wind. Much of the loess that 
now blankets parts of central America and centra l 
Asia had river alluvium as its proximal source. This is 
seen in the distribution of the deposits, which thi n out 
rapidly away from river valleys (Fig. 4.9). The 'loess' 
bills. which follow major val leys such as the Missouri 
and Mississippi, and the rivers of central Asia such as 
the Zcraf Shan (Fig. 4. 10) are sometimes known as 
' loess lips' (loess is more fully discussed on page 57). 
The composition of dust is a clue to its proximal 
source (as seen above in the case of diatom 
a$semblages). Minerals and biogenic sedin1cnts arc 
very li ttle altered in transport, and may give good 
clues about the sources, at least of coarse dusts. But 
because of the mixing of dusts from different sources, 
the sources of fine dust arc usually much more 
difficult to identify. Nevertheless, there are some 
clear relationships. Tbc dust whicb travels across the 
Atlantic from the western Sahara. underlain as most 
of it is by crystalline basement, is more quartzose 
than the calcite- and dolomi te-rich dust that reaches 
the eastern Mediterranean from Lbc generally sed i-
mentary rocks of northern Sahara (Ganor and 
Mamanc 1982). The dust arriving in Crete from the 
sandy deserts of Libya is quartz-rich; that from the 
more calcareous Maghreb is more calcareous (Pye 
1992). The clay mineralogy of dusts that reach the 
Tyrhennian Sea in the western Mediterranean from 
these and other parts of North Africa is also closely 
related to source. ahbougb there bas been some 
mixing, even over this distance (Bergametti et aJ. 
1989a). Neodymium and strontium have been fottnd 
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Missouri River in Il linois (after Frazee et at. 1970). 
to be useful tracers of these Saharan dusts (Grousset 
er at. 1992). 
An important albei t very distinctive source of dust 
in the atmosphere is from volca.noes. In rbc 1980s. 
there were several major eruptions, including that of 
Mount St Helens. but by far the greatest production 
of dust came from El Cbicbon in Mexico in 1982 
(Michalsky et at. 1990). Eruptions yield material of a 
great ra nge of sizes. which are carried in a number of 
ways. Some material of dust size is carried in surges 
and flows and deposited near to the volcano itself. 
Great volumes of dusts are also ejected high into the 
a tmosphere and are carried by winds as dust. This 
component of volcanic dust falls in patterns depend· 
iog on t he height to which it was first thrown by the 
eruption, its original grain size, its subsequent 
aggregation, the wind strength and direction at the 
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Fig. 4.10 Massive cliffs of loess beside the Zeraf Shan River in Tajikistan. 
time of the eruption. and atmospheric inversion 
patterns at that time (Fisher and Schmincke 1994). 
For example, tephra deposits can be very widespread, 
and, being also usually of a distinctive mineral 
composition, provide excellent marker horizons in 
sedimentary sequences. 
The finest volcanic dusts arc pumped high into the 
stratosphere. They consist panly of very finely 
divided ash, much of which is so dispersed, and so 
wea therable when it eventually falls, that it is very 
difficult to trace. Another major component is fine 
sulphuric acid droplets, travelling as aerosols, which 
may persist for over a year in the atmosphere; when 
they are eventually precipitated they fall in even more 
dispersed patterns and arc even harder to detect 
(Hansen and La cis J 990). 
Primary formation 
A major proportion of contemporary dust has not 
been created from rock in the recent pasl. but is 
inherited from breakdown procc.;ses in much earlier 
times. The deposits of late Pleistocene and early 
Holocene lakes, now dry, are a particularly prolific 
source, as is shown by their dissection by yardangs 
(Chapter 3). Many of the deposits in Lake Chad, Lake 
Eyre and the North African Chotts, which yield such 
large quantities of dust, are not contemporary. Both 
the Australian deserts and the Sahara have many 
smaller dry lakes with ancient deposits, often of 
Holocene age. 
The inheritance of some kinds of dust has caused 
controver~-y. The question is best put in Smalley's 
vocabulary (Smalley and Smalley 1983). ln this, a •p· 
event is when particles are created ab inirio; a ·r event 
is when they are transported; and a ·o• everu is when 
they arc deposited. Most sediments go through many 
thousands ofT and D events, in the sequence P, Tl. 
Dl, T2, 02 and so on. 
For many dust constituents, there is no great 
mystery about the nature of these D and T events; 
neither is there much doubt about their P or 
formative event. These less problematic constituents 
include salt particles (gypsum and halite), most of 
which can only have come from saline lakes, and it is 
not difficult to see bow, as brittle, soft materials. they 
are broken down to dust-size by attrition. Calcite is 
another common component of dust that occurs in 
lake deposits: it is also common in soil horizons. 
Neither is there much debate about most of the clay 
mineral dusts. Palygorskite, for example, can be 
traced fairly unequivocally to high-pH environments 
as in salt lakes, and is a component of many dusts, 
and of some peri-desert loesses (see page 60; Coude-
Gausscn 1985). lt may be difficult to discover the 
exact provenance of other clay minerals. like illites, 
kaolinites and smectites. which arc important in 
many dusts and soils, but there is little mystery about 
the ways in which they were created as particles of 
dust size, since they are well known to be the 
products of the intense weathering of primary 
miner-<~ls. 
The main debate is about the P event of quartz 
dust. The debate is important largely because silt-
sized quartz particles are the single most important 
constituent of the loess deposits that cover large parts 
of the globe as it is of many contemporary dusts. 
Loess is such an extraordinary and extensive deposit 
that its aeolian origin was hard to accept at first. Early 
debates about loess included some wild ideas such as 
that it was of cosmic. lacustrine, volcanic or marine 
origin or had formed by i11 si111 weathering. Biblical 
fundamentalists even suggested that it was a remnant 
of Noah's Oood. Most nineteenth-century geologists 
believed it to be fluvial, citing the many Ouvial 
structures (thought now to represent reworking of 
aeolian dust deposits), but all these theories had been 
dismissed by the early twentieth century in favour of 
an aeolian origin, except by a handful of geologists 
(Pye 1987). 
However, to acknowledge loess as aeolian is only 
to start another debate. Quaru. is very common in 
igneous and metamorphic rocks, but at a much 
greater mean size than in dusts and loesses. In 
gneisses and massive plutonic rocks the mean si~.e is 
720 IJffi, with 50 per cent and 20 per cent being 
mono-crystalline respectively (Blatt 1987). Thus 
quartz dust and loess have experienced considerable 
reductions in size. Blatt noted. however, that quartz 
in schists had a mean size of 440 11m (40 per cent 
mono-crystalline) and he used 61~0 values from 
source rocks and sediments to conclude that most of 
the finer quartz was derived from the finer crystals in 
these rocks and in slates. If correct, this finding may 
settle some of the debate: at least part of the 
explanation of the size of the quartz dust occurs at 
source. There is, notwithstanding, a need to link 
quartz dusts specifically to these metamorphic rocks, 
and to explain how such large quantities of fine 
panicles have been fractionated to form loess and 
other dust deposits. 
Two other ways in which silt could have been 
produced are comminution in streams and weath-
ering. Although lluvial action is capable of reducing 
qu<artz crystals to silt si~.e (which could then be blown 
off alluvial deposits), it is generally thought not to 
have produced sufficient quantities to account for 
loess. It is probably effective only in high-energy 
mou ntain streams where there are boulders in 
transpon. There is more debate as to whether intense 
weathering, perhaps in the seasonally wet tropics 
where weathering is intense, could produce sufficient 
quantities of silt; it could have produced silt-sized 
quartz particles that were later concentrated, in 
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sediments by rivers, and these deposits might then 
have provided silts for reworking by the wind, but the 
argument is unresolved (Pye 1987). 
Attention has focused more on two other groups 
of possible size-reducing processes. These lit cate-
gories which are as old as Obruchev's (1945) 
discussion of quartz loess: those of 'cold' environ-
ments and those of 'hot'. The 'cold ' or 'mountain' 
dust-producing processes arc said to be frost action 
and glacial grinding. Smalley (1990), having sus-
tained the argument for over two decades, still 
insisted that glacial grinding was an important 
mechanism, but he added a new twist to his 
argument (following Blatt): it could only produce 
significant quantities from the stressed quartz 
derived from metamorphic rocks. So1a1Jcy had 
come round to the belief that frost action was an 
additiona lly important mechanism (working on the 
same parent material), but that it could only have 
proceeded at a great enough rate on massive 
uplands, as on the huge Tibetan Plateau. The 
building of the Plateau since the Tertiary, moreover, 
would have stressed many quartz crystals. This 
source, in Smalley's view, provided the silts that 
became the Chinese loess. 
Smalley's belief in the importance of frost action 
was not shared by Pye ( 1987), who, U10ugh acknowl-
edging that it might produce silt-si:t.cd quartz parti-
cles, did not believe that it could produce sufficient 
parent dust for loess. He later conceded that frost 
action might be very effective in cold wet 'Icelandic' 
type environments, but still maintained that it had not 
been very active in cold dry environments like Siberia 
or the Antarctic (Pye 1989). Smalley's position on 
glacial grinding is also not wholly secure, for although 
large quantities of dust are certainly associated with 
some glacial environments, and silt-ricb deposits have 
been found beneath glaciers, experiments and 
scanning electron microscopy of sub-glacial grains 
throw doubt on whether glacial grinding could 
produce large enough amounts (summarized in Pye 
1987); but then it may only be able to do so given the 
shattered quartz in the parent rock that Smallcy'scase 
demands. In any event, most authorities agree that , if 
not the sole mechanism of silt formation, gladal 
grinding was nevertheless a major source of dust-sized 
quartz. Most acknowledge also that the seasonally 
bare expanses of dusty sediment left by glacial 
outwash channels, and the strong winds associated 
with glacial times and glacial margins were addjtion-
ally important to fractionating, moving and deposit-
ing 'glacial' loess. 
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The close relationship between the largest accumu-
lations of quartzose loess and recently glaciated areas 
does not in iL~If clinch the ar~o:ument. It has been 
rcpe-.lltdly suggested. for example, tbat the Chinese 
I~ is more a desert than a glacial product, for it is 
close both to an intensely glaciated and to a large. arid 
area (Zhang Linyan eta/. 1991). The thickest North 
American loess. in Nebraska. is also in a somewhat 
eccentric po>ition in relation to the Wisconsin glaciers 
and icc-~hcets and the wind paucrns that flowed 
around them. IL may be that it was simply older 
siltS carried in highly seasonal meltwater streams, 
deposited on their vegctation-fre.: Oood plains, and 
then exposed to the high winds of glacial times 
that were responsible for much of the glacier-dust 
association. 
These long-running arguments about the formation 
of ·cold' loesses were, until recently, conducted in 
ignorance of the extent of quartzose: silty deposits all 
around the Sahara and some other deserts. These are 
now acknowledged as loess by most of those who 
have studied them. One reason that these deposits 
were slow in being rccogni1cd as loess is that they are 
coarser than the European, Asian or North American 
loesses. But the deep accumulations of silt in the 
Atlantic off the coasts of Senegal and Mauritania, 
downwind of the Sahara. which have come to light in 
recent occan·Ooor explorations. and which are widely 
adrnowledged to be of aeolian origin. are very strong 
evidence that the Sahara ha) produced large quan-
tities of dust. The murine deposits have now been 
joined, in the literature, by major terrestrial deposits 
in the \Vest African Sahel, Tunisia and southern 
Israel, all of which arc now widely conceded as 'peri· 
desert' Joe~ (McTainsh 1987). Although there was a 
Permo-Carboniferous glaciation in what is now the 
Sahara (a pos:;ible, but very remote glacial 'P' event). 
there is no direct hnk between its depo>its and the dust 
now being produced and that which was produced in 
the late Pleistocene and early Holocene. 
There are two proces.es that might produce quartz 
dust in deserts (Obruchev's (1945) 'hot' loess and 
Coude-Gaussen's (1991) ·peri-desert' loess): salt 
weathering and attrition. Dust-sized particles can 
undoubtedly be fom1cd by the snit weathering of 
quart1., but, following Blatt's argument. it may be that 
this can happen only in quartz which has micro· 
fractures (Smith eta/. 1987). This is suggested by the 
experimental nnding that salt barely attacks texturally 
mature quartz dune sands (which arc supposed 
already reduced to a resistant core), but does attack 
fresh grains from gran ite regolith (Pye and Sperling 
1983). Silt particles have also been produced expcri· 
mentally by the detachment of siliceous cements or 
overgrowths on sedimentary grains (Smith t1 of. 
1987). This may be because overgrowths are easier 
to detach by salt weathering than arc ptcccs of 
shattered quartz crystal. In the experiments of Smith 
e1 of .. magne)ium sulphate and >odium sulphate were 
effective at producing silt. whereas sodium chloride 
was not. 
Given the right kind of quartz and the nght kind of 
salt. salt weathering would be most mtensc in an:as 
where salt can be carried to the sites of weathering by 
water (at landscape and grain scales). These would be 
semi-arid rather than arid. Salt "'Calhcring may not 
be intense enough to produce large quantities of dust 
in hyper-arid deserts. This may be the explanation of 
the confirmation by McTainsh et a/. ( 1989) of an 
ea rlier finding by Goudie (1983) who had discovered 
that dust storms were most frequent in areas with 
about 200 mrn mean ;.nnual rainfall and less frequent 
in drier and wetter arcus. The combination of salt and 
frost weathering. as might happen in cen l ral Asia, 
may help to explain the vust quantities or loess in 
China (Pye 1987). 
The second possible way in which quartz dust 
might be produced in descrll; is by atLrition in 
saltation, which though widely acknowledged to be 
the source of clay-mineral du)tS (see page S2). is less 
c.:crtainly able to produce quartz du)t, The attrition 
model for quartz dust is very old, and is now being 
revived. Despite Goudie's and McTainsh's finding> 
about the association of dust with semi-arid ruther 
than arid climates, there is an undoubted association 
of ~me dust depo,its wtth some very and areas. 
These are panicularly areas downwind of some large 
sand seas. as in T unisia and the Sahel (Coudi:· 
Gaussen el of. 1983; McTainsh 1987). Although the 
spatial associations arc strong. conclusive field 
observations of the process 10 operation are virtually 
impossible. and even experimental proof is difficult. 
In the laboratory, quartz dust with characteristics 
close to those of peri-desert loe>s has been produced 
by the attrition of sand in machines in which air is 
blown through quartz sands, causing innumerable 
impacLS. but how like t he real thing these machines 
arc is open to debate (Whalley ('I ul. 1987). Quartz 
dust of loess size has even been produced by 
abrasion in the Laboratory of local Miocene and 
Plio-Pleistocene sandstones from the Hungarian 
Plain, suggesting that even some of the so-called 
·cold ' loesses may be of this origin (Smith et a/. 
1991). 
Gross spatial patterns of production and 
removal 
The processes of production and tran)port combmc 
to create wcU-developcd spatial patterns of dust. The 
maio areas of contemporary production are undoubt· 
edly the Sahara and the central Astan deserts. 
Subsidiary sourres arc Australia and south·westc:m 
USA, southern South America and south-western 
Africa (Fig. 4.1 1). The Saharan ~urce has been 
known since at least the times of early Arab 
navigators. who called the Atlantic io thh area the 
·Dark Sea·. Darwin (1846) collated some earlier 
accounts and noted a maximum rdte of dust deposi-
tion on ships near the Cape Verde Islands. Con· 
temporary estimates of total transport from the 
Sahara vary from 600 X I o• to 700 X I o• t yr- 1• 
with 190 x I06 t yr-t travelling westward over the 
At.lantic; estimates of transport to Europe nrc 
between 7.6 x 10~ and 10 x 10"1 yr- t (D'Aimcida 
1989; Littmann 1991 a ). The Chine~e deserts send 
vast amounts of d ust out over the South China Sea 
and the western Pacitic; even out in the ccntr:tl 
northern Pacific, it has been (conservatively) csti· 
mated that 6 x 1012 to 12 x I012 t yr- • of dust is 
~ Drylands 
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added to the Ocean surface (Uematsu e1 of. 1983). The 
average dtl~t nu.~ to the Arabian Sea over the last8000 
years i~ estimated at 100 x I06 tyr- 1 (Sirocko and 
Snmthcin 1989). 
It is very hard to e,timate the total present global 
rate of dust production, for the origin of most dust is 
very difficult to piopoin t, as is clear from what has 
been discussed so far. One estimate is 1800 x Jcf to 
2000 x Hf t)r- t (D'Almeida 1989). 
DepositJon 
Gross patterns 
l11e amount of du;t fallout at the regional scale is a 
function of two sets of variables. First is the rate of 
production in the source: region, itself a function of 
rate) of weathering, moisture conten t and vegetation 
cover, and of disturbance. Second is the efficiency of 
transport from source to sink, which is a mauer of 
lifting efficiencies, transporting power, and circula· 
tion patterns. 
Only where there are high rates of production in the 
source area, wind systems of some constancy aod 
Fig. 4.11 The principal global dust sources and pathwpys or dust movement (after Middleton et at. 1986). 
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efficient traps. as in the Atlantic Ocean off Senegal 
and Mauritania, are distinct patterns likely to be 
discernable.ln these situations. there is undoubtedly a 
rapid pattern of decline in transport and fallout away 
from a source of dust, at least close to source 
(Jaenicke \979}. Similar exponential pauerns can be 
seen in the ratteru of decrease in loess thickness away 
from the parent river valleys in North America and 
central Asia as explained above (Fig. 4.9}. At a 
smaller scale the exponential decrease is seen in the 
pattern of dust deposition downwind of sources like 
playa lakes (Young and Evans 1986). 
Oust in crusts, soils and geomorphological 
processes 
The most obvious manifestation of dust falling in 
cooler, wetter areas is 'red snow' events, which are 
quite frequent in the Alps, Pyrenees and Scandinavia 
(for example, Lundqvist and Bentsson 1970), but on a 
soil surface the quantities of dust that reach humid 
areas in present conditions are generally too small to 
form identifiable deposits, being incorporated by 
weathering and mixing with other materials. Pye 
and Tsoar (1987) modelled the relationship between 
deposition rate and weathering rate (Fig. 4.12): Pyc 
( 1992) used the model to calculate that one would 
need 0.325kgm 2 yr-1 for there to be a discernable 
deposit of loess accumulation ·under humid condi-
tions'. whereas in Crete he found only 0.01 
O. !Okgm-1 yr- 1, and where therefore the dust was 
incorporated into other soils. In any event, the 
addition rates to many Mediterranean soils are quite 
appreciable. In Corsica, where red rain and red snow 
are quite common, it has been estimated that there is 
about IOJ.Imyr- 1 accretion (Loye-Pilot era/. 1986). 
Oust contributes to several types of surface 
formation in semi-arid and arid areas, close to its 
sources. A large proportion of the clements in desert 
varnish (a dark coating on stones and rock surfaces 
in many deserts), parricularly of the iron and 
manganese. comes from dust. Not only does the 
dust itself contain these elements in abundance, but 
varnishes are often far richer in some clements than 
the rocks they coat, suggesting that the source is 
external. The same arguments and observations 
apply to 'desert glaze', a shiny silicious coating of 
rocks in deserts, and to case hardening, which is 
toughened carapace on rocks in deserts and other 
areas. Dust may also carry the iron that reddens 
many desert sands (Cooke eta/. 1993). Finally. some 
dust remains long enough on the surface of desert 
Reduction in mean grain size ot dust 
Increase 10 day and carbonate content 
\ncreasing vegetation ecver 
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F;g, 4.12 Schematic model of dust accretion and weath· 
ering In relation to mean annual rainfall (after Pye and 
Tsoar 1987). 
soils. particularly ones with rough surfaces like 
alluvial fans and lava flows, to be washed into 
crevices and to create a dust-enriched upper horizon 
(Amit and Gerson 1986; Wells eta/. 1987). 
That dust is a major contribution to semi-arid soil 
formation is not surprising, given the high rates of 
dust deposition in many of these areas. The massive 
calcrete (or ca/iclte) horizons in many arid soils have 
now been shown fairly conclusively to have derived 
from calcareous dust, deposited on the surface and 
then washed down the profile. The most conclusive 
evidence is that calcrete overlies rocks which could 
not possibly have delivered so much calcium when 
weathered (Muchctte 1985). At one site in the south-
western United States, only I per cent of the soil 
carbonate can have come from bedrock; modern 
carbonate dust flux at Lhe site was estimated at 
5 x 10- 3 kgm-2 (Mayer er a/. 1988). Dust has also 
been a major mechanism for the transport of gypsum 
to many semi-arid soils. ln Wyoming, gypsum dust 
is deposited at a rate of 2.6 x 10-• to 6.0 x 
IQ- 4 kgm- 2 yr- 1, well within the rate required to 
produce gypsum-enrichment in soils, which was 
estimated to be between 1.1 x 10-s and 
20 x \0-s kg m -z yr-1 (Reheis 1987). 
Even when incorporated into soils, dust can still 
sometimes be detected mineralogically and in other 
ways. and in some cases this shows that it has made an 
important contribution. In much of the Mediterra-
nean, early pcdologists believed that the red soi ls that 
overlay limestones (so-called 1erra ron·as) had been 
derived by weathering and accumulation of the small 
quantities of si licious material in the limestones. 
Weathering aod accumulation undoubtedly play a 
role, as oo Crete (Pye 1992), but Danio and Gerson 
(1983)calculatc:d that it would take 200000years for a 
terra rossa soil of the thickness of those near 
Jerusalem to accumulate in this way (and the weath-
ering of20 m of limestone). It would take only 10000 
years for the soil to accumulate if it were being created 
by dust at present rates of fallout and local 
redistribution (and rates were probably much h.igher 
in the late Quaternary as is shown in Chapter 8). 
Moreover the terra rossas near Jerusalem rested on 
limestone surfaces which had clearly been pitted by 
endolithic lichens, indicating that the surfaces had 
once been bare. rather than that they had been 
weathered to produce a soil. 
Other humid areas surrounding present-day deserts 
also have significant cates of accretion. The rate of 
derosition over the Senegal and Gambia river basins 
in West Africa is about 10kgm- 2 yr-• or about 
200 J1fTI yr- 1 (Orange and Gac 1990). In South 
Australia, near Adelaide, measurements suggest 
accretion rates of the order of 5 lOtkm-2• or 2.5-
5 mr:n in I 000 years (Tiller er a/. 1987). Dust. derived 
from China, is being appreciated as an important 
contribution to soils in Japan and Korea. in Japan the 
dust flux is said to be of the order of 4- 7 mm per 1000 
years (Toone and Naruse 1991). In parts of the rain 
forest, where leaching is fast, dust may provide the 
main source nutriems, as in Ghana, wbcre the 
ecosystem appears to derive all its potassium from 
hannattan dust (Ticssen era/. 1991). Dust seems to 
have been an extremely pervasive, if minor, con-
tributor to soils the world over, for example 
distributing biogenic components far from their 
sources (Jones and Beavers 1964). Oust may even 
have been a major contributor to lateritic and bauxitic 
deposits (many of which arc commercial resources), 
where analysis reveals that a significant contributor 
may have been dust blown out of the wotld's deserts 
and their margins (Brimhall era/. 1988). 
In the semi-arid Negev of southern Israel, it is 
notable that the rates of dust accretion arc in some 
cases closely matched by the rates of fluvial erosion: 
the amount of sediment taken out of prescnHiay 
catchments by streams is roughly equivalent to that 
which is added to them in dust. Whatever the 
significance of this coincidence, it is plain that <Just 
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can have a rrofound effect on fluvial processes in this. 
and probably other areas. Yair ( 1994) noted that a 
deposit of dust is more pem1ea ble than rock, so that 
dust accumulation can reduce runoff, and hence the 
rate of fluvial erosion. If, as some authorities believe 
(sec Chapter 8), loess accumulated in wetter periods 
of the Pleistocene and Holocene, then this process 
might have created a decrease in runoff during wet 
periods, not, as might have been expected, an 
increase. Fluvial erosion might decrease even though 
rainfall had increased. 
Where the dust is no more than a thin covering over 
rock. however, it is redistributed by runoff very 
shortly afler leaving the aeolian system. In these cases 
the dust is redeposited as colluvium at the base of 
slopes: and much dust ends up occupying shallow 
depressions. These dust-filled d ry lakes are very 
obvious on volcanic terrain, as in parts of Saudi 
Arabia and Syria, where their pinkish hues contrast 
vividly with the dark colour of the rock. Dust 
deposited on hilly desert terrain is quickly washed 
orr and is only retained in valleys. as in Sinai (Dan 
J 990). In the past some of these deposits, evidently 
derived from dust, have accumulated as lacustrine 
terraces in confined valleys, producing very clistinctivc 
landforms (Fig. 4.13; Rogner and Smyka!J.-Kioss 
199!). The landforms of loess in wetter climates, 
where there have been phases of fluvial dissection of 
the terrain. are discussed below. 
Loess is a material that originated as aeolian dust, and 
is thus composed mostly of particles io the 10- 50 JJm 
range. Quartz is a varying but usually dominant 
component of the mineral suite, averaging between 60 
and 70 rcr cent (Pecsi 1990). There is also a high 
percentage of carbonate in most loesses. The origio 
of the dusts that are the parent material of loess has 
been discussed above, but loc~s must not be seen 
simply as loose dust. In loess the dust bas been 
transformed by diagenesis, in which it is lightly 
cemented, usually by carbonates dissolved out of the 
dust itself, and by local reworking by sheetwash or 
slumping. Some loesses have been thoroughly 
reworked and redeposited by streams. 
It bas b<:en claimed that loess covers 10 per cent of 
the terrestria l globe (Pecsi 1990). although there are 
lower estimates (Fig. 4. 14; Pye 1987). Clearly, figures 
for cover must vary according to the definition of 
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Fig. 4.13 A loess terrace in the Wadi Aran, an extremely arid part of SO\Jthem Sinal. See also 
Fig. 1.1(c). 
what is or what is not loess. Thickness is not an easy 
criterion, since thin covers of dust arc incorporated in 
soils at varying rates (sec above). Grain size is anoUJt:r 
problematic area for definition, because there is a 
gradation from sandy aeolian deposits to loess in 
many parts of the world. rn the Low Countries of 
north-westem Europe, the transition may often be 
Fig. 4.14 Principal loess-covered areas in the world. 
sharp (Lebrct and Lautridou 1991), but in other areas 
there is a gradation over great distances. The Black-
wa ter Draw Fonnation on the soutbem High Plains 
of New Mexico and Te.xas, for example, was 
apparently blown north-wesrward from the Pecos 
River and exhibi ts a gradually diminishing grain size 
on this trajectory (Holliday 1989). Some authorities 
adopt rigid atti tudes to the origin of the material, 
excluding silts reworked by slope or fluvial activity 
from the loess category, and here the extent of 
reworking becomes an issue. Thus any definition of 
loess necessarily has a large arbitrary component. and 
estimates of its extcm can only be very approximate. 
Following the discussion above, loesses can be 
divided into two types, though the distinctions are not 
always very clear: (1) high-latitude loess, related either 
to mountains, deserts or glaciers; and (2) peri-desert 
loess in lower latitudes. The origins of the dusts that 
created these two loess types bas been discussed 
above. 
High-latitude loesses 
T he high-latitude loesses arc by far the more 
extensive. and until rcccotly attracted the lion ·s 
share of atten tion from sedimentologists and Qua-
temary geologists. This is because they provide the 
best terr-estrial record of climate changes over the last 
two million years or so. The only records that exceed 
the loessic record for detail and completeness are on 
the floors of some ancient lakes and on the bed of the 
oceans (where the material is also dust largely of 
aeolian origin). 
lo spi te of the intense research into the stratigraphy 
of loess, it is still open to great controversy. One 
reaSon is that, although it has the potential of an 
enormously valuable source of information, it is only 
recently that dating methods, like palaeomagnetism, 
Dust 
aod particularly optical dating (Chapter 8), have 
a llowed a good chronostratigraphy. Mineral analysis 
is an older analytical tool, but one that also still 
contributes strongly to the understanding of strati-
graphy. This is because, in general, loesses of the same 
age have been shown to have very similar mineralogy, 
just because the wind distributes them so widely and 
mixes them so thoroughly (unlike fluvial sediments 
with a much more loeali:r.cd range of sources and 
sinks). 
Tbe oldest loesses, both high-latitude and peri-desert 
(apart from tbe dubious ·loessites' discussed in Chapter 
8) occur in China, where they began to accumulate 
some 2.5 million years ago. ln parts of China and 
Tajikistan the sections that reach back this far are over 
200m thick (Goudie et a/. 1984) and ncar Lanzhou in 
Cbioa about 300m bas been recorded (Derbyshire 
1983). ln these high-latitude situations, most of the 
loess was deposited in cold, windy and dusty periods: 
soil horizons developed at contemporary surfaces in 
warmer, perhaps wetter and less dusty interludes 
(Fig. 4.1 5). ln the 2.5 million year history of the 
Baoji section in China, which is nearly complete, there 
were 37 major coldfwaml cycles (Ding Zbougli et a/. 
1992). TI1e warmer, wetter periods were apparently 
episodes when the sout b-west monsoon penetrated 
further west; in the cold dry periods it retreated and 
was replaced by the north-cast monsoon. 
The deposition of these loesses (and the peri-desert 
loesses) intensified d uring the Pleistocene, the thicker 
members being towards the top of the sequence. This 
Fig. 4.15 Peorian Loess (last glaciation) separated by the Sangamon palaeosol (interglacial ) 
from the Loveland Loess (penultimate gljlciation) in Nebraska. USA. 
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corroborates a picture of intensifying global aridity 
(Chapter 8). but loess deposition in China and central 
Asia may have been even further intensified by the 
aridification consequen t on the uplifting of the 
Tibetan Plateau during the Quaternary. This pro-
duced not only the thickening of successive layers of 
loess, but its progressive extension over new areas 
further east in China (Zhang Linyuan et a/. 1991). 
During the Pleistocene the periodicity of loess 
accumulation and intervening periods of soil forma-
tion can be closely fitted to the Milankovitch rhythms 
in some sections, as in Alaska (Beget and Hawkins 
1989). These rhythms arc discussed in Chapter 8. 
Even in Britain, where the loess is thin (though 
defined only as a deposit thicker than 0.3 m), there is a 
record of "Late Devensian. Wolstonian and Anglian 
loesses in many parts of the country, some inter-
bedded between glacial tills (Catt 1979). Some of the 
British loesses arc interglacial, belying a simple 
correlation of loess with cold phases. The last of the 
British loesses, whose deposition peaked in some 
sections at between 14 000 and 18 000 years ago, seem 
to have come in easterly winds from the North Sea 
Basin, then an outwash plain with deposits from the 
Thames and the Rhine, and has a comparable 
mineralogy throughout (Eden 1980; Gibbard el a/. 
1987). 
Peri-desert loesses 
Peri-desert loesses are generally much thinner and 
sandier than the high-latitude loesses. They have on ly 
recently beell widely acoepted as aeolian, and are now 
auracting more and more anention, as the review 
above shows. In the Negev in southern Israel, peri-
desert loesses reach only about 12m thick (Dan 1990). 
and they arc also nnuch less complex than the middle 
Asian or North American loesses, having far fewer 
palaeosols (Bruins and Y aalon 1979). But in other 
respects they are loess-like. for they have 30- 60 per 
cent quartz and up to 70 per cent calcium carbonate 
(Coudc-Gausseo 1990). The distinctive clay-mineral 
palygorskite, derived only at very high pH conditions, 
and therefore undoubtedly of desert origin, can make 
up between 20 and 70 per cent of the clay-mineral 
fraction of loesses .in Tunisia (Coude-Gaussen 1987). 
Many peri-desert deposits of dust are so thin and 
dispersed that they have been incorporated very 
thoroughly into soils, as described above. 
Australian pedologists identify a distinctive form of 
clayey peri-desert loess which some of them term 
'parna', others calling it more simply ' loessic clay' 
(Dare-Edwards 1983). Similar clayey loesses have 
been found in Israel (Bruins 1976). Most of these 
deposits form a blanket-like covering of the land-
scape. or 'sheet-parna'. These sheets are best devel-
oped downwind of ephemeral lakes or alluvial 
spreads. The particle size of loessic clay sheets in 
Australia is bimodal with peaks in the clay and sill or 
sand fractions. Clay content varies from 30 to 60 per 
cent, increasing away from the source (Butler and 
Hulton 1956). 
Distribution of loess in the landscape 
The distribution of loess is controlled by a number of 
processes. The most obvious pattern of distribution is 
deposition in a tapering plume downwind of source. 
This can be seen very well in the plumes of Pleistocene 
dust deposits downwind of small playa lakes, for 
example in Nevada {Chadwick and Davis 1990). It 
can also be seen in the distribution of loess on the 
western European coast between Brittany and Hol-
land, where the loess occurs in basins downwind of 
the outfalls of large rivers (like the Seine) onto the 
exposed bed or the English Channel (Lebret and 
Lautridou 1991). Many of the thickest loesses are 
associated with linear sources along major river 
valleys, such as the Pecos River in Texas (Holliday 
1989) and the Missouri (fig. 4.9). 
Another important control is vegetation cover. If 
an aerodynamically rough cover of vegetation is 
essential to the long-term accumulation of dust, as 
many authorities maintain (Tsoar and Pye 1987). its 
distribution would be an important control on the 
pauern of deposition. Chappell's (1995) finding that 
dust enriched with 137 Cs from the period of nuclear 
bomb-testing in the 1960s had collected more round 
groves of vegetation than on open ground has bocn 
referred to . In the Negev in Israel, mosses seem to 
have been a major factor in both trapping the dust 
and stabilizing the surfaces on which it accumulated 
as loess (Danin and Ganor 1991). 
Many less direct pieces of evidence show that little 
dust is retained on open desert surfaces, there being 
little vegetation to hold it. Because water is still a 
major const raint o n the distribution of vegetation in 
semi-arid areas, its distribution is patchy, and this 
may be one of the main reasons for the patchiness of 
dust deposition. In the Negev in Israel it is claimed 
that more dust is deposited on lower slope.~ where 
there is more vegetation (Dan 1990) (an alternative 
explanation is discussed below). The central Asian 
and western Chinese loesses may be confined almost 
exclusively to piedmont zones (Dodonov 1991). 
perhaps for the same reason. A similar explanation 
has been applied to the loess-edge ramps in Saxony 
and other parts of northern Germany. In these. the 
thickness of loess increases m<LCkedly away from the 
ancient position of the ice front, suggesting that they 
were the result of deposition in areas of increasingly 
denser vegetation in the glacial period when they were 
formed (Leger 1990). The importance of vegetation 
can also be seen in the apparent association of the 
peri-desert loesses of Tunisia with times of greater 
rather than lesser vegeta tion. There may not have 
been enough vegetation in the drier periods to trap the 
dust (Coude-Gaussen 1990). 
Bedforms and pen~ontemporaneous fluvial 
landforms In loess 
Even coarse dust, strictly speaking. is too coherent to 
form into dunes, and so usually adopts a smooth 
surface. Occasionally, as when there is a high 
proportion of intermixed sand, for example close to 
th.: source, dune forms can be detected (Leger 1990), 
but they arc usua lly localize{! , and fade out down-
wind. Striations are the only other common 'free' 
bedform in loess. They are a prominent feature of the 
central European loess lands {Leger 1990) and of 
central North America and the Palouse in the 
Northwest of the United Stales (sec Cooke el a/. 
1993). 
In areas with little surface relief, as in south-eastern 
Australia, loess blankets the landscape as a nearly 
uniform sheet (Dare-Edwards 1984), but bedforms are 
t Aggradation t Erosion 
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created wbere loess accumulates around topographic 
obstacles, and these have been the subject of some 
debate. One school maintains that most deposition 
occurs in the lee of the obstacle, where wind speeds are 
low (Leger 1990; Yaalon and Dan 1974). Another 
school points to observations in the field and in a wiod-
tunnel that suggest that deposition may occur prefer-
entially on the windward sides of hiiJs (Goosens and 
Offer 1990), and this is somewhat confirmed by the 
distribution of loesses in Belgium (Goosens 1988). It is 
known that wind speeds fall immediately upwind of 
some obstacles (Chapter 5). and this might have more 
of an effect on the deposition of dust than of sand. The 
field evidence is equivocal. For a start, the direction of 
the winds that laid the dust is not always clear. Thicker 
deposits upwind of hills may also be formed as dust-
sized material is washed or soliOuctcd ofr the hill after 
deposition as dust. The patterns downwind of large 
hills may also be complex , for in some cases there may 
be 'hydraulic jump' phenomena in these Icc areas. 
creating complex patterns of dust deposition (Queiroz 
eta/. 1982). 
Loess was seldom, if ever, deposited into landscapes 
with no fluvial or slope activity. lodccd. the need for 
vegetation to trap the dust, explained above. means 
that many of these were landscape$ witb enough runoff 
to sustain active slope and (!uvial processes. Thus in 
many places the dust. once deposited from the a tmos-
phere. was 4uickly reworked and redeposited at the 
surface by runoff, and a complex landscape developed, 
wbich was composed of the accumulating loess and 
contempor'dneous HuviaUy cut valleys with terraces 
and landslides (Fig. 4.16; Zhang Linyuan e1 a/. 1991). 
Cross-section ot main valley 
Distance 
Fig. 4.16 Loess accumulation and penecontemporaneous valley development (after 
Zhang Unyuan et al. 1991). 
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In these landscapes the distinclion between primary 
aeolian loess and reworked material is difficult if not 
impossible. 
Dust deposited In the deep oceans, 
contemporary end ancient 
The massive accumulations of dust off the West 
African coast (derived from the Sahard), in the 
westc:rn and central Pacific (from the Asian dust 
plume). in the South Pacific ofT Austntlia, and in the 
Mediterranean (again from the Sahara, but also from 
other pans of North Africa) have been repeatedly 
alluded to above, as some of the best evidence for !he 
global transport of dust. The Saharan plume is best 
developed between 12" and 25• N: the North Pacific 
plume between 35' and 42" N; and there is another 
plume eastward from Australia over lhe South 
Pacific. There arc further, thinner continental dust 
deposits in the North Atlantic (derived from Norlh 
America) and the South Atlantic (from Argentina). 
Table 4. 1 gives some data on present rates oft be flux 
of dust to the oceanic surface. 
Dust is thus u major contributor to submarine 
sedimentation, comparable witb inputs from Ouvial 
sources, even in seas with quite large inputs of Huvial 
sediment. It is almost the only source of mincrdl 
sediment in places like the central Pacific and on the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge, but even on the bed of the 
western Mediterranean basin. as much sediment 
derives from Saharan dust as comes from the River 
Rhone (Lo)e-Pilot ct a/. 1986). Saharan dust also 
dominates over all other sources in the North Atlantic 
Trade Wind belt. But Huvial inputs are. of course, 
much more important in seas like the Bay of Bengal or 
the China Sea close to the coast (Chester 1990). 
The character of the sediments derived from these 
inputs i~ one of the best indicators of their origin as 
dust. For example, clay minerals in dusts and oceanic 
sediments are dominated by kaolinite in the lower 
latitudes (where kaolinite is the main product of 
continental weathering), and by illite in mid-latitudes 
(where less kaolinite is produced on the continents) 
(Chester 1990). 
The actual mechanism for accumulation is poorly 
known, for it has been calculated that dust would take 
many decad~s to N:ach the occ1m deeps. It may be 
aggregated in faecal pellets near the surface, and 
descend in this way at u greater velocity than it would 
as single grains. Once on the ocean floor, there is 
Table 4.1 Flux of minentl dust tn 10' kgyr- • (aner Chester 
1990). 
North Atlantic (north of the trade-Wind belt) 
North Atl:lntic (trade-.,.ind belt) 
12 
100 400 
18- ]7 
336 
300 
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18 
South Atlantic 
Indian Oo:an 
Western 1\onh Pacific 
Ceoual and eastern Nollh Pacofic 
South Pacific 
considerable bioturbation, so that time-reconstruc-
tions can seldom be finer than 500 years (TetzlarT eta/. 
1989). 
Considering the vast increases in global dustiness 
during periods of the Pleistocene, it is not surprising 
to find tbat submarine deposits of du~t. referred to 
above, were bl!ing much more actively accumulated 
during these times. In the Arabian S~a. for example, 
where the dust is derived from Africa, the glacial-age 
maximum of dust production wus 160 x 106 t yr 1• 
compared to the Holocene rate of only about 
100 x 106 tyr-1 (Sir<)Cko et a/. 1991). O ne of tile 
best known of the deposits is off the northern Afric:on 
coast between 12• and 25" N: it extends as a tongue of 
thick aeolian sediment some 200 km from tht coast 
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Fig. 4.17 The Pacific dust record. showing variations of (a) 
accumulation rate, and (b) grain size over time (after Rea 
1990). 
(Tetzlaff and Peters 1986). The dust stream from the 
southern Sahara to this deposit is calculated to have 
carried about 2.5times more dust at 18000 years BP 
!han it does today (Samthein 1!1 a/. 1981). The dust 
record. bolh in terms of mass input and grain soze in 
the Padfic is shown in Fig. 4.17 (Rca 1990). 
Submerged. terrestrially dcposned loess is far less 
extensive than the deep-sea dust deposits. but ot is 
interesting for its testimony of conditions when sea 
level was lower. Loess must have been submerged in 
many places but. like dune sand (Chapter 8). it may 
also be too fmgile to survive an active wave environ-
ment, except in small fragments. Evidence for 
submerged loess has been cited in the Bohai Seu off 
the north-eastern Chinese coast (Li and Zhou 1993). 
eonctuston 
This chapter has shown that the landforms of dust arc 
distinct from those of sand (except in some margina l 
situations). This is doubtless a function primarily of 
rapid grain-size fractiona tion in motion, whereby 
dust moves quickly away, leaving sand to travel much 
more slowly. But the separation extends much 
further: to the mechanics of movement, the miner-
alogy, the character of the landfom1s, their location, 
and to the place of the deposits in the geological 
Oust 
record. The distinction between the two types of 
aeolian landform has required their :~lmost totally 
separate treatment in this book. 
The importance of dust in global geomorphology 
can be seen in several facets. Tbc first is the extent of 
dust-covered (locssic) landscapes (which arc arguably 
economically much more important than the sandy 
land~ of semi-arid aod arid regions): secondly there is 
its importance in ocean sedimentation; third is the 
V".Uue of the loessic record of recent climate change; 
and finally is the importance of dust in contemporary 
pedology, geomorphology and climatology. 
Further l'eadlng 
The best general and very comprehensive source of 
information on dus t is Pye's book (1987). A good, 
more recent review on dust was provided by 
Middleton (1989). Loess in genera l is also covered 
in Pye's book ( 1987) and in a number of recent 
collections of papers, such as those by Pecsi ( 1987) 
and Pecsi and Loczy (1990). McTainsh (1987) and 
Coude-Gausscn (1987) have reviewed the position 
with reference to desert loess. There is a burgeoning 
literature on deep-sea dust deposits; possibly the bcsl 
recent collection is in Leinen and Sarnthein (1989). 
Chester (1990) provides another useful review. 
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CHAP T ER 5 Dunes 
Introduction 
Of all aeoliao landforms, dunes arc the most impressive 
and the most unambiguously acoliao. Research into 
dunes over more than a century still leaves great 
uncertainties, as will be plain in what follows, but 
considerable progress has hccn made very recently, and 
thi s wil l be the main basis for this chapter. 
An aeolian dune is an accumulation of sand-sized 
sediment deposited by the wind and shaped into a 
bedform by deflation and deposition. Dunes arc built 
of rock-mineral sand, sand-siJ.ed aggregates of clays. 
sail crystals or icc. The terms used to describe dunes 
are illustrated in Fig. 5. 1. The definition r..--quires some 
provisos. first about scale. At the lower end dunes 
must not be confused with rippks, which have a 
fundamentally dolferent mode of origin (Chapter 2). 
and they must also he distinguished from agglomera-
tion~ of dunes. such as duneficlds and sand seas 
(Chaptcr 6). Dunes arc therefore defined as features 
between about 0.3 m and 400 m high and between 
about I m and 500 m wide (although there is still some 
overlap between these dimensions and both ripples 
and dunefields). Second, to distinguish dunes from 
yardangs, which are aeolian landforms at the same 
scale, dunes arc defined ns features on which the 
scdimeut is loose, and is moved grain by grain; the 
material of yardang.~ is coherent and is generally 
eroded by abrasion (Chapter 3). 
Dune processes 
This section examines fundamental processes shared 
by all dunes. namely: initiation, replication. early 
growth. short-term :adJUStment of windward slopes. 
slip-faces, and elementary types of movement. Most 
of these processes can be viewed on a two·dimen-
sional cross-section: in general, it is th ree-dimensional 
shape that distinguishes dune types. and this is 
examined later in this chapter. 
Initiation 
The initiation of dunes has seldom been documented, 
and even theory is fragmentary. Dunes could begin to 
accumulate in many ways. One of the very few studies 
of initiation. on Padre Island on the Gulf Coast of 
Texas, found that most began as accumulations 
around slight indentations in the surfac.:, changes of 
roughness. or small obstacles like plants. and despite 
the distinctive conditions on the island, this may well 
be how most dunes everywhere be~n (Kocurek et ol. 
1992). Others have been reported ·eat-ing' olf boggcr 
dunes as in Fig. 5.2, though the reasons are obscure. 
Yet others probably originate "'here streams of sand-
laden windscomergc, as round an obstacle, or \\here 
seconda ry Dow patterns converge Others again may 
be formed by 'ground-jets' (sudden gusts of wind at 
the suifacc), which migbt occur in various y,ays, one 
of wbich is the break-up of waves on an early-
morning atmospheric inversion. which Knott ( 1979) 
observed at In Salah in Algeria. TI1ese jets should be 
capable of sweeping sand fro11;1 limited areas, and 
depositing it when they dissipate. The resulting 
patches of sand. like the ones accumulated in other 
ways, could be templates for dunes (Warren and 
Knott 1983). 
The population dynamic.~ of a group of patches of 
sand involves the rapid dissipation of most, leaving 
only a few to survive and grow into free. movtng 
dunes. Survival probably depends first on the 
achievement of some minimum sit.c, the evidence 
being that dunes smaller than a few metres across arc 
traces ol lormer 
dune positions 
Fig. 5.:l The major features of a dune. 
rare. Bagnold ( 1941) observed fluctuations in sand· 
carrying capacity when a wind passed over the leading 
edge of a patch (Chapter 2), a nd suggested. on this 
basis . that the minimum size was a patch that was big 
enough to accommodate these. This gave a minimum 
of between 2.5 and 6 m (in the wind direction). 
Bagnold's observations have now been greatly 
extended, as reported in Chapter 2, but Bullerficld 
( 1993). whose work is also discussed in Chapter 2, 
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believed that turbulent fluctuations in the wind meant 
that any form of equilibrium state was unlikely ever to 
be reached. There are clearly many more features to 
be discovered a bo ut the nature of How adjustment 
and its relation to the minimum size of stable sand 
patches. 
However. there are probably other controls on 
minimum size, as shown by observations of two dunes 
within the same ambient wind regime in Oman 
Fig. 5.2 The 'calving' of small barchans downwind of a linear lee 
dune in central Sinal. 
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Fig. 5.3 A small barchan dune, Oman. 
(Fig. 5.3). The smaller dune, about 2m long (smaller 
than Bagnold's supposed minimum). was a mobile, 
natural and apparently stable barchan. The larger 
dune, which was about 3.5 m long, was built with a 
dump shovel on an open, otherwise dune· free plain. 
The small. natural dune outlived the larger, anificial 
one, which though becoming a recognizable barchan, 
lasted only three weeks. Tt appears that the critical 
factor in survival was sand supply, for the smaUcr, 
natural dune was well supplied, while the larger. 
artificial dune was starved of sand; the constant and 
inevitable loss from the Ice side of this dune was not 
being made up. 
Replication 
The term 'replication' is used here to describe the 
development of successive dunes all of roughly the 
same form, and with a regular spacing (Fig. 5.4). This 
property. though a basic and common characteristic, 
is still mysterious. Early geomorphologjsts dabbled 
with the idea that dunes were formed by gravity waves 
at the boundary between the less dense atmosphere 
and the denser cloud of saltating particles, or even the 
denser bed it!<tlf - ideas that were also applied to 
ripples (Chapter 2). These models were rapidly 
dismissed (sec discussion in Cooke et a/. 1993 ). 
Nucleation round regularly spaced obstacles must 
also be dismissed as a general explanation. for this 
simply transfers the problem of explaining regularity 
to the obstacles, and, short of regular faulting (an 
explanation that has been used), this is even more 
difficult to explain. 
Three main groups of hypotheses survive (although 
they are not mutually exclusive, and may even be 
complimentary). Each is better developed for dunes 
beneath water, though most authorities believe in 
Fig. 5.4 Replication - the repetition of the same basic 
landform - is a striking characteristic of dunes. 
fun<.Jamental similarities between these and aeolian 
dunes. All the models require an initial disturbance or 
some discontinuity on the bc<.l (perhaps the ·first' dune 
in.itiated in a manner described above), though the 
character of the bedforms thereafter is independent of 
the discontinuity. 
The crucial feature of the 'delayed response' or 
'kinematic instability' model is a 'delay factor' which 
magnifies the initial disturbance to the flow until it 
reaches some equilibrium coo.6guration which is 
propagated downstream. Kennedy (1969) believed 
that the factor reflected two kinds of delay: first, in the 
flow properties, and second, in the sediment transport 
(processes simi lar to those described above in the 
context of dune initiation). More recently, McLean 
(J 990) endorsed the delay factor as necessary for dune 
formation in flows of infinite depth, but pointed out 
that real dunes form rather differently (see below). 
Both Yalin (1977) and Raudkivi (1976) were sceptical 
about Kennedy's fuctor, but his model. though not 
fully substantiated with empirical observations, is still 
widely discussed. 
The ·organized mrbulence' model assumes a pre· 
existing pa ttem in the flow, dunes being created when 
the pattern is fixed by a discontinuity on the bed 
(Yalin 1977). Yalin's argument was based on the 
observation that wavelengths (though not heights) of 
dunes appeared to be already determined before 
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Fig. 5.5 Incipient dunes, Oman. The dunes are only a few centimetres high. but many metres 
across. 
growth began. Moreover, the wavelengths of sub-
aq ucous dunes were strongly related to the depth of 
flow, suggesting that they related to the largest 
possible eddies, these being of order of the Oow 
depth. Other 'turbulence' models link subaqueous 
dunes to surface waves (Hammond and Heathcrshaw 
1981 ; Allen 1982). Yalin (1977) saw little problem in 
extending his model to aeolian dunes. 
This model has many supporters among those who 
bave studied aeolian dunes, although the evidence, 
either morphological or meteorological, is sparse. The 
morphological evidence includes 'spontaneously' 
developing low, regularly spaced dunes in snow 
(Kobayshi and Ishihara 1979) and on beaches (Bour· 
man 1986); Fig. 5.5 shows another example. The 
meteorological evidence is of wave-like motion in the 
lee of hills and in other meteorological situations, 
some of which have been thought to be related to 
dune patterns (Kolm 1985). 
The 'Oow response· model is related to the 
organized turbulence model. lt requires an initial. 
fu lly-formed dune, which produces regular distur· 
bance of the downstream How. Beyond the first brink, 
!low takes orr and reattaches to lhc bed downwind. 
enclosing a ·separation bubble' or 'lee eddy'. Intense 
turbulence at the reattachment point allows no 
accumulation of sand. but downwind, in the expand· 
ing internal boundary layer, turbulence rapidly 
diminishes to a point where deposition can occur. 
This produces a second dune at a position depending 
on the energy of the turbulence, itself dependent on 
ambient flow conditions (McLean 1990). Several 
authorities have noted that in aeolian transverse 
dunes, the wind docs not recover its full pre-dune 
characteristics until distances of between 10 and 15 
dune heights downwind (although this figure must 
depend also on ambient velocities) (for example, 
Lancaster 1989a). 
The windward slope 
Ragnold ( 1941) developed the classic explanation of 
how a patch became a dune. Large quantities of sand 
could be carried over a stony surface, because of the 
effectiveness of the rchound. The deceleration of this 
densely charged flow, when it encountered the edge 
of a patch of sand, induced deposition, and the patch 
grew to a dune. The cross-sectional form of this new 
dune would quickly adopt an asymmetric form. 
Exner (1927, quoted by Graf 1971) explained this 
process in the following way: as the new dune grew 
upward , the upper parts were subject to faster winds 
than the lower parts. and therefore moved forward 
to produce the asymmetry. The observations on 
Padre Island produced a further model of this kind 
of growth: dunes begin as irregular patches; become 
rippled 'protodunes', over which the flow contracts, 
and in the Icc of which it expands again; further 
growth induces flow to separate in the lee and sand 
to fall out into the ;,one of separation; these dunes 
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Ag. 5 .. 6 Low. regularly spaced transverse dunes. 
then become fully fledged barchans with slip faces; 
and finally these, in tum, merge with, cannibalize 
or link laterally with other dunes (Kocurek et a/. 
1992). 
The windward slopes of fully developed dunes have 
three distinct zones: toe, maio slope and crest 
(Burkinshaw and Rust's (1993) phases I, 2 and 3). 
Most authorities who have studied these complain of 
three major problems (Mulligan 1988; Burkinshaw 
and Rust 1993; Wiggs 1993; Frank and Kocurek 
1994; Lancaster et at. 1994). As mentioned in Chapter 
2, the available methods of measuring shear arc very 
inadequate where, as on these slopes, wind velocities 
manifestly do not conform to the log-height rule of 
Karman and Prandtl. Second, the wind is rarely 
constant enough for real dunes to reach equilibrium 
with it (which, as will be seen, may itself explain some 
of the characteristics of windward slopes). Third. 
there is strong interaction between form and process 
(termed 'morphodynamics' ). 
The toe is a place where slope angle, shear. 
roughness and sand discharge all change abruptly. 
Most observations and models show that velocity 
and, more important. u. (shear velocity) decrease at 
the toe (Fig. 5.7: Howard and Walmsley 1985; Jensen 
and Z.eman 1985; Tsoar 1985, 1986; Tsoar et at. 1985; 
Livingstone 1986). Theory suggests that this is 
because ftow is backed up against the slope. lf the 
wind were saturated with sand as it approached the 
dune (which it usually is), sand would then be 
deposited at the toe. and most mathematical models 
of dune formation do indeed develop an accumula-
tion of sand here. But real dunes do not experience 
this accumulation, for, if they did, they would grow 
backwards into the wind, which they manifestly do 
not. 
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Fig. 5. 7 The variation of wind speed with height (z), 
expressed as a ratio against the upwind speed. over a 
dune cross-profile, showing a decrease In speed (and 
apparently of u, ) at the dune toe. 
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Fig. 5.8 A model which accounts for now curvature (after Wiggs era/. 1995). 
Recent wind-tunnel observations suggest that this 
apparent discrepancy of theory and reality arises 
from methods of calculating shear which rely only on 
assumptions about the nature of the velocity profile 
(Chapter 2), for surface shear stress is not controlled 
solely by velocity, but a lso by turbulence. When 
measurements of Reynolds stresses (indicators of 
turbu lence) at the surface of a model dune are made, 
they do indeed show additiona l surface stresses at the 
toe, despite the decrease in velocity (Wiggs er a/. 
1995). These additional stresses may partly be 
attributable to concave streamline curvature (zone 
A in Fig. 5.8) (Finnigan et at. 1990). The opposing 
effects of velocit y aod curvature must be balanced to 
maintain transport of sand, suggesting that the toe is 
a zone of delicate and constant adjustment to the 
wind. 
The mai11 slope is a zone which Bagnold (1941) 
showed must be the zone of greatest erosion, if the 
shape of the dune is to be preserved as it advances. It 
is also a zone in which shear must increase upslope 
'such that the increasing volume of sand eroded from 
the ... slope can remain in transport' (Lancaster 
1987a: 519). Measured differences between sand flux 
at the toe and the top of the main slope can be in the 
ratio of I : 42 and more (Lancaster et at. 1995). The 
form that delivers these conditions is apparently the 
straight slope at s• to 10• which is found on most 
natural dunes. For ali these observations, the nature 
of the adjustments of flow over this kind of slope is 
still obscure, since such slopes induce ground jets, in 
which ftow close to the surface is speeded up relative 
to flow immediately above (giving a veloci ty reversal 
with height) (Hunt et at. 1988). The depth of the je t is 
directly related to the size of the hill or dune, and on 
most dunes that have been studied. which arc small, it 
has been impossible adequately to measure flow 
parameters within this narrow layer (Wiggs et a/. 
1995). 
Using models and observations of Aow and sand 
transport equations (Chapter 2), the main slope can 
be modelled mathematically. Ahhough there arc 
problems with many of the models, they do give 
valuable insights into dune behaviour. Howard and 
Walmsley's (1985) and Walmsley and Howard's 
( 1985) pioneering models showed that erosion and 
deposition were sensitive to minor variations in the 
shape of the slope. and especia lly to the value of 
roughness height (zo) and its spatial variation. This is 
confirmed by field observations (Reid 1985; Warren 
1988a). Wippermann and Gross's ( 1986) model, 
though depending on a simple flow model , produced 
a recognizable barchan from a conical pile of sand in 
the equivalent of eight days with u, = 7 m s- 1 
(Fig. 5.9), a situation not dissimilar to the field 
observations on the dune in Fig. 5.3. Jensen and 
Zeman's (1985) model showed that the fluid forces 
were always trying to steepen the dune, a tendency 
the authors tried to counter (unsuccessfully) by 
introducing a slope correction for the transport 
rate, or a lagged relation between wind speed and 
sand flux . 
The relation between wind speed and slope angle is 
disputed. Lancaster (1985b) predicted steeper slopes 
at higher wind speeds, although the models of 
Howard et at. (1978) and of Wippermann and 
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Fig. 5.9 A numerical model of dune development (after 
Wlpperman and Gross 1986). 
Gross (1986), and observations in strong wind 
environments, as in mountain passes. indicate low 
angles (Gaylord and Dawson 1987). 
The crest 
The crest present~ funher puzzles. T he difference 
between dome-shaped crests and those in which the 
windward slope leads straight to the brink (both 
common fom1s) has not been resolved (Fig. 5. 10). 
There are three main groups of theory. 
The most widely held explanation, though it is only 
partial, is evolutionary change. The most prevalent 
view is that small dome dunes (with marked separa-
ti on of crest and brink), evolve to larger dunes with 
less crest- brink separation and finally to dunes with 
straight slopes to the brink (Lancaster 1987a). Yet 
many dunes with crest-brink separation. including 
some dome dunes. seem to be equi librium forms 
(Breed eta/. 1980). and some dome dunes (even up to 
Crest and brink 
(a) / 
~
Crest 
(b) I Brink / 
:\ 
Ag. 5.10 The relation of a dune's crest (the highest paint) 
to its brink (the top of the slip face) . In (a) crest and brink 
are together while In (b) they are separated. 
6 m high) are closely juxtaposed to dunes with slip 
faces (McKee 1966). Furthermore. the reverse evolu-
tionary sequence was suggested by Capot-Rey (1963) 
and Verlaque (1958), and Fryberger et al. (1984) 
observed changes in both directions. 
A second set of explanations is aerodynamic. lf 
now were to decelerate before the crest, in one 
argument, deposition would occur and build up the 
crest. Yet there is disagreement as to just where the 
point of maximum wind speed occurs. Mulligan 
(1988) found it to be well before the crest- but 
Lancaster (1987a) found it at the crest. There could 
be many explanations for the anomaly, the most 
li kely being that the two sets of observations were 
made at d ifferent stages in the development of the 
slope. Moreover, theory suggests that the position of 
the peak value is sensitive to the shape of the slope, 
the u. value. the wind direction and the character of 
sepamtion in the lee (Jensen and Zeman 1985). A 
related suggestion is that crest- brink separation is a 
consequence of lag between changes in shear and the 
rate of sand tmnsport (Bagnold 1941). The point 
where deposition lakes over from erosion, the brink, 
would therefore be downwind of the point where 
shear begins to decline, which is assumed to be at the 
crest. Because the lag depends only on wind speed 
and sand size and not on du ne size. crest-brink 
separation would become progressively less marked 
as the dune grew, and this pred iction was confirmed 
by Hastenrath's (1978) field observations. Finally, in 
the aerodynamic category, is a theory involving flow 
curvature, for unlike the toe, fiow is curved in a 
convex fashion over the crest, a nd, by analogy, this 
should complement any other mechanism that 
decreases shear and so sand transport (Fig. 5.8; 
Wiggs eta/. 1995). 
A third explana tion for dome-shaped crests also 
bas its origin with Bagnold (194 1). In varying wind 
speeds, the point of maximum shear would be in 
constant migration. and the point of maximum 
deposition would also migrate. Crests are undoubt-
ed ly subject to greater variations in sand transport 
than lower slopes. for when winds are light, the dune 
crest may be mobile when lh.: base of the slope is 
static. Lancaster (1985b) found that, in light winds, 
there was a ratio of 158 : I between the sand transport 
mte on the crest and that at the windward base: at 
higher wind ambient velocities the ratio dropped as 
low as 13 : I . Thus light winds erode the crest while the 
base of the dune is inactive, and so create a convex 
profile, if not crest-brink separation. In this explana-
tion, therefore, the crest of the du ne readjusts to 
changing winds, and never achieves equilibrium. If, as 
is likely, the period of adjustment is of the order of a 
day, the crest would be constantly readjusted (Hunter 
and Richmond 1988). 
For whatever one (or more) of these reasons, there 
is certainly deposition on the crests of many dunes, 
for they are covered wi th a 'cap'. about 0.5m a t its 
th ickest, consisting of low-angle sets of ripple strata, 
separated by many tru ncation surfaces, dipping 
downwind (Fig. 5. 1: McKee 1966: Embabi 1970/71). 
The lee slope 
Discussion here of the lee slope is confined to the 
processes in the Ice of dunes tbat have brinks and 
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steep lee faces (and ignores the poorly understood 
processes in the lee of zibars and dome dunes). As 
most dunes grow upward , there comes a point, 
depending on ambient now characteristics. at which 
the wind can no longer follow the downwind slope, 
and tbe Dow separa tes from somewhere near the crest. 
The flow here is highly erratic, with major gusts and 
reversals of llow, but its existence is easily detected 
with smoke (Fig. 5. 11 ) and in the patterns of ripples 
and small shadow d unes (Hoyt 1966; Sharp 1979: 
Hunter and Richmond 1988; Sweet eta/. 1988). The 
velocities of this return now are very rarely great 
enough to have auy material effect on the lee slope 
itself. 
A few grains, even of quite coarse grades, travel 
far beyond the brink (Howard et a/. 1978; Hunt and 
Nalpanis 1985), but by far the greater quantity of 
sand, even in high winds, reaches ooly as far as the 
prevailing saltation length. and then fa lls into the 
relatively ca lm air of the upper separation bubble. 
Since the saltating grains have begun their flights 
shortly before they pass over the brink. one might 
expect an exponential decline in deposition on a 
horizonal pla ne projected from the brink. This does 
not mean, however, tbat there is an exponential 
decline in the rate of deposition on the Ice face. 
Indeed. Anderson (1988) found a bulge on the Ice 
slope, 0.2 and 0.4 m downwi.od of the brink, created 
by more intense gra infall than nearer the brink. He 
attribu ted this to two effects: first, the slip face falls 
away at ao angle which is greater than the geneml 
Ag. 5.11 A lee-side eddy visualized using smoke. OVerall wind flow Is from right to left. 
although surface flow Is from left to nghl in the lee-side eddy. 
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falling flight angle of grains; and second, the drag on 
particle~ falling into the quieter conditions beneath 
the brink. He predicted that coarse grains would 
fall ncar the top of the slope, and finer ones further 
out. 
Bagnold (1941) predicted that slip faces could not 
be smaller than a saltation jump length, and this 
conforms to observation: 3S 3 slip face declines in 
height, there comes a point below which the height 
rapidly falls ofT. Anderson's model predicts that 
panicles reach no farther than about I m, when 11. is 
0.5ms-• and grain s1ze 1s 250pm (common values), 
and this should give a minimum height of the slip face 
of 0.6 m. If so, dunes over about I m in height would 
have slip faces in most conditions. 
When grain fall has built up the lee slope beyond a 
critical angle. it fails., and sand flows down it to form a 
'slip face·. The position of the failure is the 'pivot 
point', which is at about the crest of Anderson's 
bulge. After failure, n tiny 5-10 mm scarp cuts rapidly 
back upslope from the pivot point tOwards the brink 
(Fig. 5.12: Hunter 1977a). ll is active for many 
minutes. and feeds a sand-Oow avalanche. The flow 
narrows or 'bottlenecks' through the bulge, and then 
expands downslope until it reaches a constant (or 
Fig. 5.12 Dry sand eva1anch1ng 1n a 'bottle slide' on a slip 
face to maintain the angle or repose. 
slowly expanding) width, where it halts. The flow is 
fastest at the position of the bulge and slows down· 
slope. McDonald and Anderson (1994) measured a 
rate of0.2 m s- 1 at the bulge. The avalanche 'tongues' 
arc a few centimetres thick (Lowe 1976) and about 
0.2m -.ide (Hunter 1985). In the avalanches, turbu-
lence mixes the sand, taking coarser and more platy 
pins (mica. shale, shell or bark) to the surface, and 
to the sides, where they may form 'Jc.-ees·. and finally 
to the toe (Fryberger and Schenk 1981 , 19R8: Soeh 
and Wcissbrod 1983). 
Not all llows reach the base of the slope, for on 
some the supply of sand runs out before the base is 
reached, and in others large amounts of s11nd are 
immobilized in the levees (McDonald and Anderson 
1994). When and if the flow hiLS the base, a wave 
travels back up the avalanche at between 0.05 and 
O.IOms- 1 lAllen 1971). The wave may mark the 
limit between settled, stationary sand downslope, 
and the more lluid, active avalanche upslope. 
Avalanche deposits arc at almost the minimum 
possible bulk density (Allen 197 1), and include 
sand grains imbricated with axes pointing directly 
downslope (Ellwood and Howard 1981). 
Slope failure reduces the angle of initial yield to 
'the angle of repose· (or the 'residual angle after 
shearing'). The difference between these two is about 
2.5• (Bagnold 1966; Allen 1969: Carrigy 1970). The 
angle of repose (the angle of most of the slip face) 
alters lillie with sand grain sil.C, but is sensitive to 
grain angularity. moisture. salt content. and perhaps 
static electricity (Van Jlurkalow t945: Allen 1969, 
t970; Carrigy 1970). It is commonly between 300 
and 33•. 
Bagnold (1966) suggested that if some forcc, such 
as someone Jumping onto the slip face. were to 
increase the descent velocity of the avalanches above 
its normal speed. then ao oscillating dilation and 
compaction might take place. and this might be 
the mechanism of sound producuon in booming 
dunes. His model of this process produced frcquco· 
cies close to those of acoustic sands measured in the 
6cld. 
When there is cohesion in tbe slip face. as from 
early morning dew or in salty environments. whole 
blocks of sand may slowly slump without mixing 
(Fig. 5.13; McKee 1979a). When they arconlyweakly 
coherent, the slumps soon disintegrate, and move-
ment on most lower shp faces is almost wholly by 
sand-How (Schenk 1983), but rain or dew m:Jy create 
very cobereot slumps tbat take sand a li the way to the 
base of the slip face. 
Fig. 5.13 A wet block of sand slumping on a slip face. 
Movement 
Mobility is the most striking and alarming property of 
dunes. A dune that moves a metre in a day during 
windy seasons is not uncommon (for example, Hunter 
and Richmond 1988), and this can be a considerable 
nuisance: dunes repeatedly bury roads, gardens and 
buildings (Busche et a/. 1984). Capot-Rcy (1957) 
described bow the dune that had covered the c:•mel 
market at Faya-Largeau in 1935 had moved a 
kilometre by 1955 (equivalent to 20myr- 1). Haynes 
( 19&9) discovered that a barchan, at the base of which 
Bagoold bad camped, bad moved relentlessly at 
7.5 m yr 1 io the 57 years since. 
~ovement occurs in aU un-anchored, unstabilized 
transverse dunes (Fig. 5.14). It is the consequence of 
piecemeal dellalion on the windward slope, and of 
deposition in the lee. The rate of movement. V4 , can 
be expressed as follows (Simons et a/. 1965): 
Vt~=qb/kHppb (5.1) 
where q~ is the transport rate of the sand tmppcd by 
the slip face. qb + q1h = q. the total transport mtc. 
where q14 is through-going (untrappe<l) transport. In 
dunes in ncar-unidincctional wind regimes, most of 
the sand arriving at a slip face is trapped (i.e. 
qb ~ q,h). Where winds are more variable in direc-
tion. lith approaches q1,. and dune advance is slowed 
relative to the total drift potentjaJ. DP (Chapter 2). 
In equation (5. 1). k = Ac/ LH wh~re A, is the two-
dimensional cross-sectional area of the dune, and L 
is its wavelength (distance between neigbbou; ing 
Dunes 
Fig. 5.14 The downwind progress of a transverse dune. 
dunes downwind). For a simplified. triangular, 
continuous dune, k = 1/2 (Rubio and Hunter 
1982); l/ in equation (5.1) is the height of the 
dune; and P,e is the bulk density of the sand in the 
dune. Vanations of this basic formula have been 
produced for different purposes (Bagoold 1941: 204: 
Wilson t972a: Greeley and Iversen 1985: 185). The 
argument. of course. refers only to transverse dunes; 
the growth (mthcr than movement) of linear dunes is 
discussed below. 
An assumption of equation (5.1) is that dunes 
maintain their shape in movement. This can only 
apply to mature dunes, supposedly in equilibrium 
with their wind and sand-supply environment, for 
'younger' dunes are accumulating some of the sand 
that 11rrivcs on their windward slopes. and sand 
supply conditions do change. None the less, the broad 
predictions of the formula arc adequately confirmed 
by observations (Fig. 5.15). Doubts remain, however, 
on two counts. First there is doubt about lhe size 
movement curve at either extreme of lhe si1.c range. 
Finkel (1959) found that a linear formula. as above, 
was a good predictor of dune movement for dunes 
between 2 and 7 m high, but was wildly out for small 
dunes of the order of I m high. This may have been 
due to the higher bulk densities of low dunes 
(Hastcnrath 1978). or to a more variable wind 
environment for smaller dunes, sheltered by large 
ones. At the other end of the size range, Fig. 5.15 
shows that in many cases the relationship should be 
cAponential rather than linear (Samthcin and Walger 
1974). I arger dunes seem to reach a plateau in their 
rate of movement beyond which size makes no 
dilference. This may be due to greater wind speed-
up. Second. there are very few observations of 
continuous dunes, where much more of the sand is 
trapped (where qh ~ q1~). although some observa-
tions in this condition do confirm the predictions of 
the formula (Warren 1988c). 
Bulk trwtsport is the tr.lnsport of sand by dune 
movement (the rolling over of sand io the dune), as 
opposed to transport across the desert floor by 
saltation (discussed in Chapter 2) (Leuau and Lenau 
1969). Hunter eta/. ( 1983) developed a formula fort be 
:unount of sand in bulk transport (Q0) : 
Qb =kHVd 
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Fig. 5.15 Measured rates of transverse oune movement (after Cooke ec al. 1993). 
where k, the fonn factor = A/ LH; A is the cross· 
sectional . area of the dune; L is dune spacing; 1! is 
dune height and Vd is dune migration speed (Hunter 
era/. 19&3). 
Bulk transport can be calculated from data on the 
shape (volume). bulk density, and rates of movement 
relative to size in a field of dunes. In Baja California. 
Inman eta/. (1966) found bulk transport in a field of 
low, but continuous transverse dunes to be 23m3 (m-
width)"1 yr- 1. In a field of dispersed barchans in Peru 
Lettau and Lettau (1969) found bulk transport to be 
5 x 103 m3 (m·width)"1 yr- 1. Tn another field of 
barcbans. in Mauritania, the figure was calculated at 
only 1. 1 m3 (m-widtb)"1 yr- 1 (Samthein and Walger 
1974). 
Classlfyrng dunes 
i(.t .... -~ 
Although the fundamental processes, described 
above. are common to all dunes, there are a multitude 
of dune forms. The first stage in explaining this 
va riety is to classify it. There have been many 
classifications (e.g. Melton 1940; Hack 1941 ; l'e!rov 
1976; McKee 1979b; Mainguet !984; Thomas 1989a: 
Pye and Tsoar 1990; Cooke era/. 1993), which differ 
for two main reasons. First is tbe very variety itself, 
the range being different in the different areas with 
which the various authors were familiar. Sewnd is the 
difference in the purposes of classification, some being 
for practical purposes (like a classification of dune 
trafficability); others being for geomorphological or 
meteorological interpretation. The plethora of the 
terms that have now been used makes it very diflicult 
to compare the different systems (see, for example, the 
lists of synonymous terms in Breed and Grow (1979)). 
The aim of the classification suggested here 
(Fig. 5.16) is to simplify the explanation of dune 
formation. But, because it is as yet impossible to 
pro\~de a classification based on consensus about tbe 
formative processes, the system is based only on 
elemental forms. It is a modification and extension of 
the system of Cooke et a/. (1993), but unlike it. 
stabilized forms are not included; because of their 
palaeoenvironmental significance they have their 
own chapter (Chapter 8). The classification recog-
nizes a fundamental difference between dunes which 
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Fig. 5.16 A classification of aeolian dunes. 
develop because sand is immobilized by vegetation or 
topographic obstructions a nd those which develop 
without these obstructions. This latter type is termed 
'free' here and 'self-accumulated ' by Pye and Tsoar 
(1990) . 
Free dunes types 
Trannerse dunes have slip faces that all face roughly 
the same direction and are characterized by net sand 
transport normal to tbeir c:.Test. Some are lengthy 
continuous ridges (Fig. 5.6a); others are discontin-
uous, in wbich case they are termed 'barcbans', which 
are crescentic dunes isolated on f1I111. coherent deser t 
surfaces. such as desert pavement (fig. 5.17). Some 
are little more than 0.5 m high. in which case they 
migrate very quickly and can be re-orientated by any 
change in wind direction lasting more than a few 
hours. Others, are over 100m high, as in the ldehao 
Mour.louk in Libya, and probably very stable in 
shape although slowly migrating. The curvature, and 
wavelength of the curves, in transverse dunes is very 
variable, but one undoubted control is the height of 
the dune, che radius of curvature being bigger in 
higher dunes. 
Although tbey have no slip faces, dome dunes are 
included here because they have an orientation and 
pattern of sand transport akin to transverse dunes. 
F4ually, reversing dunes are included with transverse 
dunes. because they experience net sand transport 
normal to the crest; in these dunes slip faces develop 
on opposite sides of the crest in response to a bimodal 
wind regime with diametrically opposed modes. 
Transverse dunes cover some 40 per cent of active 
and stabi lized sand seas (Breed e1 a/. 1979a). Small 
barchans, which re-orientate quickly to changing 
winds. arc very common. but barcllans over 2m in 
height are rather rare: it has been estimated that they 
contain less than 1 per cent of aeolian sand (Wilson 
1973). Barchans with heights of the order of 100m are 
confined to very constant annual wind· regimes; some 
stabilized ones in the Nebraska Sand Hills were 
described by Warren ( 1976a). Some extraordinary 
collections of small dunes in barchan-shape have been 
termed 'mega-barchanoids' by Kar (1990). 
On linear dunes net sand traosport is parallel to the 
crest (Fig. 5.l8). They frequently have slip faces on 
either side of a central crest line. although only one of 
these is active at any one time, the activjty alternating 
seasonally, or more occasionally, daily. Linear dune~ 
Fig. 5.17 Classic barchans tn Chad. 
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(b) 
are often divided into sharp-crested ·say} forms and 
more rounded sand ridges (even though the origin of 
these two may not be greatly dissimilar). The term 
'linear dune' is used here generically to cover all dunes 
which have been commonly termed seif(also sayfand 
sit'[), 'longitudinal' or 'sand ridge' because this avoids 
genetic connotations. 
Linear dunes, which are found in all the world's 
major sandy deserts. vary in shape and size even more 
than transverse dunes. They reach from less than 2m 
high to around 150- 200 m in the Namib Desert, the 
Great Eastern Erg of the Sahara and the Rub' aJ 
Kbali in Arabia. Some extend for tens of kilometres. 
and some exhibit considerable parallelism, although it 
is a mistake to see all linear dunes as great sheets of 
cordUioy. Many are highly sinuous with very varied 
spacing. and they may join at what are known as 'Y' 
or 'tuning-fork' junctions. Much has been made of the 
regularity of form oflinear dunes. but, though there is 
remarkable regularity in some linear dune fields, there 
Fig. 5.18 Different types of linear dune: (a) a 
seif 3m high. Namib Desert; (b) a large linear 
dune 80 m high, Namib Desert; and (c) sand 
ridges, Kalahari Desert. 
is very little in others, such as those of the south-west 
Kalahari (Bullard era/. 1995). 
Dune nerworks (fig. 5.19) and slar duni:'S {Fig. 
5.20) arc patterns in which there is a confused set of 
slip faoes pointing in several direct ions (though not 
aU are active at any one time). Dune networks occur 
in continuous sand cover. and contain individual 
dunes that are no more than a few metres high, 
spaced in the order of 100m apart. They are very 
widespread. In plan form , star dunes have a number 
of amts radiating from a ceutral peak. At the peak, 
slope angles may be quite steep (15°- 30"), but the 
body of the dune rests on a plinth witb much lower 
angles. Lancaster ( 1989b) reported star dune spa· 
cings from 150m to more tban 5000m. They are 
reported to be up to 400 m high in the Ala Shan, 
China, and the Lut of Iran, and over 300m high in 
the Namib and the Great Eastern Sand Sea of 
Algeria. Although much less common than trans-
verse or linear dunes, star dunes are found in many 
Dunes 
Fig. 5.19 Network dunes, Wahiba Sand Sea. Oman. 
of the world's major sand seas, but the only sand sea 
where they cover a large area is the Grand Eastern 
Sand Sea of which they cover 40 per cent. These 
striking features have many local names including 
demkha, ghourd, rhourd. ogrhoud and sand pyra-
mid. In both networks and star dunes, sand makes 
little overall progress. 
Zibtlf are dunes with no slip faces which are 
formed from coarse sand and have hard surfaces 
(Fig. 5.21; Nielson and Kocurek 1986). Modal sand 
sizes of 2000 J.llTl have been described for the sand in 
zibars in the Selima Sand Sheet area of north-western 
Sudan (Breed er a/. 1987). They are very widespread 
in some deserts, and certainly cover a more extensive 
area in total than do barcbaos or star dunes (even 
together). Most zibar arc of low relief, though some 
of the :zibar in the Tenere Desert are higher than 
nearby sayfdunes and reach over 5m (Warren 1972). 
Zihar are common upwind of sand seas in zones 
from which finer material bas been winnowed 
(Warren 1972: Lancaster 1983a; Breed er nl. 1987). 
They occur both in extreme deserts such as tbe 
central Sahara (Fig. 5.21) and in lightly vegetated 
areas such as southern California. Individual sheets 
of zibars are extensive: Monod's ( 1958) mreye in 
Mauritania cover 10000km2• Most are str.tight in 
plan form. and transverse to the wind, allJ10ugh 
linear and parabolic forms have also been described 
(Anton and Vincent 1986; Gaylord and .Dawson 
1987; Goudie e/ a/. 1987; Haynes 1989). Very Little is 
known of their dynamics. 
Three fundamental concepts are essential to under-
standing the controls on the fonn of dunes: cquili· 
brium, morphodynamics and hierarchy. A vocabulary 
for complexity is another u.~eful preliminary. 
Two properties in subaqueous and subaerial dunes 
suggest some kind of equilibrium: the first is the way in 
which they maintain a stable configuration as they 
migrate; the second is the repetition of form in large 
groups. However, though intuitively necessary, equi-
librium is a rather dinicult concept to define. Yalin 
( 1977), for example, suggested that an equilibrium 
shape was one that produced the smoothest flow and 
thus equalized energy loss in the stream-wise direc-
tion, but this is a difficult properly to specify or 
measure. 
At a small spatial and temporal scale. as discussed 
in tho: first section of this chapter, 'dynamic equili-
brium' can be no more than an abstraction, for real 
dune slopes arc in constant change. Readjustment to 
changed wind conditions takes time (the reaction and 
relaxation time), during which the slope is not fully in 
equilibrium with any wind (Allen 1974). Readjust-
ment to an new wind velocity or a new wind direction 
is rapid at first and then slows down, probably 
following some kind of exponential law. Winds that 
persist long enough to establish equilibrium fom1s arc 
very rare, for the lag between a change in the wind and 
11 
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Fig. 5.20 Star dunes: (a) Namib Desert. Namibia, (b) Great Eastern Erg. 
a change in the dune probably exceeds even the length 
of the semi-diurnal cycle of speed and dire<.:tion in 
desert winds. Thus equilibrium may be a useful 
concept, but can only be modelled. being most 
unlikely to occur in the Held. 
The ideal equilibrium conformation of a transverse 
dune would rellect its response to an ambient wind 
regime that is fairly constant in direction, if ttot speed, 
and the quantity of sand available. lt can be 
hypothesized that all other dune types arc moving 
towards this end-point, but arc arrested before they 
reach it by changes in wind direction. Jn a changeable 
regime, only very small dunes can respond as they 
have short enough relaxation times to be able to 
adjust their form. To survive. and reflect a changeable 
regime, therefore. dunes have to be large, their size 
allowing them to retain some of the characteristics of 
a wind from one direction after the wind has changed 
to another, and to retain some imprint of the second 
set of conditions when the wind again changes. and so 
on. For them, equilibrium is dynamic, and could be 
defined by the range of shapes they adopt over 
perhaps a decade. These arguments apply particularly 
to linear and star dunes. 
This introduces the sc~ond essential concept: 
marphodynamics, being the interplay or feedback 
between form and process. Four examples of 
morphodynamics will be explained below: the 
Dunes 
Fig. 5.2~ Zibar (the light and dark stripes transverse to the wind), overlain by linear dunes, TEmere Desert. 
three-dimensional barebanoid- linguoid shape of 
trJnsversc dunes; the process whereby linear dunes 
increase the near-surface velocity of the wind in 
their lee, above that of the oncoming wind, if the 
wind approaches the dune at angles of about 30•: 
1.1te ways in which star dunes create wind conditions 
that encourage the accumulation of sand, and the 
maintenance of their fonn; and finally the morpho· 
dynamics. involving aeolian and lilloral processes, 
of coastal fore-dunes. Morphodynamic responses, it 
should be noted, arc somewhat size-dependent. Only 
fea lures above a certain threshold size can create 
fully effective morphodynamic responses, the thresh-
old size being different in different environmental 
circums1.ances, the most important of these being 
the wind regime. 
The third fundamental concept in dune morpho!· 
ogy is hierarchy. Some workers have suggested that 
dunes are grouped in discrete size categories. this 
being termed a hierarchy (Wilson 1972b). Empirical 
support for this view comes from a number of sand 
seas (Lancaster 1988a), hut the explanation is more 
elusive. Wilson (1972b) believed that the hierarchy 
was a response to a hierarchy of atmospheric eddies, 
but there is little evidence of this. An alternative 
offered by Cooke c1 a/. ( 1993) was that hierarchies 
were a manifestation of the differing lag time of dunes 
of different sizes (which they termed 'dune memory'). 
Small dunes around I m high might be responding to 
daily cycles of wind regime; larger dunes were 
responding to tbe annual cycle; tbe size of tbc largest 
dunes, which reached hundreds of metres in height 
(which Cooke e/ a/. termed ·mega-dunes') might be 
controlled by Milankovitch ~-ycles of climate chapgc. 
Finally, a useful vocabulary of complexity was 
introduced by McKee (l979b) and Br·ced and Grow 
( 1979); 'simple' patterns are ones in which there arc 
no superimposed dunes (they tend to be small dunes); 
·compound ' patterns are ones in which two dunes of 
the same type arc superimposed or coalesce, almost 
always involving a large basic pattern overlain by 
smaller dunes; 'complex' patterns arc where two 
different dune types coexist (as where large linear 
dunes, adjusted to a complex wind regime, arc 
overlain witb small transverse dunes adjusted to the 
wind of the last few days). 
The proliferation of dune forms is the result of 
complex interactions between a number of factors. 
For free dunes. tbe factor that has the greatest 
explanatory power is the wind regime. Using his 
system of classifying wind regimes tbat was CJ(plained 
in Chapter 2, Fryberger (1979) confirmed tbe findings 
of many other authorities, in showing tltat (in general) 
transverse dunes were associated with unimodal wind 
regimes. linear dunes with wide unimodal or bimodal 
regimes, and star dunes wi1.h obtus.c bimodal or 
complex wind regimes. He attributed the exceptions 
to poor wind data. This information can be combined 
with information about sand transport (Table 5.1). 
Explanations based on wind regime can be taken a 
little further. Work in Australia showed that the 
amount of sand available for dune building might be a 
second important control on dune type (Wasson and 
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Tablt S. / Fundamental de>ert sand dune types (after 
Livingstone and Thomas 1993) 
Dune type Wind regime Mode of activity 
Trans\"erst Unimodal Migrating 
Ltnear Bimodal Extending 
Star Complex Sedentary 
Hyde 1983). Building upon Lancaster's (1994) recent 
re-examination of Wasson and Hyde's approach 
(Fig. 5.22a), it has been extended here, as shown in 
Fig. 5.22b. In the figure, wind direction variability is 
an index calculated by dividing resultant drift 
potential by total drift potential (Chapter 2). The 
amount of sand available was calculated by Wasson 
and Hyde from an estimate of the depth of sand if all 
sand in dunes was spread in a layer of even thickness. 
This parameter has been criticized because it fails to 
take account of the potentia l of sand currently in 
interdune corridors to become incorporated into 
dunes, and bcx:ausc it docs not allow for otber 
controls such as the nature of the desert surface 
(Mabbuu 1984; Rubin 1984). For Fig. 5.22b, the sand 
supply axis can be regarded as some unspeci6ed 
measure of the sand available for dune fonnation. 
The positions of the various dune types on the 
diagram is more speculative than in either Wasson 
and Hyde's or Lancaster's studies (although it 
accounts for their data). 
On the diagram (Fig. S.22b) transverse dunes 
occupy the whole of the lower portion of the 
dircx:tionality (x) axis. This acknowledges the widely 
observed behaviour of dunes where there is little sand: 
small dunes re-orient themselves into transverse 
ridges with any new wind if it blows even for only a 
day. Examples of these kinds of observation come 
from Nielson and Kocurek (1987) in respect of star 
dunes, and Warren (1988a) in relation to network 
dunes. both dtscusscd below. The diagram extends the 
area occupied by linear dunes from its restricted area 
on the Wasson and Hyde plot, following Lancaster's 
discussion. The originally restricted position of linear 
dunes seems to have reflected on ly Australian 
experience, for in the African and Arabian deserts 
there arc many linear dunes in deep sand. The 
diagram also introduces network dunes as a thin-
sand equivalent of star dunes. 
Further help with an expla nation of the relation-
ship between wind regime and dune trend was 
provided by some recent flume experiments (Rubin 
and Hun ter 19&7: Rubin and Ikeda 1990). Although 
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bility and sand supply in controlling dune types: (a) 
Wasson and Hyde's (1983) original diagram w1th ad<ll· 
tiona! data from laneaster (1994); (b) a speculative 
model. 
working under water, their results arc highly applic-
able to subaerial situations (Fig. 5.23). A sandy bed 
was subjected to unimodal and bimodal flows. In the 
bimodal flows the angle between the modes (the 
divergence angle) was varied, and the balance 
between the time that the flow came from each 
mode was also varied (the transport ratio). Unimodal 
flows co· divergence) produced transverse dunes, 
while obtuse bimodal flow regimes (135• with a 
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now. and dotted arrows are resultants (after Rubin and Ikeda 1990) . 
transport ratio of I : I and 180• divergence, all cases) 
produced linear dunes; intermediate condi tions 
produced dunes which were transverse. linear. a 
combination of transverse and linear, or oblique to 
the resultant transport direction. The conclusion, that 
transverse dunes formed when the divergence angle 
was less than 90°, is not fully supponed by experience 
with aeolian dune systems, but flume experiments 
cannot fully replicate natural systems. In general these 
experiments offer some useful pointers for future 
research, especially when allied to computer simu-
lation of dune development (Werner 1994) and 
experimental studies of ripple patterns (Chapter 2: 
Goossens 1991). 
Free dune processes 
Because the fundamental free dune type is a transverse 
dune, their two-dimensiona l configuration has been 
discussed in the section above on dune processes. 
They apparently move downwind according to the 
relationships discussed above. Figure 5.22 shows that 
transverse dunes arc associated with fairly unidirec-
tional winds, though directional variability can be 
quite wide before a recognizably transverse form is 
destroyed (Fryberger 1979; Wasson and Hyde 1983). 
As the wind regime moves towards greater variability 
in direction, basic transverse patterns are overlain 
with network dunes. 
The basic form of transverse dunes is the barcha-
noid linguoid configuration shown on Fig. 5.1. The 
explanation of this form must come by analogy with 
subaqueous ripples and dunes (Allen 1968). for there is 
no good, empirically verified explanation of it for 
aeolian dunes. Wilson's (1972a) model for aeolian 
dunes was based on Allen's ideas. He believed that the 
linguoid sccllons of the ridge were swept forward by 
longitudinal zones of faster flow (the roU-vortices that 
have been invoked by some authorities to explain 
linear dunes: sec below). Wilson explained the general 
misalignment of linguoids on successive transverse 
ndgcs by a morphodynamic response. in which tbe roll 
vortices were displaced sideways as t bey passed over 
the brinks of the successive dunes (see Cooke er ol. 
1993. for a fuller explanation of this notion). An 
alternative model, proposed by Yalin (1977) for 
subaqueous ripples, invoked spheroidal eddies in the 
flow. If the ana logy with subaqueous dunes is accepted, 
greater sinuosity should be associated with stronger 
winds (Allen 1968; Rubin and McCulloch 1980). 
The maintenance of the barchanoid- linguoid 
pattern contains a number of morphodynamic feed-
backs (Howard eta/. 1977. 1978). First, all parts of 
the dune must migrate at the same rate, implying 
constant rates of erosion on slopes ai different angles 
to the horizontal and to the oncoming wind. This 
must be associated with morphodynamically con-
trolled spatial variations in shear. Second. the height 
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of the barchanoid sections (a lmost always the highest 
parts) must be controlled by a self-limiting process, 
for higher dunes mean more divergence, and this 
means that less sand reacb~;S the crests. Thir<l, the 
width of the barcbanoid clement also controls 
divergence of flow, and thus the height and shape of 
the dune. although how this morphodyoamic process 
work:s is obscure. Fourth. the varying height, 
curvature and angle to the oncoming wind of the 
slip face must be delicately adjusted to allow the 
whole slip face to move forward while maintaining its 
three-dimensional shape. There arc probably also 
adjustments to the linguoid clements, but linle 
resea reb bas been applied to these. 
Ban·hans arc the simplest fomt of transverse dune 
(Fig. 5.17), consisting only oft be barchanoid clement 
(with no linguoid attachments). Isolation on a firm 
surface accentuates the barchanoid shape, for ncar-
surface wind speeds arc higher over the pebbly desert 
surface on either Hank, than over the dune itself, and 
this ltelps to sweep the 'a rms· of the barchan forward 
(Bagnold 1941). Some of the sand arriving from 
upwind is channelled round the llaoks. and leaves 
from the wings, trailing downwind. The barchan 
·court' (Fig. 5. I) is kept partly clear of sand by the 
intensely turbulent wake in the lee of the slip face 
(Knoll 1979). Courts may be up to 5 km long on 
barch.ans no more than 10m high. The description of 
the experimental barchan above (Fig. 5.3) shows that 
a barchan can only survive if the unavoidable loss of 
sand from the wings is replaced by sand from upwind. 
Thus barchans arc continuously renewing stores of 
sand. In a Peruvian barchan field. it was estimated 
that an average 3m high barchan gained and lost 
some 18m3 yr' 1, which meant that its sand was 
totally renewed in 64 years. while the dune had 
travelled 1.7 km (Lettau and Lettau 1969). 
There have beco a number of observations of the 
allometry of barchan form. Wings apparently 
lengtlnen relative to the body as a barchan grows 
(Capot·Rey 1957; Verlaque 1958), width between 
wings and crest height, as well as windward slope 
angle and height, also change (Finkel 1959: Hastcn-
rath 1967). In a field in which there arc many sizes of 
barchan (as is common) the smaller ontlS move more 
qu ickly than the bigger ones (by equation (5.1)). Most 
of tl1ese small dunes end their lives by colliding with 
and being absorbed by larger neighbours. 
Dome du11es, as the term is used here, arc dunes with 
no slip face. and arc builL of fairly fine-grained 
unimodal sand (Breed and Grow 1979). Most arc only 
1-2m higb, though some are as high as nearby 
barchan and transversal dunes. Dome dunes. defined 
in tbis way, may not be completely distinct from 
zibars, and indeed Tsoar (1986) found tbat low, "flat' 
dune$ in Arizona and California could have a wide 
range of grain sizes: in other words, they could be 
dome dunes or zibars. The dynamics of dome d:uncs 
are very poorly understood. 
Reversing dunl's could be regarded as transverse 
dunes that reverse, or as a special case of dune 
networks (below) in which the winds of two seasons 
a rc diametrically opposed. They occur in distinctive 
wind regimes, as for example in the Great Sand Dunes 
of Colorado where they respond both to anabatic and 
katabatic winds generated by the nearby Sangre de 
Cristo Mountains, and to the regional Westerlies 
(Andrews 1981}. Reversi ng dunes arc quite common, 
though in general one of the seasonal elements is 
much smaller than the Other, giving rise to a pattern of 
small 1- 2m high slip faces on top of tbe larger slip 
faces associated with the stronger wind (Cornish 
1897; Hedin 1903; Burkinsbaw and Rust 1993). The 
process of erosion on the erstwhile slip face is 
probably accelerated by thresholds of movement 
that arc significantly lowered at high angles, and by 
significant speed-up on slopes that arc distinctly out 
of adjustment with the reversed llow (Burkinshaw et 
a/. 1993). Reid (1985) found a complex morphody-
namic system of grain sorting by the iwo winds on a 
reversing dune. 
The origin and dynamics of linear dunes have been 
tbe object of considerable contention. much of which 
is reviewed elsewhere (Cooke et al. 1993: Pye and 
Tsoar 1990). 
Ninetocnth-cennuy explanations of linear dunes 
included a submarine origi11. proposed by Sturt (1849) 
in Australia and Slapff (1887) in the Namib. aod a 
link with tectonic borst-and-graben pancra~ in the 
Thar (Frere 1870). Others argued that the dunes were 
the consequence of interdune dcOation rather than 
deposition (Blanford 1876: Aufrere 192&; Capot-Rey 
1945; Mainguct 1983), a theory which was termed 
'wind rift' (Belknap I 928) and may apply to some 
lineations in loess (Chapter 4). Where there was no 
deposition or eroded material on tbc residual ridges 
this process would form yardangs rather than dunes. 
There is some evidence from Australia that dena1ion 
of fine-grained alluvium is responsible for the forma-
tion of some linear dunes (King 1956, 1960; Bowler 
a nd Magee 1978; cf. Mabbutt and Sullivan 1968), and 
it is also claimed as the origin of linear-like features in 
sandy material in Hungary (Borsy 1993). but most 
authorities now believe most linear dunes to be 
predominantly aeolian depositional features. In some 
places linear dunes have been regarded as the greatly 
extended am1s of parabolic dunes (sec below) 
(Cornish 1908; Verstappen 1968, 1970) and •y · 
junctions have been interpreted as advancing blow-
outs (sec below) (Madigan 1936, 1946; Folk 1971a). 
Others have seen them as the result of asymmetrical 
extension of the am1s of barchan dunes (Bagnold 
1941; Tsoar 1974; .Lancaster 1980), although there is 
some dispute over the nature of the response to an 
asymmetrical wi.nd regime. 
The most vigorous discussion has been between 
those who sugg<".~t that linear dunes are mainly the 
product of bimodal wind regimes, and those who hold 
that 'roll-vortices' may bavc a part to play in their 
formation. 
The 'bimodal' hypothesis bas the support of field 
studies that have monitored processtlS on linear 
dunes, these being a major advance in the recent 
past. Both Livingstone ( 1986, 1989a, 1993) and Tsoar 
(1978, 1983a) worked on active linear dunes that were 
responding morphodynamically to bimodal wind 
regimes. and strongly argued for the bimodal 
hypothesis, although they differed over the exact 
mechanism of near-surface \vind-now modification 
(Fig. 5.24). Both showed that the crest of tbe linear 
dune migrated laterally in response to seasonally 
bimodal regimes, but tllat net sand transport was 
along the dune. ln the Namib, lateral migration was 
around 15m back and forth per year (Livingstone 
1989a) and subsequent surveys confirmed a highly 
active crest on a relati vely stable plinth (Fig. 5.25: 
Livingstone 1993). Tbc downwind tips of tbc Namib 
dunes were found to be advancing at up to 1.8 m yr- 1 
(Ward 1984). 
13asc<l on his work in Sinai, Tsoar (1983a) argued 
that the intrusion of the dune into the boundary 
layer affected both speed and direction of the !low 
over the dune. At the crest a lee-side separation 
bubble was created, just as with a transverse dune, 
but because flow in a bimodal regime was oblique to 
the crest. the reverse now on lee slope had a strong 
along-dune clement. Tsoar also found that in the lee 
of sinuous seif dunes wind was accelerated above the 
velocity of the oncoming wind, causing erosion on 
some lee-slope elements. Where tbe dune bent round, 
tbis Icc-slope wind was decelerated, and this caused 
deposition in some places, giving rise to a succession 
of cols and h.ills (Fig. 5.24a). Fluctuating seasonal 
winds caused erosion and deposition in differen t 
areas, and in general moved the cols and hills along 
the dune. In general also, the accelerated now carried 
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Fig. 5.24 Bimodallst explanations of l inear dunes: (a) a 
model relying on deflection of flow on the dune's lee siOJ>e 
(after Tsoar 1983a), and (b) a mOdel relying on the 
distribution of surface wind velocity (Net the dune cross· 
profile (after Livingstone 1988). In both cases patterns of 
erosion and deposition are reversed seasonally. 
sand rapidly along the dune, extending it downwind 
by many metres per year. 
In the Namib, Livingstone (1986) showed that the 
lee-side acceleration which Tsoar saw as so cruc.ial 
could not control the entire Ice slope of large linear 
dunes. Livingstone argutd that the pattern of wind 
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Fig. 5.26 Patterns of advance of linear dunes In (a) an 
obtuse bimodal wind regime, and ( b) an acute bimodal 
regime. Resultants. marked with double arrows, represent 
the dune extension in one annual cycle (after Livingstone 
1986). 
velocity. used as a surrogate for surface shear stress, 
which followed the pattern of flow over transverse 
dunes (explained a bove), was su ilicient explanation 
for the maintenance of the dune's fom1. He also 
argued that the angle between the modes of the wind 
regime might, in part , control the rate of advanoe and 
the height of the dune. Jn acute bimodal regimes, as in 
Sinai, I he throughput of sand along the dune would 
be rapid and low d unes would be fom1cd. while in 
obtuse regimes, as in the Namib. elongation would he 
slower a nd sand would pile up and form higher dunes 
Dunes 
{Fig. 5.26). T he Namib dunes, which a re 50- 150m 
high. do indeed exist in an obtuse bimodal or complex 
regime (cf. F ig. 5.23). whereas the Sinai dunes. which 
a re low, exist in a narrow bimodal regime (Tsoar 
1983a). 
The 'roll-vortex' hypothesis of linear dune forma. 
lion (Fig. 5.27), which might also explain regularity of 
spacing, relates linear dune to helical or roll-vortices 
created in the atmospheric boundary layer. Bagnold 
(1953) based his version of this hypothesis on 
laboratory expcrimcms by Brunt ( 1937) and argued 
that intense thermal convection in a desert combined 
with a strong geostrophic wind would create pai red 
roll-vortices which might sweep sand into linear 
dunes). Despite a very limited basis of empirical 
findings. the roll-vortex theory continues to find 
supporters. 1-'or instance. Corbett (1993) argued that 
trains of barcbans in the southern Namib were 
tontrolled by roll-vortices and could be viewed as 
proto·linear ridges. Tseo ( 1993) also argued quite 
forcefuJiy, largely on the basis of observation of roll-
vortices outside dune fields or in wind nmncls. tbat 
roll·vortices could indeed be responsible for linear 
dune formation. His most compelling field evidence 
came from tethered kites, which appea red to show 
that winds blew in opposi te directions on opposite 
Oanks of the dunes (Fig. 5.28; Tsco 1990). Tseo 
intefJ)reted this evidence as proof of the roll-vortex 
theory, although a similar tlow pattern might be 
explained by invoking separation bubbles as Tsoar 
Fig. 5.27 Bagnold's hypothesis for linear dune formation in which a pair of therma lly 
induced roll-vortices sw'*!p sand from the interdune corridors onto the dune. 
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Fig. 5.28 Evlaence from tethered kites that winds blow in opposite directions on either side of Australian 
linear dunes (after Tseo 1990). The pattern could be accounted for by both a roll-vortex model and a now 
modification model. 
(1983a. t990b) did, and it could also be argued that, 
once a li near dune bad been formed, such a llow 
pattern would be inevitable. 
Another area of recent contention has been the 
distinction between sbarp-crested, sinuous, un-
vegctated linear dunes, often termed 'seifs', and 
convex-crested. straight, vegetated linear duilCS, 
sometimes termed ·sand ridges'. Tsoar (1989) and 
Tsoar and Maller (1986) argued that these were 
dynamically distinct types, lhe former developing in 
bimodal regimes and the latter in unimodal regimes. 
It may be that they are only differentiated by the 
amount of vegetation. The vegetation on the sand 
ridge cuts the supply of saud to the crest from the 
windward flank so lhat the crest is deflated and 
rounded. It is also possible that the vegetated dunes 
arc remnants of sharp-crested dune, degraded follow-
ing a change in climate. More studies are required to 
resolve this issue. 
The patterns of dtme nel\t'orks and star dunes arc 
associated with complex or at least obtuse bimodal 
wind regimes where net (or resultant or overall) sand 
transport rates arc low. Dune networks are the result 
of the overlap of a number of transverse dune 
systems, each aligned to a different wind in a complex 
annual regime. The huge range of types of regime 
gives an almost infinite mil\turc of network types. One 
network in Oman (Fig. 5.29) is t.bc result of a strong 
summer wind which creates a basic framework of 
transverse dunes. This framework survives, albeit 
much modified throughout the year, and in wiotcr it is 
overlain by a series of smaller, less long-lasting 
systems of transverse dunes each aligned to a wind 
from a different di rection, ftck1e, shifting winds being 
characteristic of that season (Warren 1988a). 
Because of their size and the comple:o:ity of their 
dynamics there are fewer studies of star dunes than 
of the other types, although some recent work, 
reviewed by Lancaster (l989b), has brought some 
understanding. Lancaster (1989c) and Nielson and 
Kocurek (1987) showed that the major arms of a star 
Fig. 5.29 A model of network dune formation. in which the 
strongest wind (wind 1) creates the most prominent set of 
transverse rtdges (T1 ), onto which other ridges are super· 
imposed as a result of the action of less strong w1nd 
systems from different directions (after Warren 1988a). 
dune, like those in dune networks, were aligned 
roughly transverse or slightly oblique to the locally 
dominant wind directions (Fig. 5.30). Nielson and 
Kocurek (1987) argued that there was a threshold size 
of dune. below which seasonal shifts of wind would 
cause wholesale realignment of dunes (as in a dune 
network). They believed the threshold tO be about 
100m diameter and 20m high for the D umont 
dunefield in California. When the star dune reached 
this critical size, there would be a high degree of 
morphodynamic feedback. which would control ncar-
surface wind regimes, so that sand arriving at the 
dune tended to remain there (Lancaster 1989b). 
Nielson and Kocurek (1987) believed that star 
dunes were characteristic of areas where there were 
frequent shifts of direction, with seasonal winds close 
to perpendicular to each other. If this were so, star 
dunes might be virtually 'sedentary', although this is 
not confirmed. Others have argued that oo wind 
regime is so completely balanced as to give zero net 
movement (Nielson and Kocurek 1987; Lancaster 
1989c), a lthough the morphodynamies of star dunes 
might itself contribute to virtual stasis. lt is likely that 
star-like dunes exist in a continuum from linear 
features where there is some directionality in the 
annua l pattern of sand movement, to virtually 
stationary features where the regime is equally 
balanced. 
In addition to the dune types covered above, 
attention has recently turned to oblique dunes. The 
term was first used by Cooper (1958) when descri bing 
dunes of the Oregon Coast (wbich he supposed were 
not aligned with the sand transport direction although 
he never calculated it), but the term has subsequently 
been used by several other authorities, and Hunter et 
a/. (1983) argued that it represented a morphogenetic 
type lying between transverse and linear. 
Some of the confusion about the term results from 
a lack of precision in its usc (Cooke et a/. 1993). The 
term ·oblique' may refer simply to a condition in 
which sand is transported obliquely across the 
crest of a dune, but it may also refer to a situation 
where the eo tire dune is moviog laterally. Sometimes 
dunes are termed oblique simply because they are 
asymmetric (in which case most linear dunes are 
oblique) or because their inferred internal structure is 
asymmetrical. 
The most unambiguous use of the term oblique is 
when it refers lo dunes where crest a lignment is 
neither normal (75°-90") nor parallel (0°- IS") to the 
calculated resultant sand transport direction (H untcr 
et a/. 1983). However, even here. Lhere arc m~jor 
Dunes 
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Rg. 5.30 A model of surface wlnds on a star dune. Winds 
from different directions create slip faces on different parts 
of the dune and lead to the growth of the dune (after 
Lancaster 1989a). 
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practical problems associated with data about the 
local wind regime, and with the dune's relations to tltc 
current wind regime. 
Because of tbe <iiversion of flow by the dune, dunes 
in bimodal regimes of very unequal energy may 
develop a primary form related to the dominant mode 
but have some sand transport associated with the 
secondary mode (Rubin and Ikeda 1990). Titus some 
transverse dunes exhibit some crcst·paraUel sand 
transpon and some l.incar dunes display some lateral 
movemen t (Rubin and Hunter 1985; Hesp eta/. 1989; 
Rubin 1990; Naoson eta/. 1992). 
Anchored dun~ 
Anchored du nes accumulate in various positions 
around fixed obstacles, such as hills or bushes 
(Fig. 5.31). They are associated with patterns of 
double lee dune 
single lee dune 
oblique obstacle 
<::::::J wlnd 
climbing dune 
aerodynamic upw.nd slope 
(no dune) 
~:::::::::::::::..~~;.:..:..~--:-· .': ·;:? wind 
Rg. 5.31 Schematic diagram of dunes anchored by topography and vegetation. 
now separation and acceleration around the obstacle. 
All types of anchored dunes, wi th obvious exceptions, 
occur almost regardless of the size of obstacle, 
whether it is a major hill massif or a small bush. 
As with flow towards a free dune, described above, 
wind approaching a fixed obstacle i~ modified. The 
deposition rate has been found to be a function of the 
Froudc number (Fr = u,f(gh)112, where h is the 
height of the obstacle) (Iversen 1983. 1986a). The 
volumetric concentration of sand in the wind and the 
wind regime arc other factors (anchored dunes do not 
survive ;great changes in wind direction, so that large 
ones ca~nnot accumulate where the regime is very 
variable in direction) (Howard 1985). 
Wind-tunnel studies have helped to e.~plain some· 
thing of the patterns of deposition. If the upwind slope 
of the obstacle is less than about 30• sand is 
transported up and over it. but above 30" it is trapped 
in a sand ramp or climbit~g dune. These dunes grow to 
an equilibrium shape after which sand is transported 
up and over them (Tsoar 1983b). When the upwind 
slope is g reater than about 50 , an echo dune is forrned, 
detached from the scarp by an upwind distance of 
abou t three times its height. Flow separates at the base 
of the scarp, and the reverse llow within the separation 
bubble prevents deposition. The equilibrium height of 
echo dunes appears to be 0.3- 0.4 times the height of 
the obstacle (Howard I 985). 
Just beyond the crest of a scarp there is a zone of 
slightly reduced wind velocity where c/iff-rop dunes 
may accumulate, both in deserts and on coasts (Carter 
and Wilson 1993: Marsh and Marsh 1987). Flow is 
accelemted round the Oanks of obstacles that arc 
narrow across the wind, sweeping sand to zones 
further out. where it may forrnjlanking dunes. 
In the lee of wide obstacles, where there is calru air. 
j alfing dunes may lie up against Lhe Icc slope. Where 
the obsLaclc is narrower, and flow takes sand round 
the flanks, lee dunes may extend some distance 
downwind (Fig. 5.32). The simplest Icc dune is a 
single ridge extending downwind of a narrow 
obstruction, best developed in unimodal wind 
regimes. More complex patterns include two parallel 
ridges extending from either side of wider obstruc-
tions. Although Ice dunes have anracted research 
because of their occurrence round craters on Mars. 
they are still the lcasi well understood of anchored 
dunes (Greeley and Iversen 1985). Beyond their 
obvious association wi th pallerns of turbulence in 
the lee, themselves related to the height, widtb and 
shape of the obstacle and the character of the 
approaching !low. there is still a lot to be learnt. 
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Fig. 5.32 Vertical air photograph of lee dunes. Bilma, 
Niger. 
Downwind of a small lava cone in southern Califor-
nia, for ellample, the surface shear stress in the wake 
was 23 per cent greater than its ambient level, creating 
a zone where there was no deposition (Greeley 1986). 
Higher and wider obstacles create lee dunes of 
differing character, adjusted to tbe paltcrn of 
horizontal- and vertical-axis vortices shed from the 
flanks. There may be one, two or three of these Ice 
ridges. Tbcrc is probably some kind of feedback. 
between the developing Icc dune and tbe flow, which 
reinforces the dune-forming mechanism, for some Icc 
dunes e.ttend tens and even hundreds of kilometres 
downwind of their parent hills, well beyond the zone 
in which the hill, on its own. can ha vc an effect. 
Examples arc Draa Malicbigdanc in Mauritania. 
which is 100 km long (Breed and Grow 1979), and 
others stretching 72 km downwind of plateaux in the 
We~tern Desert of Egypt (El-Baz 1984a). 
Plants as anchors 
Plants are a distinct type of anchor or focus for the 
development of dunes. because of the permeability of 
plant structure. and because of the interaction 
between plant and dune growth. Dunes in which 
plants are merely anchors need to be distinguished 
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from those in which vegetation has had wider-
reaching effects, as in blowouts and parabolic dunes. 
This latter category is discussed separately. 
The most widespread type of dune anchored to 
plants can be termed • .. egetated sand mounds', 
otherwise 'nabkha' (or nebkha), shrub dt,llles, coppice 
dunes or hummock dunes. Vegetated sand mounds, 
as the tem1 is used here, describes a range of features 
from isolated single mounds to extensive vegetated 
ridges, although where these occur on coasts, and are 
subject to a distinctive interaction between beach and 
aeolian processes, they are given separate treatment 
later in this chapter. The distinction between sand 
mounds formed by aeolian and non-aoolian processes 
can never be exact, since many, if not most, mounds 
are produced by combinations of processes, in 
varying mixtures. These other processes include 
rainspla~h. runoff erosion. animals or even seismic 
activity (Cooke eta/. 1993). Vegetated sand mounds 
are very common indeed; they cove.r huge pans of 
semi-arid areas, occur universally in valley noors in 
very arid areas, and are found on most coasts. Even in 
the interiors of some quite humid and cold parts of the 
world, like Ireland (Wilson 1988, 1989), Scotland 
(Ballantyne and Whittington 1987), and Colorado 
!Thorn and Dannody J 980), some aeolian activity 
occurs in upland and mountain environments. creat· 
ing dunes in association with the sparse, low-growing 
vegetation. 
The development of vegetated sand mounds is an 
interactive process. First, there is the trapping of sand 
by the bush or clump of grass (qua obstacle); second, 
there is the growth of the parent plant in the 
favoumble environment created by the accumulating 
sand; and third, there is the colonir.ation of the 
mound by yet further plant species. To act as an initial 
trap. the plant must be at least 0.10- 0.15 m high 
(Hesp 1979), but must also have a branching pattern 
that is conducive to trapping. Plants which spread 
laterally create undulating sheets, while those that 
form tussocks create individual mounds. The most 
successful plant species at forming vegetated mounds 
arc those that can grow up through accumulating 
sand. Some trees may even be able to do this, and in 
sucb cases the mounds can be many metres high and 
even kilometres long (Warren 1988b). The longevity 
of the plant is also important, for only long-lived 
species can accumulate large mounds. 
Small vegetated sand mounds behave much like 
hills in the way that they create foreduoes. echo-
dunes, Banking dunes and lee dunes (Fig. 5.31 ). The 
Icc dunes anachcd to vegetated saud mounds, which 
are usuall y single, arc their most striking features 
(Ciemmensen 19R6). 
Though anchored, many vegetated sand mounds 
are ephemeral. This must clearly be the case with 
annual plants, but even round perennials the parent 
plants may suffer changes in water-table, rainfall, 
sediment supply or land use. and this can produce 
radical changes in their configuration (Gile 1975: 
Gibbens et at. 1983). Jf they do survive for severa l 
seasons, they may induce a morphodynamic response 
in which erosion is accelerated in th~ intervening 
areas. Hesp (1988) described a sequence in which 
sand was first trapped by plants. but in which the 
acceleration of Bow between the new mounds 
stimulated erosion, which added to the relative 
relief. In some parts of the world, this erosional 
phase in the development of vegetated sand mounds 
may signify land degradation (Nickling and Wolfe 
1994). 
Other types of dune are the result of more 
complicated interplay between a plant cover and 
dune formation. Although the presence of vegetation 
may indicate the inactivity of a dune landscape, this 
need not be so. Some authors have proposed that 
many types of dune can form in the presence of 
vegetation, including fully developed linear tlunes 
(Tsoar and Meller 1986; Tsoar 1989; Thomas and 
Tsoar 1990), but the discussion here is confined to two 
types whose formation is widely acknowledged to be 
dependent on a vegetation cover, namely blowouts 
and parabolic dunes. 
Blowouts (Fig. 5.33) are largely deOational, but 
unlike yardangs and pans, blowouts are eroded into 
loose sand, albeit bound to am extent by plant roots. 
Tbcy are bare hollows in otherwise vegetated dunes, 
and are very common indeed on coasts and in 
stabilized dune fields on the desert margins. Typical 
blowouts on Dutch coastal dunes are between about 
10m and 30m long, with rare ones reaching lOOm 
(Jungerius 1984). the longer axis being commonly 
parallel to the direction of the prevailing wind. 
Blowouts develop from patches of sand. which arc 
laid bare by many processes, including disturbance by 
animals and people. localized .aridity in dry spells, or 
extremely high winds. In some coastal dunes blowouts 
may be a symptom of a negative santl budget , where 
the dune is no longer being supplied from tbc beach, 
and is gradually degrading. The higher parts of a 
vegetated dune landscape ar-e more vulnerable to 
desiccation and disturbance, and are hence the most 
common locus of blowouts. Most bare patches 
revegetate naturally and quickly; only a few become 
o:-.:.--'!l-. P.~.r.". 'P.''II!!!I'!!JI!!I!I!-------------------------------~~~~~~ 
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Fig. 5.33 A large blowout in coastal sand dunes at Blakeney Point. north Norfolk. UK. 
blowouts. and of these an even smaller number 
become large. In a period of nine years, about balf 
of a population of Dutch blowouts disappeared 
(Jungerius and van der Meulen 1989). 
When sand is laid bare. the roughness height, z0 
(Cbapter 2). decreases and allows greater surface 
drag and sediment entraiwnent. Erosion may lower 
tbe surface sulficiently to permit a further increase in 
wind speed by a funnelling effect , and this in turn 
may increase tbe rate of erosion (Nordstrom et a/. 
1986). In theory, erosion proceeds until the blowout 
is so wide that funnelling is less pronounced, at 
which point the blowout could be said to be 'in 
equilibrium'. A part of this nega tive feedback may 
be that sand cannot be carried up the steepening 
slopes. There may then be 'spontaneous' stabilization 
and eventually revegetation. Erosion may also be 
halted if a hard or wet basement is uncovered by 
erosion (fig. 5.33). 
Active blowouts export sand and most of this falls 
among plants aod cannot be easily ri:-entrai ned 
(Rutin 1983). Most is deposited as a thin downwind 
'plume·, but if the erosion is severe, a dune may form 
on the downwind side and advance over nearby 
vegetation, enlarging the area of bare sand. a process 
that may eventually lead to the formation of a 
parabolic dune (below)_ ln temperate coastal dune 
landscapes, as much sediment is moved by water in 
blowouts as by wind (Jungerius and van der Mculeo 
1989). These processes include rainsplash, rilling and 
soilllowage (Rutin 1983), all sometimes stimulate<!, by 
the water-repellent qualities of dune soils (Witter er at. 
1991). 
Parabolic dunes (or 'hairpin' dunes) are dunes with 
U- or V-shaped plan forms, in which the anns point 
upwind (Fig. 5.34). They are characteristic of the 
vegetated margins of deserts, as in the Thar Desert of 
lndia, where they covc·r extensive areas and where 
they may reach many tens of metres high (Was.~on et 
at. 1983), tbe Jafurah Sand Sea in eastern Saudi 
Arabia (Anton and Vinccm 1986), tbe Kalahari 
(Eriksson et a/. 1989) and Arizona (Hack 1941). 
They also occur in vegetated cold-dimate dunes, as in 
Canada and the cen tral United States (Filion and 
Morissct 1983; Kolm 1985) and characterize many 
stabili7..Cd dune areas, where they arc no longer active, 
as in Poland (Fig. 8.9). Tbcy are also very common in 
coastal locations. Pye (1993b) subdivided them on the 
basis of their leogth:widtb ratio. Parabolic dunes with 
length : width ratios less than 0.4 were 'lunate'; those 
between 0.4 and 1.0 were 'hcmicyclic'; those between 
1.0 and 3.0 were ' lobate'; and those greater than 3.0 
were 'elongate'. 
1l is widely believed that parabolic dunes develop 
from blowouts. The dune grows in size as it feeds on 
sand from the erosion of underlying sediments, but 
eventually the supply of sand may tlecreasc as a linn 
base is exposed in the hollow, and this and its size 
slow the progress of the advancing apex {the relation 
of size and movement in dunes is explained above). 
The few measurements that have been made of the 
movement of the apex. show a wide range of celerities. 
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Rg. 5.34 Parabolic dunes at various stages of development In Idaho (after 
Chadwick eta/. 1965). 
Heavily vegetated parabolic dunes in northern 
Australia appear to move at only 0.05myr-1 (Story 
1982). and Cooper's (1958) and Pye's (1982) direct 
measurements and McKee's (1979b) review also 
showed most to be slowly migrating at about 
2m yr- 1, but Hcsp et a/. ( 1988) measured maximum 
rates of 13m yr- 1 in coastal Cape Province, South 
Arica. 
The role of vegetation in parabolic dune fonnation 
is said to be in protecting the less-mobile anns against 
wind action, and so allowing the central part to 
advance downwind. The association with vegetation 
is clear in most cases, lhe shape of the dune depending 
on the type of vegetation, be it grasses or trees, among 
which it develops (Filion and Morissct 1983). High 
wind velocities, as on tbc coast. and in late glacial 
times, may be necessary to overcome the resistance 
offered by vegetation. It is not always easy to relate 
dimensions to wind patterns (Kolm 1985), but in 
some cases it has been shown that higher winds 
generate more elongate dunes (Gaylord and Dawson 
1987). Parabolic dunes may require a wind regime 
above a certain threshold of constancy, such as one 
with sea-breezes (Robertson-Rjntoul 1990). In 
Wyoming, parabolic dunes arc best developed in the 
divides between mountain ranges where wind direc-
tions are constant (Kolm 1985). Parabolic dunes may 
be a symptom of restricted sand supply, for where 
there are large supplies of sand in lighlly vegetated 
landscapes, vegetated parabolic dunes give way to 
mobile dunes (McKee 1966). 
In most parabolic dunes, there arc signs of the 
migration of a series of dunes down the same path, 
building up a series of concentric, "nested' dunes 
(Fig. 8.9). These testify to <tlternating periods of 
activity and inactivity. The explanation of the ex tra· 
ord inarily large area of vegetated parabolic dunes in 
the Thar may lie in its unique post-glacial climatic 
history (Chapter 8). 
Blowouts (and to a lesser extent parabolic dunes) 
arc usually fonncd on a framework of larger dunes 
that bas been stabilized by vegetation, after either a 
change io climate (as on many desert margins) or a 
decrease in sand supply (as in coastal situations). The 
formation of these secondary types of dune is also 
often accompanied by degradation of slopes by water 
erosion (Chapter 8), and these two forms of disrup-
tion, especially if interrupted by renewed dune 
formation in small pockets (say in drier climatic 
phases) and yet further phases of degradation, create 
at first very chaotic dune topography and later very 
subdued relief. The process can be described as one of 
increasing 'dune entropy' (Warren l988b). Complex 
climatic (or land usc) histories arc not at all unusual, 
and probably explain chaotic and subdued dune 
topography io many desert-margin a nd coasta l 
situations. Examples include the calcareous, sandy 
·machair' of the Hebrides and nearby coasts of 
Scotland (Angus and Elliott 1992; Carter and 
Wi lson 1993) and the wide sandy sheets of parts of 
northern Australia (Mabbull 1968). 
Coastal dunes 
'Coastal dune' is not an entirely satisfactory category. 
ln one sense the coast can be regarded merely as a 
supply of sand where there is litlle vegetation; this 
viewpoint is difficult to challenge. Where, as in coastal 
Sinai, sand blows ofT a beach and into a hyper-arid 
desert, the dunes adopt common patterns of free 
dunes after a very narrow transitional zone just 
behind the beach. However, where vegetation can 
hold the sand, fo r a season or more. there is a complex 
interaction between lilloral and aeolian processes, 
and this gives coastal dunes a special character. Evco 
here, sand blown only a few metres inland from the 
zone of beach- dune interaction enters dune systems 
that are virtually inilistinguishable from the condi· 
tioos on desert margins where there is also a light 
covering of plants (the dunes here being most ly 
blowouts and parabolic dunes). The discussion here, 
therefore, makes some points about the broad 
framework of coastal dune fields and then concen-
trates on coastal forcdunes, where beach and dune 
interact in such an interesting fashion. Jt finishes with 
a discussion of 'luoeues' , which arc coastal dunes on 
inland pans in semi-a rid areas. 
Coastal dune landscapes 
Coastal dune landsc-dpes are the result of an intimate 
and complex mix of aeolian processes with structural 
geology, aod marine, estuarine. 11uvial, slope, pcdo· 
logical. ecological and cultural processes. The b(oad 
Dunes 
sequence of causality is from the landsc-ape setting, 
through marine and estuarine sediment supply 
processes, to aeolian and ecological processes, and 
fina lly to the pedological, slope and sometimes the 
fluvial processes tha t modify the dunes, once created. 
Real coastal dunes experience maoy interruptions. 
reversa ls and restarts in this sequence. 
Coastal dune formation bas been very considerably 
complicated in most cases by geologically very recent 
and quite rapid change in the condi tions under which 
they fonn. These come from two directions. First arc 
those connected with climatic and sea-level change. 
Second arc those connected wi th interference by 
people. The first is discussed in Chapter 8; the second 
in Chapter 9. 
Most coastal dune fields are found on gently 
shelving coastal platforms. These are created by 
coastal erosion, by tectonic subsidence or when 
rising sea levels encounter low-relief areas previously 
eroded by fluvial erosion. It is the bays on a coast that 
normally accumulate dunes. There are cases where 
sand is raised up cliffs from the beach and where 
dunes arc found on top of the cliffs, but cliff-top dunes 
arc confined to eovironments with strong winds and 
cliffs with slope angles that allow sand transport 
(Jennings 1967; Tsoar and Blumberg 1991: Jackson 
and Nevin 1992). 
Within embaymcnts, coastal dunes are most 
commonly found on marine sedimentary platfonns. 
particularly on bars and spits. Slightly faUing sea 
levels in the later Holocene stranded many of these 
features, preparing them as platforms for coastal 
dune development. Dunes may vary in character 
according to whether they overlie a gravel beach or 
spit or a series of sandy bars (Carter and Wilson 
1993). 
Sa nd s upply to the be ach-dune system 
Given a sui table site, the extent and character of the 
dunes depends next on the rate of supply of sand and 
the rhythms of supply. In turn these arc detcnnined 
by two factors: the existence of a source of sediment, 
and of longshore or onshore drift strong enough to 
carry it. Sources of sand are various. Some of the 
largest coastal dune systems arc li nkcd to large 
rivers. Thus the coastal dunelields of northern Sinai 
and Lhc Negev in Israel are derived uiLimatcly from 
the mouth of lhe Nile (Issar et al. 1989); the Dutch 
dunes derive much of their sand from ihe mouih of 
the Rhine; those in Lhe huge dunefields of AquiLaine 
in south-western France from the Girondc; those of 
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Languedoc from the Rhone; those of the Coto 
Doiiana in so"Uthcrn Spain from the Guadalquivir 
(Klijn !990): and the extensive dunes in Oregon 
largely from tile Columbia River. 
Another, though less prolific, source of sand in 
coastal dunefields is coastal erosion, which undoubt-
edly supplies most of the sand in the dunes of 
northern East Anglia in eastern England. The sand 
on these coasts: can be traced ultimately to the erosion 
of the soft cliff.~ in glacial drift on the coast of 
Yorkshire from where it is taken down the Lincoln-
shire coast and across the Wash to East Anglia (East 
Anglian Coastal Research Programme 1977). Off-
shore supplies may a lso supply sand to coastal dunes 
in some parts of the world, but only on coasts where 
there arc wide, relatively shallow, continental shelves. 
During the last glacial period these shelves were 
exposed by lower sea levels and accumulated fluvia l 
and in places glacio-11 uvial sands. which became the 
source for some of the sand on neighbouring coasts. 
The western and southern coasts of the North Sea and 
the Baltic have more dunes supplied in this way than 
the steeper coasts of the Mediterranean (Klijn 1990). 
Tt is not uncommon for sand to be blown off a 
beach and work its way through a coastal dune 
system, only to end up in an estuary; the estuary 
·pumps' the sand back to the beach, and the system is 
in a state of near-constant renewal (Carter and 
Wilson 1993). 
Given a source of sand, the rate at which it is 
carried by littoral drift to the parent beach depends on 
the wind environment (strength aod directionality), 
which determines the strength of littoral drift, and on 
competition from other 'sediment sinks' such as 
offshore marine canyons and sand banks. Beaches 
that arc a ligrned obliquely to the waves with the 
greatest power are those with the strongest littoral 
drift. The direction of greatest wave power is a 
function of Lhe annual wind pauero and of the 
distance or fetch over which it blows. Thus in East 
Anglia in eastern England, waves coming from the 
north have the greatest fetch, and littoral drift is 
therefore southerly. carrying sand derived from 
erosion on northerly cliffs to the south. Tn Oregon, 
the main drift is southerly from the mouth of the 
Columbia, driven by stonn waves coming south-east 
across the Nor th Pacific Ocean. 
Beach-dune Interaction 
Beaches and their forcdunes a re strongly coupled 
systems, with very active feedbacks between, which 
arc good examples of the morphodynamic systems 
mentioned above (Sherman and Bauer 1993). Dunes 
are usually an integral part of the total pattern of 
lilt oral drift. They act as buffers or stores of sand, 
which feed the beach at times when it is starved of 
sedim~nt and absorb sand when it is being supplied at 
rates greater than the beach itself can absorb. Where 
the prevailing wind is nearly parallel to the coastline 
and the vegetation is not too vigorous, sand may be 
actively transported along the coast in the dunes, 
which take it from one beach and deliver it to another. 
This is very noticeable on the southern Cape coast in 
South Africa. where dunes carry sedimem over 
headlands from one beach system to the other 
(McLachlan and Burns 1992). 
Beach/dune systems are one of the most dynmnic of 
geomorphological systems, and are constantly in a 
state of flux at many seales. For example, while a 
coastal dune system in north-western Ireland might 
be regarded as being in 'equilibrium· at the scale of 
decades (ll lthough the natu rc of the equilibrium might 
be difficult to establish), it yet may experience net 
short-term interchanges between beach and dune of 
the order of 104 m3 km- 1 yr- 1, and also be slowly 
retreating when viewed at the scale of centuries 
(Carter a.od Wilson 1993). 
At a macro-scale (of the order of several decades), 
an often quoted system for relating dune type 
to beach type is tJJat of Short and Hesp (1982; 
Table 5.2). Using some simple assumptions, 
Shennan and Rauer (1993) showed that a dissipative 
beach could yield 140 per cent more sand than a 
reflective one. They pointed out that the Short- Hesp 
scheme cannot be regarded as universa l, since 
m:•gnitude{frcqucncy relations are different in 
different environments. Tropical shores, like the 
ones that formed the basis of the Short· Hcsp 
scheme, generally experience low-energy wave con-
ditions, but may suffer extreme tropical storms that 
might destroy dunes once every 100 years or so. 
Most coasts, moreover, go through successions in 
which they arc at one lime aggrading, sometimes 
spending short periods in equi librium, but at other 
times they are retrograding. and the dune landscapes 
behind the beaches respond in kind, for example 
degrading when a sand supply is cu t ofl: or being 
rejuvenated wben it reappears. 
Sherman and Bauer (1993) also modified Psuty's 
(1992) system of classification of dune types according 
to sand budget o n the beach and the dune (Table 5.3). 
They gave extensive examples of dunes in each of 
these conditions. 
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Table 5.2 The Short and Hcsp (1982) morphodynamic model of dune- beach interaction as modilled by Sherman and Bauer 
(1993) 
Morphodynamic Frequency: type of Potential aeolian Probability of Nature of dominant 
beach state dune scarping transport: forc<lw>e foredune destruction dunes 
size (per 100 years) 
Dissipative Low: continuous scarp High: large Moderate Large-scale 
transgressive dune 
sheets 
Intermediate Moderate: scarps in High/moderate: Moderate/high Large-scale parabolics 
rip embayments largeimodcratc to dune sheets 
(sp<<Ced, I km) 
lntennediatc M odera tc: sea rps in Moderate: moderate High Large-scale 
rip embayments parabotics: large 
(spaced 0.5- 1 km) blowo·uts 
Intermediate Moderate: scarps in Moderate/low: Moderate/low Discrete blowouts 
rip embayments modcratc{small 
(spacoo <500 m) 
Reflective High: continuous Low: small 
scarps 
At the decadal scale there are further processes that 
can have a marked influence on dune formation. 
There may, for example, be phases of dune erosion on 
one part of the coast that may supply sand to dunes 
on another. and different stages of dune development 
can coexist on quite short stretches of coast (Psuty 
1992; Carter and Wilson 1993). Coastal changes. 
either natural, as when river mouths are closed. or 
artificial, as when sea walls cut off sand movement 
along the coast or when coastal marshes arc reclaimed 
(altering the tidal prism in an estuary). lead to the 
replacement of one type of dune formation by another 
(Carter eT a/. 1992a). There may also be great 
rhythmic pulses of sand. in dunes and on tbe beach, 
that move down the coast at rates of a few hundred 
metres a year, as on Long Island (Psuty 1989). There 
Low l 'orcdunes scarping 
small blowouts 
may also be cyclic, progressive or irregular changes in 
off-shore processes, which may redirect currents and 
cause more or less sand to be delivered to the beach 
and then to the dunes (Armon and McCann 1979). 
The mysterious appearaoce of the dunes at Studland 
in Dorset after the seventeenth century or of massive 
dunes on the Danish coast about"" 1000 may bave 
lx:cn associated with some such change (Di,•er 1933: 
Skarregaard I 989). 
At the micro-scale, there arc th ree prj mary controls 
on the rate at which a beach can supply sand lo a 
dune: grain size, beach width and beach slope. 
However, these controls arc difficult co understand. 
The usual aeolian transport equations, discussed in 
Chapter 2, are of limited application, for there arc 
slope effects (of many kinds). the effects of a 
Table 5.1 Shennan and Sauer's (1993) modification of Psuty's ( 1992) system of dune/beach 
budget classification 
Beach budget 
Positive 
Positive 
Positi'"e 
Ste-ddy ~tate 
Steady state 
Steady state 
Negative 
f\egative 
Negative 
Dune budget 
Positive 
Steady state 
Negative 
Positive 
Steady state 
Negative 
Positive 
Steady state 
Negative 
Morphology 
Beach or dune ridges 
to determinate 
Blowouts and dotlation hollows 
In siTu dune growth 
I odeterminatc 
Blowouts and deflation hollows 
Dune growth and onshore migration 
Indeterminate 
Dune erosion and washover 
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developing boundary layer as the wind blows off a 
rougher beach onto a smoother beach (or vice versa), 
and very variable moisture levels. There are also 
morphodynamic complications, as wind erosion or 
deposition smoothens the pre-existing profile that had 
been created by marine processes (Sherman and 
Bauer 1993). 
1\t one time it was thought that rainfall. which in 
north-western Europe comes mostly in winter, would 
inhibit aeolian sand movement. This is probably true 
for very heavy rain, which saturates the surface and 
inhibit.s a ll movement (1\rens 1995). Winter rainfall of 
about 1570 mm on the Oregon coast bas also been 
shown to reduce seasonal sand transport to 36 per 
cent of its potential (Hunter et a/. 1983) and in 
northern Sinai, 'vitb a winter rainfall of only about 
97 mm, the reduction is 14 per cenl (Tsoar 1974). 
However, experiments have now shown that driving 
rain. far from suppressing sand movement on a beach, 
may actually enhance it by splashing up grains into 
the path of the wind (Sarre 1988). 
Most sand is moved from the beach to 1he dune in 
medium 10 high winds (Chapter 2), so that it is the 
distribution of these winds rather than of lighter 
winds thai is importanl. In Europe, strong winds goes 
some way to explaining the development of the 
distribution of dunes (Fig. 5.35), though there are 
numerous exceptions. It may be that beaches aligned 
obliquely to prevailing strong winds experience the 
highest rates of aeolian sand movemenl, for it has 
been found that winds blowing direct ly on-shore 
carry far less sand than those blowing along the beach 
(1\rens 1994). 
Sea-breezes play an important role in many coastal 
dune fields. These can be strong even on temperate 
coasts (Hunter and Richmond 1988), but they are 
strongest and most regular in warmer climates, 
especially in summer, when land- sea temperature 
contrasts are greatest (Fiohn 1969). On the coast of 
lsrael. for example, they occur on 80 per cent of 
summer days (Halcvy and Steinberger 1974). Though 
sea-breezes can be felt as far inland as 300 km, most 
are confined to a much narrower coastal zone 
(JIIenberger and Rust 1988). so that sand transport 
potential declines inland and dunes move less quickly. 
This may explain the way in which many coastal 
duneficlds are coon ned to a narrow z.onc only a few 
kilometres wide. The contrast between the smooth-
ness of the sea and the roughness of the land means 
that the breeze over the dunes may be deflected by up 
to 35• from its angle of incidence at the coast, t.o Lhe 
left in the northern hemisphere and to the right in the 
southern, and this has its effect on the orientation of 
dunes (Warren 1976b). 
The "cliffing· of dunes by stonn waves, discussed 
below, is a further interactive beach/dune process at 
the micro-seale. ln the Alexandria dune system on the 
eastern South African coast, it was estimated that 12 
per ceni of the sand delivered to the dunes from the 
beach each year is returned to the beach by 'cliffing' 
(lllenberger and Rust 1988); the figure is probably 
very diiTcrent in other conditions. 
Dunes on strongly prograding be-dches in the 
Netherlands can receive up to 25m3 (m-widthr 1 yr- • 
of sa.nd over stretches of the order of a kilometre, 
and up to 75m3 (m·widtb)- 1 yr- 1 for shorter stretches 
(Arens and Wiersma 1994). 1\rens and Wiersma 
developed a classification of coastal dunes that 
depended on the sediment budget (its strength, 
either positive or negative) and the amount of 
interference they experienced. 
Ecological and pe<lologicat processes 
An understanding of the ecological controls and 
biology of the plants that grow on coastal dunes is 
important to understanding the dunes themselves. A 
small, select set of higher plants can withstand the 
high salinity and the ephemeral seed be-ds of the upper 
shore, where they may be subject to high rates of 
burial by sand. The first plants to coloni7.e are very 
hardy, r-selected species !hat trap sand during their 
short life-spans and allow the coloni7.ation of more· 
vigorous though less-hardy species !hat are able to 
trap more sand. 
The most widespread and important of plants in 
this second group, and probably !he single most 
important plant in dune formation , is the grass 
Ammophi/a arenaria (marram), about whose practical 
ecology there is now a vast literature, because of its 
role as the biological mainstay of coastal protection 
(Chapter 9). ln other parts of the world there are 
indigenous plants !hat fill the marram niche, but 
marram bas been introduced very widely indeed as a 
dune management tooL lt is accompa1lied by a small 
group of other plan Is, but they play very minor roles 
in dune formation. Other dune species, such as 
Hippcphiie rhamnoides (sea buckthoro), can with-
stand even greater rates of burial, but are not as well 
suited to growth on the foreshore. 
Marram disperses primarily by water-borne rhi -
7.0mc fragmenls, and is hence generally restricted to 
the ncar-shore zone. It grows in clumps that arc 
especially good at holding sand (Fig. 5.36), and grows 
• Sar>ddones 
[2] Quaternary and unconsolidated Tertiary deposits 0G-s l llliiB 5-10 
= lG-20 Frequency of occureooe (".4) of winds strooger E::l than lotce 8 on 1M Beaulcrt scale 
.2(}-30 
. >30 
Rg. 5.35 The distribution of coastal dunes. Frequency of occurrence (%) of winds stronger !han force 
8 on the Beaufort seale and the pattern of January wind speeds on European coasts (after Klijn 
1990). 
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Fig. 5.36 Marram grass growong vigorously In a coastal toredune at Braunton Burrows, south· 
west England. 
best in accumulating sand. The reasons why this 
should be so arc not well understood, but it has been 
observed that new marram roots are unusually 
vigorous and nopid ly replace o ld ones as they die off 
(Willis 1989), and that, like its relative in north· 
eastern North America (Ammophiln brcveligulatn), it 
has greater vegetative growth when being buried in 
sand (Seliskar 1994). A. brcveligulata, however, seems 
to produce smaller foredunes, when compared on the 
same coast to dunes accompanying A. arenoria 
(Seablom and Wiedemann 1994). 
Estimates of the rute of burial that marram can 
"ithstand were reviewed by Carter (1988) who found 
that most of the quoted rate (1 myr- 1) seemed to 
depend on liule experimental evidence. Carter's best 
estimate was that marram could thnve at burial rates 
of about 0.25 m yr- 1• but that continued growth was 
po!>Sible to about 0.6 m yr- 1• However, van der 
Mculen (1990) reported Dutch studies that estimated 
only O.l - 0.2myr 1 as the tolcmble limit. It is 
probable that the rate is variable, depending on 
other controls. particularly on nutrients (especially 
nitrogen), timing of burial in relation 10 growlh 
periods and water supply. It is probable that Hotsam 
at the high tide line is a vital source of nutrients for the 
growth of marrarn, and there are likely to be many 
different controls on the amounts and nutrient-
con tent of notsam (Gerlach 1992). 
Oo dunes lar from the foreshore. where there is less 
inpu t of sand and increasing stability of the surface, 
marrarn (or its equivalents) cease~ to thrive, for 
various rca~ons, but probably largely because the 
stability i1 has itself promoted. for this a ll ows other 
plants to invade and compete with it. A series of plant 
communities, often quoted as the classic example of a 
plant succession (Ranwell 1972). may then follow, 
ending ultimately in acidophilous woodland. Accom-
panying the plant succession there are changes in the 
soil, for sandy soils are very permeable and arc thus 
quickly leached of nutrients, especially calcium 
(which controls acidity and thus the whole gamut of 
other biological process) (Salisbury 1922). Most dune 
soils rapidly become pod/olized (Wilson 1992). In 
some Australian coastal dunes, the highly leached, 
almost wbite and structureless A2 pod/ol horizon 
may be ISm thick (Thompson and Bowman 1984), 
though it is rarely more than 0.5 m thick in Europe. In 
New Zealand, the soils on a long series of coa.,tal dune 
ridges slowly Jose phosphorus over many centunes, 
and thus also lose their ability to support plants (Syers 
and Walker 1969). 
Primary dune forms 
Psuty (1989) made a useful distincoion betwocn 
'primary· coastal dunes (whose development was 
linked directly to coastal processes) and ·secondary' 
ones, wbjch were coastal only in the sense that the 
source of their sand was ultimately coasuo l. Primary 
coastal dunes include the ephemeral dunes of the 
back-shore and the main shore-parallel dune ridge. 
Secondary fom1s include sand sheets, blowouts. and 
parabolies. which occur in stabilited dunes regardless 
of the origin of their sand. and arc discus.~ed above. 
Dunes 
exposed basement 
Fig. 5.37 Schematic diagram ot coastal dune types. 
Where the supply of sand to coastal dunes is slow, 
sand may be spread inland as a thin sheet of sand 
(Carter 1990). Where sand supply is greater, sand 
accumulates round the culms of ma rram (or un 
equivalent species) and is responsible for the creation 
of coastal foreduncs. which are ridges parallel to the 
shore (Fig. 5.37). Where the growth of vegetation os 
strong, as on most coasts in northern Europe. the 
foredune is an almost continuous ridge parallel to the 
beach. But where vegetation is not as \•igorous. as on 
hotter or more arid coastS, foredunes are more a 
discontinuous zone of vegetated sand mounds (see 
abo\'c) (Hesp 1987). 
Foredunes may grow at quite noticeable rat<ll> 
(Fig. 5.38). Maximum rates of forcdune growth in 
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Ireland are between 3 and 4m3 m -I per week for short 
periods, and 0.3 and 0. 7 m yr- • over longer periods 
(Carter 1990). 
A p•imary control on the height of foredunes is the 
supply of sand, itself linked to the rate at which the 
coast is prograding. In north-western Ireland most 
foredunes do not exceed 3 or 4 m in heigh1 before 
being replaced. seaward, by a new ridge (Carter 1990). 
On rapidly progmding beaches with active onshore 
movement of sand in the wmd, there is a succession of 
ridges, each signifying an abandoned shoreline (Bird 
1990). The hollows between the ridges (the 'dune 
slacks') may be temporarily o r permanently filled with 
fresh or brackish water pools. lf these pools are large, 
wu ve action on their surfaces may erode the dunes, 
200 300 400 
Oistanc& from rolorenco line (m) 
Fig. 5.38 The growth of coastal forcdunes Jn the Netherlands (after 
Arens 1994). 
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creating cliffs and coastal platforms. Streams can 
achieve a similar eflect by eroding the edges of coastal 
dunes (Langford 1989). 
Another control on the height of forcdunes is the 
balance between aerodynamic roughness and wind 
speed-up (described above). but these processes arc 
poorly understood. Arens ( 1994) found that there was 
a very great increase in speed-up on dunes between 6 
and 10m high. but lillie between those at 10 and 23m 
high. He allributed this to greater deflection and 
roughness in higher dunes. Deflection of the wind 
wotdd limit growth by diverting sand from dunes of a 
certain height. Arens' finding. that much of the sand 
deposited on foreduoes in high winds was out of 
suspension. further supports this argument, since this 
would be most readil y diverted. 
Yet another control on the sizes of foredunes is 
the frequency with which the ridge is destroyed by 
erosion, for on many coasts the coastal forcdune is 
subject to frequent destruction as surges and storms 
'cliO' its seaward face (Gerlach 1992). frosion 
accompanying hurricanes on the eastern seaboard 
of the United States, can produce rapid retreat in 
coastal foredunes of up to lOOm (Sexton and Hays 
1992). Where the foredone is massive, as on some 
Irish coastal dunes, cliffing may produce landslides 
and slumps (Carter 1990). ' Washovcr' is another 
process in wnich storm waves may break through a 
low or narrow :section of dune, and destroy the dune 
by washing sand onto marshes or estuaries behind. 
Most washovcr sites, like dune clinlng. are merely 
temporary breaches and arc rapidly repaired by new 
dune growth. As the dunes become isolated from 
tbc beach, they arc transformed by the creation 
of blowouts and parabolic dunes, as described 
above. 
If the supply of sand to coastal dunes is very great 
(by reason of ~trong on-shore winds. or of a rapid 
supply from off-shore or by littoral drift), or where 
the vegetation has a tenuous hold, as on arid 
coastlines, the sand may bury the vegetation and 
begin to form dunes very similar to desert dunes. 
These dunelields arc known as 'transgressive'. The 
commonest forms here arc transverse dunes. probably 
because of the influence of the fairly constant sea-
breezes (Bird 1990). Transgressive dunes may also 
form after very severe disturbance (Chapter 9). There 
is a range of behaviour between those dunes in which 
the vegetation is dense enough to prevent almost any 
erosion, and those on which there is little or no 
interference of vegetation in the dune-forming process 
(Short and Hesp 1982). 
Lunette s a nd clay dunes 
Luneltes arc a distinctive dune form associated with 
the coasts of pans (Chapter 3; Fig. 3.6). Their half· 
moon shape (from whence their name) is a reflection 
of the smooth log-spira l ('zeta-form') wave- and 
current-formed shore of the parent pan rather than 
of any aeolian process. Many, though not all, lunettes 
are formed of clay-sized particles; a characteristic they 
share with other clay dunes, a lso found mostly, but 
not exclusively. in coastal positions. 
Lunettes have been described from many environ-
ments (for example, Goudie and Thomas 1986), but 
have been most thoroughly studied in Austra lia 
(Bowler 1983). Bowler described individual cross-
sections in which there were sandy and clayey phases, 
and also zones round pans where sandy dunes were 
characteristic, and others where the dunes were more 
clayey. The sandy dunes behave either as free dunes or 
as vegetated coastal dunes, depending on local 
microclimatcs and disturbance regimes. Clay dunes. 
whose clay content may be as high as 77 per cent 
(Bowler 1973). and which often also have high salt 
contents, become rapidly immobilized as the clay 
aggregates disperse and cohere under the influence of 
percolating rainfall (Dare-Edwards 1983). They also 
adopt rather different shapes to sandy dunes, with 
much lower angles overall, and generally steeper 
windward than lee faces. Many clay- and salt-
cemented dunes, like those in the Mojave. arc 
eroded into yardangs after cementation (Olackwcldcr 
1934) or. because their salt content discourages 
vegetation, become deeply gullied by runoff. 
Smooth crescentic lunettes, for all their striking 
shape. arc probably only a minority among lake-
shore dunes in semi-arid areas. Most have much more 
irregular plan forms (for example, Coquc and Jauzcin 
1967). 
The question of how clay, which would normally 
travel in suspension, has come to form dunes was 
asked many years ago (Coney 1909), and the answer 
was quickly discovered, although it has been clabo· 
rated since. C lay dunes, it transpired, were created 
when pellets of aggregated clay travelled by creep or 
saltation. in other words as if they were sand grains 
(Sk idmore 1986a). Because these pellets cannot travel 
far before they arc disaggrcgatcd by mechanical 
bombardment. they either form a dune close to their 
source, or arc dispersed to form a loess-like sheet 
(Chapter 4). Clay pellets travelling as sand have been 
observed to come from three sources: alluvial 
deposits, especially shortly after flooding; bare soil 
surfa.ccs; and saline depressions. This last source is 
probably U1c most prolific, and hence the one with 
which clay dunes arc most commonly associated. Clay 
dunes associated with alluvial plains have been 
described by Wasson ( 1983a,b) in the Strzelecki 
Desert of Australia. 
In salt lakes, pellets arc created by clay bonding, by 
salt-cementation, or by algal ;1ggrcgatioo. All these 
processes arc encouraged by seasona I weuin g and 
drying (Bowler 1980, 1983). The necessary environ-
ment is quite precisely defined. There must be 
seasonal or tidal flooding. A strong seasonal pattem 
is helpfu l, particularly one in which a marked dry 
season is accompanied by a wind that is strong 
enough to entmin tbc pellets and constant enough to 
carry them in one d irection, and is followed by a wet 
season in which the lake refills. bringing new 
sediment, and in which the dune is bodily cemented 
together (Bowler 1968). Clay dunes arc therefore the 
products of semi-arid rather than arid climates. Many 
clay du nes, however, arc clearly the result of multiple 
phases of forma tion, and their origin dates well back 
in the Holocene or late Pleistocene (Bowler 1983; 
Goudie and Thomas 1986). Bowler has suggested that 
tbey arc the consequence of particular climatic 
histories, for example the transition of a wet to a 
dry climate. 
COnci.USion 
~ 
This chapter has shown that there have indeed been 
immense advances in the study of dunes in the last 
decade or so. They have been due to three main 
factors: better technology df all sorts, an injection of 
Dunes 
research funds from several sources. and tbe will-
ingness of dune gcomorphologists to broaden their 
horizons to meteorology and other related disci-
plines. Their problems, none the less. arc far from 
solved. They may be closer to understanding some 
very basic dune processes, as at the toes of transverse 
dunes, but these discoveries have opened up further 
horizons of nnccrtaioty. Careful field studies of the 
basic process on larger, tb.rcc-dimcnsional features 
like linear and star dunes have brought huge 
advane<:s, but the number of these studies is still 
very few, and there are major unsolved issues. The 
perception that primary coastal dunes are complex 
morphodynarnic systems is still quite new. and will 
undoubtedly open up a great and fruitful series of 
research questions. 
FuJ f)er . reading 
There is a huge literature on dunes which has been 
greatly augmented in recent years. notably by the 
books by Pye and Tsoar (1990) and Lancaster (1995). 
Review articles on particular dune types were 
provided for star dunes by Lancaster (19l!9b) and 
for linear dunes by Tsoa r (1989). Other reviews of 
desert dune types were provided by Cooke e1 a/. 
(1993) and Lancaster ( 1994}. The role of vegetation in 
desert dune development was reviewed by Thomas 
and Tsoar (1990). Tbere has been a surge in 
publications about coastal dunes, largely in response 
to fears about their role in sea-level rise. Recent 
collections with some excellent review papers include 
those by Carter e1 at. (l992b). Bakker e1 at. ( 1990), 
Nordstrom et at. (1990) and Psuty (1988). 
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CHAPTER 6 Sand seas, dunefields and sand 
sheets 
Ter~lnology ·and~ de~nltlons 
.few sand dunes exist in isolation. Most cluster, 
sometimes in very large bodies in which there are dune 
pallems of notable regularity. These collections of 
dunes are called sund seas or dun!jiefds. Sand seas are 
also called ergs in the northern Sahara. edeyen in 
Libya. qaz in the Sahara, koum (kum) and peski in 
central Asia, and nafud (nefud) in Arabia. Other large 
bodies of aeolian sand, sand sheer:.· or streaks, have no 
recognizable dune forms, and are of greater total 
extent than the accumulations with dunes (Table 6.1 ). 
Altogether these accumulations sand seas, d une-
fields, sand sheets and streaks - account for about a 
quarter of desert landscapes. However, few sand seas 
are continuously covered with aeolian sand for they 
usually include interdune outcrops of the underlying 
rock, soil cover, or lacustrine and fluvial depOsits. 
Cooke et at. (1993) set the lower size limit for a sand 
sea at 30 000 km2 , this being an inflexion pOint on the 
distribution curve of sand-sea size given by Wilson 
(1973), and also being the size of the smallest water 
body called a 'sea'. For them. smaller accumulations 
were dunefields (Fig. 6.1 ). 
.. 
[:D~tdbufion 
Wilson (1973) found 58 sand bodies with an area 
greater than 12 000 km2 (fable 6.2). In the northern 
hemisphere there are major sand seas in the Sahara 
(Fig. 6.2a), Arabia (Fig. 6.2b). and Asia (Fig. 6.2c). In 
the southern hemisphere there are large sand seas in 
Australia (Fig. 6.2d). and southern Africa (Fig. 6.2e), 
but very much smaller sand bodies on the west coast 
of South America. 
North African sand seas cover over 2.5 x I 06 km2• 
Central Asian sand seas cover at least 750 000km2• 
Australian sand seas are now estimated to cover 
3.07 x I06 km2 (Wasson et a/. 1988), much of it 
stabilized. Thomas and Shaw (1991) reported that the 
Mega-Kalahari, which stretches from South Africa to 
the Zaire River, covered 2.5 x I 06 km2. lt is therefore 
the largest contiguous sand sea, although mostly 
stabilized. Wilson (1973) showed that the largest 
active sand sea is Rub' al Kbali in Saudi Arabia 
covering 560000km2, rising to 770000km2 of con-
tinuous active sand cover when all the adjoining sand 
seas (Jafura, Dahana and Nefud) are included. The 
propOrtion of each desert covered by aeolian sand 
varies greally from 2 per cent in North America to 
over 50 per cent in Australia (Mabbutt 1977). In the 
north polar region of Mars there are four sand seas 
totalling an area of 680 000 km2 (Lancaster and 
Greeley 1990). 
Meehan!~~ ~faect.U"l\Uiatlor( · 
To form, a sand sea or a duncfield needs a supply of 
sand. The sand is usually delivered by the wind from 
nearby non-aeolian sources: the majority of large 
sand bodies are close to the depOsits of rivers, seas or 
lakes. Sometimes. however, there is good evidence 
that sand has travelled great distances in aeolian 
transport before coming to rest in a sand sea or a 
dnnefield (fable 6.3; Fryberger and Ahlbrandt 1979). 
Wilson (1973) also showed that sand could and 
probably did travel great distances across the Sahara 
in the wind, suggesting that many of the distal sand 
seas of the Sahara (those towards the end of the 
aeolian sand paths and therefore in the southern or 
western Sahara) were formed from this far-travelled 
I 
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Table 6 .1 Fryberger aod Goudie's (1981) table of relative dune extent 
Tbar Takla Namib Kalahari Saudi Ala South North North West Average 
Makan Arabian Shan Sahara Sahara East Sahara 
A Linear dunes (l<.ll31) 13.96 22.12 32.55 85.55 
Simple and 13.96 18.91 18.50 85.85 
compound 
Feathered 
With crescentic 3.21 
superimposed 
With stars 14.34 
superimposed 
R Crescentic (total) 54.29 36.9 1 I 1.80 0.59 
Single barohanoid 8.96 ~.21 t 1.80 
ridges 
Megabarcba os 
Complex 16.65 33.70 
barchanoid 
ridges 
Parabolics 26.68 0.59 
C Stardunes 
0 Dome dunes 7.40 
9.92 
E Sheets and streaks 
F Undifferentiated 
31 .7 5 33.56 45.44 13.56 
500,000 
0~~~~~;;~~ I 
125 2 8 : 32 123 512 
Ounofields ! Sand seas 
Area (1000 km2) 
Fig. 6.1 The size distribution of major sand seas (after 
Wllson 1973). 
49.81 
26.24 
4.36 
19.21 
14.91 
0.59 
14.32 
5.34 
23.24 
6.71 
Sahara 
1.44 24.08 22.84 17.01 35.49 30.54 
1.44 24.08 5.74 2.41 35.49 23.26 
3.56 1.13 0.91 
4.02 7.32 1.46 
9.52 6.15 4.92 
27.0 1 28.37 33.3<1 14.53 19.17 24.09 
8.62 4.08 0.06 0.65 3.80 
7.18 1.98 0.92 
18.39 24.29 26. tO 12.55 18.52 16.45 
2.87 
0.86 
7.92 23.92 
0.80 
2.93 
5.00 
0.90 
67.82 47.54 35.92 39.25 45.34 304 
4.50 1. 12 
sand. rryberger and Ahlbrandl (1979) used sand 
transport equations (Chapter 2) to demonstrate that 
presem-day wind environments had the potential to 
move ·geologically significant' amounts of sand. 
Sand seas therefore occur eillter close to their 
source where significant quantities of sand arc 
injected into the aeolian system or where a climatic 
gradiem or topOgraphic barrier arrests the progress 
of far-travelled sand. 
Supply controls 
The most frequent control on the accumulation 
of large sand bodies is proximity to a sand supply. 
Non-aeolian sources may be lluvial, marine or 
lacustrine, the sand bodies occurring along river 
banks or the shores of lakes and seas. Sand seas 
close to tbe.ir sources include most of the dunefields in 
North and South America. and the sand seas of the 
western Sahara and of central Asia. In the Simpson/ 
Strzelecki sand sea in Australia. aeolian sand is 
interdigi tated with aiJuvial and lacustrine source 
material. Here. Wasson et of. (1988) a rgued that 
sand was not far-travelled, but had been dellated Q'ut 
of local non-aeolian deposits. In the north-western 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------.. ~-------------------------------------
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(a) 
(b) 
(d) 
Rg. 6.2 Maps of major sand seas (based largely on Wilson 
1973): (a) the Sahara: (b) Arabia: (c) Asia; (d) Australia: 
(e) southern Africa. 
(e) 
Sahara, Erg Chcch in Algeria derives sand from the 
alluvial deposits of the Atlas or cen tral Saharan 
mountains (Wilson 1971, 1973; Mainguet and Chemin 
1983). The Wabiba Sands of Oman derive sands from 
the deposits of a marine shelf (Warren 198!!c), and the 
duoefields in the south.:rn deserts of Iraq h:tve a local 
alluvial source (AJ-Janabi et af. 1988). In some cases, 
such as the Kalahari Desert in southern Africa 
(Thomas and Shaw 1993), sand seas have developed 
by reworking underlying deposits. some of which arc 
the remnantS of earlier sand seas. The most obvious 
ellamples of tics between local sources and sand bodies 
arc in coastal dunes (('hapter 5). 
Climatic oontrols 
Some sand seas have moved away from their source 
area or are composed of far-tra•clled sand. Their 
location is controllt!d by zones 'where a sufficrcnt 
reduction of wind energy exists along the direction of 
sand drift' (Fryberger and Ahlbrandt 1979: 454). 
Dunes move or sand is transponed as long as there is 
sufficient available wind energy. and dunes come to a 
halt and sand is deposited once the wind's ability to 
carry the sand drops. 
For sand to be removed from an area there must 
be a high resulta nt sand drift potential as well as a 
high total sand dri ft potentia l (these tenns a re 
introduced in Chapter 2). On the other hand, sand 
generally accumula tes where the overall resulta nt 
01ovcmcnt is low. This accumula tion may be in 
regions o f low total wi nd energy. but may also be in 
Sand seas, dunefields and sand sheets 
Tuh/1!6.1 World sand seas (larger than 12000km1) (after Wilson 197)) 
No. Name Area 
(k.m!) 
A" sc' so: 
Nonh A/rico 
I. Abu Moharik L 
2. Great Sand Sea 105000 L m 
3. Sudan~Qoz 240000 F m 
4. Erg Rcbiana 65000 L 
5. Erg Calanscio 62000 L 
6. Edeyro Murzuq 61000 L Q m 
7. Edeyen Ubari 62000 L m 
8 lssaouane-N-Irarraren 38500 I. 0 m 
9 Erg Oriental 192000 L 0 m 
10. Erg Occidental 103000 L 0 m 
II. firger Raoui 11000 L 0 m 
12. Erg tguidi 68000 L 0 m 
13. Erg Chech·Adrar 319000 L 0 m 
14. North Maurctanian Erg R5000 L 0 m 
15. South Mauretanian Erg 65000 F Q m 
16. Trarza and Cayor Erg 57000 F m 
17. Ouarane, Aouker. 206000 L/F 0 m 
Akle, Clc. 
18. El Mrcre 63000 L Q md 
19. IJrg Tombuctou 66000 L 0 m 
20. Erg AZ!mad 691)()() F 0 01 
21. Erg Gourma 43000 I" 0 m 
22. Wcsr Azouak 35000 F 0 1\1 
23. East Azoua.k 34000 L/F 0 m 
24. Erg Bilma(feol.-ri: 155000 L Q d 
25. l!rg Foch 13000 L 0 d 
26. Erg Djourab 45000 L 0 d 
21. ErgKanem 294000 F m 
Arabia 
28. Rub al K.hali 560000 L Q m 
29. AI Dahana 51000 L 0 m 
30. AI Jafura 57000 L 0 m 
Gaps m the table are due to absence of data. 
• Acrhity: L - active erg: F - IUed erg 
• Sand<O\l!r: 0 ~open 20-80%: Q = quas•-closed 80 100%. 
No N~mc 
31 Ramlat Wahtbah 
32. Ramlat Sabatayo 
33 AI Nefud 
34. 'Nafud complex' 
Asia 
35. Thal Dcscn 
36. Thar De.o;ert 
37 Ryn Peskl 
38. Pcski Kara-Kwn 
39. Pcsk.i Ky7yi-Kum 
40. Peski Priaralslcyc 
41. Pcski Muyunkum 
42. Peski Sary tsnikorrav 
43. Pc.<ki DW!Iotrn 
44. Taklu Makun 
4S. East Takla Mnk.an 
46. South Ala Shan 
47. North Ala Shan 
4R. South-east Ala Shan 
49. East Ala Shan 
so. West Ala Shan 
St. Ordos 
52. ·Pcski Lop Nor' 
Australia 
53. Victoria Der.crt 
54. Great Sandy 
G•bson !Xscn 
ss Simpson Desert 
SG. 'Northern D=n· 
SouthAfriN 
57. Namtb Desert 
58. Kalahan Dcsen 
Area 
(kml) 
16000 
14000 
72000 
25000 
18000 
214000 
24000 
380000 
276000 
56000 
38000 
65000 
47000 
247000 
14000 
65000 
44000 
14000 
12000 
27000 
17000 
18000 
300000 
630000 
300000 
81000 
32000 
A' 
L 
L 
L 
L 
F 
F 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
!. 
L 
I. 
L 
L 
I. 
L 
F 
F 
L/F 
F 
L 
F 
SC' so: 
Q 
0 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
d 
d 
md 
d 
m 
: lkdfonn order: m = mega·dunts predominart; d - dunts predommanr.; md- dunes predominant, some mega-dunes. 
Table 6.3 Indicators of long-distan<:r sand traasport taner 
Fryberger and Ahlbrandt 1979) 
• Sand sheeLs extending hundreds of kilormtr.:s. and 
aligned with present-day drifl resultant$ 
• llorders of sand seas that arc straight or gertty cur•rng. 
and aligned with prcseor-day drift resuiUlnr 
• Occurrence of large sand bodies in area.~ where it i~ 
un likely lhal concentration was ny other processes, i.e. 
Ouvial 
• Conversely, lack of sand bodies in wi ndy sa,d source 
areas, i.e. alluvial plains 
• Extended aeolian sand bodie< crossing drainages and hills 
• General shapes of sand seas that follow trends of present-
day resultant drift 
arc:1s of high total energy but low resultant energy. It 
ts possible to have a complell, high-energy regime in 
which total amounts of sand transport a re great. bu t 
there is no o•·crall , dominating di rection of move-
ment. An ellample is the Grand Erg Oriental near 
Ghudamis in Libya where a c<>mplell, high total 
energy, low resultant energy wind environment 
creates star dunes and where sand accumulates 
(Breed er ul. J 979b). Another approach that calcu· 
lates potential sand Oux from meteorological records 
was used by Wilson ( 1971 ) to map sand flows across 
the Sahara. He estimated ra tes o f dellation of sand 
from different types of desert surface and related 
these to calculated sand flow rates to provide a map 
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Fig. 6.3 Sand flow across the Sahara showing major source and deposition areas (after Wilson 1971; Malnguet 1978). 
which showed source and deposition areas in the 
Saharan sand seas (Fig. 6.3 ). 
In the sub-tropical desertS, high-energy wind 
environments are often found in the trade wind 
belts fringing the sub-tropical anticyclones such as 
the Arabian peninsula in Saudi Arabia, while the 
low-energy environments are found near the centre 
of high-pressure systems and in the equatorial 
doldrums (Chapter I). Thus the Sahel zone on the 
southern margin of the Sabara Desert is an area of 
low energy subject to tbe accumulation of drift from 
higher-energy Sahara in north-easterly trade winds 
(Mainguet and Cbemin 1983). Coasts are also often 
high energy environments (Eldridge 1980) so that 
material is deflated from the coastline of coastal 
deserts such as the Namib (see below) and Atacama 
and carried inland to areas of lower wind energy 
where sand accumulates. 
Topogra phic controls 
Regional climatic palteros are not the only cause of 
reduced competence of the wind to carry sand, and 
the development of sand •-eas is often related to the 
patterns of regional topography. Wilson (1973) noted 
that most sand seas lay in topographk basins. and 
terminated where there was a pronounced break-of-
slope, but sand seas also often deveDop close to upland 
areas. The topographic control of accumulation is 
therefore either a basin or an obstacle. 
Some of the more striking examples of sand seas 
that have developed in topographic basins include the 
Simpson/Stnelecki in Australia (Wasson eta/. 19~8). 
the Erg lssaouane, Algeria (Fig. 6.4; Wilson 1973), 
and the Taklimakan in China (Zhu Zhenda 1984). 
Where sand seas have accumulated close to upland 
areas, it is often because the upland area extends 
across the regional trend of sand drift, as for Cltample 
in the Algerian sand seas where a south-easterly sand 
How has brought the sand up against the highlands of 
Tinhrert and Tademait. There sand accumulations 
occur in much tbe same way as with the anchored 
dunes described in Chapter 5. Another effect of the 
intrusion of an upland into a sand stream is to force 
Lhe now to diverge and accelerate, so that sand may be 
rapid ly transponed over or round the highland area, 
and accumulation of sand is thus discouraged on the 
upland itsclf(Fig. 6.4; Wilson 1973). 
Fig. 6.4 Shuttle image of Erg tssaouane, Algeria (top left). 
a sand sea in a topographic basin. 
Episodic a ccumulation 
The temporal pattern of input of sand can very 
considerdbly a/Teet the chardCLer of a sand sea or 
dunefield. The input is frequently pulsed rather than 
continuous, so that many sand seas display complex, 
multicyclic origins. These episodes of sand input are 
sometimes a direct response to periods of greater 
aeolian activity as a result of climate change (Chapter 
8), but may also be a more indirect response to the 
activity of a non-aeolian source. Periodic activity of 
aeolian sands is well documented in the rock record 
(Loope 1985; Kocurek 1988). 
The Algodones dunefield is one of the most· 
studied of sand bodies and has been shown 
conclusively to have resulted from an episodic 
input of sand. The dunefield is elongated, being 
75 k:rn long and 8 km wide at its widest point, 
stretching from the north-west to south-east along 
the south-east border of imperial Va lley in southern 
Califomia (Fig. 6.5). Beaches of former Lake 
Cahuilla are said to be the source of sand (for, 
Sa nd seas, dunetields and s and s heets 
example, Norris and Norris 196 1; McCoy et a/ . 
1967). McCoy et a/. (1967) calculated the volume of 
sand, and estimated that the time required to 
produce the whole duoefield was 160 000 years. 
They argued for a single input of saud in Lhc 
middle Pleistocene. Subsequent work showed, bow-
ever, that Lake Cahuilla had expanded to the 
shoreline from which the sand was derived as 
recently as 750 years ago, and consequently the 
input was not a unique, one-on· event. None the less, 
supply of sand does seem to havc stopped at some 
time in the past, and Sweet eta/. (1988) estimated a 
maximum age (or the dunefield o( 37000 years and a 
minimum of 750 years. They were also able to 
calculate an average rate of adv;mce of the dunefield 
of 13.5m(IOOO yr)-1• 
Elsewhere, Blount and Lancaster (1990) reported 
that sand sources in the Gran Desi.crto of north-west 
Mexico included ancient and contemporary fluvial 
sands from the Colorado River (Fig. 6.6), littoral 
sands from the Gulf of California and local alluvial 
sources, and that there bad been at least three periods 
of sand input from these various sources, each 
producing sands with distinctive textural, minera-
logical and spectra l characteristics. 
"'l"ij 
~ Development aqd.dune .patt~ms 
"~ v ,. ' - ' ~ 
Because some sand seas are tied to their source wbile 
others have moved long distances. the distinction can 
be made between static and migrating sand seas and 
dunefields. Migrating sand Sc-dS were tcm1ed 
'dynamic' by Pye and Tsoar {1990). 
Often the centres of sand seas contain greater 
volttmes of sand. expressed as EST (estimated 
spreadout tbjckness; Chapter 5). than the margins. 
This can be manifested in a number of ways. ln some 
sand seas, dunes at the margin are smaller and less 
complex than those at the centre. Examples of sand 
seas and dunefields where this is the case include 
White Sands in New Mexico (McKee 1966). the Great 
Sand Dunes in Colorado (Fryberger eta/. 1979). and 
the Namib Sand Sea (Lancaster 1983a). There may 
also be sand sheets and zibars rather than differ-
entiated dune forms at the margin (for example, 
Algodones; Nielsen and Kocurek 1986). Sometimes 
the thinning of sand at the margins is effected by more 
widely spaced dunes or wider interdune corridors, as 
in the Saharan sand seas (Mainguet and Chemin 
1983), but in others, such as the Namib (Lancaster 
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Fig. 6.5 Map of the AlgodOIWS dunefield, southern Calif()(nla (after McCoy et al. 
1967). 
1983a), the smaller dunes arc more closely spaced 
than at the cenue of the sand sea even though the 
total volume of sand is less at the margin. Recent 
work by Bullard e1 a/. (1995) showed that even in the 
Kalahari, which is supposedly dominated by linear 
dunes, there is in fact a very comple~t pattern of dune 
forms). 
Great thicknesses of sand ore most likely to 
uccumulatc a t the centre of sand seas with complex 
wind regimes. High-energy, unimodn l and acute 
bimodal wind regimes, on the other hand , encourage 
r-.1p1d throughpu t of sand and thin sand cover. It may 
be that the greater ESTs arc in those areas where the 
local wind regime encourages accumulation while 
thinner spreads of sand arc in areas of rapid 
throughput of sand. Sand seas commonly have wcll-
delined boundaries. The sharpness of boundary. 
particularly at their downwind edge, may imply that 
they arc migrating. 
Porter (1986. 1987) aHcmptcd to develop a general 
model of dune associations within a sand sea. The 
model showed small barchanoid or transverse dunes 
:111d sand sheets at the downwind and lateral margins. 
~ibars on the trailing (upwind) edge where slower-
moving coarse sands were left. and Interiors with 
large, complex dunes. Although the model may apply 
to simple sand seas in unidirectional wind regimes. 
local environmental conditions. particularly of sand 
supply and wind regime. arc generally much more 
important in detcm1ining p:lltems of dune type 
(Chapter 5). In uddition. Fryberger and Goudie 
{198 1), for example, showed that while linear dunes 
were the most common dune type in sand S<.'liS, great 
tract~ of aeolian sand deposits were undifferentiated 
sheets (Table 6. 1). 
One striking regional-scale dune pattern that has 
caused considcmblc comment has been the so-called 
·whcclrounds' or 'whorls'. demonstrated particularly 
by the linear dunes of the southern African and 
Australian dunefields (F1g. 6. 7). but also to some 
lesser extent others in the dunes of the Sahara. In both 
southern Africa and Australia the sand seas arc 
dominated by linear dune~ almost to the e~tclusion of 
other types, and in both cases the pattern has been 
taken to indicate an anticlockwise movement of sand. 
supposedly around the continental anticyclone, 
although there has tx:cn some debate about the 
timing of the movement and the location of the 
centre of the anticyclone (Brookfield 1970; Goudie 
1970; lancaster 1981; Thomas and Goudie 1984). 
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Sand seas, duneflelds and sand sheets 
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Fig. 6.6 Mixing of dlrerent sand populattOOs •n the Gran Desierto. indiCating three sources for sand in the sand sea (after 
Blount and Lancaster 1990). 
Complex origins: the Namib Sand Sea 
The development of most sand seas is con trolled by 
some combination of the three major con trols on 
3ccumulation (sand supply, cli mate and topography). 
The Namib Sand Sea, which cover~ 34 000 km1 on the 
south-west coast of Africa. is a good example of the 
interaction of these factors. It is bounded to the south 
by the perennial Orange RJ\er and to the north by the 
epbemcr.tl Kuiscb River. lts eastern margin is the 
Great r.scarpment of the southern African plateau. 
The core of the sand sea is dominated by large. widely 
spaced, complex linear dunes. On the western. coastal 
margin there arc barchan and transverse dunes. On 
the eastern edge of the sand sea there arc star dunes 
and star dune chains (Fig. 6.8). 
There is a good body of wind data for the Namib, 
particularly for its northern margin (Lancaster e1 al. 
1984). Lancaster (1985a) used it to calcu late potential 
sand movement (using the expression Q oc V3; 
Chapter 2), which gave him pancrns of potenjial 
sand flow. This demonstrated that the southern and 
central parts of the sand sea e~tpcrienced high-energy. 
unimodal wind regime$, while further inland and to 
the nonh, regimes were lower-energy and exhibited 
greater directional variability (Fig. 6.9). 
Lancaster ( 1985a) therefore postulated that sand 
moved from higher-energy coastal and southern 
source areas NNW and NE towards lower-energy 
nonhero and ccntra.l part~ of the sand sea. Unimodal, 
bigh-cncrg)' winds at the coast created the barchan 
and transverse dunes; bimodal, lower energy regimes 
in the centre of the sand sea created the large, complex 
linear dunes; and complex wind regimes at the eastern 
margin and low-energy wind regimes led to the 
formation of star dunes. 
The northern margin of the NaiDJb sand sea iJ; 
marked by the Kui$eb River. which runs in a deep 
canyon for much of 1ls length (fig . 6. 10). Thi$ 
suggest$ that the northward progress of the dunes i$ 
checked by the canyon from which inblown sand is 
flushed by ephemeral floods (although it may al$0 be 
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Rg. 6.8 Map of dune types In the Namib Sand Sea (alter 
Lancaster 1983a). 
slowly filling with sand (Goudie 1972)). However, the 
wind data also suggest the increasing importance or 
northerly and easterly winds in the northern Namib 
(Hannsc 1982), so that it mny be that there is a 
climatic control on northward movement of sand as 
• 
Sand seas, duneflelds and sand sheets 
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Rg. 6.9 Map of potential sand now In the Namib Sand Sea 
based on wind data (from Lancaster 1985a). 
well as the topographic control provided by the 
Kuistb. Thus the Numib is associated with its coastal 
M>urce: the greatest accumulation is at the centre and 
towards the eastern margm where the wind regime 
becomes lower in energy ami more complex: and 
there is a topographic limit on its norlhward 
progress. 
Sand sheets 
Table 6.1 demonstrates that many accumulations of 
Sdnd have no differentiated dune lonns and slip faces 
are la rgely absent. These are 'sheets', 'streaks· or 
'stringers·. Occasionally, th1s lack of differentiation 
characterizes a whole sand body. but more usually the 
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Fig. 6.10 The northward advance of sand into the bed of the ephemeral Kuiseb River at the 
limit of the Namib Sand Sea. 
sand sheet is part of a larger sand sea, and most 
usually it is marginal to the dunes which dominate the 
central part of the sand sea. 
Fryberger and Goudie ( 1981) showed that these 
undifferentiated sand bodies made up 39.46 per cent 
of the extent of aeolian depositional deserts. The 
largest, the Selima Sand Sheet on the borders of 
southcm Egypt, Libya and northern Sudan, covers 
around 100 000 km2 (Jlrccd et al. 1987). Others occur 
in the Tenere Desert in Niger (Warren 1971), in Saudi 
Arabia (Holm 1960), and in the SO\lthem Namib 
Desert (Lancaster 1989a: Corbett 1993 ). Sand sheets 
also occur in cold-dimate settings where they are 
often known as cover.umds (Chapter 8). 
For the Selima Sand Sheet, Breed et a/. (1987) 
found a coarse surface layer of sand and gmvcl which 
acted as an armour apparently preventing sand from 
being mobilized into dunes. The importance of coarse 
sand has also been noted for sand sheets in Arctic 
Canada (McKenna-Neuman and Gilbert 1986), and 
deserts in Australia (Mabbutt 1980), Arabia (Khalaf 
eta/. 1984; Khalaf 1989) and California (Kocurek and 
Nielson 1986). Kocurek and Nielson (1986) identified 
four further facto.rs which seemed to be conducive to 
the fom1ation of s.mallcr sand sheets: an evenly spaced 
vegetation cover; a high groundwater table; periodic 
or seasonal flooding: and the development of surface 
crusts. All of these act to inhibit the development of 
dunes and slip faces. It is also possible that some saod 
sheets represent the erosional remnants of previous 
sand seas (FrY.bergcr et al. 1984). 
Conclusion·; 
1!( 
Careful mapping of sand seas, dunefields and sand 
sheets has become possible because of satellite 
imagery, and recent work shows that some arc close 
to the sources of their sand, while others are 
composed of sand that has travelled in the wind. 
There remain remarkably few studies of whole sand 
seas, and the development and controls of dune 
patterns within sand seas is a major area for future 
research. 
Some general discussion of the distribution of sand 
seas is to be found in McKee (1979a), and the 
chapter by Breed et al. (1979a) maps and describes 
the surface features and climatic regimes of eight 
major sand seas. Key papers on the development of 
sand seas arc those by Fryberger and Ahlbrandt 
(1979), Porter (1986, 1987) and Wilson (especially 
1973). There arc also some studies of individual 
sand seas of which the best include Wasson et al. 
(1988) on mapping sand sea attributes in Australia. 
Lancaster (1985a) on controls of sand sea fonnation 
in the Namib Desert, and Bullard e1 a/. (1995) 
on variation of dune fonn in the south-western 
Kalahari. 
,: • •• • I " ;1 
CHAt1TER 7 Dune sediments 
Gcomorphologists can learn much about dune 
processes from dune sediments, and much about 
past environments from dune sediments and from 
dust accumulated in loess. in icc-caps and on the 
ocean floor. Sadly, little is known about the sedimen-
tary characteristics of contemporary or recently active 
dunes, and most glaringly, although understandably. 
there is only a handful of studies of the internal 
structure of active dunes. This chapter introduces 
some key concepts about aeolian sand deposits, gives 
some pointers to the kind ofinforntation that they can 
give, a.nd provides some sources of further informa-
tion. Dust and loess arc dealt with in Chapter 4. 
' Clja~acteristl~ Or aeolian ~nc! ~ins: 
. mineral,ogy, :s~ar:; ·a.nd't:~ur; · · 
NinctocDth-century geologists believed that desert 
dune s.ands were golden yellow, very well rounded, 
'millet seed' quartz grains. The caricature did have 
some truth. for the vast majority of dune sands arc 
composed of quartz, as is a high proportion of coarse 
dust (including the material that makes up most loess). 
Tbis is largely because of the commonness of quartz in 
rocks and its chemical stability. Jt is not soluble in the 
Eh and pH environmenL of mosi of the terrestrial 
surface, has a crystal lattice that is very difficult for 
hydrogen ions to penetrate. and is hard enough to 
resist rapid wearing down by physical processes. Other 
rock-fonning minerals arc more susceptible to chemi-
cal weathering and only make up dune sands close to 
sources. For example, some coastal dunes. close to 
oftshore deposits derived from shelly marine filuna , 
have high proportions of calcite and aragonite 
(calcium carbonate), and some desert dunes, close to 
dry lakes in which the salts arc deposited, arc 
composed of gypsum (hydrated calcium sulphate). 
Occasionally deposits of volcanic sand act as further 
sources of aeolian sand (Edgell and Lancaster 1993). 
Silicate minerals other than quartz more readily break 
down to clay-sized particles, which, when entrained by 
the wind. arc carried as fine dust, much of which ends 
up very far from its sources in the oceans or in the soils 
of humid areas (Chapter 4). Some of these clays arc 
built into dunes. especia lly as pan-fringing lunettes 
(Chapter 5), but only when they travel in the \vlnd as 
aggrcga tes of sand si1..e. 
The early caricature of dune sands may have 
worked for mineralogy, but it was much less reliable 
about the shape of aeolian sand grains. The first 
problem in this area is the dungcrous amb1guity intbc 
word 'shape', and here it is useful to adopt Barrell's 
(1980) clarification: .!pherici1y is overall shape at a 
grain scale; roundness is shape at the scale of the edge 
of a gmin, i.e. the sharpness of edges; and surface 
texture is ~hape at a microscopic i1C3Ic. 
Thinking about the shape of aeolian grains is 
based primarily on theoretical models of bow they 
might be affected by three processes: entrainment, 
transport and attrition (though, as we shall see, 
theory has not yet begun to approach the complexity 
of real aeolian environments). ln entrainment, the 
dominant effect is said to be the angle through which 
a grain must be rotated before it can be moved. A 
long, thin particle, if upright, needs to be rotated 
through a smaller angle before it is dislodged than a 
spherical parriclc, and through a smaller angle than if 
the long particle were recumbent (Li and Komar 
1986). On the other hand, a long thin particle could 
wedge more finnly between others, and a more 
spherical (or rounder) grain would roll more easily, 
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while a long grain would have to be dragged along. 
Irregularly shaped particles (less round or wuh 
rougher surfaee textures) would have more contact 
points with others than would smooth ones. and so 
would be harder to dislod(le. Theory also suggests 
that shape affects the value of aerodynamic drag of 
larger sands (Willens and Rice 1983). but, following 
Niekling's (1988) study, it appears that shape 
differences ha'-e to be very great as between the 
platy. •helly )<1nds and the rounded, quartzose sands 
in the experiments of Willetts and Rice (1983) -
before shape bas an appreciable effect. 
Theory further sugge.L~ that there should be 
important selection processes in tr,msport. This 
might be determined by the 'reliability" of a grain. 
as defined by Winkelmolen (1971), although this 
method of measuring reliabili ty is debatable. Tn any 
case, rollabi lity is likely to affect only the coarser 
grai ns in the creep load. Lillie work has been done on 
the theory of bow grains behave in saltation or 
reptation, a lthough a crude prediction might be that 
more spherical, more rounded and smoother grains 
would travel more q uickly. The theory (and evidence) 
for anrition in transport is discussed in Chapter 2. 
The ba lance of opinion tS that grains are made more 
rounded and spherica l in transport (as they collide). 
so that far-travelled sands should be more rounded, 
while loess is not so rounded because of the lack of 
grain-to-grain contact in suspension. 
The empirical evidence shows a much more 
complex pan ern than theory predicts (Fig. 7 .I). 
Taking sphericity first, the evidence is of two kinds: 
from experiments and from field observations. As 
theory predicts. low-sphericity panicles do indeed 
have lower tJanspon ralts in experiments (all other 
things being equal), especially at high wind speed~. 
Shelly or shaley grains are less effective at dislodging 
others, are less effectively maintained in saltation. and 
have lower, longer saltation trajectories (Willetts 
and Rice 1986). However, Willetts er a/. (1982) 
found some complications in their experiments: less 
spherical sands moved at marginally higher ra tcs than 
more rounded sands in low shear, but at lower rates in 
bigh shear. Thus the cxperimentu l evidence suggests 
that the sphericity of an aeolian sand may depend 
on the wind environment which deposited it, but tha t, 
al a f11st approximation, more spherical sands do 
move more quickly, and so would be expected to 
characteri;-.e far-travelled aeolian sands. 
Comparisons of natural aeolian sands in the field 
with their reputed parent non-aeolian sands do not 
clarify the issue: when aeolian sands arc compared to 
non-aeolian ones, there arc cases in which less 
spherical grains have apparently been selected 
Fig. 7.1 Ascanntng electron microscope image of sand grains from a linear dune In the Namib 
OeserL Largest grains are approximately 200 I'm across. (Photo: Liz McClain.) 
(Stapor er al. 1983), and others in which more 
spherical grains seem to have been taken (Shepard 
and Young 1961). It is probable, following the 
experimental evidence, that selection depend> on the 
range of shapes available and on ambient wind 
conditions. 
As for roundness. the field evidence does not show 
that all aeolian sand grains are rounded. A study of 
21 600 grain.s from a variety of dune types led Goudie 
and Watson (1981 ) to the conclusion that 
·the roundness of desert quan7 dune sand ha~ been rreatly 
exaggerated in the past. Mo;t i~ <ub-rounded, and <ub-
angularity ;.,. not uncommon. Smaller grains arc molt' 
angular than larger grains and position on a dune sccm<to 
h•'~ little influence on grain <haP"' (Goudie and WaLwn 
1981; 190). 
This conclusion confirmed many earlier studies, but 
all lhe observations are of sands from a great diversity 
of aeolian environments, in some of which the grains 
had probably travelled on ly a short distance by 
aeolian transport, and o thers where they were likely 
to have been blown about a grea t deal. Some may 
have been more rounded than o thers by non·aeolian 
processes before they entered aeolian 1ransport. T hus, 
although they clca.rly show that roundneSli is a poor 
diagnostic of the aeolian environment. they do not 
resolve the question about whether aeolian transport 
increases roundness (by whatever process). Moreover. 
rounding probably occurs more in some aeolian 
environments than others. Thus Thomas (1987) 
pointed out that sand grains were likely to be much 
less rounded on linear dunes, where they were blown 
about infrequently before being incorporated into a 
fairly stable deposit, than on transve~ dunes which 
migrated down\<ind, continually exhuming and 
reworking the sand_ 
Finally, there is the surface tl'xture of aeolian ::.ands. 
When seen under a microscope. most dune sand; have 
a ' frosted' appearance. a feature that appear. to be the 
result of two processes: chemical solution and re-
precipitation of silica; and mechanical abra;ion 
(Wilson 1979). Not only do most grains experience 
both processes, at one time or anolher, but they are 
probably also mutually reinforcing, for solution is 
more efl'ectivc on newly abraded grain surfaces and on 
the small panicles that are dislodged in abrasion, and 
abrasion is more clfective on grains that have sufl'ercd 
some solution and rcprecipit.11ion (Krinslcy and 
Smalley 1972). The solubility of Rilica is considerably 
raised at high pH, and pH is generally high in dry 
environments. Frosting can indeed be produced 
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experimentally by subjecting quartz grains to saline 
solutions (McGee era/. 1988). 
Attrition in tmnspon produces characteristic 
features that can be seen in the electron microscope. 
'Upturned plates' 10 particular ar~ said to be a good 
diagnostic feature (Kaldi eta/. 1978). It may even be 
possible to relate the spacing of these plates to wind 
velocity, though the velocity on record would only be 
the last before deposition, and the technique has only 
been te.ted on grains abraded in the laboratory 
(Wellendorf and Krinsley 1980). Le Ribauh (1978) 
also idenllfied ·crescent-shaped impact features· with 
sharp edges as diagnostic of wind-transported 
particles. 
The last element of the nineteenth-century carica-
ture of dune sands was their colour. To say that most 
dune sands arc red or deep yellow is not far from the 
truth, though it is certainly not true to say that all 
dune sands have these colours. The red colour comes 
from staining with iron oxide, giving redness of 
varying intensity (Gardner and Pye 1981). The colour 
seldom extends through a whole column of sand, 
being most commonly in tltc upper layers of a profile. 
Wasson ( 1983a) reported that the red coating wa> 
composed of iron with mixtures of the clay minerals 
kaolinite. illite and montmorillonite. These pigments 
aHach themselve> more readily to quam.., and this is 
part of the explanation for the commonness of red 
sands. since quart;. is the commonest mineral in dune 
sancl~. 
There has long been debate about the origin of the 
iron oXJde (Walker 1979). some seeing it as having a 
source within the grains themselve.~ (Norris 1969) and 
others believmg it to have been added in dust 
(Bo"man 1982). It is likely that it is sometime.~ 
endogenous and sometimes exogenous. but consider-
ing the widespread existence of desen varnishes on 
rock surfaces (Dom and Oberlander 1982). now 
thought to be derived largely from iron in dust, 
exogenous sources arc probably tlte more important. 
Some authorities have claimed that dunes become 
redder as distance from the source of their sand 
increases, but this ha~ been disputed with empirical 
data by Anton and !nee (1986) who argued that 
transport would abrade a red coating. None the less, 
in the Namib Sand Sea. sand farther from the sou rce 
has been relatively stable for longer, so that star dunes 
of the eastern margin are indeed redder than the 
transverse dunes of the west coast (Chapter 6: 
Lanc:a~ter 1989a). ln this environment. redness has 
developed once the sand is 1ransported away from its 
marine or alluvial source. for even if some redness is 
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knocked ofr m transport, more accumulates. Others 
claim that redness increases with the age of the sand. 
especially if it has been only slightly mobile, although 
older ~nds could well also be lbose furthest from 
their source. 
Weathering 10 redness requires bigh Eh (oxidizing) 
and high pH (alkaline) condit1ons, both of wbicb are 
common in aeolian sand.~. Local concen1ra1ions of 
ions, such ;u calcium or magnesium. probably 
accelerate reddcnang (Gardner and Pye 1981). 
Where these cond1110ns arc satisfied. deep redness 
may develop wubin 5000 years, bu1 because of 
variation~ in the various controls, the rale of red-
dening must vary widely from place lo place (Pyc 
1983). Neverlhclcss, I his means tbat only fairly stable 
land surface$ can redden thoroughly. The world's 
rcddesl dunes are indeed found in sand seas domi-
naled by more s1ablc dune types. This s1abili1y may 
cilhcr be because levels of activily bave d ropped and 
dunes have become relatively less mobile as in lhe 
Kalahari and Australian dcscrls. or because the 
dynamic nature of the dunes is such that sand is not 
moved long dista nces in shon times: active transverse 
dunes arc mrely composed of red sands because 
grains are lransported too frequently for iron oxide 
coa tings 10 develop. whereas the sand on much Jess 
mobile linear or star dunes is frequently red. 
Although red ness is very common. i1 is not the only 
colour of dune sands. Pale. buff or even while sands 
arc found in some areas, lhcsc being composed mostly 
of halite. gypsum or calcite, bu1 occasionally e~-cn of 
very fresh quant. Some dune sands contain variable 
proporlions of dark grams, which are moslly heavy 
minerals such as magnclilc, and some dune sands, 
e<pccially on coaslal dunes, may be darker as a rcsuh 
of 1hc incorpOration of organic mauer. 
Size 
The wind is highly si7e-scleclive. picking a few sizes of 
gmin> in preference to others, and picking them 
aocording 10 con1rob such as velocily and 1urbulcnce. 
II is com para lively ea~y. if somewhat laborious. to 
collocl sand samples, and laser granulomelers now 
make analysis much quicker I han I be older method of 
sieving. Conseq ucn1ly. I here is a surfcil of reports of 
grain sit.e daHl. Oflen. however. lhcse s1udies have 
been marred by poor experimental mel hods, 1enuous 
relalionship to theory. and inadequalc sampling 
frameworks, and 1bc results arc given for dispa rate 
and poorly loca1cd samples. Despite these reserva-
tions, a very large body of informalion aboUI grain 
size variations on dunes is now available. 
The underlying pnnc1plc of grain size analysis is 
1ha1 different gcomorpholog~cal processes manu-
faciUre dcposils wilh different grain sit.c dislributions: 
in other words. each scdimcmary environment bas 
its o"n grain si.1.e ' fingcrprin1· Udden (1914) and 
Wcn1wonh (1922) were among lhc first 10 nolc that 
grain size dislributions appeared 10 be log-normal, 
allhough. as Visher (1969) poinlcd out. no salls-
factory explanalion has been forwarded for this 
phenomenon. Krumbein (1938) developed lhe 'phi 
scale' lo accommodate the log-normal distnbullons. 
such thai: 
grain siL.c in phi (¢) ~ log2 d 
where d is the grain size in mm. Characteristicall y. 
when grain size distribtuion in phi (f/1) units is ploucd 
on cumulative ari1hmc1ic prob<~bility paper the 
distribution approximalcs a slraight line. Mean, 
median, standard deviation (sorting). skewness and 
kurtosis. oflen calculated using formulae from Folk 
and Ward (1957), are the dcscriplive slulistics most 
frequently reported for dune sunds (Table 7. 1). Note 
tbat finer samples have higher phi values of mean 
gnun size. and I hal skew 1owards co:1rscr grains gives 
positive values. 
lt is usual for a combinalion of d ifferent processes 
to prevail in a sedimentary environmcnl so thai most 
samples rcprescn1 the mi~ing of several populations. 
Mi!ing is demons1ra1cd by a series of slrdighl lines 
on a cumulative probabili1y plol , each wilh its 
own gradient (Fig. 7.2; Visher 1969). The mixing of 
Tahle 7. 1 Grnin ~;.., par~mc1crs (aflcr Folk and Ward 1957) 
Graphic Me:tn {M,) 
M11 = (f>16 + ¢SO + ¢84)/3 
Inclusive Graphic Standard Dcvialion (u1) 
o1 = {¢84 ot6)/4 + (4>95 - ¢S)/M 
Inclusive Graphic Skewness (Sk1) 
Sk _ ¢16 + o84 + 2¢50 ¢5+ ¢9S 2¢ 50 
1
- 2(¢84 - ¢ 16) + 2 (q~9S - ¢5) 
Graphic Kurtosis (Ko) 
Ko "' (</>95 - ¢5)/2.44(¢15 - ¢ 25) 
where ,Pn is 1he groin size in ¢ (phi) unil~ of pnrliclcs of the 
lllh cenaile on I he cumu lative frequency dislribution. 
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Fig. 7.2 Cumufalive probability plots of grain size for three 
samples from a Namib linear dune. 
grain size populations is most slrikingly seen in bi-
~odal dis1ribu1ions in dune sand>, abou1 which there 
~s a ':'"nsiderable lileraturc (Taira and Scholle 1979). 
Lag dcposns are one oftbe types of aeolian sand I hal 
arc commonly bimodal. Crocker (1946) reported bi-
modal scdimeniS in lhe deftalionary corridors 
bet~-cen linear dunes in tbe Simpson Desert. Aus-
traha. and Warren (1972) de:.cnbcd bimodal zibar 
sands in ~he Tenere D(sen. In the Tenere, it could be 
hypothes1zed thai larger grains shield 1he smaller the 
two m~es tx:ing ar~und 350 pm ( 1.5 phi) and. 12S 11m 
(3.0 ph1) , whtle the mlermcdialc grains arc removed 
f~o~ and blown downwind 10 aocumulatc in dunes. 
S1m1lar processes may opcra1c on transverse dunes 
(V_mcent 1984) and on linear dunes (Polk 197Jb). and 
eVIdence bas been found in relicl Kalahari Sands 
(Bmda and Hildred 1973). 
Ob~~tions 10 the usc of grain size 10 diseriminalc 
depos1110nal environments have frequcnl ly been 
vo1ocd. One group of objcc1ions has been to 1hc 
use of log-nom1al lransfomunions. The a rgumen1 
here IS 1ha1 gr~in size distributions arc not Jog· 
normal aQ al.l (Fnedman 1961), so thai iu rocent yc;Jrs 
there has been a move in some quaners away fr9m 
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Fig. 7.3 Log-hyperbolic ptot of grain size for lhe cres1 
sample plolted '" Rg. 7.2. 
lhc_ C~lulative frequency plot of log-transformed 
gram s1zc paramelcrs expressed in phi units towards 
lhe use of log·bypcrbolic pl01s (Bagnold 1937: 
B:~gnold and Barndorff-Nielsen 1980; Barndorff-
Nielscn et a/. 1982; Hartmann and Chris1ianscn 
1988) or skew log-Laplaoc distribulions (Fiellcr er aJ. 
1984: 1-1enlcy el a/. 1987). Log-hyperbolic pl01s 
rcqu~rc both grain size and grain frequency scales 
to be transformed logari1bmically. When the lrans-
fomled data are plotted a hyperbolic curve is 
pr~uced. and the curve can then be described by 
usang a number of parameters. The skew log-Laplace 
approach also uses log-log transforms but ils 
supp_oners claim 1ha1 il is a simplified method. Tbc 
relat1vc meri1s o f lhe approaches have been widely 
debated. for cxa~p_lc by Wyrwoll and Smyth (1985, 
1988) und Chnst1ansen and Hartmann (1988). 
Wyrwoll and Smytil (1985) claimed 1bat log-normal 
1ra nsforms were s1lll the mos1 effective tool. 
~hrllever their shorlcomings tbcy will remain 
Wl~le!y used so as to maintain comparabilil y with 
CXISimg data. 
The second objection is even more radical. Some 
nulhori ties believe that it is simply not possible 10 
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discnminate scdimcnmry environments using grain 
siLe distributions. whatever the statistical method for 
transforming the data (Shepard and Young 1961; 
Moiola and Weiser 1968; Mclaren 1981). Mclaren 
(1981) believed that grain size distributions were 
controlled far more by the nature of the source of the 
sediment than by the particular mode of transport or 
the environment of deposition, and his conclusion 
was that 'a grain si.t.c distribution cannot. by itself. 
identify the environment of deposition with any 
certainty' (McLaren 1981: 623). 
Notwithstanding this pes~imism, it docs appear 
that aeolian sands do have distinctive characteristics. 
Size, though not diagnostic, is at l~t characteristic. 
Aeolian sands arc frequently finer, beller sorted and 
less positively (coarse) skewed than glacial, fluvial or 
marine deposits. Goudie et a/. (1987) reported an 
average mean grain size for 1289 desert dune samples 
of 2.32 phi (200 1-1m) with average sorting of 0.53 phi. 
Lancaster's ( 1987b) samples from the crests of zibar, 
star and crescentic dunes in the Gran Desierto were all 
in the raoge 2.07 ·2.90 phi (134 238j.<m). Ahlbrandt 
(1979) reported data for 29 1 coastal dune samples nnd 
17$ inland dune samples which showed the inland 
dunes to have a greater range of mean grain size and 
sorting values. although all samples were still within a 
relatively restricted range of 2.0- 3.0 phi ( 125-
250 11m). Furthermore, it is commonly found that 
where sand of this si:te fraction is available. it is this 
which is used for dune building, and that because such 
u restricted siLC range is used. aeolian deposits arc 
always moderately to well sorted. They arc also oficn 
slightly posiuvcly (coarse) skewed. Kurtosis is the 
least significant of the Folk and Ward parameters for 
discriminating aeolian sediments from others and 
from each other. 
Pattems of grain size 
Despite the objection~ of workers li ke McLaren, there 
arc still many geomorphologists and sedimentologists 
who believe that there arc recurring patterns of grain 
si:te in aeolian environments. Because saltation seems 
preferentially to carry grains around 2.0 phi (125 j.IIII), 
these are removed from source sediments and carried 
onto dunes. Dune sediments arc indeed usua.lly finer 
than the surrounding interdunes, and sands on crests 
are generally finer than those tower on windward 
slopes. Coarse grains arc transported down the lee 
slope by slip-face ;walanching, and basal slip-face 
sands arc consequently frequent ly coarser than crest 
or mid slip-face sands (Bagnold 1941). 
The panern in which s:&nds on crests are finer than 
those lower on a dune is especially "ell-developed on 
transverse and barchan dunes, where it has been 
attributed to the transpon or coarser material around 
the dune rather than over it (e.g. Hastenrath 1967: 
Warren l976a: Lancaster 1982). But Watson (1986) 
found a rather less clear pattern on a Saudi Arabian 
barchan, even though the finest sample was still at the 
crest. Rather more distinctive was the description of 
Bamdorlf-Nielsen eta/. (1982) of the increase in grain 
size from 208 11m (2.27 phi) at the upwind base to 
2251lm (2.15 phi) at the crest of a dune ru1d then a fall 
in grain size again on the lee ~lope. 
Three different patterns have been described on 
linear dunes: finer crest. coarser crest and no 
difference. T he no difference pattern is mre, although 
Sneh a.nd Weissbrod reported that "top to bottom 
changes in the mean, skewnes~ and kurtosis are not 
significant enough to be able to distinguish between 
them ... Tbe only tool which docs enable distinction 
between the two stope types seems to be the sorting of 
the grain population' (Sneh and Weissbrod 1983: 
723). Buckley (1989) also found that data ~tggrcgated 
from several Australian sand seas showed only very 
slight variations in grain ~i:t.e, and Warren (1971) 
reported data from a scif east of Adrar Madel in 
Niger which showed no change in grain si7c over most 
of the dune. 
Finer-crest linear dunes arc typical of the Namib 
Desen (Watson 1986; Livmgstone 1987; Lancaster 
l989a). Although the range of grain sizes on these 
linear dunes is smal~ the crest.~ are composed of sand 
which is generally finer. bener sorted and less coarse-
skewed than base sands (Fig. 7 .4). Just as with 
transverse and barchan dunes. the explanation may 
well be that coarser grains arc too heavy to be carried 
in saltation up the windward slope. By contrast, work 
in the Kalahari Desert (Thomas 1988) and in the 
Australian deserts (Wasson l983b) suggcst.ed that 
crest sands are coruser although bencr sorted than 
related dune-slope and interdune sands. These differ· 
ences may well be attributable to the nature of source 
material, for if the source is finer than the preferred 
size of the saltation load, a coarser-crest pan ern could 
be expected. 
Several workers have argued that the variations 
found across dune cross-profiles represent discrete 
g rain size populations. Bagnold (1941). for instance, 
believed that dunes could be divided into three 
components; crest, plinth and interdune. However, 
work by Watson (1986) on a Namib tinear dune 
showed that grain size changes progressively across 
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Fig. 7.4 Variation or grain size parameters over a Namib 
linear dune (after Uvlngstone 1987). 
t~e. dune, and his lindings were confirmed by 
LIVIngstone (1987) who described statistically signifi· 
cant changes of grain size every 20-30m on the dune 
cross-profile. Variations of this kind across dune 
pro_files. as wcU as temporal change related to wind 
regmtc changes (Livingstone 1989b), mean that 
considerable caution must be exercised in comparing 
supposedly representative results. and show clearly 
~ha~ si_nglc sam~lcs c.-an rarely be a satisfactory 
10d1cauon of gra1n size on dunes. 
Variations in grain size at the scale of sand seas 
and dunefields have also been reported. \Vh1le most 
dunes are made of fine sand and are weU sorted, a 
pattern at the scale of a dunefield has sometimes 
bee~ detected. This is of increased fining. better 
sortmg and decreasing skewness in the direction of 
sand transport. In the Namib, for example. there is a 
gcn:ral south-to-nonh fining and Improvement of 
sortmg,_ but overlaid on this paucrn there is a body 
of rclanvely coarse. poorly sorted sand at the coast 
wh~rc marine sediment is being brought onshore to 
be mcorporated into the dunes (Fig. 7.5; Besler 1980· 
Lancaster and Oilier 1983; Lancaster 1989a). In th~ 
south-west Kalahari a pattern of progressively finer, 
better sorted and less skewed sand in Lhe overa ll 
direction of transport has also been t-onlinncd 
(Lancaster 1986). Goudie e1 a/. ( 1987) fitted trend 
surfaces to grain size data for the Wahiba Sands in 
Oman, and found a complex pattern, although tjley 
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Fig. 7.5 Spalla! variability of grain size (phi scale) In the 
Namib Sand Sea (after Lancaster 1982). 
believed that there was a tendency for sands to 
become finer and better sorted with distaoce away 
rrom the source. However, grain size patterns are not 
always clear. Sharp's (1966) work in the Kelso 
~unefi_eld i~ California demonstrated that a distinc-
tiVe s1ze distribution became established after the 
sand had been transported about 15 km a relatively 
short distance when compared to tra~port across 
san~ seas, .a~d Buckley (1989) suggested thai 
reg1onal vanat1on in lhe cent ral Australian dune-
fields was slight. 
Intern~! structure of aeoliaiutun~ 
~or the gcomorphologist, knowledge about tlte 
mternal stn1cturc of contemporary, active dunes 
would be of considerable value in elucidating modes 
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of dune formation. The information would also 
proVIde analogues for scdimentologists studying 
dunes in the ancient sedimentary record. Regrettably 
the logi~ucal problems of cutting through active 
dunes and of supporting sections in dry sand have 
proved overwhelming; even wetted sand tends to 
collapse. There arc consequently very few published 
sections showing the mternal structure of an entire 
contemporary. desert dune cross- or long-profile, 
although rcocnt advances in the usc of ground-
penetrating radar arc promismg, at present providing 
information about structures to a depth of about 5 m 
(Schenk et ul. 1993). Notable exceptions arc in the 
systematic work of McKee (1979c) in his study of a 
range of dune types. Most studies have relied on a few 
observations ncar the surface. Often it has been left to 
scdimentologists, either working on a ncient aeolian 
deposits in the geological record or developing 
mathematic.,) and software models, to conjecture 
upon the internal structure of con temporary dunes. 
Much useful informauon, summari:t.ed by Kocurek 
(1991), bus come from these sources. 
Sedimentary stn1ctures arc the resuh of distinct 
sedimentary events. With each sand-moving event a 
single layer of sand. or lamina, is created, usuall y only 
a few millimctres thick. As the wind speed rises 
beyond the threshold for sand movement it picks up 
the fin~t sand g.ra1ns first. so that each lamina is finest 
at the bottom and becomes coarser towards the new 
top surface. 
There are three modes in which aeolian sand is 
deposited and hence three types of aeolian deposi-
tional surface (Bagnold 1941: Hunter !977a ). On 
rippled surfaces bedload grains moved by creep come 
to nest m sheltered pcxitions such as the Icc slopes of 
npples or between adjacent grains. Bagnold (1941) 
termed this mode of deposition accretion and Hunter 
(1977a) called it Ira€ tiona/. These deposits tend to be 
packed 'cry closely, and hence form very firm 
surfaces. The coarsest grain~ often concentrate at 
the upper pan of ripple Icc ~lopes so that there is clear 
siYc grading of the deposits. sometimes so striking 
that it is called 'pin-stripe' bedding (Fryberger and 
Shenck 1988). This process has now been modelled by 
Anderson and Bunas (1993). Accretion or tractional 
deposits generally characterize the lower slopes or 
plinths in dune landscapes and have low angles 
(usually less than 15" ), hut some arc also found on 
the crests of tra nsverse dunes. 
Mo~t other aeolian deposition is in the zone of flow 
~paration in the Icc of dune crests. Deposition here 
due to the rapid decrease of the transpprting capacity 
of the wind was termed sedimentation by Bagnold and 
grainfa/1 deposition by Hunter. Grainfall deposits 
show rather indistinct lammation and intermediate 
packing. The third type of deposition IS due to the 
avalanching of slip faces when tbcy arc built to an 
angle greater than the angle of repose for sand 
(Chapter 5). These were termed tncroorhme/11 tleposlls 
by Bagnold: a single lamina of th1s kind of deposit 
was called a sum/flo>~ crass-stratum by Hunter. These 
Icc-slope processes generally produce high-angle beds 
with dips around 30' 34 (Chapter 5). Individual 
sandflow bminae tend to be wedge-shaped, tapering 
upwards; they ~tre loosely packed, and frequently 
show coarser grains towards the base of the slip face. 
because the coarse grains outpace the finer groins in 
the downslope flow. 
As an active transverse dune migrates downwind. 
sand is eroded from the windward ~lope and 
deposited in grainfall and sandflow deposits on the 
lee slope. These high-angle deposits facing downwi nd 
are called foreRets, and this form of st mtificntion is 
termed crass-bedding (or croJS·Strata). The great 
majority of sand dune depo$its consist of this kind 
of bedding, and indeed these structures nrc considered 
a diagnostic feature of dune sands in the scdimcnl:lry 
record (Fig. 7.6). The windward slopes of dunes, 
especially but not solely of tramvcrsc dunes, nne 
usually capped with a thin layer of topset bed~. which 
are tractional deposits. with charactcristica.lly thm. 
closely packed laminae. These deposit~ some:imes 
include ripple-scale cross-bedding 
This ideal pattern can be compared with section~ 
described from field sites. The ev1dencc from a 
number of sections from contemporary, active 
dunes was reviewed by McKee (1979c). The review 
included the results of his own section from a 
transv-erse dune at White Sands National Monument, 
'ew Mellico (McKee 1966). The diagram (Fig. 7.7) 
shows the high-angle foreset beds of the former slip 
faces and the much lower-angle topset beds with 
ripple cross-bedding created by npple migration on 
the windward slope. McKee (1979c) also reported 
sections for barchan, parabolic. dome, linear and ~tar 
dunes. 
For anything to remain of dunes in the sedimentary 
record. there must be net deposition. Most dunes 
move on and are replaced by another one and leave 
no deposits. Occasionally. however, erosion cuL~ 
across the deposi ts of an earlier dune, and the next 
dune migra tcs over the eroded remnant of the one 
before (Fig. 7.8). The surfncc between the older and 
newer dune is called a bounding surfuce. The surface is 
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Fi~ 7:6 Dune structures revealed In a late Pleistocene aeollanlte. the cemented remnant of a 
cllmb1ng dune, In Saurashtra, India. (Photo: Andrew Goudie.) 
seldom horizonUII, in which case each subsequen t 
dune is forced to climb over the one before. This is 
known as bedform climbi11g (Rubin and Hunter 1982). 
If the angle of climb is great enough. it equals the 
angle of the dune's windward slope, and entire dunes 
arc then preserved in the sedimentary record. More 
usually the dis!Jiocc between these bounding surfaces 
is srnnll, and ooly a small fraction of each dune is 
preserved. 
Based on work on dunes .in the geological record. 
several authors have argued that there is a hierarchy 
of bounding surfaces (Brookfield 1977; Kocurek 
1981; Rubio and Hunter 1982), but there has been 
some debate about the origin and classification of 
these. Stokes (1968) believed that bounding surfaces 
represented deOat.ion surfaces whose level was deter-
mined by the local water-table. His argument was that 
sand was removed to this Je,-cl, funher removal be1ng 
inhibited by moisture. Others have argued more 
recently that these bounding surfaces could be 
developed by more straightforward processes of 
dune migration and sediment accumulation. 
Based on earlier work, Kocurek (1991) reviewed 
recent developments, and outlined a three-order 
hierarchy of bounding surfaces. In this scheme 
third-order surfaces result from some change i~ 
external control, such as the di rection of migration, 
during the deposition of a cross-strata set. Second-
order bounding surfaces are the result of the 
migration and climb of smaller dunes on a larger 
dune, and li~t-order surfaces are created by the 
passage of dunes of tbe same size over each other as 
described above. Kocurek (1988. 1991) funhcr argued 
that another type of surface might exist in the 
sedimentary record, and termed it a super-s11rface. 
This is a break in sedimentation brou2ht about 
when conditions cease to be favourable-for dune 
dc•'Ciopment. 
The internal structure of linear dunes has proved 
the focus of considerable attention, not least because 
Metru 
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Fig. 7.7 Internal structure of an actrve transverse dune at White Sands National Monument New Mexico (after McKee 
1966). • 
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MIGRAnON DIRECTION 
Fig. 7.8 Cross·strata resulting from bedform climbing by 
migrating transve~se dunes (after KocureK 1991). 
of conflicting views of linear dune development 
(Chapter 5). T he discussion usually begins with 
Bagoold's (1941) deduction of internal structure 
from his understanding of the dynamics of linear 
dunes, which produced a model of high angle cross-
beds dipping symmetrically away from the dune crest. 
McKee and! Tibbins ( 1964) seemed to confirm 
Bagnold's model when tbey described lhe pits tbat 
they bad dug in a dune near Sebhab Oasis in south-
west Libya. Their dune. which was aligned roughly 
(b) 
east- west, was subjected to a diurnally bi-directional 
wind regime such that winds blew from the soutb·east 
in tbe morning and north-east or north-west in the 
afternoon. To study the structure, they pumped water 
from a truck onto tbe dune. The wetness held the sand 
together and allowed them to dig pits. They found 
that all the beds dipped away from the crest. although 
they believed that the bedding also showed some 
evidence of lateral shift of lhe dune towards the north. 
Two studies have challenged this rather simplistic 
model of symmetrical structures. rn the first. Tsoar 
(1982) reported structures which fortuitously became 
visible in wet sand at the surface of a linear dune 
after heavy rain and subsequent wind erosion 
(Fig. 7.9a). Because his study dune meandered 
(Fig. 5.24a), deposition took: place obliquely to the 
long axis of the dune at an angle of 20"-25• . Tsoar's 
description of internal structure therefore included 
these moderate-angle beds as weU as slip-face and 
topset beds. 
The second challenge comes from those who believe 
that linear dune structures are not in fact symmetrical 
as Bagnold deduced, \x-cause the duoes often exist in 
bimodal wind regimes in which the modes are of 
Fig. 7.9 Internal structure of linear dunes as inferred from a range of evidence by: (a) Tsoar (1982): and (b) Rubin and 
Hunter's (1985) model of McKee and Tibbitts· (1964) data. 
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Fig. 7.10 Diagrammatic representation of dip angle and 
direction. The circles show compass direction of dip and 
angle of dip as distance from the centre (outer circle is a 
dip of 40•). The histograms show the frequency of 
occurrence of dip angles (after Ahlbrandt and Fryberger 
1980). 
different magnitude. In these regimes the dunes 
migrate lateraUy, albeit at a mucb slower rate than 
that at which tbey extend (Chapter 5). Rubin and 
Hunter (1985) noted that linear dunes were rarely 
recognized in lhe geological record. They hypothe-
sized that Hnear dunes in asymmetrically bimodal 
wind regimes produced cross-beds which dipped 
predominantly in one dip d irection, and they reinter-
preted tbe information which McKee and Tibbitts 
(1964) bad gleaned from their pits (Fig. 7.9b). Rubin 
and Hunter's belief was that 'many of tbe aeolian 
sandstones that have been attributed to transverse 
dunes were deposited by dunes that would be called 
longitudinal or linear dunes in modern deserts' 
(Rubin and Hunter 1985: 156). 
Dune sediments 
The internal structures of dune deposits may be 
furtber alfccted by syo- or post-depositional changes 
brought about by the presence of water, icc, vegeta-
tion, roots or burrowing animals or by pre.~sures of 
overburden or seismic shock. Some of the resulting 
structures in aeolian sands were described from tbe 
White Sands National Monument by McKee et af. 
(1971). 
Although internal structures are rarely simple, a 
number of studies have reconstructed sand-flow 
patterns in the past on tbe premise that the high-
angle beds represent former slip faces and are 
therefore forcsets dipping in the direction of sand 
transport. Ablbraodt and Fryberger (1980) used 
about 1000 dip angle and di rection measurements 
for beds within knOY."ll dune morphologies and deep 
sections in forn1erly active dunes in tbe Nebraska 
Sand Hills to determine past drift directions 
(Fig. 7.10). Glennie (1970, 1972, 1983, 1985) also 
used plots of dip angle and direction to distinguish 
transverse from linear dunes in sandJ>tones, although 
his interpretation of linear dunes as forming in 
unimodal parallel wind regimes was subsequently 
challenged by Steele (1985). Further, in the light of 
work by Rubin and Hun ter (1985, see above), linear 
dunes should not be relied on invariably to produce 
symmetrically bimodal dipmetcr plots. 
Much of the nineteenth-century caricature of aeolian 
sands has been overturned by subsequent studies. 
In recent years. alongside a general increase in the 
body of information about aeolian sands, two themes 
have become particularly important. The first, which 
is not unique to aeolian geomorphology, is the 
necessity to agree a metl10d for representing the 
pattern of grain sizes present in a sample. The second 
concerns the internal structure of dunes. Much of 
what is known is based on studies of ancient dune 
sediments, so that links between sediments and 
processes are often little more than informed con-
jecture. Sedimentologists studying those ancient 
deposits rely on contemporary, geomorphological 
irwestigations to explain dte processes responsible for 
the bedding patterns. Despite these reservations, 
much has been discovered about the characteristics 
of aeolian sand in recent years, both as a consequence 
of single-dune studies (Chapter 5) and as a resu lt of 
the endeavours of sedimentologists. 
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~·· Furth~-reading 
Ther.: is a plethora of studies of grain size. Living-
stone (1987) and Watson ( 1986) discussed variation 
on single dunes, while Lancaster's studies of th~ 
Namib (Lancaster 1989a) and south-west Kalahan 
(Lancaster 1986) covered variations at the scale of a 
sand sea. Kocurek (199 1) reviewed knowledge about 
the internal stru~turc of desert dunes, and Goldsmith 
(1985) discussed CQastal dunes. OLher key papers arc 
those hy Hun ter (1977a) and Rubio and Hunter 
(1982). Gardner and Pyc (1981) discussed the red 
colour in dune sands. 
t 
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CHA'PTER 8 Palaeoenvironments 
lnfioductlon 
Tbe Earth's most imposing aeolian landfonus arc 
inherited rather than products of con temporary 
processes. This chapter discusses these features. 
concentrating on the types of environment that 
enabled their development and how they can be 
dated. Detailed chronologies and the nature of 
dcposit:s that have lost their surface fonn and been 
incorporated into sedimentary rock arc mentioned 
only in passing. 
An appraisal of Lhe aeoli an inheri tance, however. 
cannot avoid a discussion of the difllculty of 
distinguishing it from current ly active landfonns. 
Although there is no doubt about the great age and 
presen t inactivity of many aeolian features, there is a 
substan tial minority where it is not easy to separate 
inert legacy from actively accruing capital. The con-
temporaneity of very large dunes, which is <fucusscd 
below, is an example of this kind of debate. As in 
many o ther environments, geomorphologists must 
always be alert to facile assumptions. either that a 
feature is the work only of currently active processes. 
or that it is an inert inheritance. 
Loess is a very extensive and distinctive palaeo-
aeolian deposit, which because of its origin as dust is 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
Windiness, dryness and ileollan sedtm'ent 
mcwemen! in . tf1e ~st ' • • 
Graphic evidence of Lhe intensity of aeolian activity 
duriog the Pleistocene is found in carefully dated icc 
cores from the crest of the Green land icc-cap 
(Fig. 8.1). They show that the atmosphere in• the 
Late Glacial Maximum, 18000 years ago. was 40 
times dustier than it is today, but also that there were 
abrupt alternations, before and since that time, 
between extremely dusty and relatively dust-free 
periods, as at the present (Taylor e1 a/. 1993). 
At least some of this inordinate dustiness must have 
been the result of much greater windiness, if we are to 
believe models of ice-age climates (on Global Climatic 
Model.s. or GCMs). using inferred climatic par-
ameters for that period. In one model . ice-age wind 
velocities arc 24 per cent greater in the northern 
hemisphere than at present in winter, and 124 per cent 
greater in summer: in the sou Lhem hemisphere they 
arc 17 per cent greater in both seasons (Newell et at. 
1981). The escalation of wind action must also have 
been strongly stimulated by greater aridity, for there 
is ample evidence that there were also changes in 
rainfall and evaporation in the Pleistocene (Williams 
1994). Even changes in the periodicity of dry and wet 
spells must have bad an effect (Wasson 1984). But 
although a change in one factor alone (windiness. 
aridity or variability in aridity), if great enough, could 
itself have initiated a period of intense sediment 
movement by wind. it is more likely that complex 
mixes of smaller changes initiated most of them. A 
further complication is that Lhc dated field evidence 
shows that few climate changes affected the whole 
globe at once in the same way, and tbat changes in one 
climatic parameter were seldom in step with others. 
Some of the mist is clearing. for there is now good 
evidence that the major climatic shifts followed the 
same kinds of 'Milankovitch' rhythms tha t t riggered 
changes in other geomorphological processes. T hese 
rhythmic changes are produced by variations in the 
orbita l eccentricity, precession and axial obliquity of 
the Earth. which combine to vary the overall solar 
input and its distribution between hemispheres. and 
thus to produce quasi-regular climate cycles (Fig. 8.2; 
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Fig. 8.1 Yearly averages of elect~cal conductivity (related to dust content) of a core at the summit of the Greenland Ice-
cap (after Taylor et al. 1993). The core shows remarkable (and sudden) alternations between the dusuness of cold 
periods and the relatively clear skies of interglacoal peroods. 
Dawson 1992). A great rangeofevidencc, particularly 
from deep-sea core~. in wh1ch the presence or absence 
of aeolian sediments is a crucial element , shows that 
there was a major climate change about 2.4 million 
)·ears BP, when precession cycles began to dominate. 
and Earth began to cool. High-frequency. low-
amplitude changes dominated from 1.8 to 0.9 million 
years 8P, afier which lower-frequency but higher-
amplitude changes were much more marked (Williams 
1994). Superimposed on these global patterns. inter-
actions of the various rhythms produced diO'erent 
types of change at diO'erent times and in different parts 
of the globe. 
At 125 000 years BP and ag:tin at 9000 }ears BP, for 
example. the northern hemisphere was evidently 
warmer in summer and cooler in winter than it is 
now, because of changes both in the perihelion and 
the lilt of Earth's axis. This may have strengthened 
!he northern tropical monsoon circulation, and thus, 
by increasing rainfall in the monsoon zones, could 
have decreased the movement of dunes and the 
producti on of dust from places like the West African 
Sahel. But , by desiccating the northern continental 
deserts, as in China, the snme set of changes probably 
increased sand movement and dustiness there (Kutz-
bach 1989). Changes like these may be part of the 
explanation ofwby, in gcneml, the dustiest periods of 
the Upper Pleistocene in the Pttcilic did not comcide 
with the glacial maxima (Leinen 1989), while those in 
the Atlantic off West Africa did (Hooghiemstra 1989). 
The complexity produced by the Milankovitch 
rhythms docs not exhaust the intricacies of the 
changes that can be expected from the aeolian 
record. Quite apart from the climatic interference 
caused by tectonic uplift (as in the intensification of 
the Asian monsoons and o f the aridity of central Asia 
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Fig. 8.2 Varoallons in solar input at 65"N due to changes fn the 'Milankovneh' forcing 
factors (data from Berger and Loutre 1991). 
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and even of the Sahara induced by the uplifting of l.be 
Tibetan Plateau), a number of other circumstances 
had to coincide to allow more sand or dust to blow 
about at some periods than in others. Tbc most 
important additional control is through the supply of 
sandy or dusty sediment, as the record of individual 
sites shows. 
In the south-eastern Mediterranean. dusty and 
sandy periods are said to have alternated, apparently 
because wet periods discouraged dust production 
(and loess formation), but by increasing Oow in the 
Nile. increased the supply of sand to the coast, thus 
producing an influx of coastal sand dunes (Issar e1 a/. 
1989). The contro ls on loess production are said to be 
qu ite diO'erent a few thousand kilometres to the west. 
in southern Tunisia. where it is believed that loess 
accumulated in moister rather than drier periods. The 
hypothesis is that loess accumulation required both 
mtensc production of dust-sized sediments. as in l.be 
alluvium of frequently flowing rivers. and a vegeta-
tion cover dense enough to trap the blowing dust. 
Because both these conditions need humidity, loess is 
said to have accumulated in humid periods as in the 
Upper Pleistocene and even Holocene (Coudc-
Gaussen 1987). Further complication~ may have 
occurred in cold climates. Recent research in the 
Taklimakan Desert in China shows that the wind was 
inactive during the glacial maxima, perhaps because 
of frozen and snow-covered conditions, but that as 
scllimcnt was released by glacial meltwaters and as the 
snow cover declined in the Late Glacial, the "ind 
again began to move large quantities of sediment 
(Wang Yue and Gong G uangrun 1993). On coasts the 
controls on sediment supply were diO'erent agai n, for 
here increased supply of sand was probably the result 
of the coastal erosion induced by rising sea levels. as 
the discussion below shows. 
During l.bc 'aeolian' periods, whenever they were, 
dust accumulated in many places. It was absorbed 
into the 1ce, as shown above. but, more significantly, it 
built up as loess, which reaches hundreds of metres 
thick in parts of China and central Asia (Chapter 4). 
It also accumulated as sediment in the oceans. with 
notable thicknesses in the Atlantic, off West Africa 
(Chapter 4). Furthermore, the windier and drier 
conditions increased the activity of sand dunes in 
the present deserts, and extended the sphere of active 
sand movement, in some cases very considerably. The 
sudden changes detected in the ice core shown in 
Fig. 8. 1 (sometimes within as little as a decade) may 
have allowed tbe preservation of the details of many 
of the depositional features. The deposits of ae91ian 
Pala&oenvlronments 
dust and sand affitm that there must also bave been 
increased erosivity by the wind, !.hough evidence of 
the tinung of the erosion. apart from the sedimcnLary 
outcome. is Jess good. 
These aeolian periods in the Late Pleistocene gave 
us most of our heritage of aeolian landfonns, for few 
earlier aeolian landforms bave survived. This is 
probably because most aeolian sediments arc vulner-
able to erosion either by renewed wind activity. by 
water (when the climate becomes weuer. for whatever 
reason), or by waves and Ouctuating sea levels, if they 
are at tbc coast. Only in basin situations (espcciaUy 
the oceans), where they arc protected by water or later 
deposits, can they survive for long. 
Notwithstanding this loss of primary material, the 
interests of aeolian gcomorphologists e.,tend back 
well beyond tbe Late Pleistocene in the geological 
record. The recent periods of extreme aeohan activity 
"ere only the climalt of a gradual increase since the 
Miocene, wiLh rapid intensiJication from the end of 
the Pli ocene (Hovan e1 at. 1989; Rea 1989). The 
increase may have been gradual. but, by analogy with 
the Pleistocene, it was more probably punctuated by 
smaller-scale Ouctuations, of l.be order of tens of 
thousands of years. between quieter and more active 
episodes. Even Lbe Miocene is not the limit of interest, 
for the wind has been active l.brough most of 
geological time, though the evidence becomes increas-
ingly weaker down the geological column. It is mostly 
in the fonn of sand dunes, now lithi1ied. ' Loessites' 
(lithified loesses) (Edwards 1979) are rarer. and more 
controversial. mainly because they are difficult to 
distinguish from other silty rocks. Wind-erosion 
features become harder and harder to recognize in 
older and older rocks. 
Discl'lmtnatlng relic from active aeouan 
features 
Activity and Inactivity In dunes 
There are two approaches to deciding whether a dune 
is active. The indirect way is to relate dune acth·ity to 
climatic indices, in the hope that a map of climatic 
factors will show a map of active dunes. Goudie 
(1992) collected infonnation from a number of 
sources to indicate that when average rainfall 
exceeded between 100 and 300 mmyr-1• the vegcLa-
tion oover became too dense for aeolian activity. 
Cooke e1 al. (1993: 242 3) reviewed the climatic 
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indices of dune activity developed by, for example. 
Ash and Wasson (1983), Lancaster (1988b) and 
Wasson and Nanninga (1986). 
Oimatic indices arc unavoidably imprecise for two 
reasons. one spatial and one tempordl. Spatial 
imprecision arises from the scareity of weather 
stations, which means that tho: division of active 
from inactive dun~ mu.~t nea:s...arily be very impre-
cise. Tcmpornt tmprccisioo arises from the notorious 
interannual variability of semi-arid climates. For 
example, recent climatic records for the south·west 
Kalahari . where mean annual precipitation is around 
150 mm and where dunes arc partially vegetated, 
show that there are many runs of years when 
Lancaster's (1988b) mobility index either consider-
ably exceeds or falls well short of the threshold for 
sand movement {Fig. 8.3: Bullard 1994). 
/1. second approach is to look for signs of activity or 
inactivity on the ground, although this method also 
has its risks. A surface is undoubtedly ·active· if il 
experiences frequent sand movement, as indicated by 
the presence of extensive rippled surfaces, although 
the exact extent of rippling that distinguishes active 
from inactive surfaces needs to be debated. The 
relationship between an active surface and an active 
dune is a further problem. One sign of active dunes 
may be widespread, active slip faces. 
Indicators of inactivity, on the other hand, include 
evidence of fluvial or colluvial activity on dune slopes, 
weathering and soil formation. and the presence of 
vegetation. The clearest signs of stabilization are 
found in the external form of the dunes. Stabilization 
allows a crust tO form, developed from dust that has 
been trapped on the stable surface. and rcinforcxd by 
rainsplash and by the growth of algae (Barbey and 
Coute 1976). The crust causes the infiltration capacity 
of the surface to decrease, and infiltration is further 
discouraged by anti-wetting (or water-repellent) 
properties, tmparted to the soil surface by plant 
debris (Dekker and Jungcrius 1990). Decreased 
infiltration encourages stom1 runoff and this is 
concentrated into rills and even gullies, which degrade 
the dune surf;tce (Bridge and Ros.~ 1983). Sediment is 
transferred to intcrduncs. where it is deposited in 
sandy alluvial fans (Thompson and Bowman 1984; 
Yair 1990). Over the years these processes combine to 
reduce slope angles from the l .S'- 30' range of the 
original dunes to a 3°- 4' range (Talbot and Williams 
1978: Pyc 1983), or less (Goudie el a/. 1993). 
Many dunes have been stabilized so thoroughly, for 
so long, and in such humid conditions. that deep and 
thoroughly weathered soils have developed in their 
surface sediments. Fine particles, derived from dust, 
arc incorporated deep into the surface horizons 
(Goudie and Thomas 1986: Ormc and Tchakarian 
1986; Tsoar and Meller 1986). Iron in minerals may 
be released by weathering and may stain the upper 
horizons of sandy soils deep red (Gardner and Pye 
1981). If rainfall and temperature are high. even 
quartz grains may be "'cathered and split. as in humid 
tropical stabiliLed coastal dune sands (Pyc 1983). In 
the early stages of soil format.ion on stabilized dunes, 
throughflow is concentrated in columnar zones, 
between which teaching is much less thorough 
(Dekker and Ritsema 1994). Throughnow in the 
columns translocates first carbonate and then iron, 
which may be redeposited as pisoliths or thin iron-
cemented layers along the bedding planes lower down 
the profile (Pye 1983). 
With further weathering and leaching, deeper. 
more thoroughly altered soil profiles develop. 
Depending on ihe prevailing climate, carbonate, 
silica or iron dissolved further up the soi l profile arc 
redeposited in lower soil horizons, or removed in the 
drainage water. In humid conditions, especially o n 
tropical coastal dunes, percolation can produce 
spectacular soil formation . Some bleached. podzolic 
A2 horizons in eastern Austratia arc 18m thick 
(Thompson and Bowman 1984). Below tbe A2• a 
tough, humus-cemented B horizon or ·alios· may 
accumulate (Boureart 1928; Simonctt 1949; Bowden 
1983; Pye 1983). Alios became a major problem in the 
reclamation of the Landes in south-western France 
(Chapter 9). In less humid areas, fcrallitic soil profiles 
develop on ancient dune sands, reddened down to one 
or two metres, some with clay-rich B hori1ons 
(Daveau 1965; Warren 1968; Gardner 198 1: Fclix-
Hcnning!on 1984). 
When aeolianitc (see page 141) is stabtlized, it 
exhibits even dearer evidence of inactivity, for the 
surface is then exposed to subaerial weathering. and 
solution of the carbonate produces karst topography. 
with pipes, karren and caves, as on Bermuda. If 
undercut, as by waves, these slopes can maintain 
vertical or even overhanging faces. Exposed surfaces 
cao develop a tough rc-cemcntcd patina or crust 
(Gardner 1983; McKee and Ward 1983; Pyc 1983). 
Fig. 8.3 Data for a number of stations In the Kalahari 
showing the natural year-by·year variability which occurs In 
the P /PE climate. The graphs plot available moisture 
against windiness(% W > V,) and usc an Index of mobility 
developed by Lancaster (1988b). Each paint represents 
data for one year (after Bullard 1994). 
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Vegetation cover is the third potential indicator of 
inactivity (and hence of the relic nature of the dune). 
As with slope and soil observations, there are 
situations, as in the northern Kalahari (Grove 1969) 
or the continental dune sands of South America 
(Tricarl 1984), where aeolian sands are today covered 
by dense woodland, and where therefore they are 
indubitably relic. 
At the drier end of the spectrum of vegetated dunes. 
it might be thought that vegetation cover. being 
directly implicated in the control of surface activity by 
the wind, would be potentially the most sensitive of 
signs of activity. However.the distinction between the 
activity or inactivity of a dune in these transitional 
situations is seldom simple. Slopes may not be ',!ery 
degraded, soils and weathering may not have 
proceeded very far, and although some authors 
believe that there may be a fairly precise threshold 
of vegetation cover above which aeolian activity 
cannot take place (Ash and Wasson 1983; Wasson 
and Nanoioga 1986), recent work is showing that this 
boundary is also not easy to establish (Thomas and 
Tsoar 1990; Livingstone and Thomas 1993; Wiggs et 
a/. 1994). There are large areas of transition in the 
semi-arid world where vegetation cover is diseontin· 
uous and where, because of great climatic variability. 
cover is also very variable from year to year. 
The extent of this kind of intermittent activity 
makes it necessary to interpose a class of dune 
between the extremes of active and relic (Livingstone 
and Thomas 1993). This is the episodically active 
dune, on which sand movement may be at a low or 
negligible level for long periods (rippled surfaces and 
avalanche faces are rare or absent), but oo which the 
indicators of lengthy inactivity are also absent. 
Episodically active dunes occur in transitional 
zones, probably equivalent to areas \\~th rainfall in 
the range of 100-300 mm yr- 1 in the tropics. In these 
zones, the carry-over of vegetation from wet tO dry 
years and its slow re-establishment after dry years, 
means that the dunes do not suddenly flip from 
being active to being inactive. Only long dry periods, 
or periods of erratic interannual rains establish full 
devegetation; only a sustained run of wet years, and 
low variability re-establish a completely protective 
vegetation cover. For most of the time there may be 
enough sand movement to allow some forru of dune 
fonnation, and the next question, as yet unanswered, 
is whether recognizable dune patterns can be 
established in these conditions, or whether full 
activity in a fom1er, more arid or windier environ-
ment is necessary for the development of anything 
but minor. chaotic panerns (as described in 
Chapter 5). 
There is a further reason for not taking the simple 
presence of vegetation to indicate dune inactivity. 
Significant saod movement on even the most acuve 
linear or star dune seldom extends to the lower slopes, 
which t-herefore tend to be colonized by vegetation. 
For instance, Jutson (1934) noticed that the down-
wind ends of linear dunes in Western Australia were 
devoid of vegetation, while the more stable upwind 
ends were colonized. There is no need to invoke any 
climatic gradient to explain this phenomenon. The 
relative inactivity of sand on the lower slopes, 
combined with the moisture-holding capacity of the 
sand, predisposes the slopes to invasion by vegl!lil-" 
tion. ln tbi~ case, sand surf at-e inactivity is the cause of 
vegetatioo cover, oot ao effect of it. 
The contemporaneity of large dunes 
The very size of t11e biggest dunes (even in modern 
desertS) has produced speculation that they may be 
relics (Besler 1980, 1982; Glennie 1983). One 
hypothesis is that only high wind speeds, as in the 
Late Pleistocene, had the aerodynamic capacity to 
form such huge features. An alternative hypothesis is 
simpler: large dunes need long periods to form. A 
first approximation of the time of accumulation 
can be found by dividing the modern rate of sand 
flow (in m3 (m-widthr1 yr-1) , derived from wind 
observations (Chapter 2). by the cross-sectional area 
of the dunes. Using this method, Wilson (1972a) 
suggested that lOOm high dunes in the Grand 
Erg Oriental were at least 10 000 years old, and 
Lancaster ( 1989b) put the age of the largest dunes in 
the Namib at 42000 years. lf rates of sand move-
ment arc thought to have been greater (or less) 
during some periods in the past, the dune is given a 
shorter (or longer) life-span; there is no need to 
invoke higher wind speeds as an aerodynamic 
prerequisite. 
In this second hypothesis. moreover, age is not a 
simple, absolute control on size. T he rate of 
accumulation of a du ne would vary according to 
two main factors. The first would be the rate of supply 
of sand, which in turn would depend on its 
availability and the wind speed (which is therefore 
as much a part of the structure of this ~econd 
hypothesis as of the first, though in a more concrete 
form). The second control would apply only to linear 
dunes: it is the angle between the principal wind 
directions (obtuse angles favouring the build-up, 
Pa laeoenvironments 
narrower angles favouring tbe extension of linear 
dunes, as explained in Chapter 5 (Fig. 5.26)). 
If large dunes are merely old dunes, then long 
periods of unin terrupted sand movement would be 
required for their fonnation. Cooke et a/. (1993) 
proposed that such loog periods could have beeo 
supplied by the so-called Milankovitch cycles (men-
tioned above). The strongest of these is the 125000 
year cycle, a period which would easily allow the 
growth of the huge dunes of lhe Grand Erg Oriental 
or the Namib. referred to above. The fact that these 
large dunes have life-spans (as ca lculated by the 
.I!I.Cthe<htbove) that are less than the period allowed to 
'mega-yardangs' of the central Sahara as aeolian took 
some years. Thei r sheer size made their aeolian origin 
a difficult proposition for many workers, and 
although alternative explanatioos like 'basement 
fracture trends' (Pesce 1968) were explored, they are 
now generally rejected in favour of an aeolian 
explanation. 'Giant grooves' in northern Canada 
though not unlike mega-yardangs in their exteot ami 
dimensions, are generally thought to be glacial in 
origin (Smith 1945; Lucchitta 1982). Some smaller 
yardangs are not unlike roches moutonnees or the 
scablands of Washington, which are now thought to 
have been formed by a massive sudden flood (Baker 
1978). but problems of confusion are small. -- · them by the major cycle may indicate either that their 
size was curtailed by shorter cycles, or that there is 
some other. perhaps aerodyt1amic, limit to their size. 
The contemporaneity of aeolian erosional 
features 
Recogoi7jng ancient from modern aeolian erosion 
features, and separating aeolian from non-aeolian 
erosional features presen ts yet another set of prob-
lems. The large yardangs of the centra l Sahara and 
elsewhere are uodoubtedly ancient, if for the only 
reason that they could oot have forn1ed at presen t 
rates of wind erosion in anything but many thousands 
of years, and even at a much increased rate they 
would still require millennia to form. Moreover, 
Holocene and Late Pleistocene deposits between the 
ya rdangs clearly point to an ancient origin (Grove 
1960; Hagedorn 1968: Mainguet 1968). Most smaller 
yardangs are incised into quite recent deposits, such 
as those of Late Quaternary and Holocene dry lakes. 
indicating their youth (Chapter 3). 
The present inactivity of many. if not most, 
ventifacts is not difficult to establish, for many once 
active erosive faces are now covered by desert varnish 
(Laity 1987). Many venti facts are found in a ncient 
periglacial situations, and these too arc undoubtedly 
inactive today. The higher wind speeds of some 
periods of the Late Pleistocene are thought to have 
been responsible for maoy of these features, as 
explained below. But the argument about the subtle-
ness of the gradation between inactivity and activity, 
mentioned in relation to dunes above, must extend to 
many small yardangs and ventifacts. For example, 
quite mature ventifacts seem to have formed quite 
quickly in coastal dunes in northern Ireland (Wi lson 
1991). 
Distinguishing aeolian from non-aeolian erosiooal 
features is not always s imple. Recognizing the huge 
Aeolian deposits aod erosional features can be dated 
either relatively or absolutely. Relative doting here 
means the dating of a deposit or landform according 
to its stratigraphic relations with o ther laodforms. 
Absolute dating means the use of methods, such as 
radiometric ooes, which give ages in years. 
Relative datiog was all that was available to early 
geomorphologislS. In many cases it was ac.hieved by 
using overlying or underlying lacustrine deposits, for 
many dunes (and some loesses) obstruct drainage 
channels and thus create shallow lakes. The method 
was also used for the yardangs in the central Sahara, 
tbe corridors between which were. in places and at 
times, invaded by ancient Lake Chad. Lacustrine 
deposits contain a host of relatively (and absolu tely) 
datable materials, such as plant aod artimal remains 
and hun1an artifacts. 
It was the relative dating of adjacent lacustrine 
deposits that allowed early French geomorpbologists 
to discover that the large dunes of the north-western 
Sahara predated the last main glacial period (Aiimen 
et a/. 1969), and pennitted McClure (1976), to 
separate tbc dunes of the Rub' al Khali into ones 
that dated from before the Holocene wet period and 
others that dated from the Late Pleistocene. McClure 
found beautifully preserved lacustrine chara lime-
stones in pockets between the linear dunes. In Oman, 
Gardner (1988) used the technique to date some of the 
dunes of !be Wahiba Sands. She also used relations 
between dunes and raised beaches to find that the last 
main period of dune activity was in the Late 
Holocene. Many of the early dates for the Nebraska 
Sand Hills were arrived at in the san1e way (Watts and 
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Wright 1966). There arc many examples of the usc of 
the techniques for dating loess. some of wluch are 
described below. 
The matcnal used for the relative dating of strati-
graphically adJaCent materials has varied. Palaeonto-
logical techniques arc problematical because most 
dunes date from periods in which the fauna and ftora 
differ little from the present, although these methods 
are useful for establishing palaeoenvironmental con-
diuons. Archaeological techniques, as used in much 
of the north-western Sahara. arc also hazardous 
because of the transposab1hty of many archacolog~cal 
remains such as hand axes. 
Tbc absolute dating of aeolian features relied, until 
the early 19~0s. largely on 14C dating of organic 
remains. Many coastal dunes and loess sections do 
preserve carbon, and the method has been used widely 
in these contexts (Wilson 1992). The lake deposits 
closely associated with aeolian features are especially 
good sources of carbonaceous material . There arc, 
however, problems with the technique. The first is 
that much of the carbon buried in these and other 
deposits has been contaminated by the addition of 
carbon of a later date. The second is that 14C dates 
can be extended back for on ly 40000 years. and many 
dunes and loesses arc older than this. Similar 
restrictions apply to other techniques that depend 
on org:mic rem:1ins. like the ttmino acid gcochronol· 
ogy used to date coastal dunes ant'iemwl' in Tunisia 
(Miller et a/. 1986). A further problem with desert 
dunes is that organic productivity is so low in the 
environments m which they arc found, that its 
survival and discovery arc unhkely. The problems 
arc illustrated by an attempt to usc organic remains in 
northern Australia (Goudie ct a/. 1993). Here the ••c 
dates did not correspond to the those from optical 
dating (sec below). and the authors concluded that the 
organic mauer might have been a late introduction to 
the section (as m an animal burrow or a plant root). 
The great advance in the last decade or so has been 
in the development of optical (also called 'lumi-
nescence') dating techniques. These are ideal for 
dating aeolian matcnals, both loess and dune sand. 
The principle depends on the release of electrons by 
natural radioactivity in the elements of mineral 
crystals. The electrons arc trapped in the crystal 
structure, but arc released if the crystals are exposed 
to light (or heat). Thus. when dust or sand is exposed 
to sunlight , the accumulated elect rons arc released 
(the slate is, as it were, wiped clean), but they begin 
again to build up when the grains are buried. If the 
deposit is carefully sampled (in the dark), and 
subjected to a known amount of heat (thermolumi-
nescence or TL) or light (optically stimulated 
luminescence or OSL) in the laboratory. the amount 
of light that is released is in proportion to the lime 
since last burial (Wmtle 1993). In the OSL technoquc 
various wavelengths of hght can be used. including 
infmred (JRSL). 
TL was first developed for the archacologocal 
dating of pottery, where the 'cleansing· agent had 
been beat. but since 1979. when it was realized that 
light could be a ~.eroing mechanism, TL and (after 
1985) OSL have been sweeping the Quaternary 
geological community as techniques for datong sedi-
ments, particularly aeolian ones. where exposure to 
strong light is almost certain to have occurred before 
burial. and where the mineral suite is also usually 
ideal. There arc ma.ny complications. like varia tions 
in local background radiation. grain size, the wave-
length of the light used, the usc of different minerals 
such as feldspars or quart/. (the two most commonly 
used), but in ski lled hands, good dating can be 
achieved and the number of lahonltories that engage 
in optical dating is increasing. 
The accu.racy of optical techniques is the subject of 
great debate. Accuracy generally decreases with age. 
as in carbon dating (for example. Stokes and Breed 
1993), but when comparisons arc made between the 
results of different optocal dating techniques on 
samples of the same sediments, the range can be 
much greater (Rendell 1995). The maxomum date 
obtainable from a sample depends on ots natural 
optic-al saturation level. on part a function of the 
mineral suite. Ages of up to 500 000 years have been 
found in some studies. Difficultoes arise, in some of the 
methods. with the use of tbc technique for very young 
samples (Wintle 1993), though it has been claimed 
that infr.ucd stimulauon can govc accurate dates for 
samples only a few decades old (Edwards 1993). Table 
8.1 gives some examples of daung studies of aeolian 
sediments that have used opticul dating techniques. 
Pre-Pleistocene sand dunes 
The interest of pre-Pleistocene aeolian deposits is 
more sedimentological and stratigraphic than geo-
morphological, but ancienl sand dunes do hold some 
clues about modern dune formation (for example, 
almost all we know about dune bedding comes from 
lithificd, ancient dunes rather than from modem ones; 
sec Chapter 7). and about ancient aeolian conditions. 
Palaeoenvironments 
Tab/~ 8.1 Sele"led examples or the op1ic:-~t daoing or •eolian sedimeniS 
l.ocaoioo Reference 
C<>nrinenw/ du1U!s 
Moj•nc Desert, California. USA 
Arizona. USA 
Linear dunes. Ausualia 
Ed~~oards (1993). Clarlte t1 a/. ( t99S). Rendell ( t995) 
Sookn and 8r~ (t993) 
Callm and N>nson (1992), Nanson er al. (t992). 
Goudoc ~~ cJI. ( 1993) 
Rendell ~~ al. ( t993) 
Sinsh•i n a/. (1982) 
Linear dunes, IMacl 
Rajasthan 
Coasral dunes 
Australta Gardner N 11/. (1987) 
L«ss 
Maunata Plateau, Tunisia 
Mississippi Valley, USA 
Nebraska, USA 
Coudt-G>u~n er al. ( 1987) 
Pye and Johnson ( 1988) 
Pal:.istan 
Maao and Johnson (1995) 
Rendell ~nd Townsend (1 988) 
/\eolian deposits have been reported from as far 
back in the geological column as the Precambrian 
in the Northwest Territories of Canada (Ross 1983) 
and India (Chakraborty 1992). Since those times, 
continental aeolian sandstones have graced many 
sections of the geological record (Rigarclla 1979). 
In Britain the oldest acoli:on deposits (of any 
great extent) arc from tbe Devonian, when Britain 
was south of the equator in latitudes that now 
have many arid and semi-arid areas. In the Moroy 
Firth area of Scolland. Devonian sandstones arc 
thought to be the remnants of large star dunes 
(Ciemmenson 1987). Other sand seas from the 
Devonian have been found in Ireland (Carruthers 
1987). 
The best known of the aeolian sandstones in 
northern Europe arc from the Permo-Triassic, for 
they arc good trops for oil and gas (Glennie 1972. 
1983: Weber 1987). At that time north-western 
Europe had drifted to latitudes north of the equator 
that arc today generally dry. The deposits arc widely 
distributed through the North Sea oiJ and gas 
province, extending on-land in Britain and Ger-
many, and outliers have been taken by further 
continental drift into Greenland. Sections in quarries 
in the Durham area of north-eastern England arc 
said to show remains of large linear mega-dunes 
\\ith superimposed smaller linear features (not 
U31ikc lhose in many contemporary sand seas). 
formed in response to a bimodal rcl(ime of winds 
from what is now the north-east and south-south· 
cast (Fig. 8.4; Chrint.z and Clcmmenscn 199.l). 
Nearby in southern Scolland at this time, small 
sand sens formed in intermontane basins (Brookfield 
1980), although here there is some disagreement 
about the prevailing wind direction their bedding is 
said to reveal (Snch 1988). 
Jn the western United States there are even more 
cxten~ivc aeolian sandstones from this period. They 
arc well known as the red rocks into which has been 
carved some of the most spectacular scenery in the 
National Parks. Like the european aeolian sand-
stones. they have aumcted attention because of their 
oil-bearing chamcter (Lindquist 1988). A more 
academic function served by these. as by tbc 
European aeolian sandstones. is the reconstruction 
of ancient wind-circulation pallcrns through the 
anttlysis of dune bedding (Parrish and Peterson 
1988). The besl known is the Coconino Sandstone, 
covering thousands of square kilometres, and reach-
ing hundreds of metres in thickness, which outcrops 
on the upper walls of the Grand Canyon (McKee 
1933; Hunter and Rubin 1983). 
The origin of the Coconino Sand.~tone has raised 
some controversy, some believing it to be marine 
r.tthcr than aeolian. Part of lhe debate concerned 
the trucks of animals that cvidenlly went up the 
'dunes', but never down. To those who believed in a 
marine origin, the explanation was that the animals 
had swum ofT the tops of marine sand waves. 
McKee (1944), who believed in the aeolian origin. 
proposed that the animals had merely slid down slip 
faces. leaving no fnnlprint• (annther pos<i bilily is 
that. like pterodactyls. they flew). Other aeolian 
sandstones occur throughout the western United 
States (Kocurek et at. 1991). and Triassic dune 
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Fig. 8.4 The pattero of Permian linear mega-dunes in the Durham area, as deduced 
from roCk outcrops (after Chrintz and Clemmensen 1993). 
sandstones occur in Brazil (Bigarella and Salamuni 
196 1). 
·. !llel&t~ne a~ Hol~ne dimes ·)'~. 
• • • .;!>' ~ niftt! 
The windier and/or drier and/or more variable 
conditions of tl:le Pleistocene, described above, 
probably intensified dune growth in areas that 
remain deserts, and they certainly extended the zone 
of active sand dunes very considerably beyond their 
present extent. The area of dunes now stabilized by 
vegetation and soil is of the same order as, or even 
greater tban, the area of contemporary desert covered 
by aeolian sand (Fig. 8.5). 
The formation of the Pleistocene dunes was 
preceded by the creation of extraordinary quantities 
of potentia l dune sand. In the ancient cratonic deserts 
of Africa and Australia. a number of circumstances, 
especially tbe plate-tectonic trajectories of the con· 
tinents, meant that Pleistocene aridity had been 
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a: Rognon (1987) 
b: Talbot (t980). Pachur et aL 
(1987) 
c: Michel (1973). Grove (1985) 
d: Oeeoon et al. (1964). Lancaster 
(19-89a) 
e: Lar>eester(1981) 
f: Shaw and Cooke ( 1986) 
g; 8utze• eta/. ( 1976) 
h: Magaritz and Enzet 
(1990) 
~ Wasson et aL (1983) 
j: Sung-Chiao ( 1984) 
k: Bowler and Wasson 
(1984) 
Fig. 8.5 Dry, dune-forming periods over the last 30 000 
years in the world's deserts (after Tchakerian 1994). 
preceded by a period of tropical deep weathering of 
ancient metamorphic and igneous rocks, creating 
large quantities of sediment which, following local 
tectonic warping in the Miocene, were eroded from 
upwarps and deposited in shallow downwarps (Or 
'depoceolres') (William~ 1994). Some dunefields in 
Australia may have been formed, almost directly, 
from in situ mantles from which weathering bad 
removed! everything but quartz (Butt 1985), but most 
dunes in both Australia and Afrka were formed from 
sediments eroded from these mantles, and redeposited 
in the basins by rivers. In the central Asian and 
American deserts, in contrast, sediments that subse-
quently went to fonn dunes were created by the rapid 
erosion of the much more strongly uplifted mountains 
and deposition in the accompanying basins created a t 
this time (Williams 1994). 
ln the Sahara, dunes began to form from the Late 
Tertiary. and somewhat later in Australia. Jn both 
continents. aridity intensified afier about 0. 7 to p.9 
Palaeoenvironments 
million years RP. Thereafter, the various deserts 
followed rather diJferent histories of dune formation 
(Fig. 8.5). 
Ancient du nes In present des e rts 
It is very probable that the intensified aeolian activity 
of some Pleistocene and early Holocene periods also 
left a legacy of dune forms in Lhc deserts themselves. 
Some aspects of the contemporaneity of these dunes 
bas been discussed above. Tbere are also many 
subdued and markedly weathered dunes in areas of 
contemporary aridity and hyper-aridity, wbich are 
almost certainly relics of ancient dune-forming 
periods and of theiT degradation in subsequent 
periods wetter than tbe present (for example, 
Williams er a/. 1987). This would be consistent wiLh 
other evidence that suggests these areas have 
experienced alternations of aridity and humidity 
throughout the Pleistocene. 
Ancie nt, now sta bilize d d unes in low latitude s 
1-'igure 8.6 shows that there are extensive areas of 
stabi lized dunes on all the continents. These are areas 
in which tbe dunes show all the signs of inactivity 
mentioned above. They can be divided into two 
groups: those that surround the present. largely 
tropica l deserts, and those that existed in periglacial 
situations at higher latitudes. 
The tropical and sub-tropical group includes the 
Kalahari Sand in southern and central Africa, which 
covers some 2.5 x 106 km2, making it. by one claim, 
the largest sand sea on Earth (Thomas and Shaw 
1991). The more fragmented, but in aggregate greater 
area of Sahelian dunes stretches across the middle of 
the continent with few breaks from the Atlantic coast 
of Senegal to the Nile. An example of the extent of 
these sands in Sudan is given in Fig. 8.7. Other large 
areas of tropical and sub-tropical stabilized dunes 
occur on the southern and eastern shores of the 
Mediterranean. in northern Arabia, the Thar desert in 
India and Pakistan, large parts of mainland Australia , 
Tasmania, Brazil and Venezuela. 
In most of these stabilized dunetields, there are 
signs that there was more tban one period of dune 
activity. The Sudanese example in Fig. 8.7 shows that 
tbere were evidently two major periods of dune 
formation. The first and most extensive incursion 
reached far to the south of the present desert edge into 
areas which now have up to IOOOmm mean annual 
rainfall. The dune forms on most of these ancient 
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Fig. 8. 7 The extent of ancient, now stabilized dunes in Sudan, showing two generations of dunes (the High and tile low Qoz) (after Warren 1970). 
sands are very subdued. indeed almost impossible to 
detect. and the soils arc deep and leached, with well-
developed B horizons. The more recent dunes of the 
second main phase have retained their forms, in quite 
recogni~ble patterns, although their surfa~'C~ are 
certainly 8tabilized. The area is wet enough now for 
Fig. 8.6 Extent of active sand seas tor (a) the present. (b) 
18 000 years BP. and (c) 6000 years BP (alter Sarnthein 
1978). H shows humod condotooos. 
many of the dunes of this second phase to be 
cultivated (Warren 1970). 
Where not totally subdued by water erosion. the 
sand in these ancient dcposil.'> is organized into dune 
forms with all the variety of desert dunes. In the 
Kalahari Sands in Botswan<~, Zimbabwe and South 
Africa the dominant dune form is linear (Thomas 
1984). In the Sudan and the West African Sahel, 
there arc a range of forms. including large and 
small transverse and linear dun~. Then: has been 
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speculation that winds were rather difTercnt at the 
time of the formation of these dunes (Warren 1970), 
hut others believe that the wind pallerns were little 
dilfcrcnt from those of today. though winds were 
perhaps stronger, and rainfall lower {Talbot 1984). 
The Australian stabilized duneficlds a..-e dominated 
by linear forms. Jn Australia, Wasson ( I 984) has 
speculated that dune activity might have been 
achieved solely by stronger winds, without any 
diminution of rainfall. 
Tbe stabilized dunefield with the most distinctive 
set of d une forms is the Thar in India and Pakistan. 
This may be because of the peculiar climatic history of 
this corner of the world (Wasson et t1l. 1983). Unlike 
the African Sabel, or indeed most of the now semi-
arid tropics, where winds subsided as rainfall 
increased. the argument of Wasson et a/. was that 
the Thar experienced an increase in rainfall at tbe 
same time as the re-establishment of the Asian 
monsoon after the retreat of the icc, bringing 
increasingly strong winds in towards tbe Asian 
continental low-pressure zone from the Arabian 
Sea. This coincidence of high winds and increasing 
vegetation cover provided the environment for the 
creation of the most extensive parabolic duncfield in 
the world. 
Ancient, now stabilized dunes In high latitudes 
In the higher latitudes, dune development (away 
from the coasts) seems mostly to have been a 
feature of early post-glacial times . 11 was stimulated 
by three circumstances: extensive areas of sandy 
periglacial deposits. high winds. and slow recoloni· 
zation by vegetation. Sandy glacial outwash deposits 
are the most susceptible to reworb:i.ng by the wind, 
and in many places, as in northern Finland , dunes 
arc confined almost cJtclusively to esker trains (van 
Vliet-Lanoe et a/. 1993). Where, as on the North 
European Plain, outwash is most extensive, so too 
are the dunes formed from it. The occurrence of 
high winds has been discussed above. As to 
vegetation succession, this was generally slow after 
the retreat of the ice (especially in northern 
Finland), but was complicated by the cfl'ects of 6re 
(botb natural and induced). In general, there seems 
to have been a mujor burst of dune building shortly 
after the retreat of the ice, and before the full 
recovery of forest cover, but with many smaller and 
more localized incidents after this (Filion et a/. 
1991). 
These high-latitude stabilized dunes include a train 
of fragmented. stabilised dunefields that stretches 
across the North European Plain from the Atlantic 
coasts to the Ukraine, with outposts in Hungary; 
aeolian sands cover 20 per cent of Hungary (Borsy 
1993). Even larger areas of stabilized dunes are found 
in centrdl Asia and China. Few of these Old World 
stabilized dunefields are as large as some of those in 
North America, particularly the Nebraska Sand Hills. 
which cover 57 000 km2, and which retain large 
barchan dunes (Fig. 8.8). These arc merely the largest 
of a very widespread set of stabilized dunes in the 
Midwest and many other parts of the United States, 
as in the Mohawk Valley in New York Stale 
(Connally et at. 1972). 
Fig. 8.8 The Nebraska Sand Hills covered In snow. on a satellite image. The snow reveals the 
major dune forms (after Ahlbrandt et al. 1983). 
Fig. 8.9 Parabolic dunes in Poland (after HOgbom 1 923). 
The high-latitude stabilized dunes. like those in I be 
nopics and sub-t ropics, a lso exhibit the fu ll range of 
dune forms. and these have been i:llcrpreted as 
indicators of the wind and rainfall conditions in 
which they were created. The western European late· 
glacial and Holocene aeolian deposits, tbougb clearly 
aeolian according to sedimentary evidence. exhibi t 
few dune forms, and are known as 'coversands' 
(Veenstra and Winkclmoleo 1971). In a few places 
there arc remains of low parabolic dunes (as in the 
Brcckland of eas1ern England (Catt 1978)), and 
randwallen (high mounds of sand evidently accumu-
lated round the edges of woods) (Koster eta/. 1993). 
The general interpretation of these pieces of evidence 
is that there was quite dense vegetation at the glacial 
maximum. 
Further east in Europe the dune forms ane more 
obvious, though often now covered by forest (Bose 
1993). Some of these were clearly transverse, suggest-
ing areas completely free of vegetation, but most ane 
parabolic (Fig. 8.9), and therefore also suggest 
aeolian activity among vegetation. albeit probably 
less dense than it is today, and perhaps Jess dense than 
in western Europe. Since it is also probable that winds 
were then much stronger, as mentioned above, it may 
have been that even quite vigorous vegetation could 
have been overcome by moving sand. North of the 
maximum extent of the Vistulian ice in Poland. where 
the exposure to dune-forming conditions was for a 
relatively short period, the dunes are not as well 
developed. and have not moved as far as those beyond 
the maximum extent of the icc, which experienced a 
much longer period of exposure, some of these having 
moved over 100 km fTom their source in large river 
valleys (Gozdzik I 993). In Europe (for example in lhe 
Palaeoenvironments 
Netherlands) there were at least three major periods 
of dune formation during and after the Older Dryas 
(Vandenberghe 1993). 
In many parts o f northern Europe tbc last phase of 
reactivation was well within the period of human 
occupation. and this and the evidence that sand 
blowing was irregular in time and space, suggest that 
disturbance by ploughing or intensive grazing could 
have been a factor in the reappearance of bane sand 
and the reformation of dunes (Chapter 9). Changes in 
climate were probably also involved. One conse-
quence of the history of disturbance is a very irregular 
pattern of dune forms in these areas (Koster et a/. 
1993; Szczypek and Wach 1993). 
Many of the North American duncfields conta in 
much bigger dunes than tbosc in Europe. The size of 
the dunes is particularly evident in the Nebraska Sand 
Hills, many reaching I 00 m; they are both linear and 
harchanoid in form (Warren 1976a). Both the size of 
the dunes and the extent of the dunelields suggest 
much drier conditions than those in Europe (the 
western Great Plains arc today much drier), and very 
much intensified north-westerly winds. The freshness 
of some of the dunes is notable (fig. 8.1 0). and raises 
the possibility that dune formation was abruptly 
terminated, allowing the preservation of near-perfect 
dune forms. 
Disturbance was probably less of an clement in 
dune formation in the New World than in Europe, 
though in both Australia and Canada there are 
indications that activation might have been linked 
to fires sci by early people (Conacher 1971: Filion et 
a/. 1991). The duncficlds nn the central Great Plains, 
however, seem to be very sensitive to quite small 
changes in climate (such as the droughts that helped 
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Fig. 8.10 The stabilized mega-barchans of the Nebraska Sand Hills. The dunes are about 
100m high. Note the remarkable freshness of the slopes. with the slip faces only slightly 
degraded. This may be because the dunes were stabilized recently after a sudden change In 
climate. 
to precipitate the Oust Bowl of the 1930s), and some 
dunclields in Colorado can be shown to have seen 
four major phases of reactivation in the last 10000 
years (Fonnan et al. 1992; Stokes and Gaylord 1993). 
Ancient coastal dunes 
Because of changes in sea level and because of their 
fragility in the face of temperate weathering and 
fluvial erosion, there arc very few, if any coastal 
dunes from earlier than the late Pleistocene in high-
latitude areas. However, the arid climate of the 
Nullarbor Plain in South Australia, and its history of 
falling sea levels, has allowed the preservation there 
of large coastal ridges dating from as early as the 
Pliocene (Benbow 1990), and further cast on the 
South Australian coast, a long history of falling sea 
levels has helped to preserve another ancient 
sequence of coastal dunes rising to heighL~ of over 
100m above present sea level (Cook et al. 1977). 
Very few other coastal dunes of this great age have 
been reported. 
There arc many more surviving coasta l dunes from 
the late Pleistocene and early Holocene. Several events 
of this period stimulated coastal dune fonnation, all 
combinins tO favour massive incursions of marine 
sand. The retreating sea levels of the last ice age may 
have been one such event, for some authorities believe 
that the coastal duncficlds formed in late Pleistocene 
times were created from sand exposed by the lower sea 
levels (Pyc 1984). Such an exposed deposit at the 
mouth of the Nile may have been the origin of the 
dunes of northern Sinai in Egypt and the Negev in 
Israel (Goring-Morris and Goldberg 1990). Retreat in 
the form of the marine regression of the mid-Holocene 
also exposed marine platfonns on which dunes could 
readily accumulate (Carter and Wilson 1993). 
However, marine transgression itself may also have 
favoured coastal dune fonnation. A widely accepted 
model of their formation depends upon the creation 
of great amounts of sediment by coastal erosion as 
sea levels rose again after tbe end of the last ice ase. 
This scenario, the so-called ·cooper-Thorn' model, 
appears to have strong support in many parts of the 
world. For example, Lees et al. (1993) used optical 
methods to date three Holocene episodes of dune 
formation on the Cape York Peninsula in northern 
Queensland and found that two of them were closely 
correlated with periods of marine transgression. One 
of the stabilization phases was correlated with a slight 
regression. In the Netherlands it is senerally accepted 
that the 'Younger Dunes' (which account for by lar 
the greater area of Dutch coastal dunes) were formed 
following a marine transgression between A0800 
and 1650, when the coast retreated between I and 
2.5 km, increasing the rate of coastal transport to 
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Fig. 8.11 Phases of coastal dune development in north·western lretand (after Carter and Wilson 1993). 
about 27m3 (m-width)-t yr- 1 (compared with best 
estimates of about 3- 3.5 m3 (m-width) 1 yr- • today), 
and thus creating much of the sand that went to 
build the dunes (summarized by Arens and Wiersma 
1994). 
In some high-latitude areas, the supply of sediment 
"'as further intensified as the erosion provoked by the 
rising seas encountered soft. loose materials of recent 
slacial or tluvio-glacial origin. Most dunes on the 
coasts of north-west Europe, almost all of which date 
from the last 6000 years, are said to have been derived 
from this kind of sediment (Carter 1990). 
Once sea levels had stabilized, most coastal dunes 
became inactive, and many were subject to marine 
erosion. In north-western Ireland, for example, 
coastal-dune building reached a peak about 
5000 BP, and entered a phase of equilibrium or slow 
erosion about 4000 BP (Fig. 8. 11; Carter and Wilson 
1993). In places, the rising sea level invaded river 
valleys creating estuar ies, and these trapped sediment 
and prevented it being delivered to dunes (Bird 1990). 
The practical implications of this recent history of 
intense coastal dune building are examined in 
Chapter 9. 
Aeolianites 
Aeolianites are cemented coastal dune sands, 
generally on semi-arid, tropical. high-energy shores 
(Fig. 8.12). Although most are highly carbonaceous, 
being derived from shelly marine materials, the 
carbonate content of the sand bas wide variations 
and the sand itself may be mixed in varying quantities 
with dust, which is also often carbonate-rich, and 
most of which has been added since deposition and 
stabilization of the sand (Gardner 1983; McKee and 
Ward 1983). Shelly dune sands accumulate on 
tropica I coasts for several reasons: first, tropical 
seas, especially those where there is ma rine upwelling, 
are more productive of shelly biosenic material than 
cooler seas; second, a high-energy environment 
(which occurs near most aeolianites) ensures that 
the shells are broken down and then moved towards 
the shore from where they can be blown onshore by 
the same winds that have activated the marine 
processes (McKee and Ward 1983); tbird, a semi· 
arid or sub-humid environment (in which most, but 
by no means all aeol ianites occur) ensu res a moisture 
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Rg. 8.12 An outcrop of aeofiamte (cemented carbonate aeolian sands) in the Wahiba Sands 
of Oman. See also Fig. 7.6. 
budget conducive to cementation. but not to the 
complete dissolution of the carbonate. 
Most aeolianites are confined to a narrow coastal 
zone, either because of the limited effectiveness of sea 
breezes, or bec;mse rapid lithification prevent~ further 
movement. Carbonate sands only reach far inland 
where present or ancient conditions near the coast are 
arid. as in the Thar Dcscn 1n India. where: their 
distribution is discontinuous. but where they reach 
hundreds of kilometres from t.he shores of the Arnbian 
Sea (Goudie and Sperling 1977), and the Wahiba 
Sands of Oman, where they reach 150 km inland and 
continuou.~lv cover some 94000km2 (Glennie 1970; 
Gardner 1988). When they move far inland, dunes 
built of carbonate material adopt the fuU range of dune 
shapes, but on more humid coasts, they adopt the 
forms of common coastal dunes (Chapter 5). 
One of the biggest problems with aeolianites is the 
interpretation of their lithification. Claims that the 
degree and type of cementation could be interpreted 
chronologically, and given environmental interpreta· 
tion seem to be premature (Gardner and McLaren 
1993). The first problem is to account for the source of 
the cement, for although most of it is thought to have 
been derived from aragonite dissolved from the 
original shelly material. this cannot always account 
for its amount and density. Carbonate in sea spray or 
dust docs not always seem to be able to make up the 
neccs.o;ary difference (Gardner 1983). The second 
problem is the location of cementation above. below 
or at the water-table. If cementation occurred above 
the water-table, in the so·called 'vadose· zone, 
deposition of cement must have occurred when the 
solution of percolating rainwater became supersatu-
rated for short periods. The abstraction of water by 
plant roots probably play.:d an important role in this 
prOt.'Css. tight networks of lithified root channels 
giving some credence to this hypothesis (Amiell 975). 
In other cases, complex layered zones of aeolianite arc 
interpreted as the n:sult of ccmentnuon at the water-
table Itself (Schenk and Fryberger 1988; Semeniuk 
and Glassford 1988). 
Many aeolianites were apparently deposited in the 
cooler, drier climates in the Pleistocene. for many arc 
found below present sea level. and some have been cut 
across by marine terraces (Gardner 1983. 1988). This, 
their rapid lithification. th~ evidence they preserve of , 
ancient wind directions and the intercalation of soils, 
ma ke aeolianites good sources of palaeo-environ-
mental infonnation. as on Bermuda, where they have 
been extensively studied (McKee and Ward 1983). 
There are many situations in which coastal dune 
sands have been submerged by rising sea levels since 
the end of the last glaciation, as in Queensland (Pye 
1993b). The beSt examples of submergence occur with 
aeolianites. as in Oman (Gardner 1988). perhaps 
because their cementation makes them resistant to 
reworking by marine processes. The submergence of 
desert dunes has been demonstrated in only a few 
case;;, perhaps becau.o;e of their vulnerabili ty to wave 
action. One case is the l;~rgc submerged barchans in the 
Arabian Gulf (AI-Hinai et al. 1987), which is. notably, 
a very low~ncrgy marine environment. There is 
indir.:ct evidence elsewhere that dunes were submerged 
but have not survived. In Western Australia, for 
example. there is good evidence tlull the Great Sandy 
Desert ~xtendcd at one time into ureas now submerged 
by rising sea levels (Jennings 1975). 
Pleistocene wind-erosion features 
It may be that most, and certainly the most obvious, 
aeolian erosional features are inherited from the 
Pleistocene. This is apparently true of many ventifacts. 
the most well developed of which arc found in areas 
near to the ancient ice-sheets, and arc now undoubt· 
edly inactive (as in Wyoming; Sharp 1949). Even in 
some still very arid areas of California. a weathering 
rind or dcscn varnish tcstiTh.--s to the inactivity of most 
ventifacts. Sharp, using his observations on active 
vcntifaet formation sn the Coachella Valley in sou thern 
California, speculat~'l:l that ventifaction was more 
active in some Pleistocene periods not only because 
of increased windiness. but also because of an increase 
in the supply of abrasive sand. This may be part of the 
explanation for the extent of development of ventir.tcts 
in glaciated areas, for tbe sand there would have been 
brought by glacial melt waters. There arc, none the less, 
still some vemifacts that are clearly active (Rude 1959). 
Here, as elsewhere, the facile assumptions about tbc 
relic or active nature of a feature need to be carefully 
guarded against. 
The great age of the mega-yardangs in the ccntrnl 
Sahara (discussed in Chapter 3) is undoubted. They 
may have been initiated in the Miocene. They. and 
other major yardangs m Iran, were probably much 
more active than today during the windier phases of 
the Pldstocenc. Smaller yardangs, excavated into 
Holocene lake deposits, and even in places into the 
cemented deposits accumulated round artificial sand 
fences are mostly much younger and many can be 
regarded as contemporary. 
ConclUsion 
TI1e imponance of aeolian sediments and land-
forms in recent Earth history may have been 
Palaeoenvironments 
underestimated. They have been a neglected field of 
study because of their general inaccesstbility. because, 
until recently. few of them could be accu rately dated. 
and bc~ause many accumulate slowly Md create 
unobtrusive features. These prohlems are being 
rapidly and radically overcome: deserts, where most 
aeolian sediments occur. are now much more 
accessible; and more important. aeolian sediments, 
far from being, to all intents and purposes undatable. 
may become some of the more easily datable 
materials. Detection is also becoming easier as the 
characteristic site and mineral signatures of aeolian 
deposits become more established. Furthermore, the 
astonishing intensity of aeolian aetjvity in some n.-ccnt 
geological periods is being exposed by rcocnt icc-core 
analysis. 
Loess and deep-ocean aeolian sediments arc 
revealing very large amounts of infonnation about 
the Pleistocene and earher periods (Chapter 41. 
Moreover, becuusc coastal dunes arc now seen to 
play a critical role in land - sea interaction, and 
because they will become even more critical if sea 
levels nrc to rise (Chapter 9), their recent history has 
acqwn.-<1 a new signific-.mcc as a possible analogue of 
what ts now to become of them. Stabilized and 
presently active dunes arc also disclosing a fascinati ng 
past. 
The deployment of the new techniques is reveal-
ing surprisingly comple' patterns of Quaternary 
aeolian activity, and is overturning many older 
ideas. Wnh the consolidation and further develop-
ment of these methods, the ncx:t decade is likely to 
see more rapid advance in the understanding of 
Ear th 's aeolian past, and, in consequence, radical 
reappraisals of most of what has been described in 
this chapter. 
Most of the material on ancient aeohan sandy 
environmen ts is rnthcr dispersed. There have, 
however, been some recent collections or useful 
papers, such as those by Pyc ( 1993a) and Pye and 
Lancaster (1993). The best introduction to thermo· 
luminescen~-e dating is to be found in Wintle 
(1993). 
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Introduction 
... 
There has been and continues to be massive invest· 
ment across the world in the control of aeolian 
geomorphological processes. It has happened in 
Saharan and Arabian oases for thousands of years; 
on the Dutch coast since the fourteenth century; on 
the Danish sandla nds particularly in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries; in the Ulndcs of south· 
western France from the nineteenth century; in the 
United States since the Dust Bowl of the 1930s; on 
the Israeli coast ~incc shortly aOer the creation of the 
State in the late 1940s; on the Rus~ian :and central 
Asian steppes since the Stalinist period; since t11c 
1950s in the oil·rich desert countries of tbc Middle 
East; smcc the early 1970s in the Sahel, North Afrie<t, 
India and China; and less in tensively but significantly 
in many other places. In most of these situations, 
applied aeolian geomorphology won huge resources 
and prestige. 
These experiences teach two crucial lessons. First. 
investment is seldom motivated by financial return 
alone. for there has almost always also been a strong 
symbolic component. For the Dutch, aeolian gco· 
morphology was applied for linle shon of national 
survival. In most other countries the problem is not as 
acute, but in many it has become a potent symbol that 
nature can be overcome. In the United States. for 
example, it at one time expressed the triumph of 
national destiny over the mythical Great American 
Descn. In the early days of the state of Israel, it 
signified Lbc conquest of Levantine deserts and acti~'C 
coastal du nes created by the ignorance of others; 
and in the Soviet Union, it was to bo a victory of 
scientific socialism over the barbarous steppes. In the 
less-developed world today. much applied aeolian 
geomorphology is little 010rc than an emblem of the 
fight against desertification. In the affiucnt Ambian 
peninsula. millions of dollars arc spent to bedeck 
highways with ~rces and flowers to fend olf the windy 
wastes. when a simple fence alone would have served 
the practical need. 
Dust. moving sand and dunes, by this evidence, 
generate deep-seated anxiety, which is seldom a llayed 
with scientific facts or economic arguments alone. 
Their s)mbolic threats transform tbo assessment of 
the hazards into battles between exaggerated fear 
and counterbalancing complacency. both grounded 
in ignorance. Careful , applied aeolian geomorphol· 
ogy l'lln narrow the zone of ignorance, but cannot 
itself avoid being judged not only in economic terms, 
but also in terms of Lbc peace of mind it may 
bring. 
The second lesson from the history of application 
of aeolian geomorphology is that success or failure, of 
whatever kind, is due not only to the application of 
good science (vital as that is), but also to the degree to 
"hich the science can be adapted to the prevailing 
culture. 
This chapter is in two parts. The first covers the 
technical procedures, based on scientific research. 
used to manage acohan activity in different situations. 
The second part considers some of the social, 
economic, administrative and political issues which 
arise in managing land affected by the va rious 
problems. 
Although some techniques arc common to all 
applied aeolian geomorphology notably structures 
to control sediment movement and the stabilization of 
mobile ~urfaces - it has opcmted in four distinct 
natural and social circumstances: wind-erosion con-
trol on agricultural fields; the control of dust; the 
management of coastal dunes and dunes in semi-arid 
areas; and the conuol of sand dunes and drifting sand 
in deserts. 
l 
I l 
' 
The extent and nature of the problem 
Wind erosion can damage fields in places as moist as 
the West Midlands in England (where mean annual 
rainfall is over IOOOmmJ, but the main threat is to 
drier parts o( the world such as the North AmeriC".tn 
Great Plains or the Russian and central Asian 
Steppes. Damage comes in many forms. Above all, 
because erosion removes soil, it reduces "-3lcr-holding 
capacity, nnd this can be critical to crop production in 
semi-arid climates. The vulnerable top-soiJ also 
contains :t nigh proportion of the total clay. most of 
the organic matter (which together hold nutrients 
against leaching as well as moisture), most of the 
nutrients themselves. both natural and added, and 
almost all the seeds (Zobeck and Fryrear 1986b). 
Wind cro~ion also exposes roots. These losses mean 
that each 0.02 m of soil eroded is estimated to reduce 
crop yield by 6 per cent (Lyles 1975). 
There arc yet further dangers. Loose sediment can 
be hurled against crops, severely damaging or burying 
them. The locally deposited material, having had 
most of its fertility winnowed away, is much less 
valuable than the original soil, and can block roads 
and ditches. whose clearance can be costly. as in 
Lincolnshire in England after the massive 'blow· of 
1968 (Robinson 1969). ln the Uni ted States it was 
estimated in 1989 that the annual cost of wind erosion 
to agriculture alone (from on- and olf-site processes) 
was S 188 million (Piper 1989). Finally, wind erosion 
creates dust. which can be a nuisance well beyond its 
origin. and which brings costs that dwarf the on-farm 
expenses (sec below). Thus there arc large g;~ins to be 
had from a n understanding of the process. 
The nature of scientific research into wind 
erosion 
Scientific research into wind erosion on agricultural 
fields is. as it is with W'.tter ero)ion. a difficult logistic 
problem. There arc two main issues. First is the huge 
variability in the rate of erosion on both temporal a nd 
spatial scales, for the greater part of a year's erosion 
can take place in one or two virtually unpredictable. 
catastrophic hours. Second is its insidiousness for 
unlike wa ter erosion, it docs not leave ob:,;ou~ 
features like rills and gullies. It may move large 
amounts of soil, lowering the ~urface by many 
centimetres in one place and raising it by II" 
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equivalent amount a short distance away. but because 
of large and seemingly random spat ial variability, 
these changes arc revealed only by careful monitoring 
over many years (Hennessey eta/. 1986). Thus much 
less work has been done on wind than on water 
erosion, and there arc few good estimate,:; of rates and 
effects. This lack of knowledge contri butcs to the 
general tendency for inappropriate reaction. 
These complexities dictate three types of scient ific 
approach. The first. observations on field plots, is the 
most vulnerable to variability, and the most difficult. 
The second, the study of the minutiae of the process in 
a wind tunnel, allows the control of wind speed. soil 
texture, surface roughness and moisture content 
(among other things), but at the risk of vast 
oversimplification, and at considerable expense . 
Finally, and by far the most unreliable, is the 
statistical comparison of field estimates of soil lo~s 
with environmental parameters, such as rainfall and 
wind speed. This tactic, though widely used and 
improving greatly with new modelling techniques, has 
led to some dubious results (and policy formulations), 
as will be shown. For all their faults. these methods, in 
combination. have brought many effective answers to 
the technical problems faced by drylnnd farmers. 
Much of wlmt is written in this book sterns from these 
kinds of research, undertaken uOcr the great North 
American Dust Bowl of the 1930s. What the) did not 
do, and what they may have suppressed by the faith in 
technical fixes that they have encouraged, was to 
taclrle the social forces that "ere the main cause of 
accelerated erosion, which arc discussed below. 
Some o f the best scientific work on wind erosion 
was done at the United Stutes Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) Wind Erosion Research Unit 
at Manhallan in Kansas, close to the Dust Bowl. 
Work began in 1935 and continues to this day (Lyles 
1985). The outcome o ft he research can sti ll be seen on 
huge acreages of the Midwest and many other 
countries (Fig. 9.1). Some authorities maintain that 
the adoption of the new methods laid to rest forever 
the spectre of another D ust Bowl (Schwein et a/. 
1983). It is true that dust storms have never reached 
even a quarter of their frequency m the J930s {Gillette 
and Hanson 1989), but other authorities arc more 
cautious, for it is still estimated that about 
2 x I~ ha yr 1 of land are damaged by wind erosion 
in the United States (averages for the period 1935-
1985). 'Damaged'. in this contex t, means soil loss that 
is visible, said to be when it is more than 
33tha-1 yr - • or when there has been bet\\<ccn 0.02 
and 0.05 m vertica l removal (Kimberlin 1'1 a/. 1977). 
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Fig. 9.1 Whole landscapes designed to counter wind erosion: strip fields covering many thousands of square kilometres in 
the prairies of Montana. This satellite image sl\ows narrow strips of ploughed and unploughed land aligned at right angles 
to the prevailing westerly winds. 
The eslimated area of damaged land rises in drought 
years as in 1954·- 1955, when it reached an aU time 
peak ofabout 6 x 106 ha, and 1975 1966. when it was 
about 3.2 x I 06 ha (Lyles 1985). 
The technical assessment of wind e rosion 
The scientists. in the USDA soon realized !bat wind 
erosion on agricultural fields was a function both of 
climatic facto.rs (erosivity) and surface factors (erod-
ibility). Following the pattem of earlier work on 
water erosion. they eventually produced a method of 
calculating the amount of wind erosion from an 
agricultural field (Woodruff a nd Siddoway 1965). 
This was the Wind Erosion Equation or simply the 
WEQ: 
E = f(C,I , L , K , V) (9.1) 
where E is the potential erosion loss in tons 
acre- 1 yr-1; C is a IOC'dl climatic index; l is a soil 
erodibility index; Lis a factor relating to field shape in 
the prevailing wind direction (or ' fetch'); K is a ridge-
roughness factor; and Vis a vegetation cover index. A 
value for each factor was computed by a tightly 
prescribed process, using soil, weather and crop da1a 
for the field in queslion, and fed in to the WEQ to give 
the expected loss of soil for a particular field in a 
particular season. The computation procedure for 
each factor was based on extended empirical and 
theoretical research. 
Tbougb a great advance at the time, I he WEQ had 
many problems. rt was firmly based on experience in 
the dryer Midwest (many of ils factors were empiri-
cally normalized against conditions in eastern 
Kansas); it was only slowly adapted to deal with 
changes in crops and soils through the year; it could 
not deal with the complex interactions between crop, 
weather. soil and erosion; and it generalized rather 
too much about wind characteristics (Argabright 
1991 ). A more rigorous model, for use in predicting 
dust emissions in the United States, was developed 
and found to be empirically sound by Gilleue and 
Passi (1988). In response to the criticisms and 
developments, a new method is being evolved by the 
USDA, based on further empirical research aod the 
assumplion of the widespread avai lability of personal 
computers: this is the Wind Erosion Prediction 
System (WEPS) (Hagen 1991). WEPS is to be 
published late in 1995 and its full specification will 
be available on the Internet (URL = http://www. 
weru.ksu.edu/weps.html/). 
The technical control of wind e rosion on 
agricultu ral fields 
The WEQ is used here as a framework for discussing 
1hc processes and corresponding controls of soil 
erosion by wind. These factors have been arranged 
in descending order of inevitability. Climate (C) can 
only be altered with very great investment, as under 
glass. Only some of the inherent soil characteristics 
(/) can economically be manipulated, but fetch (L), 
surface roughness (A') and vegetation cover ( V) are 
usually well within the control of many fanners. The 
success of the WEQ was tha t it directed attention at 
these factors, and at simple and feasible ways to make 
radical reductions in erosion. 
The climalic factor (C) was a simple combination 
of mean annual wind speed and a moisture index 
(Chepi l e1 at. 1962). It quantified what was already 
obvious: dry, windy places are the most vulnerable to 
wind erosion. Though crude, the index has proved a 
fair measure of soil erosion by wind, even in Britain 
(Briggs and France 1982). A further discussion of 
the e!Tectiveness of measures of drought and wind 
speed is given below in relation to the production of 
dust (a very closely related problem), where it is 
shown, however, that cultivation practices can 
strongly override wind speed as a control of dust 
production. 
Another climatic variable, wind direction (or drift 
direction) especially at times in the agricultural 
calendar when tbe soil is bare, is signi6canl to !he 
alignment of ihe control structures and practices 
discussed below, and is therefore another valuable 
piece of climatic infom1ation. Drift directions can be 
worked out using the kinds of data and models 
outlined in Chapter 2. An example of their use in a 
desert situation is described below. 
The erodibility of the soil (I in the WEQ) has 
pennanent and ephemeral elements. The more or less 
pennanent quality that is important to wind erosion 
is the primary grain-size distribution of the surface 
soil, for, as was argued in Chapter 2, the threshold 
of movement of a soil (the wind speed at which it 
begins to be eroded) is related to grain si:re. The 
curve in Fig. 2.6 shows that it is fioe sands and silts 
that are the most liable to be eroded, being 
susceptible 10 quite light winds. With low-density 
particles, as in soils derived from peat, !he threshold 
is even lower. 
However, although the sir.e of the primary particles 
is important, i1 is for a rather diffcrenl reason than 
implied by the curve in Fig. 2.6. for the effective grain-
size distribution (the one that is importanl to 
entrainment by the wind) is seldom the same as that 
of the primary particles. The size of aggregates is a 
much more cffec1ive control. and it is through this 
that primary grain size operates. The USDA metltod 
took account of this by dedu<.ing the ' /' fae!or from 
the results of a dry sieving procedure on undispersed 
soil. This procedure has been vindicated by rC(,-ent 
research which found a good correlation between the 
results of dry sieving and the sand and sih percent-
ages, the sand/clay ratio, the calcium carbonate 
content and the organic carbon content of ~oils 
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(Fryrear e1 at. 1994). Sandy and silty soils are erodible 
largely because they do not contain the clay that is an 
essential element in the production and maintenance 
of large, stable aggregates. 
It would be very expensive (though not impossible) 
to aher primary grain size, bu1 aggregation can be 
controlled (to a degree) through another of its 
important controls, namely organ ic matter (of the 
right kind). Aggregation is also a function of the type 
of plough in use (Zobeck and Popham 1990). The use 
of a mouldboard plough can actually reduce erod-
ibility by bringing large, stable aggregates to the 
surface (Fryrear ei al. 1994). 
In addition to increasing the effective grain size for 
wind erosion (in general), aggregates also provide a 
rough surface (see tbe discussion of the · K factor 
below), and, if they are not too scattered. they also 
shelter finer rrtalerial (Fryrear 1984). However, sand-
sized aggregates are more erodible than the primary 
clay panicles that make them up (as can be seen from 
Fig. 2.6), and since they rapidly brea!k down as they 
collide in transport and when they rerum to the soil 
surface, their entrainmenl can considerably increase 
the rate of dust production (Gillette 1980). The ability 
of aggregates to resist abrasion is relattd to their 
content of clay and to the type of clay, among other 
1hings. 
The erosivity: grain-size relationships discussed 
above are seen in 1he spatial pallern of wind erosion. 
It is soils of the critical grain sizes an.d low densiiies 
!bat erode most easily. Jn Britain, only sandy soils in 
places li.ke the Vale of York. the Wesu Midlands and 
Lincolnshire. and the loose, low-density peats of the 
Fens are in any real danger ( Radley and Simms 1967; 
Pollard and Miller 1968; Fullen 1985). In northern 
Europe. it is also fine sands and silts, many of them 
already of aeolian origin from glacial times, thai are 
the most susceptible (Fig. 9.2; Chapter 8; de Ploey 
1977; Richter 1980; MC6IIer 1986). This is especially so 
in dry periods, and when fields are intensively used, as 
was apparently the case in parts of the Netherlands 
and Denmark in tbe Middle Ages when cultivated 
inland dunes were extensively reactivated (Heidinga 
1984; Skarregaard 1989). In the United States, it is the 
Florida peats, and the extensive loose loessic (Chapter 
8) and 6ne sandy soils of the Great Plains (which were 
the main sufferers in the Dust Bowl) that are most at 
jeopardy. 
The fetch over which the wind acts (Lin the WEQ) 
is ano1her easily manipulable factor. Wind speed is 
low behind a hedge (where L is also low), but is 
high on wide, bare plains. Research soon revealed 
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Fig. 9.2 Sandy soils in Denmark under active wind erosion (photo: J.·T. MS'JIIer). 
relationships between the reduction of wind speeds 
and turbulence both upwind and downwind of 
barriers and their shape, porosity, resilience and 
seasonality (Fig. 9.3; Skidmore and Hagen 1977; 
Stockton and Gillette 1990). lt also revealed that 
barriers at some angles to the wind could cre-<~teeddies 
downwind that were even more powerful than the 
unobstructed wind (Seginer 1975), giving rise to the 
recommendation that windbreaks should be aligned 
as near as possible at right angles io the strongest 
winds. Other research showed that if windbreaks were 
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Fig. 9.3 Relative wind speeds (U/ U0 ) to the lee of 
windbreaks of different densities (a) and porosities (b) 
(after Heisler and Oewalle (1988) based on data from 
Naegeli (1946)). 
designed solely for erosion controL they should be as 
high as possible, not completely impermeable to the 
wind and fairly close to the each other. The Soviets 
recommended coulisses (closely-spaced rows of crop 
stalks), as a defence against wind erosion (Zachar 
1982), and there has been research on these in the 
United States as well. 
Windbreaks serve so many purposes other than 
wind-erosion conrrol, such as moisture control. 
snow-trapping, dust-trapping, wood and Christmas 
tree production, and amenity, that their design needs 
to be fitted very carefully to the local situation. 
The plan ting of windbreaks is al.so very symbolic 
(see below), but. despite these multiple purposes, 
windbreaks arc not always economic, at least on the 
short-term accounting horizons of United States 
farmers. for they occupy space and take water 
that might be used by a crop (Skidmore 1986h). 
Fryrear (1976), for example. found that cotton 
yields were reduced by 10- 29 per cent near wind· 
breaks. In Niger. Smith et a/. {1995) found that, 
where the water-table was beyond the roots of 
windbreak trees, the roots could provide serious 
competition with crops. 
Fetch has yet other influences on wind erosion. 
The aeolian load increases downwind of the leading 
edge of a patch of loose sediment for a number of 
reasons. These were aggregated as the 'Fetch EAect' 
by Gillette et a/. (1995), who believed it to be a 
combination of Chepil's 'avalanching' (here termed 
'cascading' to avoid confusion with processes on tbe 
slip faces of dunes), an aerodynamic effect on the 
growth of the internal boundary layer, and a change 
over distance of the threshold velocity. Chepil's 
(1957) model of 'cascading' had particles being 
picked up at the edge of a field and dislodging 
others as Lhey descended (by bombardment, see 
Chapter 2). These dislodged yet more particles, 
progressively augmenting the load of the wind. 
Gillette agreed that cascading is aocclerated by the 
breakdown of aggregates, and by the smootb.ing of 
the surface as small depressions (such as furrows) 
filled with sediment. Chepil (1957) found that the 
distance to full load varied from about 60 m on 
highly erodible material to over LS km for slightly 
erodible surfaces. Thus fields of ex:pose<i soil should 
be narrow across the wind, a pattern tbat is now 
adopted by many farmers in the erosion-prone parts 
of the Great Plains (Fig. 9.1). Alternating strips of 
stubble and bare earth not only cut down cascading; 
they also trap salt.'lting sand and reduce near-ground 
wind speeds. Tbcy sbould be wider on sandier soils, 
and if the stubble is short. 
The ridge-roughness factor (Kin the WEQ) can be 
explained by reference to the roughness height (z0) in 
Chapter 2. Experiments found that the rougher the 
surface, up to about 0.06 m, the lower the wind speed 
at the surface (Armbn1st et a/. 1964; Hagan and 
Armbrust 1985). The effect is greatest when the 
furrows are at right angles to the wind. Anotber way 
to roughen the surface is with crop residues, as is 
commonly done in the Sahel on loose sandy soils, but 
sandblast can quickly erode ridges and sediment can 
intill furrows (or the interstices of crop residues), so 
that ridging and leaving stubble are merely temporary 
reprieves (Skidmore 1986a). If the crop is valuable. 
soil stabili7.crs can be used (see below i~: connection 
with the lix:ation of desert sands), but they are seldom 
an economic proposition over large areas or with low· 
value crops. 
Studies of the vegetation factor (V in the WEQ) 
al.so produced simple recommendations. and these are 
the most crucia l of all. In short, keeping a dense 
vegetative cover, especially if the crop bas narrow 
leaves and short stalks. like grasses and cereals, is the 
best of a II the controls on wind erosion, as can be 
understood from the argument about the effects of 
vege(ation on the wind velocity profile in Chapter 2. 
For all its cri tical importance. recommendations that 
a vegetation cover should be maintained may be 
difficult to meet. for the farmer. to slay in business, 
must respond to economic as well as to environmental 
stimuli. The crops that are grown on the l;uge fields of 
the Nonh American. Australian or Russian plaips 
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demand that the soil must be tilled, and that the 
seedlings must go through a stage when they arc all 
small. lt is almost always in the early pa rt of the year 
in these places, when crops have barely begun to 
grow, and offer little protection, that the worst blows 
occur. It is for this reason that a mix of other 
measures has always to be used. 
The drive towards the Wind Erosion Prediction 
System (WEPS) is stimulating new wind erosion 
research, and new technology is allowing more of 
tb.is to be in the field, where the processes really 
happen. Portable wind tunnels. some so large that 
they need to be transported into the field on the back 
of IO·t Hat-loader trucks (Sco!t 1994), new and better 
anemometers and sediment traps, and new methods 
for estimating the erodibility of surfaces. such as 
vacuum cleaners (Zobeck 1989), are among the new 
methods. 
The new research is uncovering many important 
facets of the wind erosion process. For example, a 
strong synergy bas been revealed between wind and 
water erosion: raindrops loosen particles which can 
then he removed by the wind, either contempora-
neously in tbe rainstorm. or subsequently when the 
soil dries out (l.ylcs and Schrandt 1972). The wind 
also attacks loose sediment that is deposi led by 
rainwash and riUs, for this is usually of just the right 
size to be mobilized by the wind. Soil crusts are now 
seen as a critical part of the erosion process in many 
cases (Zobeck 1991): they can increase resistance to 
wind erosion by 10 to 5000 times. They are promoted 
by heavy rainfall (Valentin 1991), high clay contents, 
algae and soil organic matter. Some soils are more 
than crusted: the whole of the upper horizons may be 
fused or 'hardset', and tbesearcex:tremcly resistant to 
wind erosion (but also to agricultural working) 
(Mullins f'l a/. 1990). 
For aU this research, there arc still very few surveys 
of the regional variation of wind erosion in western 
countries. mainly because of the absence of reliable 
surface indicators, the difficulty of monitoring, and 
the ambiguous interpretat ion of dust storm data (see 
following page). A new approach to regional survey is 
(o model the climatic and soil controls on dust 
emissions. and to compare these predictions wi th 
actual emissions, on the assumption that difli:rcnces 
reflect the rate of dust emission induced by land use 
activity (for example, Gillette and Passi 1988). Such 
an approach has allowed the isolation of the parts of 
eastern Australia wbcre more dust is being produced 
than is predicted by environmental factors (McTainsh 
et a/. 1990). 
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The control of dust 
The extent of the problem 
Chapter 4 confined itself. more or less. to dUSt that is 
narurally produced. but there arc now many artificial 
sources and the atmospheric dust load is rising 
steeply. The rate at which dust is trapped in British 
peat bogs has increased by two to three orders of 
magnitude since the industrial n:volution (Oldfield er 
a/. 1978), and this so-called 'human volcano' may now 
account for a quarter to a half of atmospheric 
aerosols. The human volcano has many components. 
like industrial pollutants, besides the soil-derived 
particles that are the focus here, though these particles 
are a major ingredient. 
The most notorious input of artificial dust came in 
the ·oust Bowl' in the United States in the ' Dirty 
Thirties', referred to repeatedly in this chapter, which 
was an instance of the coincidence of drought and 
disturbance that olien generates large quantities of 
soi l-derived dust (fig. 9.4). The problem persists in 
Nonh America. Estimates of total dust production in 
the contiguous United States were ranging. until 
F:':':':'l Sevore wind erosion 
1:.:..:.:.:.1 IR 193S..t936 
D Severo wind erosion In 1938 
F;£11) Severe wind eroston 
Ul:!l In 1 940 
~ Most severe wind orosion 
~ In 193S..t 938 
Fig. 9.4 The ·oust Bowl' of the 1930s and 1940s as 
defined by Worster (1979). 
recently. from 528 x 106 to 1698 x I O~tyr- 1 , though 
Gillette er ol. (1992) have produced the much lower 
figure of 18.9 x I06 tyr- 1• Even so, these are large 
quantities. and mineral dust is the most important 
component of air pollution in many places. Dust 
control is therefore a prominent environmental issue 
in the United States. 
Dust in other parts of the dry world is less widely 
reported, although it seems to be quite as serious a 
problem. Violent dust storms followed the plough· 
ing up of the Ru~ian. Ukrainian and Kaakh 
steppes. one notorious incident bemg the great dust 
stonn of 1892 (Stebelsk:i 1985). French (1967) 
reported further 'severe d ust stonns' in the Ukraine 
in 1946, 1948. 1951, 1953. 1954. 1957, 1959. 1960 
and I 962. Artificially induced dust is also a major 
problem in parts of Australia (McTainsh et a/. 
1989). Figure 9.5 shows tha t there have been further 
problems in Africa. This particular case was 
apparently caused by another coincidence of 
drought and disturbance, probably the collection 
of fuelwood. ln the 1970s, shortly ulier the sta rt of 
the recent great drought in the Sahel, the quantities 
of dust arriving at Barbados from tb~ Sahara rose 
by a factor of three over the levels of the 1960s 
(Prospero and Nees 1977). D isturbance was 
undoubtedly also a major contributor to recent 
increases in dustiness in central Asin and in western 
India (G oudie 1983). More recently still, disturbance 
increased dustiness in parts of Saudt Arabia by 
factors of about 1.5 during the military movements 
of tbe Gulf War of 1991 (El-Shobokshy and AI· 
Saedi 1993). 
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Fig. 9.5 Increased frequency of dust storms following 
clearance and drought at Nouakchott in Mauritania (after 
Middleton 1985). 
Dust, whether generated naturally or artificially. 
could have far-reaching effects. either cooling or 
wam1ing the atmosphere. depending on its panicle 
sizes and concemrations and its combinations with 
other factors like cloud cover or humidity. If the dust 
produced large cloud nucleii. rainfall could increase; 
if the resulting clouds were composed of very fine 
droplets, rainfall might be inhibited. Most authorities 
believe that there are far too few data on which to 
base a conclusion (Hansen and Lacis 1990). The 
effects might be global, but are more probably 
regional, as within the Sahel. where dust certainly 
cools the ground, and may play a significant role in 
generating rainfall (Maley 19g2). Any of these climate 
cbanges could drastically afl'ect all kinds of geomor-
phological processes, but to enl arge on these effects 
would take this discussion far beyond its remit. 
Dust also causes much more immediate problems, 
and it is on the alleviation of these that this short 
section focuses. If dense enough, clouds of dust can be 
a considerable hazard. as on airports and roads 
(Buritt and Hyers 1981), let alone to radio and 
television communication, and it can cause disease, 
both per se to the respiratory system (of people and 
animals). and when it carries salts (Whea l on 1992) or 
pathogens (Leathers 198 1). It is. finally, an aesthetic 
C<>ncern. 
The first task i n a control stra tegy is to discover 
what creates dust. As in all applied aeolian geomor-
phology. there are three sets of inOuence: meteorolo-
gical, surficial and cultural (the last being discussed 
below). The relative importance of the meteorological 
controls such as wind speed, and surface controls such 
as grain size and moisture are discussed in Chapter 4. 
The artificial production of dust 
The relationships of wind speed. drought and land use 
are ha rd to disentangle, for they work in d1fferent 
ways in different areas, at different times and at 
different seales. While some studies at the continental 
scale, and for runs of a few years, implicate wind 
speeds and perhaps drought as major controls (Gtllete 
and Hanson 1989), others find that it is farmers 
ploughing particularly vulnerable soils who should 
bear the main responsibility. Farmers can encourage 
dust production in two ways: first merely by clearing 
tbe land and reducing to va lues; and second by 
breaking up soil aggregates during the machine 
working of dry fields (Gi llette er a/. 1992). Around 
Lubbock, Texas, and in Arizona, for example, 
machine working is the main dust trigger ( Rra.;.et 
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and Brazel l 988: Lee l!l ol. 1993). The phenomenal 
growth of centre-pivot agriculture in the western 
United States. with large fields, few windbreaks and 
extensive use of machinery. is also thought to have 
been a major factor in increasing dUSt emissions 
(Breed and McCauley 1986). But even here the 
analysis ts not simple, for H uszar's (1988) study of 
sod-busting on the High Plains showed a complex 
interaction of natural and cultural controls. The 
pauem of over- or under-reaction, so familiar to the 
history of applied aeolian geomorphology. was at 
work yet again. 
f'or the United States, it is estimated that wind 
erosion and tillage produce about one-half of all 
mmeral dust, another major source being traffic on 
unmade roads (Gillette eta/. 1992). Vehicle-generated 
dust. even in peacetime, is a major nuisance in many 
Middle Eastern towns, where vehicles are numerous 
and where there is free access to the desert (Jones et a/. 
1986). Plum~s of dust. emanating from vehicles 
travelling across the desert, can be detected on 
satellite images. Yet other culprits are construction 
sites (Nakata eta/. 1976). mines. areas deforested for 
firewood, and battlegrounds both real as in the 
desert war of the 1940s (Oliver 1945) and in the Gulf 
War. or in military training grounds (Marston 1986). 
The desiccation of the Aral Sea. mainly because of the 
abstraction of irrigation water from its feeder rivers. 
has produced a further and large new source of dust. 
This dust is highly saline. and may be producing 
major soil changes in the surrounding zone, let alone 
Hs effects on human health. Akiner et at. (I 992) 
quoted Glazovski's (1990) estimates that on average 
8200 tonnes of salt were being deflated per square 
kilome1re from parts of the desiccated sea bed. The 
drying out of desert lake bas1ns in the western United 
States. particularly Owen's Lake in California, largely 
because of water abstraction for domestic, agricul-
tural and industrial use. has had similar dust-creating 
effectS. though on a smaller scale (Gill 1995). 
The control of accelerated dust production can be 
divided, hke all the issues in this chapter. into two 
strands: technical fiJCcs at tbe small scale; and social 
measures at the la rge scale. In both, ;r~ning plays an 
important part. for more dust is produced. by any 
activity, from vulnerable soils (generally, those that 
are fine-textured). and these should therefore be 
mapped and given special attention. of whatever kind . 
There bas been little research into the problem of 
dust in desert towns, seri ous though it may be. Pi:we et 
ol. (1981) estimated that 34000t of dust entered 
Phoenix, Arizona. from the surrounding countryside 
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in the 1972 73 season P. Davison (pcrs. _comm:) 
found that desert towns trap the dust m . the.'r 
interstices. so that the) can dean up a dusty wmd ~n 
some circumstances. He believed there to be two ma~n 
issues where research might alleviate the pr_oblem m 
Doha. the capital of Qatar, which suffers h1gh levels 
of dust in the summer. Locally generated dust IS 
added to lhe stream of dust being carried from the 
north-west on the strong .<hamal wind. The co~struc· 
tion work that considerably increases these ·~puts, 
mostly from newly developing areas on the penpbery 
of town could be controlled by spraying (see below). 
Second.' the shape of buildings, their rt!ations to cac_h 
other and their orientation, can matenully alter lhCJr 
propensity to pass dust onwards or to t~p it : Simple 
changes in design. based on aerodynam•c pnnc1plcs. 
could alleviate these problems (Cooke ct a/. 1982). 
Technical control of dust production 
Control techniques for agricultural dust_ produc~ion 
include many that arc also used for w1nd e_ros1on. 
Techniques more specifically for dust cont.rol mcludc 
the spraying of various substances. also used to 
control desert dunes. but there are ~an~ oth~rs. 
Much of the research has concerned SJtua\Jons. l1ke 
dumps of mine tailings or fly ash from power stat10n_s. 
where large amounts of dust can be gencra_ted m 
places close to habitation, and where compames are 
worried about being sued for damages and about 
-?: ~:..~· 
their image. There have been three approaches h~re. 
First is the shaping of the dump to reduce wm~ 
erosion forces (Hunt and Barrell 1989). This work IS 
related to the research described in Chapter 5 on 
speed-up over sand dunes. The conclusion . is t~at 
dumps should be longer in the wind·paral~cl du~uon 
than across the wind. Second is the mampulauo~ of 
surface roughnes~cs with inert objec_ts or vegctauon. 
A tlurd technique, applicable espcc1ally to dry lake 
beds as m Owen's Lake in California, is to con~rolthe 
sahating sand that initiates most dust cntramm~nt 
(Chapter 4) wilh fences or strips of vegetation 
(Fig. 9.6; Cahill eta/. 1995). 
Managing cOastal dunes and dunes In 
semi-arid areas 
This section discusses together the management of 
coastal dunes and dunes in semi-arid parts . of the 
world for although their cultural context IS very 
diffc~nt. the technicalities and science arc very 
similar. The constraints associated with the different 
cultural contexts arc discussed later in this chapter. 
Problems on coastal dunes 
Coastal dunes can be associated with major hazards. 
If the dunes on the Dutch coast were ever breached. 
..,...,. ..... . - .. 
F 0 n's • • ke California USA designed to controttl1e entrainment of dust, Fig. 9.6 cnceson we ...., • · · . 
whtch is often Initiated by the impact of sa11a11ng sand grams. 
not an unlikely event, there would be catawophe. In 
the Landes in south-western France. the church tower 
at Mimi7.an was at one ttme buried in 16m of sand 
(Fenley 1948). But often, as with so many of the 
hazards in aeolian geomorphology. the threat, though 
real. is overstated. It was claimed, for example, that a 
great storm in 1694 buried a manor bouse and six 
farms in the Culbin Sands in Morayshtre, though 
Edlin (1976) believed the story had been somewhat 
embell.ished. Furlher apocryphal tales of buried 
villages are found for Forvie in Aberdccnshirc, 
Gower in South Wales, Lege in the Landes and at 
T \'cd on the south Jutland coast of Denmark, each 
tale suffering exaggeration somewhere in the retelling 
(13lnnchard 1926; Lees 1982; Skarregaard 1989: 
Robertson-Rintoul and Ritchie 1990). 
The measured judgement m ust be that, though 
seldom as cataclysmic as ~omc of the versions of these 
stories, the protection that dunes provide against 
extreme storms is substantial (Nordstrom and Gares 
1990). While coastal dunes survive, they provide 
protection to the whole of the province of Holland, to 
much of lowland Lancashire and to mnny other 
valuable areas. Coastal dunes arc a dynamic compo· 
ncnt of the barrier islands that line the Atlantic and 
Gulf coasts of the USA (and many other coasts), and 
arc therefore al~o an mtegral part of the management 
of lhesc valuable ~a-defences {Leatherman and 
Zaremba 1987). Moreover, the costs of the burial 
and exhumation of buildings and land. though small 
in each case, c;m be very large in aggregate. The 
potential real costs and benefits and the symbolic 
value of controlling the imagined terrors of coastal 
dunes arc effective stimuli to discovering efficient 
means of control. · 
Another impetus to understanding is that many 
coastal dunes arc at the same time a va luable resource. 
They cover huge areas in total, and many are in 
strategic positions. A quarter of the southern Aus-
lr.tlian coast is backed by dunes (Short 1988). The 
whole of the Belgian coast is lined by dunes, as is 80 per 
cent of the Dutch coast and most of the German and 
Polish consts, all of the west coast of Denmark and vast 
stretches of coast in France and the United States. In 
Great Britain, which is not specially well endowed. 
coa.Mal dunes cover 56 300 ha or t per cent of the total 
land area (Fig. 9. 7). Coastal dunes underlie a large 
proportion of cities such as The Hague. Durban and 
Tel Aviv. They arc used as natural underground 
reservoirs for domestic water supply in many part~ of 
the world. In Holland four million people draw over 
40 '< 106 m\'r 1 of water from sand dunes. which ¥C 
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recharged artJficially. and which act as natural filter 
beds (van der Mculcn and Jungerius 1989). 
In the densely populated European countries, 
coastal dunes were the last reserves of unused and 
accessible space in the periods of international conflict 
or economic expansion in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, and were therefore comman· 
dccrcd by state enterprises such as military training 
grounds. forestry. defences a{!ainst invasion, ports 
and industrial estates. One of the largest forestry 
plan ting schemes ever undertaken. in the Landes of 
south-western France. "as on C03)tal dune land. 
Napoleon appointed an engineer, Brcmonticr, to 
reclaim the Landes in 1787. The new forest covered 
nearly I million hu by 1892 and now covers about 
9000km1 (Lowdermilk 1944). Olher large planta· 
tions, though none as massive, occur in the Culbin 
Sands of north-cast Scotland, in western Denmark 
and on the B••ltic coast of Poland. Some coastal dunes 
arc valuable sources of sand for concrete. In northern 
New South Wales and southern Queensland, beach 
sands, rich in zircon and rutile, have been mined from 
beneath coastal dunes since the 1940s: perhaps 5 per 
cent of a 1000 km stretch of coast will eventually be 
mined, leaving potentially massive devastation (Clark 
1975). Coastal dunes arc now being threatened by 
mining for titanium in southern Madagascar. 
Coastal duocs arc. furthermore, one of the most 
intensely used recreational re.~ources the world over 
(and thus one or the most familiar of landforms). 
Ma ny square kilometres are covered with holiday 
homes. Seventy per cent of Belgian coastal dunes arc 
built up in this way (de Rueve 1989). Because of the 
simplic1ty of their ecosystems and thei r selection to 
illustrate a particular concept of successional theory 
in many ecology textbooks (Ranwcll 1972). coastal 
dunes also attract thousands of students each year on 
field courses. They are a valuable wildlife habitat, 
with distinct and sometimes rare species (Doody 
1989). They arc attracting renewed interest because of 
their role in coastal protection during possible sea· 
level rise in the twenty-first century. All this interest, 
much of it confticting, focuses on one or the most 
fragile of environments. 
The threats to and values of investments, real or 
imagined, that are inherent in mnny coastal dunes in 
the developed world are potentially so great that they 
have created u strong.ly conservative nllitude in 
managers, and this in tum has infiucnced the science 
and technology of control. But. whether restrained or 
innovative, scientific understanding is essential to the 
management of coastal dunes. It can he utilized at two 
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different scalc:s. At the small sca le (that of a few 
hundred metres) management is frurly strictly a 
matter of aeolian geomorphology and plant ecology. 
At Lhc larger scale (that of the duncficld), horizons 
need to expand to include the whole of a coastal 
sedimentary cell, centuries if not millennia of environ-
mental change, a range of geomorphological pro-
cesses and techniques, and much more profound 
considerations of Lhc scientific, social, cultural and 
pol itical context. A similar Kind of distinction was 
drawn by Gares and Nordstrom (1991 ), who observed 
that small-scale management. with time-horizoos of 
little more than 10 years, was appropriate only for 
heavily used coastal dunes, while the longer-term 
perspective applied to all types of coastal dune. 
Small-scale c·oastal dune management 
Management at the small sca.le relics Oil an :mder-
standing of the dynamics of the system as outh ncd 10 
Chapter 5. Four characteristics have practical sig-
nificance. First, dunes and beach are in close 
connection: a change in one is rapidly passed on to 
the other. lf artificial groyncs lead to the accumu-
lation of beach material , for example, the dunes 
behind will grow soon after (Nordstrom et a/. 1986). 
Second, most sediment is moved only in brief, rare 
storms. Third, in general, it is storm waves that do the 
most damage to d unes. not the wind: the wind can he 
used to repair the damage. Fourth, in the great 
majority of cases. there is a marked decline in the 
amount of sediment in transport as one moves inland 
from the beach, so that sand-fixing devices are 
generally much less necessary inland. 
This last observation is the basis of a uscf uJ division 
of coastal dunes into three management zones: I , the 
active seaward zone; 11, a zone with a mosaic of very 
active and completely vegetated patches; and IJ1. a 
densely vegetated, even forested inner zone (Jungerius 
and van der Meuelcn 1988). This reflects Psuty's 
division into 'primary' dunes close to the coast and 
·secondary' dunes inland, as explained in Chapter 5. 
The outer zone (Zone 1) is generally narrow, 
though in transgressive dunes it extends many 
hundreds of metres inland, as explained below. 
Parts of the second and sometimes even the third 
zones can be expected to be without vegetation, quite 
naturally, ltnd even in quite humid climates. Blowouts 
appear and disappear in these zones, but need not be 
seen as unequivocal signs of widespread reactivation, 
or as in need of emergency stabili7..ation (Jungerius 
1989; Carteret a/. 1990). 
The necessary type of management activity at this 
small scale varies by 7.0ne. Jn the act.ivc, seaward zone 
the main objective is to trap mobile sand (usuall y after 
a storm has breached the foredune) either mechani-
cally or witb plants (if management is needed at all). 
The crudest method of bui lding dunes in this zone is 
to create them with bulldozers, but there are more 
subtle and less expensive methods, of which the 
building of sand fcnoes is the main one. The nearest 
analogue for designing fenoes to trap sand is the 
design of snow fences to protect highways and 
rrulways. The accumulation of sand (or snow) 
around an obstacle is a positive function of two 
factors: (i) the Froude number, 
Fr = (u. - u.,)/(gh) 11l 
where h is the height of the obstacle, u. is the shear 
velocity, and u., the threshold shear veloci ty, as 
defined in Chapter 2; and (ii) the concentration of 
sand in the wind (Iversen 1986b). 
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Although knowledge of the design of sand-fixing 
fence.~ on the European coasts is now centuries old, 
there are still gains to be made f rom research. 
Manohar and Bruun {1970) quoted earlier studies in 
which it was found that fences with a permeability of 
about 50 per cent were the best for sand tr<~pping 
(although no sand is trapped by such a fence in winds 
greater than 18ms-1) . In a wind-tunnel study they 
found, among other things. that two fairly closely 
spaced parallel fenoes were better tha n one, and that 
the opti mum position of the fence in front of an 
existing dune depended on tbe ambient wind speed. 
Other research has shown that zig-zag fences create 
wider, lower, more manageable dunes than straight 
or1es, and are more likely to trap sand brought by 
winds from a variety of directions (Watson 1990). 
Experimental observations of accumulation round 
a fence with 38 per cent porosity showed that sand 
collects on the windward side of the fence, and soon 
finds its way through the interstices, creating a dune in 
the lee (WillettS and Phillips 1978). The crest of this 
dune is further from the fence in higher winds (Iversen 
1986a). In many situations. 1.5 m high fences can be 
overtopped in one season. Because the growing d une 
itself begins to act as a fence, and since trappiog 
ability var ies as the height of the total obstacle. 
successive fences on top of the dune trap more and 
more sand (Watson 1990). The dune may, therefore, 
grow to many tens of metres in height if the fences are 
repeatedly replaced. The uhimatc height may be 
controlled by the depth of rooting of plants, or the 
greater speed-up of the wi nd over higher parts of the 
growing dune (Rasmussen 1989). 
The choice of plants as sand-accumulators in this 
mobile zone is restricted, for although Lhere are other 
species that can survive salt spray and burial in sand, 
and have been used from time to time. only the grass 
Ammophila are11aria (marram grass) can be grown 
with confidence {Chapter 5). Even in the fourteenth 
century. special regulations covered the planting of 
marram in the Netherlands (vao dcr Maarel 1981 ), 
and marram or 'oyar' was Brcmontier's main tool for 
fixing the dwtes of the Landes in south-western 
France in the nineteenth century. The grass, a native 
of north-westcro Europe, has now heen used across 
the world in this role, including the United States 
and Australia. Most authorities agree that it docs 
the job better than its North American relative A. 
breviligulata, which is nevertheless sometimes used 
(Chapter 5). 
In planting schemes. the spacing of the plants can 
be critical, as can the way in which the roots are 
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arranged, be it vertical or horizontal. Fertilizer 
treatment or stabilization with sprays (sec below) 
can speed growth. To help marram survive the few 
short weeks before it gets going, or to protect the sand 
out of the growing season. surfaces can be protected 
with brushwood (in many ~'llses discarded Christmas 
trees, some doubtless planted first as windbreaks, as 
described above). or straw fences (as with inland 
dunes. see below). Even in the nineteenth century a 
kind of folk knowledge had been ac4uired in France 
about these methods. After nearly two centuries of 
systematic dune fixation in Europe. there is now a 
weighty body of knowledge on thc.~e matters, and 
many good handbooks (for example, Ranwcll and 
Boar 1986: Ritchie 1989). 
Dune fixation. hy whatever means. is not always 
wholly beneficial. Dunes may trap sand that would 
have moved along the beach, and thus accelerate 
erosion at a point down-drift or downwind, by 
robbing it of sediment, as in New Jersey (Nordstrom 
and Gares 1990). On the southern South African 
coast, ·courageous' management plans have sanc-
tioned the dcvcgetation of some coastal dunes in 
order that a ·natural' system of sediment tTansfer can 
resume and feed sand to beaches that had apparently 
been denuded of sand by earlier planting progFc~mmcs 
(Swart and Reyneke 1988). 
Thus, even at this scale it is impossible to eliminate 
cultural influences. There are many more examples. In 
some cultures, for example in the Netherlands, coastal 
dunes are managed centrally, and unifonn policies 
extend over long stretches of coast (Arens 1994). lo 
parts of the United States, such as Long Island. in 
contrast, the dunes are managed piecemeal by the 
owners of the nearest property, usually a beach house. 
In this case there is enorrnous variability in the degree, 
type and errcctivcness of defences and the dunes they 
generate (Nordstrom et a/. 1986). 
A final issue in this zone is the management of the 
'cliffing' of dunes by storm waves (Chapter 5). Two 
extreme conditions can be foreseen. Cliffing has to be 
countered if it endangers installations behind the 
dunes. On the other hand, it is to be encouraged if, by 
feeding sand to the beach, it helps to modify wave 
attack , and so counter the overall erosion of the coast 
(Arens 1994). Judgements as to which is the rnost 
appropriate response depend on a number of other 
factors, both at a particular site and up- and down-
drift of it. One procedure. appropriate in both 
conditions, is the mechanical modification of the 
outer dune slope so that it is better able to 
accommodate extreme waves. Engineering models 
can predict the appropriate configuration. and appear 
to be successful (summarized in Shcrrnao and Bauer 
1993). Over-protcclion of a dune. with no regard to 
dune- beach interaction, may create an artificially 
steep beach profile, which may then be very vulner-
able to wave attack (Sherman and Bauer 1993). In 
many cases, a policy of ·managed retreat' mjght be 
more appropriate. 
Inland frorn the mobile zone. marram ceases to 
thrive and is replaced by a community of other plants 
(whose species composition is very dirTerent in 
different parts of the world) underlain by successively 
more acid soils (Chapter 5). These communities and 
soils are very vulnerable to some kinds of disturba.nce. 
The A 2 horizons in the soils are usually leached and 
loose, and can be destroyed by deliberate physical 
clearance, as by ploughing. Podzolic B horizons lower 
down the soil profile may be so dense that they 
considerably impede drainage. creating saturated 
conditions in winter. One of the great breakthroughs 
in the reclamation of the Landes in south-western 
France in the nineteenth century was the discovery 
that drains cut through Bh boriwns (the hard black 
'alios') could dry out the soil enough to allow trees to 
grow and to control malaria (Lowdern1ilk 1944). 
These char-acteristics of the inland areas within 
coastal dune systems are usually adequately managed 
in intensive land use systems like horticulture or 
agriculture, but can render them vulnerable to less 
intensive, less highly capitalized land uses ~ke grazing 
by domestic animals and recreation. Fire is another 
haY.ard. There has been a long, inconclus.ive debate 
ahout the effects of introduced mbbits (Rutin 1992), 
but whatever the reality, many managers control 
them, just in case. 
The most obvious technique to control unaoccp-
table amounts of bare sand or sand m<lvement in 
these low-input management systems is to restrict 
usage. for example by managing the most heavily used 
zones intensively so that damage does not reach 
unacceptable proportions. Paths can be mown and 
their use rotated. or fertili?.ed and sown with hard-
wearing species. If usage is expected to be heavy, 
artificial surfaces, like boardwalks, can be laid. When 
all else has failed, the techniques of sand fixation that 
are used on the mobile edge of t be dunes cao be 
employed, though with more conventional grass 
species-mixtures than with rnarram (Ritchie 1989). 
In many cases, dunes have been afforested. though 
this has usually been more for timber tban for 
protection, even when protection has been the 
excuse (Edlin 1976). 
The details of dune control In semi-arid areas 
On the desert margins, where there is some rainfall, 
albeit limited and unreliable. the technical problems 
of dune fixation are much the same as those in 
temperate coastal dunes. though perhaps with more 
exotic sand-fixing species. The technical solmions, 
however. can be different. 
Where, as is usual in less developed countries, there 
is plentiful aod cheap labour, the common practical 
procedure is to hold the loose sand with low 
brushwood or reed fences until plants can grow up 
enough to reduce wind speeds and bold movement 
(FAO 1985). lf the wind is expected from one 
direction only, as on the Somali coast, the fences 
can be in rows at right angles to the wind (Fig. 9.8a), 
but if the winds are variable, a criss-cross pattern is 
advisable (Fig. 9.8b). Lhe size of the enclosed squares 
being smaller on steeper, more undulating topo-
graphy. Sometimes, if labour is especially plentiful, 
the fences can be made of clay (Zhao Songqiao 1988; 
Kebin nnd Kaigo 1989). There is now a range of 
techniques to help the plants to get away, such as 
earthenware pots with beller soil to retain moisture 
and small sachets of water-retentive chemicals and 
nutrients. The new plants invariably need to be 
watered for quite a few years before they establish 
and need to be fenced against domestic stock and the 
poor seeking firewood. browse and hay. This needs a 
well organized workforce (which is not always 
forthcoming). 
Technical aspects of coastal dune 
management on a large scale 
Three sets of problems arise if the coastal dune 
manager moves beyond sand fences and plaoting 
schemes. First is the 30-50 year 'cycle' of activity 
between major disturbances that occurs on many 
coastal dunes (Gares and Nordstrom 1991; Chapter 
5). Second is large-scale reactivation, which may bury 
valuable land. Th.ird and last, there is the maintenance 
of dunes of any kind, active or fixed, as a forrn of 
coastal defence. in the light of their wide-~pread, 
inevitable decline. 
The ma nagemen 1 of occasional storrn damage is a 
matter of employing small-scale methods strategi-
cally, both before and after the inevitable event. and 
a hove all. of ens<1rins some kind of plan for coastal 
development that neither endangers the dune nor life 
limb and property. ' ' 
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The large-scale aeolian reactivation of a coastal 
dunefield involves the burial of vegetation for several 
hundred metres and even kilometres from the coast. 
In these cases the duncfield has become •transgressive' 
(Chapter 5). Some of the dunes on the Baltic coast of 
Poland, for example, were highly transgressive in the 
recent past and. despite forestry, some still arc 
(Bor<iwka 1990). Transgressive dunes may require 
active intervention (such as tree-planting) over large 
areas. There are situati ons in which to attempt control 
is futile: for example, coastal dunes on desert coasts 
arc barely fixed at all, as on the northern coast of 
Sinai in Egypt (Tsoar 1990c). But there are many 
other situations in which control is wnceivable, if 
problematic. The main problem of management at 
this scale is the range and complex interaction of 
possible causes, and the consequent possible extent of 
erTective intervention. Reactivation can have natural 
or induced causes (or more commonly a subllc 
mixture of the two). 
Medium-tenn 'natural ' surges in sand supply can 
be created by stonns which cause marine erosion of 
nearby foredunes, the sand then moving down the 
coast and being blown off onto dunes elsewhere. The 
changes at the Grand Dune du Pilat in Aquitaine. 
which at I 05 m high is said to be the biggest dune in 
Europe, have been shown to be related to such a 
coastal change (Froidefond and Prud'hommc 1991). 
Rhythmic pulses of sand and the delayed errects on 
a beach of offshore changes. both referred to in 
Chapter 5, are further causes for change, but are 
seldom easy to diagnose. Also at this scale, intense 
stonns can move great volumes of sand from the 
beach to the dunes or can create blowouts; or 
droughts or hurricanes can kill plants and reduce 
their protective capacity (Bird 1974). 
Longer-term 'natural' changes are yet more 
difficult to elucidate. Enhanced supply may come 
from intensified erosion on cliffs many hundreds of 
lcilornetrcs away, as in eastern England, or from a 
river mouth, as in the case of the dunes associated 
with the Rhone, Rhine. Gironde and Tagus in 
Europe, or from erosion following a change in sea 
level, nearby or remote, recently or far in the past. In 
few of these cases is the ultimate source of the 
sediment or its routing thereafter unambiguously 
established or even establishable. 
For all this emphasis on the management of active 
sand movement on coastal dunes. transgressive 
dunes are the exception rather than the rule on 
temperate coasts at the present time. A much more 
fundamental problem is that most arc geologically 
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(a) 
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Fig. 9.8 (a) Brushwood fences arranged In strips to protect planting designed to c~trol s~nd 
movement on sand dunes in Somalia; (b) brushwood and dry grass fences arranged •n a cnss· 
cross fashion in a dune·fixing project in Rajasthan. 
ephemeral, or indeed in active decay: Bird's ( 1985) 
worldwide survey showed sandy coasts in retreat 
almost everywhere. Thirty-eight per cent of the 
Netherlands coast is regressing, 39 per cent is 
stable and only 23 per cent is prograding (Arens 
and Wiersma 1994). Many coastal dunes occur on 
spits or barriers that are short-lived littoral features, 
which can grow and disappear in mauers of years. 
Many others were created in stom1 CQnditions over 
the last few centuries, and are not being maintained 
(Goldsmith 1985), though new ones may be e~pcct.ed 
after storms in the future. Most have been bUilt With 
sediment that was produced by coastal erosion as sea 
levels rose after the last glaciation, or in high 
latitudes by the marine remobili7.ation of 6uvio· 
glacial sand (Chapter 8). Neither source any longer 
yields much sand (though rising sea levels may 
produce more sand again, as discussed below). ln 
many parts of the world, as in the Netherlands, 
beach defences (such as groynes and other measures 
to restrict littoral drift) can restrict the supply of 
sand to the dunes, and even accelerate their decline 
(Arens and Wiersma 1994). Uoreplenished coastal 
dunes cannot last for ever. 
In addition to erosion by the sea, the processes of 
decay in coastal dunes include the leaching of soils, 
slope processes, gradual dissipation inland and 
erosion by streams. Coastal dune management . in 
tbis perspective, is little more than postponing an 
inevitable decline. Many authorities worldwide are 
adopting a policy of 'managed retreat' in the face of 
these problems. It is argued that a C()IIS!ant batile 
with the sea must inevitably build even greater 
problems in the future, especially during rare storms. 
But as the scale of management increases, so does the 
intrusion of political , economic and aesthetic con-
siderations. These are discussed on the following 
pages. 
Coastal dunes and global warming 
Coastal sand dunes could, finally, be very vu lnerable 
if C02 con<:entrations in the atmosphere were to 
increase, and by causing global warming, raise sea 
levels and alter climatic patterns. Although coastal 
dunes would inevitably be affected, the nature of the 
change is not clear, and it is unlikely to be the same for 
all dunes (van der Meulen 1990; Carter 1991 ). 
Those coastal dune systems that are isolated from 
sand supplies (either artificially or naturally) would be 
the most vulnerable. Dunes would be eroded by waves 
more ofren, and would recover more slowly in the 
absence of new sand. Another vulnerable set of dunes 
arc those that have been artificially maintained 
against erosion. On one of tllese, Cape Hatteras in 
the eastern United States. it is estimated that, if 
unmanaged, there will be a loss of 22 per cent of the 
dune system by AD 2000, and i[ sea levels were to rise 
further. 70 per cent of the dune system would 
disappear (DeKimpe e/ a/. 1991). 
Quite another picture emerges where there is the 
possibility of sediment movement , onshore or 
a longshore, which is often the case. ln these cases a 
more complex scenario is more likely, in which 
higher sea levels and greater stonniness would 
increase erosion on some parts of the coast 
(particularly on vulnerable soft cliffs), and feed it 
to an intensified system of longshore movement. 
Some coastal dunes. pa rticularly those at the distal 
ends of sediment transport systems. might then, be 
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engulfed in new sand. If this did not bury marram 
(whose growth may at the same time be stimulated 
by increased C02 and rainfall), larger dune systems, 
perhaps at somewhat more landward sites, would 
result. (The rates of burial that marram can survive 
are discussed in Chapter 5.) If there was a sudden 
increase in supply, burying even mnrram. Lhen dunes 
might be reactivated on a large scale and themselves 
become a hazard (Carter 199)). Tbis is what seems to 
have happened on many coasts at the end of the 
Pleistocene, when rising sea levels are said to have 
resulted in large amounts of sediment, although this 
sudden burial might have been i.o response to the 
very abrupt nature of tile climate change discussed in 
Chapter 8 or to other distinctive climatic conditions 
of windiness or aridity. 
These changes in coastal dunes in response to 
climate change are unlikely to be the only ones, for 
there may be more salt spray in stormier conditions. 
killing some plants, and erosion might lower water· 
tables creating drier conditions and also killing 
plants (van der Mculen 1990) (though it could also 
raise the water-table along with the general rise in 
sea level). Higher temperatures might desiccate soils 
and have a similar effect, but. in combination with 
nigher levels of atmospheric C02, might increase the 
rate of plant growth (depending also on rainfall). A 
decrease in tile cover of vegetation would release 
more sa11d to the wind. These various processes 
cannot be expected to act in the same way on all 
coastal dunes, and tbcrc wiU doubtless be com· 
plex and poorly anticipated interactions between 
'natural' processes and the measures taken to 
combat them. 
The management options to deal with these 
changes are also various, depending not only on the 
way Lhe coast reacts to cllange, but also on the likely 
economic and symbolic impact. The options are 
'managed retreat' , selective control. full control. and 
even reclamation (van der Meulcn eta/. 1991). 
The drylands present yet another distinctive natural 
and socio-economic context within which applied 
aeolian geomorphology must operate. Two elements 
are familiar: the tendency for exaggeration, as in the 
stories of lost oases and even lost Roman legions in 
north-eastem Egypt (de Lancey Forth 1930): and the 
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presence of real enough threa ts beneath the bluster. 
The dangers have some distinctive characteristics in 
deserts: sand and dust arc much more mobile than in 
wetter climates and plants are much more difficult to 
keep alive. On the cultural side. however, there arc 
some positive features: many deserts today share a 
singular characteristic in that money is not the 
extreme constraint tbat it is in most of the other 
spheres discussed above. The reason is oi l, for many 
of these economics depend on maintaining oil 
supplies from areas suffering aeolian geomorphologi-
cal problems, and oi l generates the wealth with which 
tl1ese and other problems can be tackled. 
There arc two categories of aeolian problem in the 
drylan<b. One, excavation ofloose soil by the wind, as 
around telephone poles and houses, though locally 
irritating, is by far the less serious. and is not 
discussed further. The other has to do with moving 
sand, either in saltation (piling against objectS. 
blocking culverts, making driving ha1ardous, inter-
fering with machinery or abrading all manner of 
things): or as moving dunes which bury installations. 
Both processes only occur where winds are strong 
enough and where there is abundant loose sand (in 
perhnp~ a quarter of the arid lands). In these 
situations. blowing sand can be a problem in almost 
any ~sonal pauem of winds, but moving dunes arc 
only a significant issue where winds blow from one 
dominant direction. in other words in areas with 
transverse dunes and barchans (Chapter 5). Examples 
are Peru. the Atlantic coa~t of the Sahara and the 
Gulf Coast of Arabia. 
Folk science 
For all the new technology that oil has brought. the 
management of sand in these environments relics first 
on cheap, time-tested. folk technologies. Populated 
oases in the Old World deserts have usod techniques 
to withstand blowing sand and moving dunes for 
thousands ofycars. In some places, it is true, gardens 
can be abandoned for the few years during which 
they arc buried by a moving dune, and brought back 
into cultivation when they reappear (possibly even 
benefiting from the fallow period) as at Faya in 
Chad (Otpot-Rcy 1957), but most oases could not 
have survived without routines for protection from 
burial. 
The commonest of these ancient techniques is a 
fence of date-palm fronds (Fig. 9.9). Though evolved 
independently of the fences used on temperate coasts 
(described above), the successful designs share many 
characteristics. Most of the oases in the Sahara and 
Arabia arc surrounded by walls of sand that 
accumulate round these fences, some up to 40 m 
high (Wehmeier 1980). Growth of I myr·1 has been 
reported (Achtnich and H omeyer 1980). Though they 
may hold back the sand in some years, they cannot 
oiTcr permanent protection. The varying fonunes of 
the palm gardens arc partly due to the inevitable 
failure of the some of the fences. ln the huge El Hasa 
oasis in eastern Saudi Arabia, it has been estimated 
that 3.5 km2 of pulmcries were lost over 50 years. 
despite fences. The problem at El Hasa is at least1000 
yeMs old (Hidore and Albokhair 1982). 
Fig. 9.9 Palm frond fences protect a small oas•s palm garden in Algeria. 
Sand fences have by no means been superseded, but 
date gardens have now acquired much greater 
commercial value. They. their insrallatjons and 
dependent villages are now joined. as objects of 
protection, by even more valuable installations like oil 
wells. pipeli11es. factories, ports. suburban housing, 
railways and metalled roads. Oil companies and 
national governments ha\'e been i~vcsting large 
sums, over many years, in researching and then 
providing protection (Kerr and Nigra 1952). 
New approaches to protection against sand 
drift and dune encroachment 
As soon as metalled roads and railways were built in 
these cn\'ironments. tbey needed protection. The first 
principle of protection is m•oidance, which is a real 
option in the vast open spaces of the de~ert. and with 
struet ures like roads which arc not rooted to \!.:Her 
sources (like gardens). Routes running pamllelto the 
drift, or ones in /Ones where there is little drift arc 
clearly advisable. To avoid drift. one needs to know 
its volume and direction, and this can be discovered 
by analysing the distribution of local source areas 
(such a~ dunes) and wind direction and speed, 
although wind data in deserts arc not always adequate 
to the t:tsk (Jones N al. 1986). In general. the control 
of source. as might be done for dust abatement (sec 
above), is only possible in the ra re cases where the 
primary source is local (for example, :1 river wash). 
Most local sources arc fed from more distant ones. so 
that local ~-ontrol 1S only temporary, and has to be 
repeated ceaselessly. Most primary sources are tO\) 
huge, too distant or too mysterious for cont rol to be 
contemplated. 
If avoidance or removal arc impractical, tlefence is 
necessary. Some of the met hods for preventing the 
burial of routes by sand depend on modern applica-
tions of folk understandings. A hoary p1cce of this 
kind of folk science was built upon by the celebrated 
·sand engineer'. Si Bclkacem, in El Oued Souf in 
Algeria in the 19 50s. He knew just how and where to 
protect roads with low wall~ of sand. CO\'ered with 
earth, presumably knowing local sand streams and 
the rudimentary aerodynamics of fences (Mason 
1961). The ploy used by plate-layers on the Peruvian 
railway in the early twentieth century s another case 
of applying a visceral understanding of aeolian 
processes. They spread loose pebbles and grit thi nly 
on the surface of approaching barchans. The dunes 
sagged and dispersed. lea\'ing the sand to saltate 
harmlessly over the track. rather than blocking i(jlls a 
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dune (Bailey 1907). Stones at a certain critical density 
presumably increase the rate of erosion by encoura-
ging turbulence, as shown experimentally. much later, 
by Logie ( 1982). 
If zones of moderate sand drift have to be crossed, 
it was appreciated quickly that there are some 
genera l design guidelines. It is better to run a route 
across land that gently rises m the direction of drift, 
where sand movement is accelerated; it is better not 
to creme twists or pockets. like narrow cuttings or 
bridge emplacements. that can accumulate sand, 
rather to allo\\ it to pass quickly over the route: 
running the route on top of an embankment with 
smooth ~ide slopes of between I : 5 and I : 6 acceler-
ates now and moves sand quickly over the top 
(Stipho 1992). 
Another well-tried method, for routes or other 
install ations, which can be extended with the usc of 
machinery. is to reduce the erodibility of the surface. 
The oldest and most familiar method is spraying with 
water. The method is still used in many towns to ·lay· 
sand and dust. and it is recommended in humid 
climates to lay dust on dumps of fine material near 
mines and po"'er-stations (Hunt and Barrett 1989), 
but it can be expensive in deserts. its ciTect is short-
lived, and it cannot be used over large areas. Another 
way of controlling erodibility is to spread a layer of 
coherent soil or a coarse gr.tvel over the eroding 
surface (taking care that the gravel is not, as on the 
Peruvian railway, too dispersed). In elfect, this is 
manipulating the I factor (soil erodibility) in the 
WEQ (above). Where there is a local supply, as in 
El Hasa. soil spreading can be temporarily effective, 
but. unless very extensive, the covering is soon buried 
by advancing sand from places upwind which have 
not ben protected. Moreover, the costs of mechani-
cally sprcndjng the soil can be high, and yield no 
rerurn other than protection (Achtnich and Homeyer 
1980). 
Newer forms of covering include stabi/i;ing su/r 
stancts of many kinds. Asphalt and other oi l-derived 
stabili~ers are now popular. having come down in 
price (many being locally derived in oil-rich coun-
tries): they last much longer than water. but can be 
unsightly and even toxic. There arc now many 
specially designed chemical sprays on the market 
(including latex-based ones, ~ium-silicatc-bascd 
ones, polyvinyls and various polymers), with varying 
brittlenc~s, hardness, viscosiLy {and hence penetra-
bility) and resisumce to UV light or oxidation 
(Stipho 1992). There are also varying guidelines for 
application rate and pattern. Spraying in strips 
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permits more area to be CO\'ered with the same 
volume of stabili1er, and, carefully done, can be 
almost as effective as blanket spraying. Sprays need 
to be carefully chosen for particular soils. depending 
on their texture and content of organic matter 
(Watson 1990). 
Sprays can be used jn many different ways. One 
tactic. advocated in nn early study by Kerr and !\igra 
(1952), is to spray the upwind side of a dune to 
immobilize tt, ensuring that sand is rapidly trans· 
ferred up and over the immobile mound. This 
traru.ferred sand creates a lee dune, for the original 
dune pow a<;ts as ll fi"e<l obstacle. More sand is thus 
trapped than would o therwise have been, and the 
problem is postponed until the next dune arrives. 
Another, more usual tactic is to spray swathes of sand 
alongside roads or upwi nd of installations, hoping to 
cut tbc sand supply. Relief depends on the extent of 
spraying, but even this method cannot bring perma-
nent protection. Besides, sprays. though cheaper than 
they were, are as expensive as. if not more expensive 
than. spreuding earth mechanically, and give no more 
permanent protection. This has not prevented well 
over 50km1 being treated in the former USSR. In 
Saudi Arabia, one company alone sprayed 35 km2 
between 1978 and 1983 (Watson 1990). 
Research has developed many more tactics and 
devices. such as pits, wider than the common saltation 
jump length. to collect sand (though these need to 
be constantly emptied): solid panels that divert it 
away from particularly sensitive places (angles of 
35•-40• to the prevailing direction of sand movement 
are recommended); rough surfaces to trap sand; 
smooth ones to encourage tlS movement: or aero-
dynamic modelling of surfaces to generate faster sand 
movement . Sand-trapping fences can be improved 
upon with various new materials (Stipho 1992). Still, 
none of these methods eliminates the problem; they 
merely alleviate and postpOne it (Watson 1990; Stipho 
1992). 
Plaming bare sand, where there is a supply of 
water (from sparse rain. surface irrigation water or 
goundwater) is a better, though still imperfect 
option. lf the plants can be protected from sand 
drin as they establish, it is more permanent and 
provides multiple benefits (like firewood). Unlike the 
planting programmes in coastal dunes, grasses are 
seldom sui table us the primary plant in desert 
schemes. for they are buried quickly, root shallowly 
und rarely retain enough foliage through the year to 
act as perennial sand traps. Bushes and trees are 
more successful. though care must be taken to plant 
tbem at a density sufficient to reduce rather than to 
increase sand movement (by funnclling the wind 
between clumps). Some tree and bush species can 
tolerate only occasional watering and even quite 
saline irrigation water. Tamarisks, Acacias, Proso· 
pises, Casuarinas and Eucalypts are widely used. 
There is a large literature to help the manager in 
choosing the right species (Kaul 1983; Busche et a/. 
1984). 
The V'.lSt scale of some planting schemes in the oil· 
rich states can be gauged by the one at El Hasa in 
Saudi Arabia, where a belt of sand some 5 km across 
was planted in the early 1960s. In only the first phase 
500 ha of moving sand were planted with five million 
trees (Achtnich and Homeyer 1980). They were 
irrigated for the first fi"e years to allow rootS to 
reach to the water-table. ln the Chinese deserts, then: 
is a major programme of similar kinds of planting 
alongside railways to protect them from sand 
encroachment, and these plantations need extensive 
irrigation. at least in their early years (Kcbin and 
Kaigo 1989). Mas.~ive irrigated planting. for the same 
purpose, is easier to achieve alontt irrigation canals in 
the desert. This has happened along the huge Indira 
Gandhi Canal in Rajasthan in India and along the 
Kara Kum Canal in Turkmenisl3n . 
When all else fails, and the installation is valuable 
enough. there arc two further solutions. The first is 
simply tbe remora/ of the approaching dunes. A 
principle from Chapter 5 is worth recalling: small 
dunes travel faster than large. Small dunes, therefore, 
are the more immediate danger: large ones are a 
bigger, but a longer-term problem. This al~o means 
that to reduce tbe size of a dune is simply to accelerate 
it. Removal can be achie~-ed with the aid of the wind 
itself, as when dunes are reshaped to encourage 
dispersal or sand trapping (Watson 1990), but the 
usual approach is much less subtle. namely bulk 
removal (Fig. 9.10). If the hazard is a set of closely 
packed dunes. bulldozers and trucks may be needed; 
if more dispersed, scrapers will do. In either case, 
dune removal is seldom a one-off operation: more 
dunes can usually be guaranteed to follow those that 
were first removed. 
The second solution is to invest iu an endless 
programme of sand sweeping, as is done on many of 
the super highways in Arabia. In planning a new 
road through a belt of moviug dunes, it is necessary 
to ensure that the costs of either of these kinds of 
clearance are added to the overall costs, nnd that 
they remain on the books as long us the life of the 
road. 
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Fig. 9.10 Mechan1ca1 sand clearance of! e road being covered by migrating dunes In Oman. 
For all its many successes. scientific and techno-
logical research has never been able and can never 
hope to resolve aeolian geomorphological problems 
on its own. There have to be mutual udju:;tments of 
science and technology on the one hand and land 
use culture on the other. T hese adjustments are 
complex, usually painful. and in consequence pro-
tracted: few aeolian geomorphological problems can 
be solved qwckly and usually requjre longer than a 
decade. 
The American experience of scientific and cultural 
adjustment to wind erosion is the best documented 
and the best analysed. The lessons run counter to 
narrow scientific arguments that urge direct appli· 
cation of science regardless of culture. Four main 
aspects of the interaction have been found to he 
important. First. the acceleration of wind erosion is 
a product of <listinctive economic, politica I and 
social environmentS. Second, the findings of research 
are absorbed in a way that is pecul iar to the time 
and the place. Third, interaction is commonly 
obscured by myths about science which an: also a 
product of the cultural milieux, and which further 
complicate the interaction. For example, it has been 
argued that a pred ilection for technica l fixes in 
Nort h America, whicb was a product of the mythic 
value attached to science at the time, obscured 
more important processes behind the accelerition 
of wind erosion, namely the social . political and 
economic climate (White 1986). Finally, the char-
acter of scientific and technological res-earch into 
wind erosion is itself influenced by the cultural 
environment. 
These themes recur in applied aeolian geomor· 
phology at other times and in other places. The 
discussion that follows uses different spheres of 
applied geomorphology to illustrate different aspects 
of these themes. 
The North Ame rican campaign aga inst wind 
e rosion 
The culture o f Du:;t Bowll\orth America had several 
strand~. One powerful theme was modernism (the 
belief in the inevil3bility of progress and in science as 
its principal instrument). One consequence was the 
'Fordist' dogma that lields should be vast and 
machines massive. with clear implications for wind 
erosion. A more trdnsient consequence was tbe 
pseudo-scientific notion of 'dry· farming'. which 
duped fanners into destroying the structure of the 
soil (in an attempt to conserve moisture). making it, 
of course, much more vulnerable to wind erosion 
(Riebsame 1987). 
Modem ism, when combined with the myth of the 
fron tier, supported the drive to plant wind breaks or 
shelter·belts. but only partly as a hedge against wind 
erosion. Good scientific reasons could be given io 
many circumstances, bu t the rapid uptake and state 
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support of windbreaks bad other. much stronger 
stimuli. Ln one visionary and mythico·seientific 
doctnnc of the frontier, windbreaks would even 
have ameliora ted the hostile climate of the Grea t 
Plains. Subsidies for planting began as far back as 
1865 (Griffith 1976), but the most spectacular 
symptom of the preoccupation was President Roose-
velt's proposal for a 260 km by 3000 km shelterbelt 
along the 100th meridian (Zoo 1935). The plan was 
uncannily like equally misconstrued projects for 
trans-Sahelian greenbelts in the 1970s and 1980s 
described below. Although the Rooscvch plan never 
materialized, there were. at the maximum in the 
1960s. some 65 000 km of sheltcrbelt on the Great 
Plains (Fig. 9.11). Frontier symbolism must have been 
the driving force, for thue has been lillie or no 
analysis of gross benefits (Riebsame 1987). 
Capitalism was another strong element of the 
prevailing cuhurc. It bound fanners to bankers and 
to Slllesmen of machinery. both of whom had agendas 
quite unrelated tO the envirorunenl.lt also signalled a 
nc..'d to mrucimizc food production for the market, 
and the market bad different and dissonant rhythms 
to those of the climate. Worster ( 1979) argued that the 
Oust Bowl was to be blamed much more on 
capitalism than drought, wind or soil: fanners, 
driven by needs for short-term gams, sp..'Cul:lled and 
lost. Their capitalist culture requi red unfounded 
optimism about the weather and disregard for long-
term stewardship. 
North American capitalism changed only in degree, 
not kind in the later part of the century, for there is 
still much the same kind of agricuhural economy, and 
as has been seen, wind erosion is still very damaging. 
The link between prices, ploughing and erosion h 
striking. In 1973- 1974, as in the Dust Bowl. fanners 
were stimulated by good prices to gamble. They 
ploughed up 3.6 million new hectares for crops, but 
again they lost the gamble: there was a winter 
drought and 20 000 ba of the new ploughings on the 
Great Plains suffered losses of between 40 and 
380tha - 1 yr ' 1 (Grant 1975). Capitalist economics 
muy even have been winning over the frontier myth in 
the 1970s, for many of the early windbreaks were 
dying or being grubbed up (Sorensen and Marotz 
1977), though the pauern of loss was very variable. 
Agricultural sprays. maintenance costs and the needs 
for bigger fields were among the reasons. Symbolism 
has in places withered to an indirect stimulus. as in the 
planting of rows of Chnstmas trees which W"dS one of 
the few major forces behind shelter-belt planting in 
the late 1970s (Griffith 1976). 
Science and culture In wind-erosion control 
To understand the cultural relativity of North 
American wind-erosion science, one needs to compare 
it with that of another advanced scientific culture. The 
Soviet Umoo was the other major economy in which 
wind erosion was a serious problem, for the Russian 
and central Asian steppes have had a long history 
of accelerated wind erosion (see page 150 and the 
discussion about dust). It came to a head after hasty 
ploughing of 98.4 x I 06 ha of dry virgin lands in the 
Trans-Volga, western Siberia and northern Kazakh· 
stan between 1953 and 1960 (in a vaan bid to outdo the 
North American economy). Massive losses of pro-
ductive area were the consequence (French 1967). 
Ooe-third of the agricultural land in the Kustaoay 
Oblast in Ka7a l.hstan was lost to wind erosion 
between 1954 and 1957, and. large as this area was, 
it was only one among many other seriously damaged 
areas. 
The Soviet cultura l background, however, was 
rather different to tbat of North America. Here the 
approach. though also suffused with modernism, 
existed in an otherwise rather different pobtical 
cu lture. As in America, modernism accorded a high 
status to science, and demanded huge fields. mcchan· 
ization tmd mass production. But Sov1et agronomists 
argued. like Worster. that it was the capitalist search 
for profit that had brought about the American Dust 
Bowl; they bclie~ed that the communist experience 
would be different (Vilen~kii 1963). Their most 
spectacular Soviet project (part of 'Stalin's Plan for 
the Transformation of Nature') would have far 
outdone Roosevelt's dream of a shelterbch along 
the IOOth meridian. It would have dissected the 
steppes and even the deserts with massive windbreaks. 
for which Lysenko promised trees that would be 
suitably genetically engineered. In the event the 
schemes covered little more than a few hundred 
square kilometres (Fig.. 9.12). 
The USA and the USSR had very different systems 
of agricultural extension. In Roosevelt's New Deal 
and its sucocssors, 'The Great Plains Program' was a 
package of on-farm subsidies for things like shelter· 
belts, set-aside, price supports and advice (Ricbsame 
1987). 1-'armers weighed the costs and benefits of 
soil conservation, not ah•ays an easy equauon in 
the erratic capitalist market, and when economic 
rationale conflicted with conservation, as it often did 
(Held and Clawson 1965), the slacl. was supposedly 
taken up by the state. As capitalism softened, more 
social controls were introduced. in the United Stales 
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Fig. 9.12 Windbreaks on a Sovtet experimental farm in the Voronezh region, the prototype of a 
plan to cover the Union with a system of windbreaks In Stalin's Plan to Control Nature (Anon. 
1955). 
and in other advanced capitalist economies in dry 
lands. li ke Canada and Australia (Loopey 1991). In 
the Soviet Union. Stalinist thinking persisted under 
Khrushchev, soil conservation still being a matter of 
state decree from Moscow, but the ideologically 
indifferent Brezhnev allowed more local autonomy, 
more grass leys and less damaging ploughs. Under 
Gorbachev, there was even talk of fitting techniques 
to soils (Stebelski 1985). 
These huge cultural and technical contrasts high· 
light the way these different cultures inlluenced the 
science itself. Tbe argument that science and ideology 
were linked was a major pa rt of Soviet ideology, and 
was forcefully restated by early Soviet soil scientists, 
who believed that talk of the fragility of the soil was 
no more than ' the humanity-hating writings of nco· 
malthusians' (Vilenskii 1963). For them, drought was 
due simply to mismanagement. Although the idea of 
cultural relativity in science was generally ridiculed in 
the West, it is not difficult to see that the WEQ was a 
product of North American cu lture. For a start it was 
implicitly individualist., being applied on a field-by· 
field basis for fanners who \\ere free agents. The 
WEPS is also specifically designed to apply at the field 
scale (significantly termed 'the accounting region ' in 
the WEPS). The difficulties in quantitatively csti· 
mating wind erosion rates, discussed above, e)(plain 
why there have been very few regional surveys in 
North America. Soviet culture, depending more on 
centrali7.ed decision-making, put more emphasis on 
Union-wide surveys. despite their dubious value 
(Zachar 1982: Stebelski 1985). 
Wind-erosion control in the context of 
desertification 
Cultura l conlrasts are even greater between either of 
these two cultures and those in Africa (where there is 
actually a much wider range of cultures than in either 
the USA orthefonner USSR). i n tbe 1970sand 1980s, 
the driving phobia in Africa , at least among Cllpatriate 
scientists. was desertification. The expatriate cam-
paign against desertification. such as it is, has 
depended heavily on ~weeping overviews of damage, 
a style closer to that of Soviet geographers than to that 
of North American agronomists. The overviews 
purported to show huge paru of dry Africa to be 
suffering from wmd erosion (Fig. 9.13; UNEP 1992). 
But the method suiTers the same problems as did its 
Soviet predecessors. namely a paucity of real data. The 
African surveys were based only on the judgements of 
experts (us in the Soviet Union), for there are virtually 
no scientifically authenticated measurements of wi nd 
erosion in Africa. Moreover, the scale of the maps is 
such that they are of no va lue on a field-by-lield basis, 
the smallest area diagnosed being about 2000 km2 . 
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In suscep~ble Other 
drylands areas 
Fig. 9.13 Map from the UNEP World Af'as of Desettlflcatlon ( 1993) based on FAO's Global Assessment of Soli 
Degradation (GlASOD). purporting to show the severity of wind eroSion in dry1ands in Africa. 
rr the existence of wind erosion was being pre-
dicated without one reliable measurement. and was 
being plotted only at grand sca les, it is difficult to 
escape the conclusion that the approach was based on 
the assumption that African farmers and pastorplists 
were inherently destructive, and that only extensive 
intervention could solve the problem. The experts 
assumed that most of the problem occurred on 
pastoral land (as can be seen in Fig. 9. 13), the 
assessment being presumably based on the almost 
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universal condemnation of pastoralists in the scien-
tific community (until the last decade). But pa~toral­
isls may now have been vindicated by the scientific 
conununity, among whom n new scientific paradigm 
recognizes the opportunist pa.~toralisl style as ideally 
sutted to an erratic environment (Ellis and Swin 1988; 
Westoby eta/. 1989: Warren 1995). If the estimates of 
wmd erosion on Fig. 9.13 were adapted to the new 
paradigm, the map would change drastically. a 
change that would bring the whole approach into 
question. 
Thus Africa, because poor and dependent on 
others for scientific advice and enviroomenwl aid. is 
being subjected to inappropriate, even dubious 
science. largely because it is a product of quite 
different cultural sit uations. The market-orientated 
WEQJWEPS appro:Lch. described above. would be 
quite as inappropriate as the Soviet survey approach. 
It could not be applied directly to uodercapitalizcd 
farmers, ,vith small fields and intensive labour 
inputs (and wi thout persona l computers). Both of 
these styles are examples of how foreign, especially 
'modernist', styles of agricultural science can harrn 
rather than benefit Africa, a case made forcefully by 
Richards (1985). Misdiattnosis can at best misdirect 
funds and at worst encourage quite inappropnate 
ameliorative techmques. Richards believed that 
only action and understanding (including science) at 
the grass-roots level could bring about effective 
conservation. 
Oust in a cultu ral context 
Many of the North American culture-specific themes 
that permeated the h tstory of wind-erosion control on 
agricultural fields recur in the history of the light 
against dust. One that occurs in the wind erosion area, 
but is better illustrated for dust-control area is the 
cost of control in a capitalist society. T he costs and 
the benefits of control arc rarely experienced by the 
same people. fanners (and other producers of dust) 
would almost always have to incur far greater costs in 
controlling dust than they could recoup in yields or 
other forms of return. Townspeople. as in Lubbock, 
TelCas. which is probably the dustiest place in the 
USA. suffer most of the costs, such as forcleaningand 
wear and tear on machinery. yet only the fanners (or 
others) can allay them. The on-farm costs of wind 
erosion have been estimated to be only about 2 per 
cent of the on·.farm costs. and these oft~farrn costs 
may be in the order of S4 billion for the western 
United States (Piper 1989). 
One small consolation is that even dust clouds have 
si.lvcr linings, for most dust is quite alkaline (especially 
th:tt from roads paved. as many are, with loose 
crushed limestone), and thlls can help to neutralize 
emissions of acidity (another major environmental 
problem). Estimates show that alkaline dust is just 
about able to do thts in the western United Stales, but 
that it is not up to the ta.~k in the eastern part of the 
country (Gillcne eta/. 1992). 
Cult ure a nd the control of coas tal dunes 
Coastal (and semi-arid) dune management illustrates 
yet another aspect of tb.: application of aeolian 
geomorphology: the increasing technical and cultural 
complexity of issues as the scale of concern eltpands. 
The most obvious reason for the need 10 e'pand 
into cultural affairs is that the activity (or inactivity) 
of coastal dunes bas strong cultural controls (though 
distinction between cultural and natural is seldom 
easy). T he coastal dunes of Gower in South Wales arc 
known to have been reactivated in the fourteenth 
century when they buried whole villages. Was this lhe 
result of a new body of sand finding its \\3)' onshore, 
many years after the last glaciation. from offshore 
nuvio-glacial deposits? Or was it because of a 'iCries of 
stormy years? Or \\as 11 the comcquence of mtense 
grazing of the coastal dune grasslands by local caute 
(Lees 1982)? The Landes in south-western France arc 
said by some authorities tO have hecomc lmnsgr~sive 
when activated by medieval deforestation (Low-
dermilk 1944), hut the trigger might as easily have 
been the windy period of the fourteenth century, as on 
Gower. Neither case is fully resolved. 
One of the more stgnificant recent episodes in the 
long history of interference occurred widely on 
European beaches in World War H. The damage 
was done either in direct conflict (as in Normandy) or 
in training exercises (as on Gower). In Jersey, Gcrn1an 
coastal defences totally isolated the dunes from their 
sediment supply ( Romcril 1989), but not all these 
works are so well recorded. Yet further major ha/.ards 
are sand mining, in many other places in addition 10 
the Australian case referred to, and from landfalls for 
oil or ga~ pipelines, as in north-east Scotland und 
Norfolk. With care. both of these activities can be 
controlled by planning regulations and any damage 
can be quickly rep;urcd (Ritchie 1989). Other forms of 
interference may be remote, as on the Israeli coast, 
where it was thought that the building of the Aswan 
Dam on the Nile might have curtailed sediment 
supply to the Nile Della and so eventually to the 
t 
beaches of the Levant. many hundreds of kilometres 
cast (and so in turn to the dunes behind them). In this 
case, fortunately, coastal erosion on the beaches of 
the delta was found to be maintaining the supply of 
sand to tbe down-drift beaches (Rohrlich and Gold-
smith 1984). In southern Louisiana, likewise, th~ 
artificial restriction of sand ~upply from the mouth of 
the Mississippi River has caused erosion of sand 
dunes (Ritchie and Penland l98H). 
Another more recent problem in which the distinc-
tion of natural from cultural causes has seldom been 
fully resolved, concerns recreation on dunes. Since 
World War II, a recrcationnl 'wave', driven by 
increasing prosperity, has reached almost all the 
coastal dunes of Europe and North America . The 
indigenous sport of coastal dunes. namely golf. can be 
an ideal means of conservation. but not all recreation 
is as benign. In some ca!>Cs. a> in south-eastern 
Australia, where the impact of ofT-road vehicles 
(ORVs) has been immense. Lhe damage can be 
severe and the culprits arc obvious (Gilbertson 
198 1), bullhey arc nol always so easi ly identified. In 
Britain since the 1960s, private cars have taken the 
recreational wave lo even remote coastal dunes of 
north-west Scotland, and this has set off a reflected 
wa\c of concern among countryside managers. 
Ho\\-ever. when e)(amincd with care, many patches 
of bare saod in these are~s appeared to have been 
denuded of vegetation more by storms than by 
holiday makers (Ritchie and Mather 1971 ). The 
familiar conOict between over- and under-reaction 
in applied aeolian geomorphology was again in 
action. 
In addition to the difficulty of distinguishing the 
cultural from the natural. the interpretation of the 
induced processes is itself very complex. Most coastal 
dunes have suffered a tong history of settlement. 
clcamnce, burning and re-planting. each event adding 
to the complexity of interpretation. The calcareous 
·machnir' dune landscape or the Outer Hebrides in 
Scotland is one inswnce among many in which coastal 
dunes were first taken into cultivation 2000 year. ago 
(Angus and Elliott 1992), and here as ebcwhere the 
present landscape still owes many of its features to 
that event. 
The changing culture of science itself has intruded 
into the problems ofmanagingcoastal dunes, as in the 
m~nngement of wind erosion on agricultural fields. 
Nature conservation theory has been experiencing a 
subtle but significant paradigm shift since the mid· 
twentieth century. Earlier in the century, extensive 
nature reserves and national parks were designate$! 
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across the world's coa~tal dunes, and, al first, when 
the dominant ecological paradigm emphasized suc-
cession and stability, sand fixation was prosecuted 
with renewed vigour. Since the beginning of the 19HOs 
nature conservationists across the world have 
changed their tune, being carried along now by a 
new paradigm, based on notions about chance and 
uncertainty (van Zocsl 1992). The claim is that the 
new paradigm helps to e~plain why some charac-
teristic dune species have been declining in frequency. 
for they appear to depend on there being bare s:md 
somewhere in the system. This paradigm switch has 
major practical implications. If bare sand is con-
sidered necessary for the survival of some species, 
then disturbance needs 10 be encouraged. The dunes 
on Gower in South Wales. having survived centuries 
of a buse by people and nature. have now had to suffer 
the contrasting repercussions of these two scientific 
vogues. After military activity of one kind or another 
during World War II had laid bare great acreages of 
sand, conservationists buill fences to keep out people. 
When they discovered a decline in the populations of 
some rare sand-dune species, they opened them up 
again (M. Hughes, pers. comm.). 
Many coastal dunes may be almost wholly :uti-
ficial. so that in trying to manage them, the manager is 
perpetuating an uonaturallandforrn. On the Ainsdalc 
coast of Lancashire there may have been few dunes of 
any si:ce before local landlords began to encourage the 
planting ofmarram in the eighteenth century, when a 
passion for dune control swept northern Europe (Pyc 
and Neal 1993). In Brill any some large coastal dune 
ndgcs. artificially created in the nineteenth century. 
have now become diflicuh 10 maoage (Barrerc 1992). 
Indeed, marram has now been so widely introduced 
across the world. that there may be few coastal dunes 
in a 'natural' state. Many others owe their existence to 
sand fences built at some, uqually forgoucn. period tn 
the past. Dune growth can be at such a rate, in many 
areas, that a dune can look quite 'natural' in as lillie 
as ten years (Arcos nnd Wiersma 1994). 
Change bas been produced in some areas, as on the 
island of Norderncy on the north Gcnnan coast and 
in florida. by 'beach-nourishment'. in which sand is 
fed artificially onto a beach 10 maintain it, some of it 
lhen inevitably being blown onto dunes (Erchinger 
1992; Psuty 1993). In the Nclhcrlaods in particula.r, 
but also in some other countries, it is not only the 
beach that is nourished. but whole dune systems that 
arc rebuilt artificially. by bulldozer. with sand taken 
from the beach. other dunes or from offshore 
(Adriaanse and Coosen 1991). 
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It is significant that the main schemes of reclama-
tion or protection of coastal dunes in Europe and the 
Mediterranean. beginning with the Dutch coast and 
including the Landes and the coast of Palestine (fear 
1925), have all been at the instigation of centralized 
state institutions. Where it was not the state, it was 
powerful landowners (sometimes in collusion with the 
state), us in Lancashire and Denmark. This is because 
the management of coastal dunes at this scale. like 
that of wetlands, can only take place if there is radical 
legislation (as in the Netherlands from the fourteemh 
century and Denmark from 1539) and a large supply 
of capital (Jen~n 1994). Continental-scale implica-
tions of coastul dune management may need even 
larger-scale political involvement: the European 
Community is already beginning to finance studies 
and conservation schemes on coastal dunes at this 
scale (Udo de Haes and Wolters 1992). 
The politica l co ntext of contro lling d unes In 
sem i-arid a re a s 
Where desert and desert-margin dune-fixation occurs 
in developed countries, like the United Stales or 
Australia. the problem is lillie different from coastal 
dune management, but in the African, Asian and 
Latin American semi-arid lands the cultural comext is 
very differenL It is the same a.~ that in which the 
dubiously scientific strategy for wind erosion control 
is being implemented in dependent. poor countries of 
Africa (see above). This context presents yet another 
:~spec! of the political economy of aeolian geomor-
phology: the globalilation and bureaucratization of 
science. 
In the West African Sabel, liS in many similar 
climates and economies. recent droughts, coupled 
with locally intense usage, particularly round large 
~euJements, have created moving dunes where: none 
ellistcd before, and these are undoubtedly a serious 
local problem (for example. Besler and Pfieffer 1992), 
but the seriousness of the issue in terms either of 
income lost or of the length of time to recovery is open 
to much more debate. The salient feature in the 
political background of dune fixation in less devel-
oped countries, as e.wlained above, is desertification. 
This bandwagon provides most of the funds, nearly 
all of them from international aid. The planting of 
dunes is a major ·ftag.~bip' activity in this sphere, for it 
provides one of the few kinds of scheme that an: big 
enough, quickly enough achieved and photogenic 
enough to give political credibility. But the projects 
are mostly directed by remote donors or national 
governments (most with vague notions about the 
local environment), and few of their plans bear any 
relation to the needs or knowledge of local people. In 
one scheme in the Sudan, the largest item of expense 
was for fences and guards to exclude local people 
(Tinker 1977). Like many others, this scheme was 
commandeering land that was already being used for 
other purposes. Other major programmes in this 
genre have taken place in Mauritania and Somalia, 
and there are smaller ones in many other Sahelian 
countries (Fagotto 1987: Goumandakoye 1990). ln 
China, dune fixation has acq uired the same mythical 
significance as the conquest of the steppes acquired in 
the Soviet Union, and is managed in much the sume 
fashion. The title of China's case study for the United 
Nations Conference on Desertification in 1977 was 
symptomatic: Tame thl' Wind, Harness the Sand and 
Transform the Gobi (Peoples' Republic of China 
1977). 
Dune ftxation in these environments is being 
advocated with liule analysis of causes, which, as in 
coastal dunes. arc almost always complex and difficult 
to diagnose. What little research there has been shows 
the reactivation of this kind of dune to be controlled 
by partly by drought, and partly by land use (Seevers 
et a/. 1915; Ohmori tt a/. 1983), in seldom easily 
predictable mixtures. In Australia there is debate 
about whether ancient Aboriginal huming may or 
may not have been thecause(Conacher 1971). In any 
event, many of the denuded dunes that so concern 
visiting eX"pertS a.re probably quite nonnal parts of the 
landscape (like many blowouts in coastal dunes), 
being places where vegetation has failed on account of 
factors like the height above the water-table. Some 
active dunes in amongst cultivated land in semi-arid 
Sudan existed before the severe droughts of the 
I 970s (let alone the increasing population pressures) 
and survived unchanged through the drought and 
increased pressure on the land; they are not, therefore. 
symptoms of desertification (AbJcrona 1988). ft is 
true that dunes have been reactivated in many other 
parts of the Sahel in recent years, but much of the 
damage is trivial (Mortimore 1989), and in many 
cases, the economic or social returns from fixation are 
very dubious. Although here, as elsewhere in applied 
aeolian geomorphology. there are other kinds of 
return from this kind of activity. it is the often tbe 
remote donors who gain the non-financial benefit, 
and the peasants who have to bear the real economic 
costs. 
Major shelterbeltS, like President Roosevelt's mas-
sive scheme for the tOOth meridian, are again being 
proposed by the major donors. They are seen, in a 
confused way. as bastions against advancing du 
One such was tbe south Saharan 'greenbelt'. propo:~ 
for ~e 1977 United Nations Conference on De..~rti­
ficanon (UN COD 1977). The idea has been revived in 
a Japanese scheme to plant a greenbelt across the 
northern Sahel from Mali to Chad {Rognon 1991). 
Another such project. in China. is named 'The Great 
Green Wall'; in the first stage. from 1978 to 1985 
5.3 X I 0~ ha of windbreak were planted; it is planned 
to ?e 5000km long and cover 8 x 106 ha (Kebin and 
Kat~o 1989). The Algerians modelled yet another 
prOject. known as the 'Green Dam' on the Chinese 
one, with equally uncertain results (Ballais 1994). 
Th~ megalomaniac schemes. if they come 10 
frwnon. are squandering funds on projects that 
have small chances of success and, even if successful. 
do lilLie for mo~t of the people who suffer environ-
mental problems in dry lands. Most of them live far 
from the greenbelts, and their problems have little to 
do with an advancing front of dunes. 
. There a re, notwithstanding the widespread mis-
dtrecuon of funds, some dune planting schemes in 
the less-developed world which are successful. Their 
common characteristic is that they involve local 
pe~ple and their environmental knowledge and 
asstgn them the use of the reclaimed land. These 
sch~mes, like the one in the Pushkar Valley in 
Rajasthan. can have multiple benefits: crop land is 
no longer threatened; grazing for domestic stock is 
conserved; fuelwood is eventuaUy made available; 
and many 'forest-products" like gum and medicinal 
plants arc: provided (Fig. 9.8b: Consortium of Indian 
Sciences for Sustainable Development 1992). It may 
be that dune fixation is only viable where the rainfall 
Applied aeolian geomorphology 
is enough to allow crops on the reclaimed sandy 
soils. 
CQnduslon 
Applied geomorphologists face many challenges. 
They must first ensure that their science is of a hi&b 
standard, and that.the technical solutions it suggests 
w•ll. be proof agamst a very variable and varied 
enVIronment. But they also need to see fhemselves and 
their proposals in a cul tural context. Different 
situations require different techniques, not only in 
reg.•~d to th.e means avai lable to tackle problems, hut 
also m relatton to how the problems are perceived and 
evaluated and their role in local cultural and 
economic pr?CCsses. As the scale of the enquiry 
e.:o:pands so will the scale of these complexities. 
F ' :rr:: urther re&dlng 
A number of books cover some of the topics discussed 
~n this Chapter. Cooke and Doomkamp (1990) 
mclude a Chapter on aeolian hazards in a more 
general text on applied geomorphology. Tbe books by 
Cooke e/ a/. ( 1982) and Goudie (1990) are concerned 
specifically with the drylands, and include contribu-
tions on aeoliun geomorphology. Papers by Watson 
(1985) and Kerr and Nigra (1952) give detailed lists of 
measures for desert areas. Ranwell and Boar (1986) 
provide a handbook for the management of coastal 
dune systems. 
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Aarhus trap: a simple, non-rotating sand trap (qv) 
composed of a series <>f chambers arranged above the 
surface. 
Abrasion: erosion by the wind of cohesive materials 
(as opposed to dellalion qv). 
Absolute dating: dating in years. generally achieved 
for aeolian sediments by the use of the 14C or 
thermoluminescence (qv) techniques (qv relative 
dating). 
Aeolian geomorphology: the study of the work of the 
wind in creating hwdforms. 
Aeolianite: a cemented sandstone of aeolian origin. 
Most aeolianites arc rich in carbonate (from whence 
their cement). and most arc associated with coastal 
sources of sediment, and are thus close to modem or 
ancient shorelines. 
Alios: a term applied in France to the hardened .B 
horizons in podzols developed in stabilized coasta l 
dunes. 
Anemometer: a device for measuring lhe speed of the 
wind. Aeolian geomorphologists most commonly usc 
cup anemometers (qv ) or hot-wire anemometers (qv). 
Angle of initial yield: the angle of the surface of a 
deposit of granular material (such as dune sand) at 
which avalanching (qv) begins. 
Angle of repose {or the residual angle after shearing): 
the angle at which the su.rface of a slope made of 
granular materials comes to rest. On most sand dunes 
in dry conditions this is between 30• and 33•. 
Anti-,.·etting (or water-repellency): a property acquired 
by many dune soils in semi-arid and humid areas, 
whereby they repel water. Anti-wetting is provided by 
a chemical coating of sand grains, probably derived 
from plants. 
Armoured bot-wire {film) anemometer: an hot-wire 
anemometer (qv) whose active surface has been 
protected to su rvive bombardment by saltating 
Silnd. 
AtiTition: the wear of clastic particles as they collide 
with each other in LransporL 
Avalaocbing: used in aeolian geomorphology to refer 
to the movement of loose sand on slip faces (qv). 
Bagnold's kink: the inflexion of the wind velocity 
profile (q11) caused by srutation (qu). 
Barchan dune: a free dune with a crescentic plan-shape 
in which the crescent opens downwind. 
1Jarchanoid ridge: a barchan-shaped section of a 
continuous transverse dune. 
Barrier island: an elongated island. separated from the 
coast by a lagoon, generally covered by sand dunes. 
Beach-nourishment: the artificia l 'feeding' of sand 
onto a beach for coastru protection. 
Bedfonn climbing: a situation in which each sub-
sequent bedform, such as a migrating transverse 
dune, is deposited onto remnants of its predecessors, 
and thus 'climbs' over it. 
Bedload: sediment that moves ruong or in close 
proximity to or in frequent contact with the bed of 
flow. Usually taken as the sediment transported by 
saltation, rcptation and creep (qv). 
Bimodal grain-~ize pattern: a sediment composed of 
two main size modes (occurring in some natural dusts 
and dune sands). 
Bimodal wind regime: a wind regime in which winds 
blow generally from two directions in a yearly (or 
daily) cycle. 
Blow: colloquial English for a sand- and dust-movi ng 
event. 
Blowout: an elliptical hollow of bare sand eroded into 
an otherwise vegetated du ne landscape. 
Bombardment: the effect of grains in saltation (qv) as 
they hit the surface on return. 
Boundary layer: the depth of fluid affected by the 
contact or the fluid v.~th a stationary boundary. The 
contact creates a velocity gradient (qv velocity 
profile). 
Bounding surface: the surface marking the break 
between the older and newer deposits, often repre-
sent ing an intervening episode of erosion. 
Brink: the sharp upper edge of a slip face (q-u). 
Bulk transport: the transport of sand by the roUing 
over of dunes (as opposed to transport by saltation 
across intervening surfaces). 
137 Cs: an isotope of caesium produced exclusively by 
nuclear bomb testing, which, because maximum 
production was in the 1960s, can be used as a tracer 
for measuring rates of soil erosion. 
Carolina Bays: rounded Jakes found in the Carolinas 
and nearby states of the USA, thought to have formed 
by wind action in late Pleistocene limes. 
Cascading: the process whereby sediment transport 
increases progressively from the edge of a loose 
surface. such as an agriculturru field . 
Chifloncs: wind-parallel streams of coarse sand at the 
ripple sea lc (of the order of a metre wide and a few 
metres long). 
Clay dunc:s: dunes (such as luneues qv) formed of clay. 
which has travelled to the dunes as pellets (qv). 
Cliffing: the erosion by the sea of the seaward margins 
of coastal dune ridges. 
Cliff-top dune: an a nchored dune formed in the calm 
zones created by persistent eddies at the sharp crest of 
a hill or cliff. 
Oimbing dune: a n anchored dune climbing up the 
windward face of a hill. 
Complex dune: a dune on which one fundamental 
dune type is superimposed on a nother dift'crent type. 
Compound dune: a dune on which dune clements of 
one type are superimposed on htrger forms of the 
same type. 
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Cooper-Thorn model: a hypothesis which suggests that 
coastal erosion at the time of rising sea levels releases 
sand which creates duncfields. 
Coulisses: closely spaced rows of crop stalks, designed 
as a defence against wind erosion. 
Coversands: layers of aeolian sand, with few well-
developed dune forms. The term is used principally 
for now-stabilized accumulations of sand in north-
western Europe. 
Creep: the slow movement of grains of sand in contact 
with the surface under the influence of bombardment 
(qv). 
Crest: the summit of a dune. 
Crust a hardened surface layer (generally less than a 
centimetre thick) on the surface of a soil. 
Cup anemometer: an anemometer (qv) in which the 
speed of the wind is measured by the rotation of arms 
on the end of which arc cups to catch the wind. 
Deflation: the removal by the wi nd of loose clastic 
particles. 
Desert pavement: a pebbly covering of a finer soil, 
which may be formed pardy in some ci rcumstances by 
the deflation of finer material. 
Desert varnish: a coating rich in iron and manganese 
covering most stable rock: surfaces in deserts (and 
some other locations). The iron and manganese may 
often be dep<>sited as dusl. 
Drag: forces exerted by the wind on the bed, usually 
resolved into: 'form drag' created by the difference in 
pressure between the upwind and downwind sides of a 
particle; and 'surface drag' created by shear across the 
su.rface. 
Drift potential {DP): the potential amount of sand 
that can be transp<>rted at a site (derived from wind 
data using a sand transport equation). 
Dune: a depositional mound of sand-sized particles, 
sometimes pellets (qv) or snow, created by grain-by-
grain movement. 
Ouneficld: a collection of dunes covering between 
about 0.5 and 30000 km2• 
Dune network: a system of overlapping transverse 
dune ridges, each adjusted to winds from a different 
direction. 
Dust Bowl: parts of western Kansas and nearby states 
of the USA which suffered very heavy wind erosion in 
the 1930s. 
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Oust devil: a narrow circular pattern of rising 
concentrations of dust, created by thermal andfor 
wind-shear effcets. 
Oust plume: a narrow concentration of dust flowing 
parallel to the surface. 
Oynamk (or impact) threshold: the threshold (qv) 
needed to maintain movement in already mobile 
sediment. 
f.cbo dune: a dune upwind of an escarpment and 
'cehoing' its shape. created by t he pattern of flow 
against the escarpment. 
Entrainment: the liOing of sand or dust into the wind. 
Eolatlon: a tcm1 used by Keyes to refer to the wind· 
erosion of lnrgc urcns, producing level plains. 
"Episodically active dune: tt dune on which sand 
movement may be <II a low or negligible level for 
long periods, but on whtch the indicators of lengthy 
inactivity arc also absen t. 
l:rg: a sand sea (qv). 
Erodibility: the degree to which a surface can be 
eroded (depending on its properties, such as its grain 
size, cohesion. roughness. etc.). 
Erosivity: the power of an agent such as the wind to 
erode a surface (depending on its velocity, turbulence, 
viscosity, etc.). 
Falling dune: an anchored dune on the downwind side 
of a hill fom1ed as sand ts driven over the hill into 
calmer areas in the lee. 
f1ow separation: occurs when flow streamlines leave 
the boundary surface (separate) creating a closed celL 
Foredune: the main and outer ridge of a coastal dune 
system, parallel to the beach. 
Foreset.~: high.angle deposits dipping downwind, 
typical of dune slip face~ (qt•). 
Froude number : Fr • 11, f(glr)112, where h can be 
defined as the height of an obstacle and u, is the 
friction velocity. 
Grainfall deposition: deposition in the lee of the dune 
crest as a result of a rapid decrease in the transporting 
capacity of thll wind (a lso tcm1cd sedimemation). 
Grain sha11e: gntin shape can be resolved into 
sphericity, roundness, and surface texture (qv). 
Haboob: a cloud of dust raised by downdran systems 
associated with thuodcrstoml squalls. 
Harmattan: a winter wind in Wc~t Africa, which 
transports large quantities of dust south·westward 
from the Sahara. 
Hot-wire (film) anemometer: an anemometer (qv) in 
which the speed of the wind is measurod by the 
decrease in temperature of a heated probe. 
Katabatic wind: a wind induced by topographic 
differences in temperature and pressure between 
mountain massifs and plains. Katabatic winds, 
which blow from the mountains to the plains. are 
generally stronger than anabatic winds, which blow in 
the opposite direction. 
Kosa: outbreaks of dust originating in the Chinese 
deserts which move out over Japan and the northern 
Pacific. 
Lag deposit: a covering of coarse particles on the 
surface left by the removal of fines by wind of surface 
wash (qv desert pavement). 
laminar Ho~r. (qu turbulent llow) flow in which there 
is no significant mixing between sub-layers of the 
ftuid. 
Landsat: satellite data resolved at about 20m (MSS), 
in several wavebands, used for interpreting earth· 
resource infom1ation. 
law of tbe Wall: the proposition that the velocity 
distribution with height of flow over a smooth, level 
surface can be described as a straight line on a 
velocity: log height graph (qv \'elocity profile). 
leatbertrulll trap: a sand trap (qt•) which rotates with 
the wind. but in which sand is not separated aceording 
to height of transport. 
Lee dune: an anchored dune trailing downwind from a 
fixed obstacle. Lee dunes can occur singly or in pairs 
(and occasionally in threes). 
Lift: the aerodynamic upward force exerted on loose 
particles by the effect of low pressure created by 
aceeleration of flow near the bed or over protrusions 
from the bed. 
Linear dune: a dune on wbich length greatly exceeds 
width, and where net sand transport is pamllel to the 
dune crest. 
Linguoid: a tcm1 derived from the study of ripples, 
referring to projections of transverse ridges in tbe 
windward direction. 
J.itbificalion: the rendering of a loose sediment into 
hard, cemented rock. 
Loess: a deposit originating as wind-blown dust. 
wbich has since been lightly lithified (or ch:~ngcd in 
other ways. as by redistribution by surface wash or 
st.rearns ). 
Loessite: ancient, highly lithified loess (qt•). 
logarithmic profile: the velocity : log height profile of 
the wind above a smooth level surface, this being a 
stmight line (qc velocity profile). 
Log-hyperbolic transformation: a transformation of 
grain-size data requiring both grain-size and grain-
f~uency scales to be tra~sfomed logarithmically, 
whtch produces :1 hyperboltc curve when plotted. 
lunette: a crescentic dune on the downwind side of a 
pan (qv), formed in places of sand, but more 
frequently of silt and clay. The crescent shape, 
which is formed largely by wave action in an 
ephemeral lake, opens into the wind. 
Macbair: shelly dune sands deposits with irregu lar 
topography found on the north-western coasts of 
Scotland and Ireland. 
Magnetic susceptibility: the ability of a sediment to 
accept magnetic signals, a property which can used to 
relate it to its source and pedogenic processes. 
Managed retreat: a policy that accepts that coost:ll 
erosion (into coastal dunes and other coastal features) 
wiU occur, for whatever reason, and plans for the 
consequences. 
Marram (Ammophi/a arenaria): a grass nati•e to 
nonh-western European dunes. now widely mtro-
duced to stabili7.e coastal sand dunes. It can withstand 
a certain degree of burial by aeolian sand and salinity. 
Mega-ripple: a ripple with a wavelength of a metre or 
more, and reaching up to 0.3 m in height, generally 
formed of coarse sand. 
Mega·yardang: a yardang in a system in which the 
'wavelength' or mean distance between yardangs is of 
the order of I km. 
Meteo..~at: a geostationary satellite collecting coarsely 
resolved data mostly for meteorological forceasting. 
Milankovitch rhythms: changes in the solar input to 
the Earth's surface produced by variations in its so lar 
orbital cecentricity, and precession and its axia l 
obliquity. 
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Modernism: (very briefly) the belief in the inevitability 
of progress and in science as its principal instrument. 
Monsoons: wind and weather systems forced by 
differences in temperature and pressure between 
major continental land masses and the oceans. 
Morpbod)namic: the interaction of form and process_ 
Multimodal wind regime: a wind regime in which 
"'inds blow from many directions in a yearly cycle. 
Nabkha: qv -egctatod sand mound. 
Oblique dune: a dune ridge that is apparently oblique 
to the prevailing or resultant direction of sand 
movement. 
Palaeosol: a soil formed at some period in the past, 
and now not actively being formed, often being buried 
by later deposits. 
Pan: a shallow, ephemeral lake, generally with a 
smooth elliptica l outline, especial ly on the downwind 
side. and generally with the long axis at right angles to 
the prevailing wind direction (qu Junette). 
Parabolic dune: a dune with a 'hairpin' shape (a 
crescent with clongatod parallel arms), the crescent 
opening into the prevailing wind. Parabolic dunes are 
associated with the presence of vegetation. 
Parna: a term used in Australia to describe clayey 
loess (qv). 
PeUet: a sand-sized aggregate of silt or clay particles. 
Pellets can travel in the wind as sand, most in saltation 
(qt•). 
Peri-desert loess: loess (qv) formed in deserts and 
deposited on their margins. 
Phi scale: a logarithmic grain-si:zc scale such that 
groin size in phi (¢) = - log2 d. where dis the grain 
St:te in millimc:tres. larger grain sizes are represented 
by smaller phi values. 
Pbotometu: device for measuring light extinction (as 
by dust). 
Pisoliths: rounded concretions in soils, cemented by 
various substances such as iron or calcium carbonate. 
Pivot point: the point on a shp face where there is the 
maximum deposition rate of sand, and at which, 
therefore, fai lure begins. 
Playa: no ephemeral. shallow lake in semi-arid or arid 
areas, often, but not a lways saline. 
Plume: a narrow concentration (often of dust) 
elongated in the wind direction. 
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Primary dunes: dunes close to the sea in coastal dune 
systems. 
Proximal source: the immediate source of a sediment 
(as opposed to its origin in the distant past). 
Relative dating: dating of a deposit by its stratigraphic 
position (relative to overlying or underlying material) 
(q·v absolute dating). 
Reptation: the movement of grains of sand thrown up 
by a descending saltating grain. 
Residual ang.le after shearing: qv angle of repose. 
Resultant direction of movement: the direction of 
movement of sand or dust during a full annual cycle. 
Resultant drift direction (ROD): The compass direc· 
lion of the RDP (qv) . 
Resultant drift potential (RDP): the quantified 
(though generally relative) potential for sand move-
ment in the resultan t direction. 
Reynolds number: an empirical expression for distin-
guishing between laminar (qv) and turbulent Oow (qv). 
Ripples: low ridges of sand, generally less tha~ 0.0 I m 
high, mostly aligned at right angles to the wood, and 
repeated over large areas of bare, loose sand. 
Roughness length (z0): the depth of the zone ~f near 
zero-velocity flow close to a surface across wh1ch the 
wind is blowing. The roughness length is a function of 
the roughness of the surface. 
Roundness: the angu larity of the edges of sedimentary 
particles (such as sand). 
Saltation: the movement of grains under the influence 
of wind shear, in which grains rise a few centimetres 
into the wind, are propelled forward by it and descend 
again to the surface after a path of many centimetres. 
Sand fences: fences designed to accumulate sand and 
preven t it burying valuable installations. 
SandOow cross-stratum: a single lamina deposited due 
to the avalanching (qv) of a slip face (qv) (also termed 
encroachment deposition). 
Sand (or dust) rose: a diagram showing the movement 
of sand (or dust) from different directions in _an 
annual cycle, generally derived from long-term wmd 
data converted into sand movement using a standard 
formula. 
Sand sheet: an expanse of sand with few or very low 
dune forms. 
Sand trap: a device used to trap sand and thereby 
measure the amount of sand being transported by the 
wind. 
Sea breezes: wind systems on coasts. The onshore 
wind blowing during the latter part of the day, is 
gene;ally stronger than the offshore wind at night. 
Secondary dunes: generally stabilized dunes, far from 
the sea in coastal dune systems. 
Seif (say!): a sinuous, sharp-crested, active linear dune 
(qv). 
Separation bubble: the zone in the lee of a transverse 
dune in which there is return flow towards the dune on 
the surface, but onward flow above (qv flow separa· 
Lion). 
Serir: a North African term for a surface with a 
desert· or stone-pavement. 
Shamal: the strong summer wind that blows from the 
north-west down the Arabian Gulf. carrying large 
quantities of dust. 
Shear stress: shear occurs when one body (such as the 
ai r) slides over another (such as the ground). The 
shear force per unit area (in N m - 2) is termed To ('tau-
zero'). 
Shear velocity (u.) ('u star'): u. =(To/ Pa) where Pa 
('rho-a') is th~ density of the ai r (in kgm- 3) . Said to be 
related to the velocity profile (qv) such that 
u) u. = 1/x.ln z/zo where u, is _win? .velocity at 
heigh t z; and K ('kappa') is Karman s constant, 
usually taken as 0.~. 
Shelterbell: qv windbreak. 
Slip face: the slope to the lee of the dune crest on 
which sand is avalanching (qv) to main tain the angle 
of repose (q·v). 
Sphericity: the nearness of the shape of a clastic 
particle to that of a sphere. 
Splash effect: by analogy with splashing water, the 
throwing up of loose grains by the impact of a 
returning saltating grain. 
Squall line: a moving line of intense thunderstorms 
typical of places like Arizona and the Sahel m 
summer. The squalls raise large quantities of dust. 
Sand sea: a collection of dunes covering an area of 
over 30 000 km2• 
Stabilised dune: a dune inactivated because of the 
growth of vegetation or the development of a cohesive 
soil. 
Star dune: a large pyramidal o r dome-like dune. 
Static (or fluid) threshold: the threshold (qv) of 
ini tia tion of movement in a surface of particles. 
Stone pavement: qv desert pavement. 
Stoss slope: the windward slope of a dune (or other 
feature). 
Surface texture: the microscopic form of clast ic 
particles. 
Suspension: the movement of particles by suspension 
in a ir (or water). Suspension in air generally occurs 
only with si lL~ and clays, rather than sands. Where 
flow is turbulent (as it generally is), the suspended 
particles follow the turbulent paths. 
Thermoluminescence (Tl) dating: the a bsolute dating 
(qv) of sediments in wh ich the release of electrons 
under the influence of heat or light is measured. 
Electrons arc stored up in sedimentary particles a t a 
steady time-dependent rate once they arc covered and 
protected from the light (or heat). 
Threshold (or critical) shear stress r , threshold velocity 
(u,) and threshold shear velocity (u.,): stress par-
ameters measuring the initiation or maintenance of 
movement in sedimentary particles (being mostly a 
function of their si?..e). 
Toe: the base of the windward slope of a dune. 
Tractional deposition: deposition of grains on rippled 
surfaces in the Icc of ripples or other grains (also 
termed accretion deposits). 
Transgres.<;ive dunes: coastal dunes which migrate 
inland unrestrained by vegetation, occurring gener-
ally ei ther where there is little vegetation (as on arid 
coasts) or where there is a superabundance of sand. 
Transverse dune: dune ridges with crests transverse to 
tbc dominant wind, which migrate, for the most part, 
in the direction of the dominant wind. 
Turbulent flow: (qv laminar flow) flow in which there is 
significant mixing between sub-layers of the fluid as a 
resu lt ofturbulcnl eddies (i ndicated in air by Reynolds 
number (q11) values >6000). The flow comprises 
eddies, which, although making overaU downwind 
progress, also have a complex in ternal mo tion. 
Unimodal sand: sand whose size distribution has a 
strongly developed, single mode. 
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Unimodal wind regime: a wind regime in which winds 
blow largely from one direction throughout a yearly 
cycle. 
United States Geological Survey (USGS) sand trap: a 
large sand trap (qu) which rotates with the wi nd and 
which differentiates sand accordi ng to height of 
travel. 
Vegetated sand mound: a dune deposited around a 
core of vegetation, sometimes known as a nabkha (qu) 
or nebkha. 
Velocity profile: the change in velocity with height 
above the surface (q·v Law of the Wall; hogarithmie 
profile). 
Ventifact: a loose stone or boulder whose surface bas 
been abraded by the wind. 
Viscosity: the capaci ty of a fluid to resist changes of 
shape. Perfectly viscous materials (fluids) move at any 
level of applied stress. Water is 100 times more viscous 
than air. 
Windbreak: a line (or multiple lines) of trees and 
bushes designed to break the force of U1e wind in an 
attempt to control wind erosion (or o ther ill-effects of 
the wind). 
Wind Erosion Equation (WEQ): a system ror predict· 
ing wind erosion on agricul tural fields developed by 
the United States Department of Agriculture. 
Wind Erosion Prediction System (WEPS): a new 
system for predicting wind erosion on agricultural 
fields, due to replace the WEQ and promised for 
preliminary release in 1995. 
Wind rose: a circular diagram showing the directions 
and strengths of winds in the mean annual cycle at a 
station, the basis of a sand rose (qv). 
Yardang: a mound composed of generally cohesive 
sediment, whose surface has been abr.adcd (and 
perhaps deflated) by the wind into an aerodynamic 
shape. 
Zeugcn: a yardang with a hard cap-rock. 
.Zibar: a dune, without a slip face, formed of coarse 
sand. Most zibar are transverse to the prevailing 
wind. and most are less than a few metres high. 
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Arabia, 4, s. 24. 25. 76, 80. 102, 104. 106, 11 2. 135, 144. 160, 
162 
Arabian Gulf(Se:t). 47, 48. 55, 62. 138, 142, 160 
aragonite, 113. 142 
Aral Sea, As~. IS 1 
Arctic Ocean. 5 
Argentina. 62 
Arizona. USA, 12. 44, 46. 47. 82, 91, 133. 151 
Asia. 4, s. 36, 38, 40, 44. 47. 51, 54, SS, 56, 60, 62. 102. 103. 
104, 126. 127, 135. 138. 145, ISO 
asphalt. 161 
Atacama ~rt. South America. S. 106 
Atlantic <Xun, 5. 48, 51. 54. SS. 56. 62. 126. 127. 138. 160 
Mid-Atlantic Ridg~. 62 
aurilion. 29, SO. 54. 113, 114. II 5, 172 
Australia. 5, 24, 34. 44, 45, SO, 52, 55. 60. 61, 62, 79, 80. 82. 
86, 9M, 100, 102, 103, 104, 108. 110, 112. 116. 118, 119, 133, 
I~l~l~l~l~l~l~l~lW 
eastern. 128, 149 
northern, 4. 92, 93. 132 
South, 57. 140 
western. 130. 143 
8\'lllanching (s"" oL<o cascading: •hp face), 26, 72. 118, 120. 
130. 172 
avoidance, 161 
Bagnold, R. A., 1. 16. 19, 65, 66. 67. 71, 73, 118. 120, 122 
Bagnold's lonk. 16, 172 
Baltic Sea. 94, 153, 157 
barrier island, 172 
lrduxite. 57 
beach.9. 11 , 20.90,99,155,156 
done systems, 93, 94-6. I 56 
nounshment , 169. 172 
raised, 131 
sand, 153 
bedding. 133 
plane, IS 
bedform. 23. 61-2 
climbing, 121, 122. 172 
bedload, 120, I 72 
Belgium, 61, I 53 
Bem1uda, 128. 142 
Bernoulli's e<juatinn. 12 
biogenic materials. 40. 51. 141 
bioturbation, 62 
Bluckw:ller Draw Forntuti<•n, Texas. USA. 58 
blow, 145, 173 
blowout, 75, 83, 90 · I, 92. 95. 98, 99. I 00. 1 55, I 57. 170. 
173 
boardwalk. I 56 
bombardment, 13. 14, 17, 30. 32. 44, 149. 173 
boule •lide, 65, 66, 72 
boundary layer. 7, 8, 12. 27. 96, 173 
atmospheric, 9, 85 
in1ernnJ , 67. 149 
boumling surface, 120 1. 173 
Bmunlon Burrows, UK. 98 
Brant, 134. 135 
brmlt (u~ also erest·brink separation). 65. 70, 71, 173 
Britain. 60, 133, 147, 153. 154, 169 
Bnllany. France, 60, 169 
brushwood. 155, 158 
bu lk density. 73 
bulk. transport, 73-74, 173 
bureaucrati7ation. 170 
bursi·S\Ooeep flow. 11. 12 
caesium cmcs), 42, 43, 60, 173 
calcite. 40, 51, 52. 11 3, 116 
calcium carbonate. UJ. 113, 147 
Cll icretc (caliche), 56 
Cali(ornin, USA, 4. 6. IS. 31. 47, 51. 74. n. 82. 87, 89, 107, 
108. 112 
C1nada, 36, 91, 112. 131. 133. 139. 166 
Canary Islands. SO 
Cape V~rde Islands. SS 
capiralism (capilali>t economies), 164. 166 
carbonate, 56. 57, 128, 141, 142 
carbon dioxide (C02) , 159 
Caribbean, 49, 50 
Carolina Bays, USA, 36. 37, 173 
cascndtng. 148-9. 173 
cement {cementation). 57, 100, 101, 121. 128. 141, 142 
centrc:·pivol agriculture, lSI 
Chad, 49, 75. 160, 171 
Lake Chad Rnsin, SO. 52, 131 
chiOone. 26, 2R. 173 
Chinn, 24. 33, 39, 44. 48, 49, 53. 54, SS, 57. 59. 60, 61, 63, 76, 
126. 127, 135. 138, 144, 170. 17 1 
China Sea. 55. 62 
chou (S<'~ also lake, dry). SO. 52 
Chon ech Cbcrgui, Alg~na. 48, 50 
Chn$lmas tree. 164 
chronostratigraphy, 59 
clay (.<ee also dune. clay), 14, 50, 60, 64, 100. 11 3, 128. 145, 
149 
bonding. 101 
mineral. 1 5, 40, 44. 52, 54, 60, 62, 11 5 
ctiffinglofdunes), 96, 156. 173 
climate. 146, 147 
change, 79. 107, I 59 
history. 138 
cloud nuclcii, 151 
coast (sor ttlso dune, constnl), 2, 3, 6, 106 
Coconino Sandstone, USA. 133 
cohesion, 12, 15.72 
colluvial activity. 121! 
colluvtum, 57. 127 
Colorado, USA, 90, 107, 140 
Colorudo River. USA, 107 
communism, 164 
concret~, 153 
core 
deep-OC<'an. 126 
IOC, 125 
Corsica, 56 
coulisse, 148, 173 
cov.:rsand, 112, 139. 173 
creep, 13, 14. 15. 17. 100. 114, 126, 173 
creep:sa!tatton ratio, 17 
crest, 65, 70 I, 173 
cmt-brink separation. 70, 71 
Crete. 51. 56, 57 
crop. 146, 149 
production. 145 
cross-bedding, 120, 133 
eross·Stratum (see cross-bcddtng) 
crust, 14, 18, 29, 51. 128, 149. 173 
algal. 101, 129, 149 
cultivallon practice, 147 
cuhural ooniCXt, 163 
culture or science, 169 
cyclone (.•·oe low pressure) 
dating. 59. 131-2 
absolute, Ill. 172 
ammo acid, 132 
archaeological. 132 
chronomatigrophy, 59 
optical Ouminescencc), 59. 132, 133 
relative, 131, 176 
radiocarbon (14C), 132. 172 
rbermoluminese<:nce (TL), 132, 177 
defence. 161 
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deOation. 20. 29-30, 33. 34. 36. 38, 72. 90. lOS, 121. 173 
dcforesration. 168 
Denmark. 95, 144. 147. 148. 153. 170 
deprcs~ion (sl'e low pressure) 
desert (ser alo'O named deserts). I 59 62. 170 1 
margin (edge), 90- 1.92, 135, 157, 170 
pavement (see Slone po v~menl), 36 
surface, 105 
town, lSI 
vnmisb, 56, l iS. 131, 143, 173 
dcseru.fication. 144. 166 .g, 170, 171 
·D· e'ent. 52 
Devonian. 133 
diagenesis, 57 
diatom. 40 
dip. 123 
Doha, Qatar, 152 
dolomite, 51 
domeshc water supply, 153 
drag. 12-13.20, 114. 173 
form. 12, 173 
surface, 12, 173 
drift (st•nd flow), 23, 161, 162 
direction (DO). 23, 80, 147, 176 
poll'll tial {DP), 23. 24. 73, 80. 104. 109, 173. 176 
drought. 146. ISO. 157, 170 
dry fanmng. 163 
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dune. 102. 105. 173 
acth-e. 127- 30 
anchored. 75. 88- 93, 106 
barchan (and barchanoid). 50. 65. 66, 68. 69, 75, 80, 
81. 82. 103, 108, 109, Ill, 118, 120, 138. 139, 142. 
160. 161. 172 
calving. 64. 65 
classific-~tion. 74 5 
clay (su also dune. lunene), 100-1. 173 
cliff-top. 75. 88. 89. 93. 173 
climbing. 6. 75. 88, 89, 121. 173 
COliSta1.6,19,75,91,93 IOI,IQ.I.ID.II8,124,127. 
128, 131, 132, 133, 140- 1, 152-9, 168-70 
complex. 79, 102, 108. 109. Ill. 173 
compound, 79, 102, Ill. 173 
copp<ce. 90 
dome, 70, 71. 75, 81. 82, 103, 120 
echo, 75. 88, 89, 90. 174 
episodically acli,•e. 130, 174 
falling. 6, 75. 8H, 89, 174 
nanking, 88, 89. 90 
free. 75- 7, 79- 8!!, 93, I 00 
hairpin (ser also ·dune, pambolic), 91 
hierarchy, 79 
hummock, 90 
inactive, 127- 30 
indpienl, 67 
initiation. 6S 6 
lee, 65, 15. 88, 89. 90, 174 
linear. 65, 73. 75- 6.79.80. 81,82- 6. 103, 108. 109, 
Ill, 114. liS. 117, I 18, 119, 120, 121-3, 130, 131, 
133. 134, 137, 174 
lunene (se~ also dune, clay), 34, 3S, 36. 75. 100- 1, 
113, 175 
mega·, 79, 103. I OS, 134 
movement. 73- 4 
network. 15, 16- 1. 80. 81. 86, 173 
oblique, 87- 8. I ?5 
parobolic. 7S. 90. 91 3. 95, 98. 99. 100. 102, 120. 138. 
139, 175 
prillUlry, 98 100, ISS. 176 
proto-, 67 
rehc, 130 
replication. 66- 7 
re•el1ing. 75, 82 
secon<bry, 98 100. ISS. 116 
se1f (sayf). 75. 76. 176 
shrub, 90 
simple. 79. 102. I ll 
stabilised, 137, 138, 176 
star. 75, 76 7, 78. 79. 80. 86-7. 103. 105, Ill, 115. 
118. 120. 133. 117 
trunsgreSSI\•e. 100. ISS, 157, 177 
transverse. 18. AA, 73, 74, 15. 79, 80. 81, 82. 108, 109. 
Ill , liS. 118, 120,121.122.123,137, 139, 160, 177 
dunefield, 64. I 02. 138, 173 
Durban, South Africa, 153 
dust. 5. 8. J I. 14, 18. 32, 145, 168 
collection, 41 - 3 
control, 150 2 
devil. 6. 45, 46. 174 
emission, 41 , 44, 146. 149, lSI 
fall (out). 42, 43, 55, 56 
meter, 42 
plume. 46, 47. 50. 60, 62, lSI, 174 
production. 55, 127 
rose, 7. 22. 176 
storm. 2. 4, S. 44. 45. 47, 48. 49, 51, 145, 149. ISO 
trdjectory, 59 
trap, 42,43 
volcanic, 51 - 2 
Dust Bowl. USA, 140, 144. 145. 147, ISO. 163, 164. 173 
ecosystem. 153 
Egypt, 32. 33, 38. 39, 74, 89, 140, 159 
encroachment deposit (su sandflow cross-stratum) 
England. 94, 98, 133, 139. 145, 157 
English Channel, 60 
entrainment, II. 12, 15, 43- 5, 113, 174 
colation (and eoliaoists), I, 32, 37, 38, 174 
episodic accumulation, I 07 
equilibrium. 17, 25, 28, 66. 70. 71. 73, 17 8, 91, 94. 141 
erg (see also sand sea), 102, 174 
erodibility, 29. 44. 146, 147, 149, 174 
erosivity, 29, 127, 146. 174 
Etesian wind. 4 
Europe, 48, 51. 55, 98, 155. 157, 170 
eastern. 139 
central, 61 
northern, 99 
north·wesl. 58, 96 
western, 60, 97, 139 
evaporation, 19 
txpense 
off-farm, 168 
On·fann, 145, 168 
feedback, 89, 94 
negative, 91 
posi1ive, 47 
fence. 144, 152. ISS. 158, 160, 162, 176 
fetch, 146, 147- 9 
effect. 148 
film 
!Ugh-speed, 13 
financial.n:tum, 144 
fire. 138. 156. 170 
wood, 157, 162 
6ow (s..r also ftux; "~nd), 8- 9 
aocelerotion, 6 
curvature. 69. 70 
separation (su also lee eddy), 12, 67. 68, 70, 71. M3. 
85, gg, 120. 174 
ftume.80 
Hurry, II. 45 
fluvial 
flux 
activity, 68, 128 
catchment, I 
erosion. 38, 39, 51 
landform, 61- 2 
sediment, 33, SO, 62 
dust, 41. 42, 56, 57. 62 
sand. 12. 22 3, 69, 105 
folk technology, 160 
force, 8 
Fordism, 163 
foreduae, 19, 90, 94, 98. 99-100, 151. 174 
foreset, 26, 120. 123, 174 
forest cover. 138 
forestry. I 57 
France. 93. 128, 144. 153. 157. 168, 170 
friction velocity (see also shear velocity). 10 
front. 12, 44, 47, 48, 49 
frost, 44, 53, 54 
Froude number, 89, ISS. 174 
Gambi3 River, west Africa, 51 
Germany, 40, SO, 61, 133, 153 
gibber plain (u~ stone pavement), 36 
gibli, 47 
glacier (sH also Lasl Glacial Muimum), 2 
grinding, 53 
global 
margin, 53 
meltwater, 127. 143 
origin. 131 
outwash. 138 
period, 61 
S>Cdimen1. 60, 141 
circulation. 3 
wanning. I 59 
gobi (see stone pavement), 36 
Gobi Desert, Asia, 24 
golf. 169 
gr.1in (panicle) 
colour, II S-6 
mineralogy, 113 
roundness, 113, 115, 176 
shape, 113- 5. 174 
size. 14. 19. 20. 22. 26, 43. 44, so. 58, 62. 72. 82. 95. 
116-9. 147 
bimodal, SO, 60, 117. 172 
unimodal, SO, 117 
sphericity, 113. 114 5, 176 
surface texture. 113, II 5. 177 
grainfaU deposit. 120, 174 
Grnod Erg Oriental. Sahara (libya), lOS, 130, 131 
Gran Desieno. Mexico. 107. 109, 118 
granite, :54 
grazing. 1~9 
'Great American Desert'. 144 
Great Eastern Sand Sea, Sahara (Algeria). 76. 77. 78 
'Great Green Wall', China, 171 
Great Plains, US.<\, 145. 147, 149, 164 
Great Sand Dunes. Colorado, USA. 82, 107 
Great Sandy Desert. Australia. 143 
greenbelt, 164, 171 
'Green Dam·, Algeria, 171 
Greenlaod, 133 
ice cap. L25, 126 
groyne. 155, I 59 
Gulf of Mexico, 48 
Gulf War, ISO. lSI 
gully, 128 
gypsum, SO. 52, 56. 113, 116 
haboob, 5, 46, 47, 48, 174 
Hadley Cell, 3 
The Hague. Netheslands. I 53 
halite. 52, 116 
bammada (su stone pa''CD'Ient). 36 
Harmauan, 4, 5, 48, 57, 174 
Hawai1. 40 
heavy m1neral. 44. 116 
Helmholtz equ.allons. 27 
H1gh Plains. USA, 44, 47, 58. lSI 
b.gb pressure (se<' also anticyclone). 3, 4. 5, 108 
llippophik rhamnoitks (sea buckthorn), 96 
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Holocene. 39, 52, 54. 57, 62, 93, 101. 127. 131. 134- 41. 143 
human volcano. ISO 
hunudlly (sa also moisture), 20, 127, lSI 
Hungary. 82. 138 
Hungarian Plain. 54 
hurricane. 4 
hydrauhcjump. 61 
kc, 43,64 
-age climate. 125 
cap. 125 
core (see core, ice) 
front.61. 139 
Idaho. USA, 92 
illite, 52, 62, II 5 
Indio. 4, 24, 49, 121, 133. 135, 144. ISO, 162. 171 
Indian o,:eun, 49. 62 
industrial revolution. ISO 
infiltration, 128 
interdune. 80. 82. 102. 107. 118. 128 
internal structure (Of dunes), 87. 119- 23 
lnlertrop•cal Convergence Zone (ITCZ), 4 
Iran, 4, 32, 143 
lrnq. 47. 104 
Ireland, 90, 94, 99, 131, 133. 141 
iron. 128 
oxide, 115-6 
imgalion, 151, 162 
J.rael. 54. 96. 133, 144. 168 
Japan, 48. 57. 171 
JCt. 19, 69 
ground. 64 
)Ct stream. 46. 47. 49 
Kalahari Desert. southern Africa, 4. 23, 35, 36, 76. 91 , 
102. 103. 104, 108. 116. 117. 118. 119. 124, 129. 130. 
135. 137 
Kalul, Iron (ue Lui Desert) 
kaolinite. 52, 62. II 5 
Karman constant, 10 
KannanfPrandll (reasoning). 9, 10, II 11. 68 
karst, 38. 128 
katabatic wind. 6. 47. 48, 82, 174 
Kazakh>lan, 44, 164 
Kelso Dunefield. California, USA, 119 
khamsin. 47 
Korea. 51 
kosa, 48, 174 
Kuwait, 24 
lacustrine deposit (su lake deposit) 
lag depo.~il, S I, 117, 174 
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lake, 43, I 03 
deposit. 33. 57. 103. 131, 143 
dry(s,ca!locholl; playa; sabkha), SO. 51, 52, 57, 113, 
131 
ephemeral. 60 
sah. 101 
shore, 100, 103 
Lake l!yn:, Ausuuba, 4S. SO, 52 
lamina. 120 
lamonar Dow, 8, 9, 18, 174 
land brt:et<!, 6 
land degradation, 90 
Last Ghocial Maxomwn, 62. 125, 126, 136, 139 
laterite, 57 
launch angle. I 5 
lav;o (Oow). 37. 56, 89 
law of the Wall, 9. 174 
leaching. 57, 98. 128 . .,7, 145, 156, 159 
Icc eddy (s"" also flow ><.:paration). 67, 70. ~3. 85 
lee slope Oee face), 66. 70, 71 3. 120 
leos-de,·elopc:d country, I 57. 171 
lichen 
endolithk, 57 
Libya, 24, 25. 51 , 75. 102. 107, 122 
lift, 12, 18. 44, 174 
linl:UOid. 174 
lithification, 142, 175 
lou oral 
drift. 94, 100. 159 
zone, 6 
local wond. 6 
loess. 2. 6. ll\, 44, 51, 52. 53. 54, 56,57-62, 100. 114. 127, 133, 
175 
'cold'. 54 
-edge ramps, 61 
high·alutudc. 59 60 
'hot'. 54 
hps. 51 
pcri-d~<crl. 52. 54. 59. 60, 61, 175 
lo=ite, 59. 127, 175 
Log.·hyperb<>lic transfonnauon. 17. 117. 175 
log.·normal grain-size dostnbuuon, 116 8 
low p!CMUfC. 3, 138 
luneuc (stt dune:. lunc:ne) 
Lut ~rt (Kalut), I non, 32, 33, 76 
machwr, Scotland, 93. 169, 175 
Madaga>ear. I 53 
magnetic susceptibohty. 43, 174 
magnitude:frequeocy relationship.•, 94 
magnus effect. 16 
Malan Loess. China, 44 
Mali. 24, 42, 171 
managed retreat. 156, 159, 175 
mannc 
deposit (scdimenl), 54. 62· 3. 115, 119 
regression, 138. I 58 
source. II 5 
terrace. 142 
transsre.soon, 138, 140 
marmm grass (.we A mmoplt/111 aren11ria) 
Mar~. I. 32. ~9, 102 
Mauritania, 23. 24, S4, S6, 74. 77. 89. ISO, 170 
Mediterranean Sea, 47, 48. 49. 51. 57. 62, 94, 127, 135. 170 
mega-duoe (Sfl' dune, mega-) 
mega-yardang (su yardaog. mega·) 
metamorphic rock. 53 
Mexico, Sl , 107 
Middle east, 144 
Milankovitoil rhythm:. (cycles), 6(), 79, 125, 126. 131, 175 
Mie<>:ne, 54, 127. 135, 143 
Mississipp;. USA. St. 133. 169 
Missouri, USA. S I. 6() 
mobility index. 128, 129 
model (modelling). 22, 27. 66 7, 69 
Cooper-Thorn. 140. 17~ 
enginooriog. I 56 
Oume. 80-1 
Global Oimate Model (GC:M), 125 
modernism, 163-4. 175 
moisture, 2. 14, 15, 18. 19- 20, 29, 44. ss. 72. 96. 121. no 
index. 147 
Mojave Desert. USA, 31, 32, 34, 37, 100, 133 
Mongolia. 40 
monsoon. 4-~. 59, 126, 138. 175 
Montana, USA, 146 
montmorillonite, 115 
morphodynamics, 78 9, R I, 82, 83. 90, 94, 17 5 
mountain, 6, 47. 104 
pass. 6, 70 
range. 92 
Mount St Helens, USA, S I 
nabkha (see ncbkha) 
Namib Desert, southern Afrka, 2, 5, 23, 24. 25. 31. 32, 76. 
78, 82. S3, 84, 85, 103. 106. 107, 109 II, 112, 114, 115, 117, 
ll8, 119, 124, 130, 131. 135 
nature 
conservation. 169 
~rvo; 169 
nebkha (see a!<o vegetated .and mound), 75, 90. 175 
Nebraska. USA. 54. 59. 133, 165 
Nebraska Sand Hills. 75. 123. 131. 138. 139, 140 
Negev Oesen. Israel. 40. 57. 60. 93. 140 
Netherlands. 90, 93. 96, 98. 99. 139. 140, 144, 147, 152, 153, 
156. ISS, 159, 169, 170 
Holland. 60, 153 
1\evada. USA. Sl. 60 
New Mexico. USA, 58 
New South Wales, Australia, 153 
New Ze-.Uand, 9S 
Niger, 42, 47. 118. 148 
Niger River, 24 
Nile River, 93. 127. 168 
North European Plain, 13R 
Nonh Sea, 94 
Basin, 60. 133 
Nullabor Plain, Australia, 140 
oasis, 144. 159, 160 
ocean, 62, 113 
oceanic sedimcnls, 62 
off-road vehicle (ORV), 169 
oil, 133, 161, 168 
-rich nntion•. t 44, 161 
supply. 144. 160 
well. 161 
--
Oman. Jl , 65, 66. 67, 86. 131, 142. 163 
Oregon. USA. 87, 94, 96 
organic mauer. 44, 116. 132. 145, 149 
Owen's Lake, California. USA. 51. lSI. 152 
oyat. ISS 
Pacific Ocean, 46, 47. 48, 49, 55, 62. 63. 94. 126 
packing densiry. 14. IS 
Pakistan, 4. 133, 135, 138 
palaeomagnetism. 59 
palaeon1ology, 132 
pahoeosol. 59, 60, 175 
Palouse. USA. 61 
palygorskite, 52, 60 
pan, 29, 34-6, 39, 100, 113, 175 
Paris Basin, France, 36 
pama. 60, 115 
sheet. 60 
pastoralist. 167-8 
Patagonia, South America. 5 
patina, 128 
peat, 147 
pellet, IS, 20, 100. 101. 175 
faecal. 62 
periglaci::ol 
deposit, 138 
environment, 6, 30. 131, 135 
Permian, 134 
Permo-Triassic, 133 
Peru, 32, 33, 74. 82, 160. If> I 
•p· event. 52-3, 54 
phi scale. 116. 175 
photometer, 42, 175 
pisolith. 128, 175 
pivot point, 175 
plantation, 153, 162 
planting, 156. 162 
playa (see a/so lake. dry). 30. SO. 51, 56, 60. 175 
Plcistocene, I, St. 52. 54, 57, 59, 60. 62, 101, 107, 121. 125, 
126, 127. 131, 134-41, 143. 159 
Plioame. 39, 54. 127. 140 
ploughing. 139, 146, 151. 164 
plume (se• also dust, plume). 175 
J'O(l2ol, 98. 128. 156 
Poland, 91 , 139. 153, 157 
pollen, 40 
pohtical economy, 170 
pollutant. ISO 
Pmndtl (str Karman) 
Precambrian. 133 
Pyrenees. 56 
Qaidam Depression. China, 33 
Qattara Depression, Egypt. 38 
Qoz. Sudan, 137 
quartz, 40, SO. 51. 53, 54, 57, I 13. 115. 116. 132. 135 
Quatcrna ry (ser also Pleistocene and Holocene), 57, 60, 97, 
132 
Queensland. Australia, 140, 153 
rabbit, 156 
railway, 161 
rain, 20. 43, 49, 72. 90. 96, too. 130. 138, 151, 159 
StC>rm. 149 
nunforcst, 57 
nunsplash, 90, 12~ 
Rajasthan. India, 24. 133. 158, 162. 171 
rand\\alkn, 139 
reactivation, 140, 147. ISS, 157 
reclllmation. 170 
rccrcauon, 153, 169 
'red sno" •• S6 
te(l (S<' .. Stooc pa\cll'l!:nt), 36 
reli~ features. 127, 130 
removal, 162 
reptatoon. 13. IS, 16, 17- 18. 26, 114, 176 
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re>1dual angle after shearing (see also angle of repose), 72, 
176 
resuhant dnfl direction (ROD) (>u drill dircctoon) 
resultant dnll potential (ROP) (su drift potential) 
re"orking, 61 
Reynolds 
number, 8 9, 12, 176 
messes, 68 
Rhone Rover, 60. 93 
Rhcine River, 62, 93 
ridgo (scr al.ro dune, linear: yartlang, mega-), 33, 76 
rill, 128 
ripple. IS. 23 8, 71. 81, 120. 128. 130, 176 
acl hesion. 26 
aerodynamic, 27 
ballistic hypothesis, 27 
celerity. 27 
mega·, 25. 26, I 75 
min-impact, 26 
secondary. 25 
Rogers lake . .Moja\'e Desert. USA, 32, 33 
Roosevelt. 164, 170 I 
roughness, 9, 29. 100. 146 
length (hdght) (ZG), 9, 20, 69, 151, 176 
ridge, 149 
Rub' at Khah, Arabia. 24, 76, 102, 131 
runoff. 57. 61, 90. 100, 128 
Russia. 44, 144, 145, 149 
sabkha (.•u also lake, dry). SO 
Sahara l>c1ert. north Africa, 4, 5, 33, 38. 48. 49, SO, 51, 52. 
54. 55, 62, 63, 76, 77, 102,103.1().1, lOS. 106. 107,108, 131, 
m. 143, 144. 150. t60. 111 
Sahel. \\est Africa. 4, 24. 44. 46, 50, 54, 106. 126. 135, 137. 
138, 144. 149, 150, 151. 164. 170, 171 
sah (and salinity). 36, 37, 38. 40, 44, 50, 52. 54. 64. 72. 100. 
101, 113 
saltation. II , IS 17, 18, 20, 22. 26, 27. 30, 32. 43. 44. SO. 66, 
71, 72, 100. 114. 118, 176 
modified, IS 
trajectory, I 5, 22, 114 
'Sahiphonc', 21 
sand 
blasting. 44. 149 
ramp (.rei' also dune, dimbing), 6, 89 
rose. 7, 22. 176 
sea. 5, 54, 64, Chapter 6, 116. 176 
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trap. 20 I. 162. 176 
Aarhus trap. 21. 22, 172 
Leatherman trap. 20, 174 
United Stale< Geological Sutvey (USGS) trap, 20, 
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sandJiow cross·stratum. 120, 176 
sandstone, 123. 133 
Santa Ana wind. California. USA. 47 
satellite (and satellite imagery). I , 7, 33. 42. 47, 146 
Landsat, 42, 174 
Meteosal, 42, S I, 175 
Saudi Arabta, 24, 39, 57, 74, 91. 102, 103, 106. 112, 118. 150, 
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Scandinavia. 56 
scanning electron mtcroscope (SEM). 50, 114. 115 
schist, 53 
Scotland, 90, 93. 133. 153, 168. 169 
buckthorn (see llippophlle rhamnordes) 
brtele, 6, 92, 96, 142, 176 
defence. 153 
level, 127, 140, 141, 143, 157, 158, 159 
spray, 142 
wall, 95 
sedimentation (soe grainfall deposit), 120 
sediment trap, 149 
seed, 145. 149 
Selima Sand Sheet, L:gypl, Libya and Sudan. 77, 112 
Senegal, 54, 56, 135 
Senegal River, Mauritania. 23, 57 
'Sensit' probe, 10, 21 
separation bubble (.re~ also now separation). 176 
scrir (.ree also stone pavement), 36. 38, 176 
set-aside, 164 
Shamal, 4, 47, 48. I 52. 176 
sharav, 47 
shear foroc (.,-0 ) . 9 
shear "clocity (u.). 10. 42, 44, 68. 70, 176 
sheetwash, 57 
sheherbeh, 163, 164. 165. 170 · I , 176 
Siberia, 36. 53, 164 
sieving, 116, 147 
silt, 14. 54. 60 
Simpson Stn.elccki Oesen. Auslraha. 24. 101, 103, 106, 117 
Stnai. Egypt, 40. 57, 58, 65. 83. 85. 93, 96. 140. 157 
sinuosity, 26 
slaking, 20 
slip face. 19. 25, 65, 67. 71 - 3. 75, 82. Ill, 118. 120. 122. 123. 
128. 176 
smc:etite, 52 
snow, 43.44 
soil, 14, 30, 40. 43, 44, 56, 60, 100. 113. 128. 134, 137. 142, 
146, 149, 159 
conservation. 164, 166 
horizon, 59, 128, 137, 156 
profile. 128 
top, 145 
soliOuclion, 61 
solution (dissolution), 36, 37, 38. 50, 115, 128, 142 
Somalia. 158. 170 
sources 
dust, 50- 4 
proximal, 50 
sand, 161 
South Africa. 34, 96, I 56 
Cape Province, 92, 94 
Soviet Union (fonner), 6. 24, 144, 164, 166, 168 
Spain, 94 
splash effect (s"' also reptation), 13, 16, 176 
spraying, 152, 161 2, 164 
squall line, 46, 176 
stabilization (see also dune, stabtlized). 128, 135. 138, 141. 
144. 155 
substances, 161 
Stalin 
period. 144 
plan .• 164 
steady state, 16 
steppes, 44, 144, 145, 150, 164 
stone pavement. 29, 30, 36-7, 38, 39, 173, 177 
stony mantle (su also stone pavement), 36 
storm (see also dust storm; rain storm; thunderstorm) 
damage, 157 
stoss slope (see windward slope), 177 
streak (su sand streak) 
stream (see sand stream) 
streamer, II 
streamline curvature (see How curvature) 
stress, 8 
shear stress, 20, 85 
striation, 61 
Sudan, 38, 46. 77. 135, 137, 170 
surface texture (see grain surface texture) 
super-surface, 121 
suspension, 8, I 5, 18, 44, 100, 177 
sweeping, 162 
symbol, 144, 153 
Syria, 57 
Tajikistan, 52, 59 
Takla Makan Desert, China, 24, 103. 106. 127 
Tarim Basin, Asia. 6 
tectonic activity, 126, 134 
Tenere Ocsen, Niger, 77, 79, 112. 111 
tephra. 52 
tern rossa. 57 
Teniary (see also named eras), 97, 135 
'T' event, 52 
Texas, USA, 36, 47. 58. 60, 64. 65, 151, 168 
Thames River, 60 
Thar Desert. India. 24, 82, 91 , 92, 103, 135, 138. 142 
threshold, 13- 14, 19- 20.43, 128 
curve, 14 
dune si2e, 87 
dynamic. 13. 174 
fluid, 13, 19. 176 
impact, 13, 19. 174 
shear stress, 13, 177 
shear velocity, 177 
static, 13, 14, 177 
velocity, 13, 43, 149, 177 
throughflow. 128 
thunderstorm, 6, 12, 44, 46, 47 
Tibcsti Plateau. Chad and Niger. 6, 33. 38 
Tibetan Plateau. Asia, 6, 53, 60, 127 
toe, 68-9, 70. 177 
topographic 
control, I 06. Ill 
obstacle, 61. 66, 88 
topography, 6. 29, 88 
topsct bed, 120. 122 
tractional deposit, 120, 177 
trade wind, 3, 4 
belt. 62 
transpon. 113 
rate, 7, 16, 18- 23, 70, 71 
formulae (equations), 19 
trap (s~~ dust trap; sand trap; sediment trap) 
Triassic (see also Permo-Triassic), 133 
tuning-fork junction (see Y junction) 
Tunisia. 2, 32. 38, 50, 54, 60, 61. 127, 132. 133 
turbulence, 8, 11-12, 44, 46, 66. 67, 69, 72, 89. 116, 148 
turbulent ftow, 8, 9, 18, 177 
Turkestan, China, 32 
Turkmenistan, 162 
u. (see shear velocity) 
United Kingdom, 60 
United Stales Department of Agriculture (USDA), 145 
United States of America, 5, 36, 38, 48, 55, 56, 61, 9 1, 100, 
133, 138, 144, 145, 147, 150, 153, 156, 159, 164 
uplift. 60 
vacuum cleaner, 149 
vadose zone, 142 
vector unit, 23, 24 
vegetated sand mound (see also nebkhn), 90, 99, 177 
vegetation, 2, 14. 18, 20, 44, 55,60-1, 86, 88, 89-93. 128, 
130, 134, 149, 152 
cover. 146 
succession, 98. 169 
velocity (see also friction velocity; shear velocity; threshold 
velocity). 18, 116 
ejection. I 5 
fall, 18 
logarithmic profile, 9, II. 12. 18. 68. 175. 177 
profile, 16 
saltation. 15 
speed-up, 19. 82, 100, ISS 
ventifact. 6, 29, 30-2, 39, 131, 143, 177 
viscosity. 8. 177 
viscous sub-layer, 9 
visibility. 40, 42 
volcano (uealso human volcano; lava), 37. 51. 57, 113 
vortex (vortioe$; vonicity). 12, 46, 47, 89 
roU. 81 , 83.85 86 
thermal, 45 
Waluba Sand Sea. Oman, 77. 104, 119. 131, 142 
Wales, UK, 153, 168, 169 
wash (u~ also sheet"-ash). 61 
watertable. 90. 121, 142. 148, 159. 170 
wavctcnsth. 25, 66. 73 
Index 
weathering, 33, 34. 36, 38, 50, 52. 53. 54, 55. 56, 51. 62, 113, 
116. 128, 135. 143 
Western Desert. E8YJ)l. 38. 89 
White Sands, New Mexico, USA, 107, 120, 121, 123 
Wtnd 
direction. II. 23. 147 
energy. 23, 24, 104, 108. 109 
erosion. 145-9, 163-8 
Wind Erosion Equation (WEQ), 146-9. 161. 
166, 168. 177 
Wind Erosion Prediction System (WEPS), 
146. 149, 166, 168, 177 
panem, 138 
regime, 31, 108, 123 
bimodal (bidirectional). 23. 25. 79, 80. 83, 85, 
108, 109. 122, 133, 172 
complex (multimodal, multi.direclional), 23, 
25, 79, 80, I 09 
unimodal (unidirectional), 23, 25, 31, 33, 73. 
79. 80. 108. 109. 123, 177 
rose, 7, 22, 177 
shear, 9- 10 
speed (.ree al.ro velocity). 7, 16 
tunnel. 9, II , 13, 14, 21, 22, 25, 27. 85, 89, 145, 
149 
windbreak. 148, 164, 166, 171, 177 
windrifl, 82 
windward slope (main slope). 67- 70, 73, 120, 121 
Wyomms. USA. 92. 143 
yardang. 2, 29. 30, 32-4, 38, 39, 64. 82, 100, 131, 143. 
177 
mega·yardans, 6. 33, 131. 143, 175 
Y ·Junction. 27. 28. 76, 83 
7ero-velocity 70ne. 20 
teugen. 34. 177 
21bar. 71. 75. 77. 79. 82. 107. 108. 117. 118. 177 
Zo (su rou&Jlness kngtb) 
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